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PREFACE
The primary purpose of this publication Was to edit, with

translation »and necessary notes, the incantation texts inscribed

on bowls from Nijjpur, now in the j)ossession of the Museum.

But it soon became apparent that full account should be made

of all other published texts of like charact’er, both for my own

advantage in securing a larg(>r material for collation and also

for the convenience of scholars by presenting in one w’ork a

survey of a rather rt'mote and scattered fic'ld, in wdiicli many

have labored but now<' has attemj)ted a treatiiK'nt of tjie sub-

ject at large. 1 have accordingly r>ot only given a description

of all th^ earlier maf(‘i ial but also collah'd it as fully as possible

both in the Glossaries and in the ref('r(‘Ji(!es of Introduction

and (yomnu'ntaiw. The Introduction, thus (‘xteiuU'd beyond

the field of tlie Nii)i)iir h'xts. has grown 1o still greater dimen-

sions with the enlarging pereei)tion of the intimate relations

between the l)owl-inscriptions and the l)road fields of ancient

magical literatui’c. 1’i‘evious editors, working before the pres-

ent great development of tlu' study of magics, had taken little

notice of thes<‘* connections with a widei’ worhl. Analogies

with the Talmud and possible (ionneclions with the Kabbalis-

tic'lbre had been pointed out, but the bowls still remained

without idefinit^ [)lace or links in the general field of ancient

magic. Withal the relations of Jewish magic to the larger

whole have not yet been asccu-tained.

But within the last few decades an immense advance has

been made in our knowledge of ancient magic and of its prime

importance as a study in tlie history of mankind. The chief

(7 )



8 0N1VERSITV MUSEUM. BABYLONIAN SUCTION.

stimulus to this has come, first, from the anthropologists and

the students of comparative religion, who have taught us not

to ignore the most primitive or most degraded manifestations

of the human spirit. Then there have been the rapid strides

in the advance of Egyptology and Assyriology, where at every

step the student faces the iirobicm of the identities and differ-

ences of magic and religion. Further, the classical philologists

have at last condescended to examine the vulgar magical records

in the Clrcek and Latin tongues, and have found an interest

in them as revc.aling how the ancient “man of the street,”

and wiser men as well, actually talked and thought, in modes

dilfercnt from the traditional standards of the classical civiliza-

tion. Of this large increasii in material and understanding

I have "been fortunately able to avail inysi'lf, with the resuit

of the discovery of innunu“rable clues pro\’ing that tlie bowl-

magic is in I’art the lineal desciaidant of the old Babylonian

sorcery while at the same time- an<l this is the more impor-

tant because a less expected di-scoverj’ it takes its place in

that great field of lii'llenistic magic which pia vaded tlie whole

of the western world at the beginning of the ('hristian era.

My chief contribution to the stud}’ has bei'ii in tlu'se two direc-

tions, the relations with the cuiK'iform religious texts and the

Greek magical papyri. The writer’s knowledge of Egyptian

magic was wholly at second hand, and in an^" case that earlier

influence was mediated to this sjiecial field through Hellenism.

The Christian Syrian literature is shown to haAu> its close con-

nections, being thoroughly infused, as was the early Church, with

magical ideas. Magic within Judaism has been the subject

of capital monogratihs by competent Jewish scholars, and in

that direction I have not been able to do much more than to

appropriate their results, except so far as to show the absolute
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community .of ideas and terms and practice between Jewish

and Gentile sorcery. It remains a subject for an interesting

investigation to discover just what Judaism gave to, and what

it received from, the Hellenistic magic, but ])rol)abIy a hopt‘-

less study, for, as someone has remarked, in the liistorx' of magic

we must pursue not the genealogical but the -analogical method.

As a result of the.se com})arisons, the coniJusion must be drawn, as

indicated in § 15 of the Introduction, that the magic of the bowls,

and in a gcmeral way, all Jewish magic, has come out of the crucible

of the Graeco-Roman world, whic'h, on aceount of its dominating

civilization, we call Hellenistic; it is not Ji'wish but eclectic.

^

However, wnth this broadening of the scojie of the work,

it has been the fixed iiuriiose not to attianiit. any general study

• of magic; this w'ould have biam but to confuse my ;^vork and

cloud my re.sults. Wkh a single eye, tlu' fads of tlu' ti'xts

have l^cen illustrated in as objective a way as possible from the

phenomena of locally inlierited and contemixirain'ous magic,

with the intent of establishing the immediate bonds of connec-

tion. Aly work wamld bo a contribution from a very small

and limited field to the study of magical thought and i)ractice

w'ithin a definite age and region. At least tliere has come to

the w'riter the satisfaction of finding a i)lace for tlii! memhra

disjecta of these out-of-the-way texts in the huge colossus of

that system of magic which was once almost the actual religion

of our western civilization.

If I appear to have gone into much detail in tlie treatment

of the«e non-literary texts, I trust that the results will justify

my undertaking; the expansion of the work has proceeded

.
naturally and subtly much beyond the -editor’s desire and

convenience. From the philological iioint of view these vulgar

inscriptions are of as much interest to the Semitist as are the
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magical papyri to the classicist. Careful study shows that,

with the exception of intentionally unintelligible passages,

mystic phrases and the like, the words and the syntax of the

texts are the autograph representatives of the language of their

writers. Three different Aramaic dialects, each with its own

script, and one script a peculiar variety of the Edessene, are

offered in the bowls from Nippur, and they are of importance

as original documents of the dialectic forms of the speech of

Babylonia about the eve of the rise of Islam. 0ther original

monuments are well-nigh lacking for this field,' we are confined

almost entirely to the school-literatures of religious sects, of

the Jews, Christian Syrians and Mandaeans, whose books are

preserved mostly in late manuscripts. The Jewish magical

literature is all documentarily late or uncertain as to age, and

our texts hav^e a historical worth as almpst the earliest records

in that line which can be exactly dated. Further, the obscure

and crabbed condition of the texts compelled an exact philo-

logical examination in order to test hypotheses of interpreta-

tion. And as to matters beyond philology, it will not, I hope,

bo set downi to w’ilful acriby if I have attempted to work out

very small clues. In sucli work as this thi'n? is no immediate

compensation on the surface, and it is only by following out

the fine tendrils of connection that ri'sults worth while can

be obtained. The WTiter’s (‘xperienci' in his study is w’ell

expressed by some words of Professor Deissmann: “It may hS

that hundreds of stones, tiresomely ri'peating the same monoto-

nous formula, have only the value of a single authority, yet in

their totality, these epigraphic results furnish us wdth plenty

of material—only ohe should not expect too much of them,

or too little" {Bible Studies, 82).

In regard to the representation of the texts it might have

been technically more correct to present them in their several
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scripts. But apart from the difficulty of procuring two of

these types in American printing houses and compositors who
could set them, it must be patent that the general convenience

is far better subserved by presenting the texts in the well-known

Hebrew character, while those wlio desire the original scripts

can satisfy themselves with the facsimiles published in the

second volume. The peculiar Alandaic relative particle is

represented, according to convention, b\- the diacritical but

l.have departed* from the u.sual custom of editing Mandaic texts

by representing the pronominal suffix in by H and have

used n for the radical H or H, which two sounds fall together

in the dialect. In the Glossaries words containing this common
character are arranged according to its etymological distinction

aS n or n. In the transliterations inferior points indicate

doubtful readings, superior points an* used for the diacritical

marks the? Syriac texts. The numbered lines of the texts

represent the spiral lines, taken as Ix'ginning from the radius

where the inscription begins.

The Prefatory Note to the Plates describes how the fac-

similes were made. I have tn express rny deep obligation to

my friend and colleague, the Ilev. Dr. U. K. Yerkes, for his

careful reading of the \X)lume in jjroof.

JaMKS a. M.ONTCJOMKKY.

'fiiE IfMVKKisrrv Muhedm, February 1012.





T. SURVEY OF TTTK MATERIAL

§ I.. TffK Matkrial in thk Musichm

'riiK L'liiversity Museum contains a large number of inscribed

earthenware bowTs found at Nipjnir ])elonging to the category of the

so-called "Jncantatiofl Fowls/’ 'riiese vessels are generally of the

size and shape of a modern porridge-bowl, cxcei>t that in most cases

the bowl is somewhat cone-shaped, so that when set down it balances itself
f

in a state of unstable equilibrium. vSome few have the boss expanded into

rim, thus givitig a flat surface at the bottom of the bowl. I'he most

common size is of about t6 cm. diameter at to]). Iiy 5 cm. full de|)t1i. There

is one large bowl, 28 x 16 cm,’

The bowls are made of a good clay, and are wheel turned and kiln-

dried
;
they have no surface, slip or glazing of any kind.’* They were a

domestic ware, intended for foods, and in no way differ from the simple

vessels which to this day are matle in the Orient for household use.

The bowls in the Museum were excavated at Nippur, in l»abylonia, by

the University of Pennsylvania Expedition ;
sr> far as T know, they are

finds of the tirst two campaigns, conducted by ITofcssor I'eters in the

years t888, 1889. According to Peters’ account,* these bowls were found

on the top, or in* the first strata of the mounds, in sevtiral traces. 'Khey

appear generally to have l)een discovered in the ruins of houses, amidst

what Peters suggests were Jewish settlements; the whole surface of one

hill, he says '‘was covered with a Jewish settlement, the houses of which

were built of mud-brick, and in almost every house we found one, or more,

' Many snth i^r£»e specimens arc in the British Mn.sciim an<l at Constantinople.

* I ani indehled to Mr. D. Randall-Miicl ver, late of the Mnsenm, for the

characterization of the pottery.

* See his Nippur, the Index to which, sub “Jewish incantation bowls” pives the

references.

13
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Jewish incantation bowls/'^ At least in one case bowls were found in

connection with a cemetery; "we found ourselves in a graveyard

It was interesting to find, between one and two metres below the surface,

in the immediate neighborhood of slipper-shaped coffins, inscribed Hebrew

bowls.”" As for the chronological light throwm upon these bowls, Cufic

coins were found in the houses of thci^e “Jewish” settlements," and one

of the mixst extensive finds of inscribed bowds w^as in the strata above the

“Court of Columns.” a Parthian building." Peters holds tlie seventh

century to be the latest date for the Jewdsh settlements where Cufic coins

were found.*

4'he Museum Catalogue counts over 150 numbers of this class of

specimens, but the enumeration includes a large number of fragments.

About 30 of the bowls are wdiat I would call ‘^original fakes”
;
they are

inscribed with letters arbitrarily arranged, or with pot-hooks, or even in

some cases with mere scrawls, and I judge that these articles w^cre palmed

off on the unlearned public as ‘‘quite as good” as true incantations.* A still

larger number of the bowls are so broken and their inscriptions so defaced,

that T have not been able to use them. Others again were inscribed by so

illiterate scribes that so far as they can be made out, they offer only some

magical jargon, which adds nothing to our knowledge. Again there are

a few texts wffiich are fairly w'ritten and without those self-betraying

combinations of letters that suggest a mock inscription, but which neverthe-

less are not Semitic. They may be in some non-Semitic tongue, whether,

for example, in Pahlavi, 1 am not able to say. One of the neatest of the

bowls, No. 2954, containing only four circular lines of inscription, inter-

ested me as presenting a mwel alphabet; Imt I scxin came to the conclusion

that this is but another “fake,” produced we may suppose by some learned

impostor—or wag.

* ii, 182 f
. ; cf. p. 194.

* b 245.

• ii, 183. On the follf)^vin^^ pape the writer says that Arabic bowls along with

Jewish and Syriac were found; but the Museum contains no Arabic specimens.
^ Hilprecht, Explorations in Bible Lands, p. 447.
" t53. *83, 186. For further discussion of the date, see § 14.

• In many cases the inscriptions were written by laymen, who thus saved them-

selves the exorcist’s fee. Schwab notices some forged bojvls at Constantinople,

PSBA, xiii, 595.
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All the relics from Xippur came to the University as the gift of the

Sultan of Turkey, and in the matter of these incantation bowls I understand

that the best specimens, the largest and fairest, have been retaine<l in the

Imperial Museum at Constantinople. At all events those in Philadelphia

in almost all cases prevent complete decipherment because of mutilation.

A large segment of the spherical surface may be missing, or an extensive

portion of the interior, a side, or the upper or lower portion of the bowl

may have become illegible, probably through the action of water. Tlie

inscription being spiral, such mutilations intrude their annoyance into every

line, d'he daniag;^^! nature of this collection has added much to the toil

(^f dcci])herment, for every break in the text and •every etTacemenl necessi-

tates speculation as to the missing contents. On the n!1;her hand it is cause

for remark and gratitude that these fragile vessels have been preserved as

intaevt as they are, and that the scribes used such excellent ink that what

they wrote has largely survived in defiance of “the powers of the air,’' the

elements and tlie corroding chemical agents. •

As a result of the investigation of the whole collection I have selected

40 bowls ^for publication, to which number should be added the one pub-

lished earlier by Myhrnian (accompanying No. 7). The remaining bowls

and fragments are on the whole too illegible or too undecipherable to

make it worth while to add them to this material. 1'he languages of the

inscriptions are three Aramaic dialects:— (r) the language with which we

are familiar from the Haliylonian Talmud, to which lielong Nos. 1-30;

(2) a Svriac dialect. Nos. 31-37; the Mandaic, Nos. 38-40. Kach of these

has its own script. As an appendix, I publish, as No. 41, a human skull

inscribed with a magical inscription of like character to those on the bowls,

and No. 42 is a t^xt of {H'culiar magical contents which, bas come to my

hands, but with its original now lacking in the Museum.
r

With few exceptions, all the bowls I have deciphered have been put together

from fragrti^nts into which they had fallen, in the Mustnnn.



§ 2. The Material Hitherto Published, and in Other Collecti'ons’

The first publicatign of Mesopotamian incantation bowls appeared in

Layard’s notable volume. Discoveries in the Ruins of Nifteveh and

Babylofif In describing his finds at Tell Amran, near Hillah, the great

explorer tells of discovering ‘Tive cups or bowls of earthenware, and

fragments of others, covered on the inner surface with letters written in

a kind of ink’' (p. ^09). He notes that like material had been discovered

before, 'fwo from the collection of a Mr. Stewart had been deposited in

the British Museum, which had also accjuired through Colonel Rawlinson

eight specimens obtained at Bagdad, their provenance however being

unknown. In a later passage (p. 524) Layard records the discovery of a

similar bowl, along with many fragments, at Nippur,—the precursor of

the collection in Philadelphia.

I.ayard committed his bowls to Mr. Thomas Ellis, of the staff of the

British Museum, whose results are given in Layard’s work, appearing

pp. 509-523.* Layard himself takes up the discussion p. 523 ff, with

criticism of Ellis's results. The latter presented five Judaeo-Aramaic

bowls, and one in Syriac, with summaries of fragments of others. Of

these only four w^ere given in facsimile, nos. i, 3, 5, 6.* Subsequent

scholarly investigation has proved not only that Ellis was wihl in his

interpretations of the bowls, but also that the facsimiles were unreliable.

Hence the latter can only be used with caution or wkh the aid of later

‘ vStiibe, Jiidisch-habylonische Zanbertexte, 1895, gives a good review of the

literature up to date, although requiring some corrections and additions. See also

Wohlstein, in ZA, viii (1893), 3i3 h
* London, 1853. There is a German translation by Zenker, the bowls appearing

there in Plate xx.

* Layard leaves it somewhat indefinite which bowls were troated by Ellis.

* Ellis’s first bowd turns out to be a duplicate of our No. ii, under* which I am
able to present the restored text of the former. Was this the bowl which Layard
reports was found at Nippur?

( 16 )
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copies, while the bowls published without facsimiles are absolutely worth-

less as scientific copy. Layard's publication therefore did little more than

attract the attention of scholars to a fresh field of philology and religious

lore.

The first scientific treatment of this new material came from M. A.

Levy, of ^Breslau, who devoted a long essay to Hlhs’s bowl, no. i, in the

Zcitschnft cL Dcutschen Morgcnlandischcn Gescllscliaft for 1855 (ix, 465).*

He was the first to grasp the peculiar Hugo of the inscription, and in his

commentary drew Jargely from Judaistic and Mandaic stores of learning.

He also gave an clal^orate treatment of the palaeography of the bowl,

overthrowing the claims that had been advanced for a pre-Christian origin.

Twenty years later J, M. Rodwell publislied a bowl from Hillah that

had been procured by the British Museum, under the title, Ronarks upon

a Terra-^Cotta Vase, with a photographic facsimile." This second Knglish

venture at decipherment Vas no better than the first, its sole mwit lying

in t}\e fact that the French scholar J. Halevy was induced to take up the

same bowl on the basis of the facsimile, and to give it a scholarly translit-

eration and translation, with commentary, under the title, Observation sur

un vase judeo-habylonicn du British Museum ' Four of the bowls that

had been published were presented by the great Hebrew epigraphist

Chwolson in his nionumcntal Corpus inscriptionuni hcbraicarum* The first

(Chwolson's number, 18) is Ellis no. i, the second (no. 19) is Ellis no. 3,

the third (no. 20) is the bowl published by Rodwell and Hakwy; and the

® Oher die ran Layard anfgefundenen chahilnschen In^chriflen aiif Topfge-

fdsscn. Bin lieitrag^ zur ItebraiscJicn Pdliiographie u. Religionsgeschichte, with

Ellis’s facsimile. Eevy again treated the same inscription muVr the title “Epi-

grapljische Beitriige zur Geschichte dcr Jiidcn,” in the Jahrbuch f. d. Geschiclite d.

Juden, ii (1861), 2Cyb, 294.

• Tn rSB.l ii (1873), tt4.

^ Tn Cc^npfes rendus de VAcadhuie dcs Inscriptions et Belles-'Leltres, series iv,

vol. V (for 1877; Paris, 1878), 288. He re-edited his material in his MHanges de

critique et d'ltisioire, 229.

* St. Peter{?biiiV> 1882, col. 113 f. The facsimiles are reproduced at the end

of the volume. The Rus.sian edition of this work (St. Petersburg, 1884) publishes

five bowls and considerably varies from the German edition (so Wohlstein, ZA, viii,

•315). E'er nos. 19, 21, Chwolson made use of improved transcripts prepared for him

by Halevy. In his re\^ew of the Corpus in the Gbttingische Gelehrte Anceige for

1883, Landauer comments op these bowls (p. 507)*
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fourth ^(no. 21) is Ellis no. 5. Chwolson adopted a skeptical position to-

ward the speculations and guesses of his predecessors, and his commentaries

are valuable as a restraint upon their theories. Of special interest is his

discussion of the age of the bowls from the palaeographic point of view

—

a subject which I take up in § 5.

The most extensit^ editor of the material under discussion has been

Moise Schwab, the author of the F'rench translation of the Talmud. In

1882 he published, in collaboration with E. Babelon, a bowl in the

possession of the French government, under the titje Un vase judeo-

chaldeen de la Bibliothi'quc Nationale* along with a facsimile and com-

mentary. In 1885 lie published a bowl at the Tvouvre in an article entitled

Une coupe d’ incantation,^'' without facsimile. He then presented a large

series of bowls in the Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology,

for the years 1891 and 1892.“ He included several bowls already pub-

lished, with the old facsimiles, but failed to offer photographic copies 'of

the bowls he brought to light. It seems strange that the English scholarly

world rested content with the poor facsimiles of the relics in ^the British

Museum, made almost forty years before, and that Schwab did not avail

himself of better texts than his predecessors had used. Between the articles

appearing in the two volumes of the PSBA Dr. Schwab contributed studies

of two bowls to the Revue d'assyriologie, etc., under the title, “Deux vases

judeo-babyloniens.''** These he numbered F and G so as to align them

with those appearing in the other publications. The material thus presented

by Schwab is as follows:

A, in PSBA, xii == Ellis, no. i; Levy; Chwolson, no. i8.

B, in PSBA, xii.= Ellis, no. 3; Chwolson, no. 19.
**

C, in PSBA, xii = Rodwell; Halevy; Chwolson, no. 20.

D, in PSBA, xii Ellis, no. 5; Chwolson, no. 21.

• In Revue des etudes juives, iv (1882), 165.

In Revue de Vassyriologie et d'archeologic orientate, i (1886), 117.

” In vol. xii, 292; Les coupes magiques et Vhydromancie daus<d*antiquite orientate,

with introductory remarks, and, p. 296, a description of the 22 bowls, then in the

British Museum: in vol. xiii, 583: Coupes d inscriptions magiques. This material

was first presented to the French Academy of Inscriptions in the years 1883, 1885,

1891. At the end of the first article is a glossary to the bowls published therein.

ii (1892), 136.
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E, in PSBA, xii ; a bowl in the National Library at Paris, also in RBJ

,

iv, (without note in the Proceedings that he had published it before).

F, G, in Rev. d*ass.j ii ; bowls in the Louvre. The exterior inscription on

G is given under G in PSBA (p. 327).

H, in PSBA, xii; a bowl in the British Museum.

I, in PSBA, xii; a bowl in the Louvre, also in Rev. d\iss., i (without

note that he had published it before).

L, in PSBA, xiii; a bowl in the Lycklama Museum at Cannes (other than

that published by Ifyvernat).

M, ill PSBA, xiii; a bowl in the Louvre, acquired by Meuzey.

N, O, P, in PSBA, xiii; three bowds in the ‘collection Dieulafoy from

Susiana.

Q, in PSBA, xiii
; a bowl in the Musec de Winterthur.

R, *in PSBA, xiii ; a bowd in the coin (lei)artment of the Bibliothequc

Nationale.

Meanwhile there had appeared, in 1885, a study of a •bowl in a

provincial French museum by II. Hyvernat (now professor in the

Catholic iUniversity, Washington) : Sur un vase judeo-babylonien du miisee

Lycklama de Cannes {Provence) Unfortunately the accompanying

photographic facsimiles are barely legible as published; however there is

little doubt as to tli|^ text and its meaning. Schw’^ab also refers”* to a bowl

published by B. Markaug in the Zapiski of the Imperial Russian Society

of Archaeolog}q iv, 83, which I have not been able to procure.

A few years later the collection of incantation bowls at the Royal

Museum in Berlin was made the subject of study by two young scholars,

working contemporaneously but independently. J. Wohlstein published,

under the title, Ueber einige aramdischc Inschriften aufm Thongefdssen des

kdijiglichen Museums zu Berlin, hvc bowls, with introduction to the general

subject and commentary,'® And R. Stiibe published a Berlin bowl in his

In Zeitschrif

f

/. Keilschrijiforschung, ii (1885), 113.

This publication received criticism from M. Griinbaum 011 a subsequent page

of the same joujnal (p. 217), especially for its dependence upon Kohut's notions

of Jewish angclology; and on p. 295 Noldeke expressed some comments on the text,

especially animadverting on its age.

Rev. d. Assyriologie, ii, 137.

ZA, viii (1803)^ hx (i894)» In vol. viii appears no. 2422; in vol.

ix, nos. 2416, 2426, 2414, 2417.
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Judisch-babylonische Zmbertcxte.^' The text he published, the longest yet

edited, is the same as the second given by Wohlstein; his treatment is

fuller than that of his contemporary, to whom he is able to refer in his

printed notes. Stiibe gives a description of nineteen bowls in the British

Museum. Unfortunately neither publication is enriched with facsimiles.

Subsequently S. Fraenkcl contributed some notes to Wohlstein’s bowls

in the same journal, in part on the basis of his own transcription.'*

Pognon, French consul at Bagdad, broke the ground of a fresh dialect

of bowl-inscriptions with the study of a Mandaic bowl

—

Une incantation

contrc Ics genics malfaisants en mandaitc, appearing in 1892.'® The bowl

was purchased from Arabs at Rismaya. In 1898 the same scholar published

an elaborate work upon bowls found at Khuabir 55 km. NVV of Musseyib,

on the right bank of the Euphrates; he visited the locality but was unabl(3 to

reach the site where the bowls were found. His work, entitled Inscriptions

niandaitcs^dcs coupes de Khonabir^ contains some*.valuable appendices, of

wider interest than the title suggests, and is furnished like the earlier

monograph with full apparatus. Five more Mandaic bowls were published

by Lidzbarski in his Bphemeris, i, 89, ‘"Mandaische Zaubertexte.’’ The

fifth of these texts is a duplicate of my No. ii and is given there in

parallelism. Three of the texts arc in the Berlin Museum, and two in the

Louvre.

Professor Gottheil contributed to Peters’ (ii, 182) a translation

of one of the bowls at Pennsylvania (=: No. 12 below). Dr. Myhrman,

of Uppsala, published from the same collection no. 16081, with commentary;

his monograph appeared in Lc monde orientale, Uppsala, 1907-8, and with

revision as a contribution to the’ Hilprecht Anniversary Volume"' under

” Halle, 1895.

ZA, ix, 308.

** In i\\c .Memoires dc la Socictc de Linguistique (Paris), viii, I 93 > and in separate

print.

^
Paris, 1898, with facsimiles and full glossary; reviewed by Nokleke, WZKM,

xii, 141 ;
Lidzbarski, TLZ, 1899, col. 171; Schwally, OLZ, ii, 7, iii, 458; Chabot,

Revue critique, xlvi, 43, xlix, 484. Pognon also saw some bowls in the square

character, sonic in Estrangelo, and some which he presumed might be in Pahlavi (p. i).

In my citations to Pognon, I cite his two books as A and B respectively.

"Leipzig, 1909; p. 342.
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the title An Aramaic Incantation Text; this text is given below in parallel

with No. 7.

It is in place here to notice the location of incantation bowls in the

various museums. Despite a query addressed over a year ago I have not

received any information from the authorities as to the number and char-

acter of the bowl-texts at the Imperial Museum in Constantinople; its

collection from what I hear must be large and fine, and has been particularly

enriched from Nippur.

Dr. L. W. King has kindly informed me that the llritish Museum con-

tains 61 bowls of our class, exhibited in the Babylonian Room. Some of

the specimens, I also learn, arc of very large size. *'rhe texts are in the

square script, Syriac, Mandaic and Arabic.

* Schwab thus sums up, for the year 1906, the bowl-texts in the French

museums:"* 2 in the National Library, 7 in the Louvre, 2 in the Museum

Lycklama, Cannes ; also’ one in private hands.

. Through Professor Ranke’s kindness I learn that in the Jk^rlin Museum

there ari 69 bowls with “Hebrew’' (i. e. Aramaic?) inscriptions, 9 with

Syriac (presumably inclusive of Mandaic). Stiibe gives a description of

19 of these. In the same museum there are two inscribed skulls, similar

doubtless to the ont published below as No. 41.

At the National Museum in Washington are found five bowls, four in

square script,, one in Estrangelo; but from photographs kindly lent me by

Dr. Casanowicz, two of the former are to be designated as “fakes” in the

sense used above. These bowls are said to have been found at Hillah.

The German OA^nt-Gcscllschaft has recently announced the discovery of

three bowls at Asshur,” and Koldewey, Tempcl von Babylon n. Borsippa,

58, ’speaks of numerous Aramaic bowls found at Borsippa.

Of bowls in private hands, I note one unpublished Syriac text in the

possessioA of Professor Hyvernat, of the Catholic University, Washington

;

and three which Mr. Wm. T. Ellis purchavsed at Nippur in 1911, one of

them containing a Syriac text similar to those published in this volume

;

this text I have prepared for publication in the Journal of the American

” Journal asiatique, X, vii, 8.

Mittheilungen, no. 43, p. 13.
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Oriental Society, where it will shortly appear. A few citations of this

text are given in the glossaries under the abbreviation “Montg.’’**

The provenance of this material is thus confined to a small region,

extending from Nippur and Bismaya on the south to Asshur on the north,

and lying on both sides of the Euphrates.

** The “Roman bowl from Haddad” described by O. S. Tonks in the Am. Journal

of Archaeology, ioti, 310, on which he would find some magical syllables, has been

proved by A. T. Olnistead (ib., 1912, 83) to be a late Arabic forgery. A Pahlavi

bowl inscription reported by A. V. W. Jackson, JAOS, xxviii, 345, does not belong

to our category.



§ 3‘ vSoM>: Notks on thk Texts Hitherto PuiiLiSTiEn

I offer in this section some critical notes on the texts described in the

last section. The texts would in many cases have been simplified if the

editors had recognized that there is no distinction in the script between

n and n, and most often none between i and ^ . The glossary will indicate

emendations of sihiple words, but here I present corrections necessary for

the construction.
*

Ellis I has been recovered, as remarked above, through a duplicate in

the .Pennsylvania collection; see to No. it. No facsimile is given for

Ellis 2.

• In Ellis 3 the opening lines should read na’TiDi ’’JtDD ''i nDns n pnrn

(3) Knno’X’i nan na^na Sa . . na rn-Dno }» pnha (2) pox

':ii -la rnsno jd pn^^ia pD^{ Sa dibi b^napii.

The discovery of the proper names, Mehperoz* son of Hindu

(sec Glossary B), clears up these lines. = ^?n"lnD^N ? but sec

Glossary C under latter word. After the first word the scribe intended to

write ^in ;
inadvertently he broke into the word with 'B , and then leaving

the error uncorrected (as is the rule of these scribes) continued with the

first word.—Read in 1 . 4, pn'*:'i3rra (?) for pn':n::^D; cf. xn^iatro in

glossary.—In 1 . 4 f. there is a parallelism to the opening lines of Schwab G

:

Ei;is 3 Schwab G

n'Bn n'Dtr (?) na^an naan Die»a na'sn naan naan naan

•'^a *^an pnw na^'an nani Nnioib ^a^an '•Std na-an aao na'^an

xaxn (?) nnrn nctjn xa^n Nnt2i^> xa^an na''an

nitra introduces a "magical formula which can accomplish the botilevcrsc-

merit ( na^an) of all things and hence of eviParts. ':31a =- aaia ,
and must

I

^ The numbers in the text represent the spiral lines.

* This reading is certain in 1. 8.

(23 )
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be the Assyrian kezvan (biblical {I'a ), used in the general sense of planet,

pnw. NniyB*, are used in the sense of derisio, etc. (see Payne-Smith, Thes.,

col. 4249 f.).—What follows is to be read thus: “The curse of father and

mother, of daughter and daughter-in-law and mother-in-law is loosed

(N'H?), what is far and what is near, what is found in country or city

—

what is found in the country is loosed, and what curses (?) in the city

is loosed, and what falls by the way.”

In Ellis 5, 1. 2, read Kn'a (for N'tDi) and the following word possibly

}0. and translate
—

“a house, whatever its name (i. e. whoever owns

it), let them read and depart from it (nw np'lj), even

all who dwell in it— (i. e.) any vows,” etc.; that is,' the evil spirits are to

read the kamca and depart. The jussive with S is e.xccptional.

For the bowl edited by Rodwell, Halevy, Chwolson and Schwab, I .give

the following transliteration : KnDSB'Ni n'T'Ji pB'pn piBivi r65''3 penn ^3

'’Kmsb pinyni n’b “nayn nnn NOKom x'lj'Sn panpni pp'nn NnSSici

pnoB'D p^''Ni pS'K pn^i3i oSy Tin pn nov )d pn'Ssn n'rj'pi^i ^^''nvnSI

pn'riDip 'DTn }oi pn'BU }» p^tJSDi ppsoi pn'py pn'Bm pi'U -’pt'jdi

'vin miN ^y (forn'Dyri '*t«nnn) n'oyi •"’sniBU mrivm pn'mnD.

So much is clear.—Then follows an apostrophe to a certain star, wdiich

appears also in Schwab E. With this parallel to our ai<l I read: N3313 ntt

ttn’enn^ 'cnn nb^o ’kiiTI oidk Ka''3"i n>i>in: i. e. “Oh (or, woe), the star

on which rides salvation (healing),* the one which teaches arts to witches;”’

that is, some star potent in medicine and black arts, which may be invoked

for good or evil.—Towards the end is to be read: KDB' N'DIDO 13 n'De''3

BHIBD t<3n. “in the name of Bar Mesosia (a master-conjurer evidently),

the great Ineffable Name.” '

For Schwab E, see notes on the bowl just discussed.—In the mirjdle

of the inscription for n’noip 'Din, read 'p 'onn.

• Perfect, followed by fiituritive ppl.

• Not an Arabism, as Halevy suggests.

• Pael pass. ppl.

• A Syriac interjection ; or do these characters belong to 'Vin ? In tJie parallel,

Schwab E, we have

’ Cf. the Rabbinic

• Cf. Mai 3: 20.
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A new collation might contribute much to the understanding of

Schwab F. In I. i, (‘‘strong one"') is an epithet of the “evil spirit."

Read at end of line.—L. 2, read nnDJN '3N being the

name of the demon, and occurring again below.—L. 3, read “like

oil they (the spirits) are dipped into the vessel of his heart," i. e., the

man's inwards arc suffused with diseases as with oil.—L. 9 again ’’D'ln for

—h, 10, 'ttinn for '•oinn .—L. 11. sj'a kdn*! pNi jdt ny; “(ye

angels go forth from him) until the consummation of time and that time

is known/’—with reference to the day of judgment.
*

Tn Schwab G, 1 . 9, '31 nSp Hobv — “wherefore have I heard a
«

voice? I have heard the voice of a man, Mesarsia/’ etc.

Schwab T, 1 . i, read Nn3pi3 p[D]'nBi .—L. 5, pDiD

“soi’cery I exorcise.”— L. 12. rea<l 91 : “inscribed is the name

whereby heaven and earth are bound."

The transliteration of Schwab M is almost untranslatable. As the first

word read N3'D1D ,
“I adjure," which disposes of one of Schwab’s proofs

that thest bov\^s were used in hydrOmancy.

In Berlin Museum no. 2416, 1 . 4 (Stiibe = Wohlstein, 1 .
5)* and

repeatedly below, finn^o!?! ~ “whom 1 have cursed." In 1 . 20, etc. the

demons are bidden to depart from the sorcerer’s client and transfer them-

*selves to any persons he has cursed.—For n'»3n, 1 . 6 (W. 8), see below,

to 2: 2, and for — “of Yahwe," 1 . 15 (W. 22), see 13: 7 and 26: 4.

—

Kp 1 . 22 (W. 31) = "on ground of, in the name of the Mystery."

In Wohlstein, no. 2422, 1. 16, KniyD is plural of the Targumic lytD,

“false deity;" th^ same plural is meant in NnytD, no. 2^426, 1
.

5.—In no.

2417, 11
. 3, 6, for read ^nnn. Then ’Dni 'DK = “my grandmother,"

and '1 Knnfjx = “the great goddess."

• StiiSc^s text is much the better.



II. SCRIPT AND LANGUAGE

§ 4. Introductory

In the following notes I shall confine myself almost entirely to the

bowls at Pennsylvania. The absence of facsimiles or of good ones in a

large number of the published texts prevents a proper control over those

texts. Moreover there is some advantage in confining the study to a single

collection of texts whose age and provenance can be exactly fixed as in

the case of the bowls from Nippur. At the same time what is true of

these texts is found to hold good for other published inscriptions.

Our
.
material may be divided epigraphically and dialectically in^o

three classes: (i) Of the ''Rabbinic*’ dialect in the square character; (2)

of a Syriac dialect, in a novel form of Estrangelo script
; (3) of the

Mandaic dialect in its peculiar alphabet. r>owl inscriptions of the first

and third classes have been published; but so far no Syriac text has

appeared with the exception of one essay noted p. 16 and in § 6.

Some apology may be necessary for the term "Rabbinic” dialect. As

used here, it does not imply that the rabbis or the Jews in Babylonia had

a special dialect,—they spoke the native dialects; nor that there is any

unity in the language of the Talmud, which is alive with dialectic varieties.'

But the Talmud is practically our only source for a certain family

of Aramaic dialects in Babylonia, easily distinguished from the two other

literary dialects, the Syriac (Edessene) and Mandaic. The name chosen

is a convenient handle."'

* Our texts themselves, as the discussion will show, are frequently of non-

Jewish origin.

“ “Babylonian” or the old-fashioned *'Chaldaic,” might be used, but each is

equally indefinite and the former would be most confusing.

(26 )



§ 5- Rarbtnic Thixts

A. Script and Orthoepy

Ellis, who made the first attempt at decipherment of bowls in the

square character, was inclined to find in them a very primitive script,

antedating the Christian era.' Levy proceeded in a scholarly fashion and

analyzed each character—to l)e sure, with rather ^scanty epigraphical

resources f he came to the <'onclusion that the bowl he was treating was

to be assigned to the .seventh century. Chwolson severely criticized Levy’s

method, and on the basis of the palaeographical material in his Corpus

a^visigned the bowls of Ellis to various early dates (col. it8). Ellis i he

assigned to the first Christian century; for three others he gave a graduate<l

chronology, placing them in the second, third and fourth centuries

respectively. lUit Chwolson s own method is somewhat of a rcductio ad

absurdiim.^ It is hazardous to assign a date for these bowls on palaeo-

grapliical grounds
;

it is impossible to relate the various variatioiis of

script to each other by a chronological scale. For instance the contempor-

aneous character of many bowls at Nippur is shown Ijy the recurrence

of the same persons and families in the texts
;
indeed the same persons

appear in texts of different dialects, yet these inscriptions differ greatly

in script. Ihit there is no reason, at least in the Nippur bowls, to assign

them to dififerent ^ges
;
from the interrelations between them, personal and

phraseological, 1 am inclined to assign them to the same period. Indeed

they’ might all have been written in the same year, so far as palaeogtaphy

may say anything. The differences are chirographical, not |)alaeographical.

Some of* tile scribes wrote a neat, even a beautiful hand; but many were

written by careless scribes, and many by illiter^ltc ones, probalily often by

’
^ In Layard, of^. cit., 510; so Layard himself for no. i, p. 525.

* ZDAJC, ix, 474.

* See Hyvernat, p. 140, on Levy and Chwolson’s arguments.

( 27 )
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laymen, who affected to write their own prescriptions. The comparative

plate of characters presented by Levy offers a large number of variations

in the forms of many letters : for 3 and i eleven each, for D eight, for a

and six, etc. Now when one short text offers so many varieties in

forms, it is impossible for palaeography to give any nice chronological

estimate. In fact the ruder the letters are, the more archaic they appear;

yet they may be mere degenerations of the standard type or survivals of

an elder one persisting in obscure quarters.

One need but take a glance at Kuting’s alphabetic tables at the end

of Chwolson's Corpus to recognize that the Hebrew square character has

remained essentially the same since near the beginning of the era. The

earlier evidence is drawn from monuments, •the later from manuscripts,

while in the long centuries of scribal reproduction the Jews have developed

as it were a conventional ductus, whereas earlier there was far more room

for variation when this family of the alphabet was not confined as a vehicle

of a school of religious scribes. Thus D is one of the most Protean of

forms, but apparently all varieties are found in almost every century of the

first millennium, according to Ruting's showing.

In the palaeographical table attached to this work I give specimen

alphabets drawn from the bowls. But a fine analysis for chronological

results would be unprofitable. For a round date the bowls might be placed

on palaeographical grounds at about 500 A. C., but this date might be carried

further back or further down according as other evidence might be

adduced.

The finial letters are used, but with few instances of finial Y. A
phenomenon that presents some difficulty is the practical identification of 1

and ' and of n and n. In the case of the former pair, they are often

distinguished, the •» being then represented by a short stroke or sometimes

by a small angle, the 1 by a long stroke
;
but there is no consistency in this

differentiation, and the ' is easily prolonged into a stroke like 1 ; within the

same text or line or even word, the ' may be written both ways. This

confusion has led to the barbarous appearance of many of the edited te^^ts,

on which Noldeke has animadverted.* The confusion throws doubts on

certain vocalizations,—e. g. is it or ?—and it is of grammatical

* Zeits. f. Keilschriftforsch,, ii, 296.
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moment in the verbal endings p and p, where, because of the recession

of the stroke of the }, the vowel letters are not at all distinguished.

There is no distinction between n and n in the Nippur bowls, and the

same is true of the other published bowls, so far as I can observe. The n

includes n. It is the same phenomenon that appears in the Mandaic, where

n has been retained only as a pronominal suffix. This identification is

the representation of actual speech, in which our scribes no longer dis-

tinguished between the two gutturals, even as in the Mandaic. As the

Babylonian Talmud distinguished between them in its text, we may

surmise that the better educated preserved the difference at least in spelling.®

The final d-vowel is expressed by N, less frequently, by n. Some texts

use the latter consistently, ami there is hardly a text which does not give an

instance of this spelling. It is used regularly for certain common words,

e. g. and especially when the word contains an e. g. nJK,

This is a primitive type of Aramaic orthoepy, but the Samaritan dialect

has preserved it, and an early Palestinian amulet, published by me else-

where, shows the same features.® The phenomenon is unique in late

Eastern Aramaic.

The vowel letters ) and are used abundantly, always in terminal

syllables and for long vowels, and very commonly for short vowels. Yet

there is variation in this respect, even in the same text. On the whole

is sparingly used as a vowel letter, preferably to indicate the feminine

plural, e. g. xnX'W, yet indistinguishable is as frequent.

It goes without saying that there are no vowel ])oints. In one bowl

(No. 13) a kind of pothook has been used to separate words, and here

and there a point lias been used, but this is the extent of the punctuation.

Sometimes a scoring is found between the lines of script and by means of

vertical lines phrases are blocked off; these are generally magical combina-

tions. In No. 22 one word is written in a clumsy Syriac script and in

one of Elh*s’s bowls -a Syriac n is once used. Quite a peculiar, script is

found in No. 30, and D has a unique form in No. 22.

® In the elder type of n, the left leg was attached to the upper bar, hence the

confusion with n was easier. The l^abbis preferred this form; see Men. 29b.

The close assimilation of the two letters appears in the Assouan papyri of the fifth

century B. C.

® JAOS, IQTI, 272.
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B. The Language

The grammatical phenomena in the bowls from Nippur can for the

most part be exemplitied from the Babylonian Talmud, and like the latter

they present various dialectic types. On the one hand they have close

connections with Mandaic and on the other they show some Syriac idioms.

As in the Mandaic orthoepy the setvd is frequently designated by \ a

circumstance which throws light upon the minor vocalizations. I may

notice pnwa, “their mother, house, “ etc.; pi.,

with prefi-xes: nans'a; pnSdC^'^i ,
“their left hand and with

'‘and daughters;’’ pan!?K>Sn, xSti (a punctuation appearing also

in Targuni Onkelo«^, see to 3: 3).

In the consonants there is the yielding of the harder sounds, e. g.

, varying with 'PD*’N, ;
indeed V has biecome

a very rare character. In general the gutturals are preserved, though n and

n are ,no longer distinguished. In one bowl," No. 6, which has otlicr

Mandaizing characteristics, are found fctPX = ^<ny, V VpB; V "^3^*

The same bowl offers with the intrusion of a r^ew vowel,

as is particularly characteristic of Mandaic.^

For the pronouns I may refer to the lists at end of Glossary C. For

their suffixal forms may be noted 2: 4, and even it: 9 (etc),

‘'his sons/* nbv = in duplicate texts fsee to ii; 9), as common in

Mandaic, and appearing also in the Talmud. For the 2nd per. pi. fern.

'’3- is used for p3~(see to 7: 3).

The masculine plural is in •»- and p- indifferently, even in close

association. 8: 6 and the nouns in 13: i ending in are probably

Mandaic forms *of spelling, e.

As for the verb, along with ^ as dominant prefix in the impf., i ^takes

its place in Nos. 6, 13 (along with two cases in '*), 19, 25, 28. A Nifal

with Aramaic ending ajipears in 25 ; 2, ,
along with the ,ppl. pnnD'3 .

In 28: I appears a Syriac Ethpai'al, jn'*nfir3 . The n of the reflexive is

rarely lost, yet e. g. pDnn'n, ppnTn
. ^

The 1st pers. sing, appears as nbcp or n'i^op, for a verb of t-stem

we have n'p’bo. There is found a perfect plural, as in Syriac.

* Noldeke, Maud. Gram., S 25.
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Second feminine plurals, which are lacking in the Talmud, are found

;

unfortunately as the notes show, it is not always possible to decide whether

a form is singular or plural, and there is the awkward confusion of p- and

p-. In 6: 9 is certainly plural, and doubtless the masculine

plural termination (as in Hebrew') is to be understood in preference to

-in, which would be the singular. It is uncertain whether ii : 8, 26: 6.

is fern, ’singular or plural; in the duplicate text to No. 11, the plural is

evident.

For the few cases of the quiescence of V in verbal forms, see above.

In roots vve have, e. g., nONriN, ^on^n. Unique is the final loss of the

b of in the participal form 6: 6. For fgrms of Kin we have

^*T’n (both in the same text), spelt elsewhere 'inn, MH. The masc.

plural of the participle appears as pn, 'in; cf. jno, pn, from KDn.

As to the prepositions there is the interchange of b and bv, as in

Mandaic. Also observe the occurrence in the same line of 'niDnp and

n'DKnp ,3:7-

Theje is alniost nothing peculiar in the syntax. I note the occurrence

of an old-Araniaic idiom in pniin^n, “their house,*' 1:6; also the unique

idiom, if the text is correct,— -1 D'jn, “and also,” i
: 3 (cf. Latin, simul ac).

* See Levias, Grammar of the Aramaic Idiom Contained in the Bab. Talmud,

§ 188.



§ 6 . Tuk Syriac Texts

Tn our collection appear seven bowls of Syriac script and language,

—

the first of this category to be published with the Exception of the poor

facsimile of a probably similar bowl, accompanied with an unintelligible

transliteration, in Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, p. 521 f/

A. Script and Orthoepy

The script reveals itself as belonging to the Palmyrene-Syriac type,

and that we arc dealing not with a mere autographic '‘sport’' is clear from

the fact tjiat two or three hands have written our seven texts. It agree's

with the Palmyrene and Edessene in pointing and with the former in

not distinguishing i. The Seyanie or double points are u^ed; tjiis mark

is generally written on the last letter, but occasionally
,
generally for

reasons of space, on an earlier character. Once the two points are

written vertically, 33: 5; they may include the points of n, and in 34: 6 1

appears to have the two points one above and one below. The script

provides the pronominal fern, suffix n with an upper point, an ancient

distinction in literary Syriac.’ Put there is marked distinction from the

Edessene type in the absence of ligature; letters may touch one another,

but they are not purposely written together.

Tn examining^ the individual characters (see my Alphabetic Tables)

we find that a, r, n, y agree with the types of the Estrangelo alphabet, and

3 and O approximate the latter ; but evidently our novel alphabet has had

a history independent of Estrangelo.

^ Chwolson thinks that the script of this bowl is of older type than that of the

Edessene MS. of 41 1 (CIH, col. 116).

* In 34:4»iriO, “Moses,” is written with a point over it —to represent the e

sound?

(32 )
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It reveals a family fikeness with the types found in early Eclessene

inscriptions* (where the characters are independent and no points used).

But the genealogy for the peculiarities of our script is to be found in the

cursive Palmyrene script, with which the Estrangelo is also to be connected.

See Eutings alphabetic tables, cols. 17-28, in Chwolson CIIl

;

his tables

in Noldeke, Syrische Grammatik; the atlas to Lidzbarski^s Handbuch s.

nordscm,* Epigraphik, and for the history of the cursive Edessene script,

the latter work, p. 193.

This relationship appears in 3 (n. b. the curving stroke of the head);

in n (the type, in No. 36 is identical with the Palmyrene) ;
in 1 (with the

head at almost a right angle)
;
in n (our character i% practically identical

with the Estrangelo, but the origin of the type is to be found in Palmyrene,

and ^ type in No. 32 is the replica of the angular form presented by Euting,

col. 26) ;
in D; in ' reduced to a small stroke or coarse round mark on the

line; in b (with parallels in Eutings table only in cursive Palmyrene, see

cols. 24-28); in D, which tends to a closed figure, and D; in D (a small

half-oval figure, primitive in form, corresponding most closely to the

cursive Palmyrene)
;
in p; in z* (preserving the ancient type Jigainst the

Edessene development), v is not found.

Of the remaining letters, i is distinguished from *1 by the diacritical

point as in Palmyrene, but the figure of both characters faces to the right,

a unique phenomenon. The character 3 is unique, with its long curve

extending far to the left, so that this feature becomes the characteristic

and the head degenerates to a point;* but here again the Palmyrene type

may be compared. The letter j is sui generis, the medial character may be

related to the PAlmyrcne ; the finial with its long stroke recalls the

Estrangelo finial but terminates in a fork, n also stands by itself.

There is a general resemblance between it and the Syriac types presented

by Euting, in Noldeke, cols, viii-xiii, representing the fifth to the seventh

century. But those Syriac forms have arisen from the tendency to ligature,

whereas our n is innocent of any such purpose. I am inclined to think

• E. g. Sachau, “Edcssenische Inschriften,” ZDMG, 1882, 142; n. b. no. 8.

* The nearest approach to this type appears in a similar character with a long

tail in the Syriac MS. from Turkestan published by Sachau in the Sitsungshenchte

of the Berlin Academy, 1905, 964.
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that it is to be related to a rather primitive form of n which consisted of a

downward stroke to the left with a crosspiece near the top. Our type has

simply reversed this, making the stroke downwards to the right, while tlie

crosspiece comes at the bottom.

This analysis of the scrij)t presented in our Syriac bowls exhibits

accordingly an older typo than the literary Estrangelo and the Edessene

inscriptions; its most pronounced relationships are with the cursive Pal-

myrene, and it is to he regarded as an independent sister of the Edessene

script. Withal no character shows a <listinctly late type.

Epigraphically then this script is of much interest, exhibiting an

early local form o,f Aramaic alphabet, of Palmyrene type, existing in

Babylonia. It may have been a commercial script which spread from the

metropolis Palmyra.® In § 14 the age of the bowls will be discussed; the

script itself does not stand in the way of an early age, perhaps the fourth

century, though other evidence may induce us^ to date the texts sotpe

centuries later.

vSince the above paragraphs were finished and regarded as closed, my
attention has chanced upon the Turkish Manichaean fragments from Turfan

in Chinese Turkestan, and I find a striking resemblance in many characters

of the alphabet there used (which is an offshoot of the Syriac script) to

those of the Syriac type before us. I may refer here to the discussion

of the script by F. W. K. Muller in the Sitsiinffsberichtc of the Berlin

Academy, 1904, 348 ff., and the facsimiles published in subsequent volumes

of the same journal, e. g. that facing p. 1077, in the volume for 1905. In

my Alphabetic Tables at the end of this work T shall present the correspond-

ence in parallelism. The Turkish script is very much younger than ours,

but has steadfastly preserved the type inherited from Babylonia. Mani

came from Babylon, a few miles distant from Nippur, and we must

suppose that our script was the local use of that region, which came to be

adopted by Mani and his sect as the vehicle of their literature.

I

• It may be worth while to suggest that we possess in this peculiajr script the

script of the Harranian pagans, vulgarly known as the Sahians. As Chwolson has

shown in his monumental work. Die Ssabier und der Ssahismus, these heathens

spoke a pure Syriac (i, 258 f.), although the peculiar alphabets assigned to them

by Arabic writers arc fictitious or kabbalistic (ii, 845).
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The history of our script is thereby carried back to the third

century, by which time it was well established. What was thus

a local script came to be perpetuated as the literary instrument of the

Manichaean sect,—a fate which has so often hap|)ene(l to various forms

of the Aramaic alphabet. I have given further discussion of this matter

in articles now in press for the Museum Journal and the Journal of the

Amcricau Oriental Society. It may be added that tlierc are no Manichaean

traces in the bowls.

In the matter of orthoepy, while the forms witliout inatres leclionis

abundantly appear (et g. plural: XDJnD. etc.), plene writings are

also frequent, e. g. nm, NoS'n, wSDXa, etc. 'Phere also

occurs at times the confusion of n and n, characteristic in the square

Aramaic texts and in the Manrlaic: n for n in pS'HtD 31 : 5, npn 38: 3.

32: 4; and n for n in pnnno'‘N and pnnnnN 36: 5, TBnn\\‘36: t. The same

sorcerer or family appears to have written bowls in both the Rabbinic and

Syriac dialects (see Nos. 33-35 ), and hence the natural contamination of

the one by the ‘other.

The extensive use of the Seychne in all plurals is to be noted : in the

pronoun pSn 31: 5, the plural of the verb e. g. jvnj 31: 6, the participle

priN 37: 8, etc.

B. The Language

The dialect belongs to the Edessene type; this is evident from the

forms of pronouns and verbs. But there is extensive corruption from

the type of dialect which has been literarily preserved ^in the Mandaic.

This appears, as we have seen, in the Mandaic confusion of n and n.

The 3rd sing. masc. or fern, suffix to a plural appears as n; e, g. n33 ,
‘diis

sons,'' 33: 13 (with Seyame), the same for “her sons" (with single point

over (with ScyCmie), 37; 8, etc. We have observed the same

phenomenon in the Rabbinic texts.

For other siihilar Mandaisms we may note: the equivalence of S and

34: 10; the verbal form (from bbv), 34: to (see my comment);

the pronoun 37: 8; kt3 for NTya. 34: 8, cf. for pDUN for

p331X, 37: 10; the construct e. g. 34: 6. There are also some peculiar
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forms, e. g. pciinn 34: i, Kn3i3E>» 34:2, s<t3*mD 35: 4; and a few rare or

unknown words : NTanon, KJon . The numeral with the

suffix pn'nn 34: 4, is not classical, but is found in Targumic, Palmyrene,

and Neo-Syriac. In 33: 10 is Afel infinitive of pB3 .



§ 7 *

"

1'h^ Mandaic T^xts

A. Script and Orthoepy

The script of the Mandaic bowls is exactly similar to that of those

published in facsimile by Pognon. The peculiarities of certain characters

distinguishing them ffom those in the MSS. of the fifteenth and following

centuries, as noted by that scholar (Une incantation, f.), appear likewise

in these bowls/

*The 3 is a large letter dropping its shaft obliquely below the line and

recovering itself by an up-stroke at an acute angle. 3 is a zigzag figure,

or has an open, round flourish at the top. Following the traditions of the

early alphabet 1 and n are similar, often indistinguishable; the former

tends to a smaHer head and a square angle at the top, the latter to a curving

form like the end of a loop, r is ligated at the top with the preceding

letter, n has, in Nos. 39, 40, a long leg to the right. D appears in angular

form, and also in a balloon-shaped figure. D is a large letter rising well

above and dropping below the line, sometimes in a free curve. Except that

the drop is vertical, it is similar to 3; we may compare the like similarity

in the Palmyrene. In No. 39 h has the primitive form of two strokes at

an angle, but leaning backward, and so allowing of ligature to the left by

the foot. The left foot of o projects itself obliquely in a straight line, and

the extended stroke at the top distinguishes the character* from n. In No.

39, *0 has the later form, similar to the Arabic wdth others, the body

is fuller, approximating the p. y is generally an angle lying upon the line,

but in Ncv 39 it drops below the line, in two rough curving lines. Q has

a large head, but does not drop below the line. V is not found in these

•

* * Compare now the early Mandaic amulet published by Lidzbarski in the de

Vogiie Memorial Volume, p. 349, and the editor's notes, p. 350. His facsimiles are

too indistinct to permit satisfactory comparison.

(37)
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bowls, p appears as a closed figure, like a roundish Estrangelo p, with the

left stroke failing to reach the upper line and curving back— probably for

distinction from D. '"J'he consists of two rough loops, which lie on top,

or below, or on opposite sides. 'I'lic ri has often the simple form of the

Hebrew n. •

The suffixal n f which 1 represent by the same character in my trans-

literation) occurs at the beginning of No. 38, “and is then dropped by the

scribe; it may perhaps be intended in one or two other cases in these

bowls. Otherwise it cannot be distinguished from x ; however, following

the general practice I have always indicated the suffix by*n. A similar

uncertainty of distinction appears in Lidzbarski’s amulet; in Pognon’s

bowls the distinction is generally preserved.

The peculiar sign for the relative. T , has the shape known from the

MSS,, except that the vertical stroke at the left hand is often written

without attachment to the first part. It always appears as a separate word,

as is the case in Codex 1 > of Petermann’s edition of the Ginza, and

apparently in Lidzbarski's liowls. I have followed the common, editorial

use of attaching it, like the Aramaic relative in general, to the following

word. See the arguments of Ndldeke, Mand. Cram*, 92, for regarding the

sign as a peculiar development of i, not as a ligature of . But it must

be asked why such a special sign should have been used. It appears to be

a survival of the older Aramaic n , and 1 would argue that the pronuncia-

tion di had survived until the formation of the Mandaic script. In these

texts, as in the MSS., the relative when internal (e. g. after l) is expressed

by t; but this does not prove that n n
,
only that with the support of

a preceding vowel the vowel of the relative was rejected.'

The characters arc spaced unevenly and in the case of unligated char-

acters it is often difficult to ascertain with which word they are to be

combined. The ligation is haphazard, there is no consistent attempt at

consecutive chirography as in the later texts.

Apart from the bowl-inscriptions and Lidzbarski's amulets, all the

Mandaic texts are preserved in late texts; the former are therefore

important as the earliest monuiuents of the script. In § 14 I give evidence

to prove that the Nippur texts are to be dated circa 600; at that period then

the Mandaeans had elaborated their own alphabet with its peculiarities.
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Investigations, which I may not expatiate on here, have led me to the

belief that for the most part the Mandaic alphabet represents an early type

of the “Syriac” alphabets; it is indeed often closely connected with the

Palmyrene and Nabataean scripts. The sect itself must have arisen in

the age when Gnosticism was rife in the Orient and before the domination

of Christianity, and we have to suj)pose that it early developed its own
peculiar •ca]ligrai)hy, after the wont of tlie various oriental sects of that

age. Compare the remarks on the Manichaean alpliabet, § 6.

As f’ognon says of his text from Pnsmaya,” the language of the l)ovvls

is identical wit|i that of the Ginza and Ivulasla. 'I'he only difference is

formal, in the sparse or varying use of the malrcs h'^iionis.’ 1 may cite

:

NnN'jrn, xDnbn; xmay, '’y; Noy; x’n; Nntann, nhiod, where later n

was ^used in the first or second syllable or both; we actually find snnT,

'Nr, 'N-ir.‘

* B. The Language
• •

,\Ve may note the following syntactical peculiarity : the apparent use

of the anticipatory pronominal suflFix n without the following relative

I)article 1, the sufifix itself creating a kind of construct case-ending, the

regimen being in apposition to the suffix. E. g. 40: 3: 'a nns nD nnS^D

‘*the word of TVs granddaughter.’' A similar construction occurs through-

out Nos. 21, 22, 23 ((]. v. ) ;
also a parallel instance in the Palestinian amulet

published by the writer in J.40S\ 1911, see note there, p. 27cS. In 40: 24

such a “construct'’ form in n is used before a plural noun

:

Was it in the way of becoming a stereotyped case?

Apart from the references to “Life,'’ these bowls are not specifically

Mandaic in religion, Pognon's bowls are much more colofcd with Mandae-

ism.* Under No. 11 it is to be observed that the Mandaic text there

compared is secondary to the Rabbinic texts; probably in the Nippur

community, the Mandaeans got their magic from the peoples of other

dialects. Tn Pognon's texts the spirit of the ancient Babylonian magic

appears more strongly than in any other of the bowl-inscriptions.

*
line incantation, 13.

* Which Pognoii strangely enough regards as “errors.'*

*
Nfikleke’s expert judgment, in his review of Pognon, p. 143, that the language

of the bowls is later than that of the Mandaic classics, may be noted here.



III. THE MAGIC OF THE TEXTS

§ 8. Th^ Purpose op thk Inscribed Bowls

The incantation bowls belong, with few exceptions, to one very

specialized form of magic. They spontaneously suggest the art of “bowl

magic/' which, in* various forms, is spread over the world,#and which has

a straight genealogy^ from Joseph's drinking cup to the spinster's teacup

of our own day.^ Ellis, the first commentator on the bowls, advanced the

theory that, following an ancient and widespread therapeutic device, they

were filled with a liquid which was drunk ofl by the patient who thus

absorbed, the virtue of the written charm.* This explanation has be^n

generally given up. Layard objected that then the inscriptions would have

been effaced by the liquid,*—which argument, though repeated by subse-

quent scholars, is not conclusive, for the magic vessel may have been

preserved as itself a permanent prophylactic. Layard himself thought

that they were used in places of sepulture and were charms for the dead,

apparently relating them to the utensils placed in primitive graves. A
number of Pognon’s bowls are in fact endorsed with Kninp n'an , “for

the cemetery,”* and Wohlstein's no. 2417 appears to be directed against

the ghosts of the dead. But the bowls at Nippur were found in ruined

houses, and in no case is a bowl intended for the service of the dead.

Schwab argved for the hydromantic use of the bowls.* He makes

reference to Babylonian hydromancy,* and proceeds to quote a number of

• Rodwell expatiates on this kind of magic, TSBA, ii, 114.

• Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, 51 1. Cf, R. C. Thompson, Semitic Magic, pp.

Iv, Ixi.

• Op, cit., 526.

• Inscriptions tnandaites, nos. 5, 7, etc., and p. ^

• PSBA, xii, 292 f.

• Cf. Hunger, “Becherwahrsagung bei d. Babyloniern,” 1903 in Leipziger Semite

ischt Studien, i.

(40 )
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Talmudic passages referring to Joseph's cup, magical beverages, etc., but

he shows no connection between his numerous inscriptions and the method

and purpose of hydromancy, which affects to give an oracle to men by

the movements of oil or other floating objects in the liquid contained in

the cup.^

Wohlstein attempted another explanation in the line of a kabbalistic

dictum that no work of magic can be effected without the aid of a vessel

It was riyvernat however who first, from the field of Jewish

demonology, obtained the clue to the right interpretation of the practice we

are considering.* refers to the Jewish legends of "Solomon’s magical

ability to confine demons in vases, etc., and the parallel fables in Arabian

lore of bottled up jinns, etc.''® As wc shall immediately see, this is the cor-

rect* explanation.

Pognon did not himself see in situ the large collection of bowls which

he published in his Inscriptions mandaites, but he learnt from a native that

such bowls were found buried just below the surface of the earth, and,

generalhi, rexx^rsed, the bottom of the bowl uppermost, while at times

bowls were found superimposed upon one another, the mouth of the one

fitted to the mouth of the other (p. i ff.). Pognon does not guarantee the

truths of these statements, but suggests in accordance with them the theory

that the inverted bowls were prisons for the demons, who were confined

by the virtue of the magical praxis. The expeditions of the University of

Pennsylvania to Nippur have corroborated this theory by ocular evidence.

Referring to the find of bowls above the Parthian temple, Hilprecht reports

that "'most of the one hundred bowls excavated while I was on the scene

were found upside down in the ground, and he gives a photograph

showing some of the bowls in this position. He draws the same conclusion

as Pognon concerning the magical use of the vessels.

Finfilly, one of the Pennsylvania texts demonstrates that this was the

conscious purpose of the bowl magic. No. 4 opens thus;

' ^ For the correction of his hydromantic interpretation of pniD see above

§ 3 .

• ZAj viii, 325, quoting from the book Rasiel, 32.

• 5‘wr une vase judeo-babylonien, 137 f.

Comparing Thousand and One Nights, ed. Bulak, i, 15 (= Burton's tr. i, 38).

“ Explorations, 447.
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^nn pr’ip “covers to hold in sacred (accursed)

angels and evil spirits,” etc.'* The same inscription announces to the

demons that they are “bound and sealed in each one of the four corners

of the house.”** 'Phis magical method in fact gives a special name to the

])0\vls; it is called a NCO'D, which literally means a “i)ress.” The same term

appears iti No. 6, wliich opens as follows
:

pnb ptrQDi

'^a press which is pressed down upon demons,” etc. The theme is continued

throughout the text: “This press I press down upon them” (1. 4); “who

ever transgresses against this press
'

(1. iT), etc. In a word we have to do

with a .species of sympathetic magic, the inverted bowls symbolizing and

effecting the repression and suppression of the evil si)irits.”

The quadruple use of the bowls also explains the frequent recurrence

of identical inscriptions, e. g. .Nos. 21, 22, 23. all made out for the same

client. The four charms thus placed at equidistant points, which as

cornerstoiies represented the security of the house, formed a circle cfc

magical influence about the dwelling.**

In the Babylonian magic we And a similar use of })hylacteri9S buried

under the pavement of the house. Botta. Bayard and George Smith dis-

covered under the pavement of buildings small receptacles in which were

placed magical figurettes, of composite human and animal form.** The use

of the circular lip of the bowl is also in line wdth the magic circle wdiich

appears to have been practised by sprinkling a circle of lime, flour, etc.

around a group of small images of the god$.*‘

See the cojnmcntary to the text.

“ The binding the four corners of the house appears also* in Pognon, B, nos.

r, 2, 3, 4, 24,

If my interpretation of the introduction of Nos. 9 and 74 be correct,* we
have also a reference to the formal depositing of the bowls.

Cf. the cylinder and prism texts deposited at the four corners of great

buildings in ancient ^Mesopotamia. '

Botta, Monument de Nineve, v, 168 f . ; Bayard, Nineveh and its Remains, ii,

37; Smith, Assyrian Discoveries, 78. See Fossey, La magic assyrienne, 114 f. For

a like Jewish and Christian use, see Reitzenstein, Poimandres, 30.
‘

” Zimmern, Beitr'dge s. Kenntniss d, hab. Religion, 169, no. 54, and cf. Thompson,

Semitic Magic, p. Ixiii, translating u^urtu “circle’* (Zimmern, “Gcbilde”). Cf. the

charra with a circle made by a ring presented in the Papyrus Anastasi, Wessely,

Vienna Denkschriften, Classe, xxxvi.2, p. 34, and further PSBA, xiii, 165.

The circle of the magical seal possessed the same efficacy. .
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But there is proof that the praxis of bowl magic existed in ancient

l>abylonia. In a passage of the magical Vtukki series presented by

Thompson/* we read a ban on an evil spirit: (a demon) “which roameth

loose in an upper chamber, with a bason {kakkultu) without opening may

they cover it.’' The editor in his note has recognized the form of magic

indicated, without comparing it to the later howls.

The bowl is then primarily a domestic phylactery, to l^c classed with

the abundant forms of this species of magic, e. g. the Jewish Mezuzoth.

An exorcism given by Wessely"'*' from the papyri recalls much of the very

wording of our texts
^
that evil spirits may not injure the wearer of these

exorcisms, hide not “in the earth,'’"' nor under the bed nor under the door

nor under the gate nor under the beams nor under vessels nor under holes.

The lurking of devils in the house (e. g. i : 6), in the beams and on the

thresholds (e.g.6:4), frecjuently appears in our texts, as also in the Talinyd,

Kspecially is the threshold named as guarded against the intrusions of evil

spirits (e. g. 37: 2). The means of entrance are extravagantly detailed in

a Babylonian text : by gate, door, bolt, etc., lintels, hinges, etc. and door

and holt and threshold are exorcised.^* The bedchamber is the special

object of care, and the endorsement on No. 12, “of the room of the hall,’’

may refer to a bowl which was deposited in that aiiartinent.

A dilTerent af^plication of the same magic is found in the l)owls

published by L’(jgnon, which were found in a cemetery, many of them being'

inscribed “for tlie cemetery” ( Nnup This is the wcuddwidc

practice of laying the graveyard ghosts. I am inclined to think that du])li-

cate inscriptions were made out, some for the house and some for the
»

Devils and llvil Spirits of Babylonia, ii, 124.

I must leave it open whether the phrase in B. Me^. 2nh (~ Hull. 84I)), RDJ

piirCT RD3 rSi (the last word is variously spelt), is a reference to our

magical art’, it could be translated “the cup of the sorcerers and not the cup of

those who break sorcery,’' i. e. of bowls used for malicious (cf. § 12) or for

preventive magic. Tanhuina makes the secoiid cup mean an ill-prepared brew which

is ground for divorpe; see Levy, Hzub., iv, 151a.

Denksf;hriften, xlii, 2, p. 66.

Was there a duplicate buried in the house?

“ Jastrow, keli(jion Babyloniens u. Assyriens, i, 377, where the full translation

is given,

” E. g. Tallquist, Maqlu^ p. 93, 1 . 10; Thompson, Devils, ii, 123.
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graveyard ; this would explain the reference to the four corners of the

house in Pognon, nos. i, 2, etc. None of the Nippur bowls are so marked.

W^ohlstein’s bowl no. 2417 is a detailed exorcism of ghosts.

But Nos. 13 and 28 pass from prophylactic to aggressive magic; they

are love charms such as we lueet in an early age only in the Greek world.

I leave their consideration to the commentary, and only note here that a

love charm is as much a fiarnfUrr/w^ or dcfixio, to use the words of classical

magic, as a ban of evil spirits. It is interesting to note that the Greek

charms for defixing a rival in the circus or a lover were often buried in

cemeteries, for the powers of evil were in any case invoked."

The bowl itself “is called simply, «DD or SDID, also occasionally ny'Dp

amulet = applied secondaril}^ to a phylactery that is not sus-

pended or worn (v'yop).*'' For other terms applied to it as a magical

in^rument, sec § 1 1.

The'^tradition of this species of bowl-magic has lasted down into Islam,

to fairly modern times. In his Momimens arabes, persems et tiircs, Paris,

1828, Reinaud has given (ii, 337 flf.) a careful description of sevefal Arabic

magical bowls of brass and glass, contained at his day in private French

collections and at the Vatican. They are talismans (to quote one of the

bowls) against snakes, scorpions and dogs, against fever, pangs of child-

birth and maladies of nursing, enteric diseases, sorcery and dysentery."

They are introduced ''in the name of the merciful and compassionate God"'

(cf. the similar formula in our texts, e. g. 3 : i and note), and are elaborately

provided with quotations from the Koran and with references to holy

legend and the power of God (cf. § ii). One reference indicates that

they were inscribed at the propitious astrological moment, cf. below, §11.

This is the only literary reference to bowls of this character I iiave

been able to discover. In the possession of the Hon. Mayer Sulzberger of

Philadelphia is a small, finely engraved brass bowl, with Koran
i
quotations

in Nashki. The text has been translated by Dr. B. B. Charles, Fellow of

c

E. g. the Cypriote charms published by Miss L. Macdonald, PSRA, xiii, 159,

and the Hadrumetum tablet, discussed in No. 28.

” See Blau, Das alijUdtsche Zauberwesen, 87, and ‘‘Amulet** in Jewish Bncyc.
^ So in Schwab L and Q charms against dog-bites, and a reference to scorpions

is found in Pognon B: see Glossary C, s. v.
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the University, who has kindly allowed me to present his rendering, as

follows

:

‘'This blessed bowl wards off all poisons, and in it are assembled tried

virtues; and it is for the sting of the serpent and the scorpion, for fever,

for dysentery (?), for indigestion, for the mad dog, for stomachache and

colic, for headache and throbbing, for fever of the liver and spleen, for

facial contortions, for lack of blood (insufficient blood supply), for

annulling magic, and for the eye and the sight, and for use in giving to

drink of water or oil, or for harm to enemies and for poison in the conclave

of (two) lands, when the imams of the religion and the orthodox caliphs

are thereon agreed fJr the advantage of the Muslims.'’

Probably many such phylacteries are to be found in oriental house-

holds. Evidently the peculiar practice of the inversion of the bowl has

disappeared; the vessel itself with its magical inscription has become

“bWssed,’' an efficient phylactery. But the use of the bowl is doubtless a

survival of the magic wc are discussing.



§ 9- ExorcIvSTs

The exorcist is in general anonymous; his personality is lost in his

professional possession of occult powers which range far above .personal

limitations. Ily the age of our texts he had long been differentiated from

the temple priest, or maintained connection with a cult only in out-of-the-

way shrines or in the new thcosophic circles that sprang up in the

Hellenistic age.' A few points however may be nofed.

Several of the Nippur texts" contain magical formulas worked in the

name of Rabbi Joshua ben Perahia (Syriac, Rab Jesus bar P.), who is

none other than one of the early Zugoth or Pairs who handed down the

Tradition from the Great Synagogue to later ages (see to No. 3;^).

Whether*' this magical tradition concerning the venerable Joshua be

authentic may be dubious but the case is illustrative of the tendency in

magic to appeal to ancient great masters of sorcery, and.to use tffeir names

as though their full powers were possessed. We may compare the many

references in the magical papyri to such ancient masters, whose spells

have become the stock in trade of their successors.* The assumption of

these quacks is well illustrated by a Jewish mortuary charm in which the

magician thus introduces himself: “With the wand of Moses and the plate

of Aaron and the seal of Solomon and the shield of David and the mitre

' For the Babylonian dsipu and masmasu, see Zimmern, Beitrdge, 91 ; Thompson,

Semitic Magic, 21. t,

’ Nos. 8, 9. 17 f 3A 33, 34-
»

• For the Talmudic doctors and others who practi.scd “legitimate'' magic, see

Blau, Das altjiidische, /^auberzvesen, 23. In 34; 2 the sorcerer claims to be a

“cousin’’ of Joshua and there is reference to his “house,” i. e. school, in 8: ii.

Compare the inherited magical powers of Choni the Circle-maker, Taan., 19b, 23.

^ See the list of such magical authorities in Wessely, Vienna Denkschriften,

xxxvi, 2, p. 37; cf. xlii, 2, p. 10 (I shall hereafter refer to these^ volumes simply as

xxxvi and xlii). Also Apuleius gives a similar list, including Moses, xc, 100, 1. *10

(ed. Helm), see Abt, “Die Apologie des Apuleius,” 244, in Dieterich and Wiinsch,

RcUgionsgeschichiliche Versuche v. Vorarheiten, iv, 2.
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of the chief priest'* (I perform this spell) f and this Palestinian charm

has its parallel in our text No. 2: “1 Pabak come, clad in iron and fire,

vested with garments of Hermes the Logos, and my strength is in him

who created heaven and earth.'' In 7: 12 the authority of Prangin bar

Prangin is exercised—some sorcerer of the hazy past, if not a figment of

the imagination. 'The great Al)bahu in 1. C) is to be explained in the same

way, if it. is not a misunderstanding of a Gnostic term, and so too Bar-

mestael in 1 . 13, literally the 'son of the oracle-giver.' In some cases, e. g.

the latter two and instances in No. t<>. it is difficult to decide whether we

have to do with men or divinities ; the line was not drawn l)ctween the

sorcerer and the deity, as in the Hermetic identification of Moses with

Hermes® and in the lively incident in Acts 14, where the people of Lystra

deify Barnabas and Paul.

In one case, the pagan text No. 36, the exorcist presents his commission

from the deities: '‘The lord vShamash has sent me against thee, Sina (the

moon) has sent me, Bel lias commanded me, Nannai has said to me

Nirig. has given me power.” This is the survival of well known old

Babyloniat? forifiulas, e. g. the Maklu series, i, 1 . 52 ff “Anu and Antu

have commissioned me, 1 am ordered, I go, I am sent, 1 speak,

Against the might of my sorcerers Marduk the lord of incantation has

sent me.”

I am inclined to think that some of the texts, especially the more

illiterate ones, were written by lay people. The "word of power” had

become the essential element (see § it), and like a physician’s prescription

might be copied by anyone, or even invented—for along with the belief

in sorcery always^ goes a subconsciousness of its hocus-pocus. For

instance, No. 2 is a mutual charm in which two men, in the respective

halves of the text, exercise each his powers for the other. Are they

® Montgp^nery, JAOS, 191 r, 272. For the identification with Moses cf. the

Hermetic phrase, kyu afu Mwirr;/c, Wessely, xxxvi, 129, 1 . 109 F.
;
also see Dieterich,

Abraxas, 68, and Reitzenstein, Poimandres, 279. For the Egyptian use, cf. the Harris

papyrus, “I am Amon,” Brugsch, Kdicnon ti, Mythologie d. alt. Aegypter, 725. Or
the •sorcerer may identify himself with some mighty demon; e. g. Gipt-, 6*)a, “1 am
Papi Shila son of Sumka,” cf. Blau, op, cit, 83. Also cf. 27: 9 with 2: 6.

* Dieterich, /. c.

^ Tallquist, p. 37. Cf. the commission of the Old Testament prophets, c. g. Jer.

i, and the adoption of soothsaying formulas; cf. Num. 24: 4 and Is. 50: 4.
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professional magicians or not rather laymen who felt they could make a

stronger defence against the powers of evil by standing shoulder to

shoulder? The texts are often indited in the first person, e. g. Pognon 24;

in No. 27 the clients of No. 7 appear as making the charm, and use the

form of No. 2. But in general there is a breaking down of the distinction

between personalities in magic ; compare the Babylonian rituals, in which

priest and suppliant appear to fuse in one another.

Tn one place Wohlstein calls attention to what appears to be an

attestation of the incantation, inserted into the middle of the text.* The

obscure passage is
:

pN '’S I'nD Kim KtD'’p . It may be

translated: “It is correct for it has been written for me (or 'p K^Dp?),

we recognize it here.'* Cf. the attestations of the scribe imthe Babylonian

magical texts, e. g. the Maklu series.



§ lo. Thi$ Ci.ii$nts

Most of the inscriptions are of domestic character, bein^ made out

for a married couple, their children, their house, and their pro]^ert3^ cattle,

etc. Frequently it is the wife and mother who procures the charm, with or

without reference to the husband. In many of the inscriptions tliere is

special intention against the evils that disturb the domestic sexual life.

And so No. 36 giycs an exorcism for the bridal-chamber,* No. 24 is a charm

for the safe delivery of a j)regnant woman. 'Phe l^cd-chamber is often

specifit^l ( ). sphere is frequent reference to the demons that

slay the unborn babes (e. g. Nos. 36, 37), the charm is often made out for

the (.’Hn’ldren that shall be, as well as for those that are. It would seem that

where women are concerned, the greater part of magic has to do with the

mysteries apd iiuiladies of the sexual life. 'Phe Ivilis and Liliths which

predominate in the categories of demons arc pcrsonirications of sexual

abnormaHties.

At times the idea of the family is extended to a wider scope, so as to

include a large household; No. 29 is a good example; from the long list of

male names enumerated, some of them of foreigners, it appears that the

woman who procured the charm was landlady of a lodging house. On
the other hand sometimes a single individual feels that a whole bowl is

necessary for his own maladies; so in the case of the invalid who is the

client of Schwab's bowl F. *

Aij the individuals must be exactly specified wc have a rich list of

names, which is enlarged by the required naming of the mother, more rarely

the father of the client.* In the Rabbinic texts we find the Aramaic names
* ^

• 4

^ Shahb. 66b : “all repetitive incantations are in name of the

mother.” The “sacr#d” name of a person includes that of his mother with the

^Manflacans (Rrandt. Maud. Religion, 116). The same rule appears in the Greek

magic; see Wunsch Antike Fluchtafeln (Lietxmann’s Kleine Texte, no. 20), p. 9 for

examples and literary references. The practice is now attributed to the original

(49 )
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familiar in the Talmud, etc., Persian names, probably more frequent than

the former, and but few typical Jewish names. In the Syriac and Mandaic

texts the names are by a large majority Persian.* My texts contain one

evidently Greek name, Astrobas, and a Christian name, Kino n3 ,

Martyrofilia; the former is paralleled in a text of Lidzbarski’s by

Timotheos, the latter by Tiis-hope-in-Jesus' in a text of

Pognon's. Some of the names of obscure etymology may be of Indian

origin; cf. the frequent name Hinduitha.

The large proportion of Persian names even in the Rabbinic texts

might lead us to think that the clients were non~Jewish. The argument

is somewhat fallacious as the Jew's by no means stickled for their native

names, in fact seem to have adopted foreign names with great avidity.* And

so in one family of nine souls the names are Persian, and only one son bears

a Jewish name (No. 12). But as we shall have reason to conclude (§ 15),

the magic of our bowls is so eclectic that even a “Jewish''“Aramaic''text

does not imply a Jewish exorcist, nor Jewish clients. We have to think

of a clientele partly Jewish, partly non-Jewish, to which the religious

affinities of the magic were indifferent.

But the power of the charms is also extended beyond the actual house

and its inmates so as to include the whole property of the client. Not only

are house and mansion detailed, but also the cattle and possessions in

general ( ). In like manner Greek phylacteries provide a general

property insurance, e. g. that the demons “shall not injure or approach

N. or M. or his house or his vineyards or lands or cattle.’**

matriarchal conchtion of society rather than to the elder principle, pater incerius,

mater certa. Naming of the father probably occurs where the mother is unknown;
for instances see to 10: i.

‘

• See Glossary B; also Pognon, B, p. 97.

• See Zunz. “Die Namen d. Juden," in his Gesammelte Abhandltingen, ii.

^ Reitzenstein, Poiniandres, 294; such charms are frequent in the Graeco-Italian

exorcisms published by Pradel, in Religionsgeschichtliche Versuche u. VorarheiTen',

iii, no. 3. For amulets worn by cattle, see Blau, Das altjudiscke Zauberwesen, 86.



§ II. Tiiic Incantations.

I have discussed in § 8 the particular praxis of our magic—the inver-

sion of the inscribed bowl. There remain for consideration many details,

for elaborateness is characteristic of magic and even in our comparatively

simple field there are many phenomena which are suggestive links binding

it with more complicated magical science.
•

Magic consists of two elements: the physical operation or praxis, and

the incantation, or to use the Egyptian term, “the word of powcr.'’^ They

are cHstinguished in the Babylonian as the epehi (also kikituC"), and

the Hptu, words which appear rubrically in the magical texts. In the Greek

the^ terms for the practice are npayua, for the incantation

So in Latin facere is the word for the operation, and it

has had aij inter.esting history through factura, fattiira, fcitigo (Portuguese),

into fetich.

The same distinction and similar terms are found in our inagic. The

root nny, ‘‘work, serve”* (late Hebrew (cf. 14: i), is used of

the practice.* It is the common root also for the service, the worship of the

gods in West-Semitic, and this fact illustrates the parity, often equivalence

of religion and magic. Hence the technical terms NHDy {fdhdda'),

^ Budge, Egyptian Magic, 26 f,

** E. g. in the Labartu texts, Myhrman, ZA, xvi, 141.
•

* por the first two words see indexes in Wesscly’s two volumes in the Denk^-

schriften; for ,
Dieterich Abraxas, pp. 136, i6(x All three words occur close

together in Dieterich’s text p. 204 f. For relert/ (Dieterich, p. 136) == the MfiDStTK

of our texts, see § 12.

4^
• Cf. Latin, cola, cultus. This Hebrew-Aramaic root is more religious than

epesu, etc., with its idea of service. N. b. Arabic umrd, used of the cult at Mecca,

Wellhausen, Skisseen, iii, 165.
#

* A magical connotation of this root may exist in Is. 28: 2: nnsa imay ‘layS

innay
, where the divine operation is contrasted to the magic arts of the necromancers.

( 51 )
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i'ubbada), (ma'bdda), occurring frequently in the bowls, and

in such expressions as KJTaj; (9: 2), and imn nuyn xnuy.®

The spoken Word is rejiresented by pS‘*D, “words,’’ etc., also

technically by Nnnp, once xnpl nn 16: 10, = the Greek iiriK/nan: (also

K/yotr
) used both in magic arts and also in the Christian liturgy (in

baptism, eucharist, exorcisms), though as we shall see, most of these

words came to be regarded as part of black magic and were avoided by

our exorcists. The incantation as written is called a and by the

unique word daslabira,^ and also a fe<n, “mystery,” 3: i.*

A very large number of terms is used to express different practices

and nuances of magic, but most of them only in the lists of dreaded black

magic (see § 12), and hence they are avoided by our exorcists.* The

exorcist gives himself none of the technical names, e. g. from the roots

;
he speaks of his Init is avoided. Ifis adjuration

is a the liabylonian maniiin, and he employs the correspond-

ing verb KroitD
; a more frequent equivalent is

,
Afel. Once he uses

the root NSr'Nn 2 : 3. P>ut his favorite Termfnology for

his own practice is derived from “bind,” exactly equivalent to the

(jreek KaraAiv^ J^atin dcfigcrc

;

the charm is an . Also the

synonymous roots are used less frequently: "IIV, "lOp, “iD', IDD, lYD, 135
,
I3n.

1'he last root is used of magical practices in this sense in the Old Testa-

ment, where also the obscure ninD3 , 13: 18, is probably from a

Babylonian root of like import.** In the Babylonian the “binding” power

of magic is as prominent as in the western magic; I cite such passages as

* For and the Syriac use see Noldeke, Z. f, d. KeUs,~forsch,, iii, 296, and

Frankcl, ZA, ix, 308. A frequent atirihutive is «

* After summing up the various terms used for exorcism Heitmiiller concludes,

in his 'Am Namen Jesu,” p. 212: “Dor Ausdruck mf no^l^v ist ir:iKa'>r'irf\')ur to uvofia.

Our word wnnp is the liturgical equivalent in the Syriac for epiklesis. '
*

* See 32: 4, and Kent’s discussion in JAOS, I9ii» 359 -

* The original use of this word (—" re^.rry) appears in its ^designation ot black

arts; see § 12.

* Cf. the modern fine distinctions between magic, sorcery, witchcraft, etc.

See Davies, Magic Divination and Demonology, 55, as against W. R. Smith’s

view in Journ. of Philology, xiv, 123.

Friedr. Delitzsch, in Baer and Dclitzsch’ text, p. xiii.
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the Makhi-scvics iv, 1. 9 ; vii, 66
,
in which this idea is expressed by several

synonymous verbs.

The roots ^03, Pa., '‘annul,’' in, "prohibit,” Din, “be in taboo,”

"lay under ban/’” frequently appear. Also Dnn, Peal and Pael, is frequent

with the sense of sealing the demons with the magic word or device

engraved on a seal—often with explicit mention of Solomon’s Seal; hence

the reference to the yo seals of Solomon (Hyv.), or the seal of the house

of Enoch, 19: 17, the seals of the angels of the Most High (Ilyv.).” Our

magicians will work only white magic, and their whole effort is for the

KniDN," sahis of their clients.” The great magician Joshua b. Perahia is

an ND1 N'DK, “great healer,” 17: 12 nr 34: 2. In this, prophylactic nature

of the magic, our texts differ favorably from the western narathafim ^nd

defixiones. The incantations largely consist in the monotonous repetitions

of these equivalent roots.

eAs to the praxis of, our magic we have little information additional

to that presented in § 8.” From Pognon’s texts we learn that the bowl

was new one (J*. no. 24) and that the sorcerer sat upon an uncleft rock,

a survival of primitive religion.”

'J"he rude figures and designs which can hardly be said to adorn the

bowls are part of the praxis. They conic down from the earlier and more

realistic age when gods and demons were represented by simulacra and

in this wise were manipulated so as to do the sorcerer’s will.” Most of the

” Stiibe explains tlic equivalent mc'ir in his text as denominative from

the horn of excommunication.
’’’’ For sealing as equivalent to pl.'icing the magical name on the oliject, sec Tleit-

miillcr, ofK cif, 143, 240, etc. •

" The charm itself is called an RDIDR. - Cf. the New Testament nu)T 7]iu(i

is used in the papyri, e. g. Wessely, xlii, 31, 1 . 341.

This includes their defence. Rnit:D , and supernatural arming (cf. “the

panoply of God,” Kph. 6: 13), and involves the breaking of counter charms and

wiles nf the cfevils: ‘lire, etc.; “lay a spirit”
;
ITSD, etc.

• Inutile Talmud "itTB is the technical opposite to Blau, op. cit., 157.

Tn No. T2 is a hit of rul)ric for forming a figure of an angel ; see the com-

mentary. And probably at end of No. 13 occurs an aphrodisiac recipe.

• ” Cf. the unhewn altar, F.r. 20: 25, and for the primitive aversion to iron, see

Elworthy, The Hvil Bye, 220 ff.

^
” Budge describes how as far back as the third millennium in Egypt pictures

came to be used in place of material objects in the magic of the dead (op. cit., 107).
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figures represent the demons, generally as bound and hobbled—i. e.

, etc., to use the words of the incantation.” Especially the liliths are

so represented, e. g. No. 8, but also there are masculine figures like the

military-looking demon, in Persian style, of No. 3. Some of the gruesome

caterpillar-like designs are intended to ^Vaise the hair’' as did the demons

of elder Babylonia.*®

In one specimen, No. 15, the figure is the design of the serpent with

its tail in its mouth. This is surel}' of Egyptian origin, doubtless through a

Hellenistic medium. Such a figure is described in the ‘T>ook of Apep/’ of

Ptolemaic compilation,*' and prescriptions for drawing this magical figure

are found in the Greek papyri."'^ Very common—so in the Syriac bowls

—

is a circle with a cre^ss in it; or the circle is divided into segments with a

cross in each. These signs probably represent the magical seal. There

also occur rough rectangular figures divided into compartments, represent-

ing the walls of protection which magic casts abput the client.** Wes^ely

gives a facsimile of such a magical design:** a square within a square, the

former being divided into three compartments; I suppose after the plan of

a double-walled and many-chambered castle, indicating the protective char-

acter of the charm.

In one case, no. 8S35, a cross-shaped figure may represent a dagger,

and so indicate one of the magical forms of defixio or fastening down of

the evil spirits.”

Cf. the operation performed on the fijfure of the Lahartii, Myhrman, op, cit,,

I JO. For Palestine, see the figurettes found in the Scleucidan debris of Tell Sanda-

hannah, in Bliss and Macalister, Hxcavaiions in Palestine, 154. For Egyptian usage,

e. g. Budge, op. cit., 83.

^ See the description in IV'Bdirman, p. 148; also the seven evil Utukki, ThoiPipson,

Devils, tablet t6, and ii, p. 149.

Budge, op. cit., 79, 83.

” Wessely. xlii, 39 f., 69, The like design appears in a bowl depicted by

Hilprecht, Explorations, opposite p. 447. Within the circle so formed are a number
of magical figures, the most elaborate that appear in the bowls. The specimen is

presumably at Constantinople.
*

“ For similar sympathetic magic in old Babylonia, see Jastrow, op.* cit., i, 303.

Ibid. 64.

•* Pauly- Wissovva, Real-Encyc., '‘Defixio,'* col. 2373; Thompson, Sem, Magic,

17. For modern instances of this kind of sorcery, see Elworthy, The Evil Eye, 53.
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In No. 4 it is evidently the sorcerer who is depicted, waving in his

hand a magic bough. This is the use we find in Babylonian magic, in

which a branch of the datepalm or tamarisk was held aloft to repel the

demons.^

One detail of universal magic appears in the praxis of our bowls : the

assumption of a suitable season for the exorcism. So 6
: 5 ; “this day out

of all months, this year out of all years’"; cf. the mutilated (and probably

misunderstood) form of this formula in 17: i. In Wohlstein 2422 a day

is given: “If you come on the first of Nisan, go away,"" etc. Nisan i was

an auspicious day for expelling demons;” this was probably due to the

belief that the great turning points of the year, the solstices and equinoxes

were times of supernatural determinations of human fate, when responsive

action on the part of man was especially effective; in the Babylonian
t

calendar Nisan i was the day of Destinies, the Jewish New Year’s day in

Ti.^iri has the same character, and compare the magic time of midsummer

night and the Christmas season in more modern superstition.”* In old

Babylonia certain days were propitious for exorcism, and they are listed,

as personified, tn a Surpu text, among them the 7th, 15th, 19th, 20th, 25th,

30th, of the month.” We have fuller information of this notion from Egypt;

papyri are preserved giving all the days in the year according to their

character as propitious or unpropitious for magical rites.*” The same use

of seasons appears in the Hellenistic papyri, those continuators of

Egyptian magic. Among the numerous passages I note the following:

eviavTov(; kviavTuv^ fij'/vag j/fitpun’j upac fs opKiCio wavrac rove

Thompson, Devils, p. xlix, and instances pp. 23, 197- Compare the

religious use of the hareqma, a bunch of datepalm, pomegranate or tamarisk, in the

Persian religion; Spiegel, Eranische Alterihumer, iii, 571. Thompson in his note

draws attention to our design.

Wohlstein, p. 399, with references.

” See ‘Carl Schmidt, Aberglaube des Mittelalters, 1884, 205 ff. (on Die Tage-

wahlerei).

” Zimmern, tablet viii, 24 ff. Cf. the exorcism of a demon at full moon, in

Lucian, Philopseudes, 16.

" Budge, op, cit., 224 ff.
;
Gods of the Egyptians, ii, c. xix, for lists of the deities

of times and seasons. The earliest appearance of this system among the Jews is

the angelic calendar system in Enoch, 82.
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Sai^ovac This is exactly the equivalent of the passage cited above, 6:5: NDr

pnn NJTyi 'JC' pni?iD’»D Nncn pnbn'D pnn pnn

pnbl3'D, and there can be no reasonable doubt that we have here the

reminiscence of the Hellenistic formula. So again in the papyri : h r/>

^sjvfifpov y^ipn, h> rij apn At least the later magical calendar is connected

with astrology; one Greek exorcism adjures '‘by the God who has the

power of the hour.’'” These references to an appropriafte magical time are

in our texts however quite conventional; we may judge that no horoscopes

were cast by our sorcerers.

But the praxis is a minor part of the bowl-magic. In this it differs

from the Babylonian in which the praxis was primary, the texts being

illuminative of the action. The reasons for this shifting of the center of

gravity I shall touch upon in § 15. In the bowls the incantation, the spell,

is almost the all in all. It consisted in the utterance or writing of certain

phrases,^ words, syllables, which possessed in themselves a magic i)dWer

to bind equally the favorable powers and the demons.” This use of spells

has gone so far that magic appears to have divorced itself from religion;

the inversion of the bowl and the monotonously repeated declaration that

the demons are “bound, sealed, countersealed, exorcised, hobbled, silenced,”

etc., e. g. Nos. 2, 4, is in itself sufficient, without invocation of, or reference

to, the divine powers.

Generally how^cver appears the formal adjuration of Deity or of

deities and other favorable genii, the invocation of their name securing

their assistance.” This may be specifically the Jewish deity, e. g. No. 14,

“ Wessely, xyxvi, 53, 1 . 341 ff. My colleague Professor Ileffern sagaciously

notes the illumination thus cast upon the difficult reference in Rev. 9: 15 to the

angels appointed for an hour, day, month, year: the verse is reminiscent of magical

phraseology. Note also the phrase, “in a good hour and a good and auspicious

day,“ in the Paris Magical Papyrus, 1 . 3000 (given by Deissmann, Light from the

Ancient Last, 251, 255). ^ •

“ Wessely, xxxvi, 92, 1 . 1932 ff. — xlii, 42, 1 . 665 ff, N. B. the like stress laid .

upon '^this day” in the Babylonian exorcisms, e. g. Surpustvics, iv, 1 . 65.

•• Wiinsch, Antike Lluchtafeln, no. 3, 1 . 20. *
^

** The conscious manipulation of words, phrases, pronunciations to* extract their •

magical sense, appears in 9; 5 == 32: 6.

“ Even as in earlier times the images of the gods were used; e. g. Fossey, La
magic assyrienne, 315.—The magical value of the use of the name in religious rites
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“in thy name Yhwh’^; or it may be quite indefinite as in the recurrent

introductory formula, “In thy name, O Lord of healings, great Healer of

love’'; the same form also appears in the pagan text No. 19. I discuss

under No. 3 the origin of the phrase.

There is nothing new in the adjuration of many angels*® or deities

along with the appeal to some one Name;" the former is the Jewisli phase

of polytheism, while even wdth polytheistic adjurations there may be

recognition of “God,” as in the pagan text No. tq with its reference to “the

one true God,” 1. 17. Noticeable is the easy passage from the invocation

of celcvstial beings into that of mere names or words; but this illustrates

the arrant nominalisn? into which magic had fallen, losing the religious

phase of divine personality. So Abraxas is invoked—though probably here

w'e have a very ancient divine name, inherited from Egypt.*® Of this “the

holy *Agrabis” may be a perversion, 14: 2. In 7: 9, as noted in § 9, “the

Great Abbahu” may be a magically deified sorcerer.*® Many of the odd

names which are invoked may be kabbalistic (gematriac, etc.) names of

angels or gods (see § 13). They may soon have worn down into unintel-

ligible wc>rds—just as — 365 becomes (and other forms)

without reminiscence of the numerical value of the letters.'*® \Vc have the

has been established in late years by a series of disnissions from scholars working

in various fields, 1 name: K. Nyrop, A^(wuefs maejt (“the power of the name'^),

1887, noted and analyzed by Giesebrecht (sec lielow)
;

F. v. Andrian in Corre*

spoudcncblatl d. deiitsc/i. Cescllscliaft f. Anthropologic, lilhnoloc/ie u. Urgeschichte,

xxvii (j8of)), iO(>i27; F. Ciescbrecht, Die alltestanientUche Schdtzung des Gottes-

narnens n. Hire reliyionsgcschichtliche Grnndlage, Konigsberg, 1901 ; W. Heitmuller,

‘In Namen Jesu' Gotl ingen, 1903 (especially Part IT). Cf. also, on the use of the

name, Jacol), 'Dm Namen Gottes’* Vicrlcljahrsschrifi f, Bibclknnde, i (t<)03 ), llcft

I seq. (which I have not seen in full)
; J. Boehmer, Das bibli^che ‘Ini Namen/

Giessen, 1898. (011 the philological origins of the baptism formula) ; and an e.ssay

by Wi Brandt, ‘^'Ovofia cn de doopsforrnule in bet nieuwe testament,” Theol. Tijd-

schrift, 1891.

** For the adjuration of angels in Judaism, sec Heitnuiller, op. cit., 176 IT.

wSee Vr.F
** According to Budge, Egyptian Magic, 180, origiiially the name of a form of

the sungod
;
accordifig to Wiedemann, Magic u. Zauherei (D. Altc Orient, vii, 4), p.

23, 'the Egypfians from of old worshipped as god “the Magical Formula.”

Cf. the early and frequent use of the name Jesus in the papyri magic; and cf.

Acts 19: 13. For Jesus as a sorcerer in the Talmud, sec Blau. op. cit. 29.

See Pognon, Inscr. mand., 107. In 34: 19 he is “mighty lord.”
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same unintelligent invocation of names in the magical papyri, e. g. the

exorcism ‘'in the name of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Jesus Chrestos, Holy

Spirit.'’^^ This is not Jewish magic, any more than we can say that the

erotic charm from Hadrumetum is Jewish in its present form with its

barbarous spellings for the patriarchs; Afipaav, laKov^ These are

specimens of eclectic magic with pagan and Jewish elements, overlaid

with Christian.** It is in this eclectic character of our texts, as in all so-

called Jewish magic, that they part company from the old Babylonian magic

and relate themselves to occidental conjuration.

The invocation of angelic names in^Jewish magic may be regarded as

in part the parallel to the pagan invocation of many deities, and in part

as invocation of the infinite (personified) phases and energies of the one

God.** Both Jewish and pagan magic agreed in requiring the accumulation

of as many names of the deity or demon as possible, for fear lest no one

name exhaust the potentiality of the spiritual being conjured. The aggre-

gation of divine epithets in the Old Testament,* as also in the Christian

liturgy, goes back to the root-idea of the efficiency of a knowledge of all

the names if possible; the fifty names of Marduk, the hundred names of

Allah, are similar cases. In the Tiabylonian magic** and also in the

Egyptian** this practice was established. For Hellenic magic may be cited

the many names of Hekate, the rmr'iKnn*^ In this accumulation

Wessely, xxxvi, 75, 1. 1227, Cf. the list of invocations in a ‘^Christian" amulet:

Adonai, Thodonael Toth Adonael), Sabaoth, Emanuel, the holy angels, etc.

(Heitzenstein, Poiniandres, 293),

For the text and literature see to No. 28.

**
T suppose the formula read originally: “in the name of the God of Abraham,"

etc. See Heitmiiller, op. cit., p. 180 for the invocation of the patriarchs, etc. Origen

(r. Cels, iv, 35) appears to admit its efficacy.

**
Cf. the Gaonic maxim that there are many things in which the angels are

independent of God, Blau, op. cit,, 92; with which contrast the notion of the ephe-

meral existence of the angels who proceed from the Diniir of God Weber, Jiid.

Theologie, 166, Kisenmenger, Untdecktes Judenthum, ii, 371—all but Michael and

Gabriel according to a dictum of Bereshith R. (Eueken, Michael, 39 ). For the

equivalent efficiency of divine and angelic names see the magical text, The Szvord of

Moses, published by Caster, 1896.

“ Jastrow, Religion Babyloniens u. Assyriens, i, 291.

** Budge, op. cit., 171.

Wiinsch. Ant. Fluchtafeln, 6.
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of divine names there lurks the uncertainty whether they arc names of

one being, or, as so many potencies, names of as many beings. This con-

fusion appears in the parallel texts under No. ii, where the second

(Myhrman’s text) turns the three names of the Jewish God in the first

into a polytheistic trinity. P»ut except in the case of accumulated magical

syllables, the "‘barbarous names'’ of Greek magic, the Deity is not in our

texts given many names; this is due to the fact that the reference to the

Deity is not much more than a i>assing compliment. However the names

of the demons must be exactly known, and especially is it the Lilith who

receives an extravagant accumulation of designations ; she is akin to Hekate

and the ‘TIekatian names” are showered upon her. F(^r the demoniac

names I refer to § 12.

The use of so-called kabbalistic names—letters,"* syllables, phrases

—

as potent charms, may next claim our attention. The roots of this usage

are
^
many, and the origin or etymology of specific cases mostly defy

explanation. The practice is rare in Balndonian magic, hut is Vommon
in the sorcery of ancient Egypt“ and in its lineal descendant the Hellenistic

magic,®’ aiUl hdnee it was reflected to the Jewish sorcery, the J'almiid

abundantly illustrating the use of these barbarica onomataJ'‘ One primitive

source of this usage is the mystery which is thrown alnnit magic yites
;
“the

wizards that squeak and gibber” (Is. 8: 19) are universal; the Babylonian

priest generally whispered his formulas (cf. the title masmasu)
;
the solemn

parts of Christian rites have likewise tended to inaudible pronounciation.

J'here exists a tendency toward intentional obscuration of the forfiiulae,

which by psychological necessity would tend to even greater corruption.

But magic is in its purpose a scientific exercise, and we must suppose that

in general something intelligible was once expressed by the now unintelligi-

** For the mysticism connected with letters see Dieterich’s interesting discussion,

Rhcift. Mus., Ivi, 77, “ABC—Denkmaler.”

A cas^ in Myhrman, ZA, xvi, 188 (cf. Jastrow, i, 330), for the text of which

see 15 : 4-

Budge, op. cit., c. 5, e. g. p. 172.

See Heitmiiller, op. cit. 197 flF,
;
Abt, Apuleius, 152. For the Hphesia grammata,

see Kuhnerf, in Pauly-Wissowa, s, (the papers of Welcker in his Kleine

Schriften, iii, and of Wessely in Program of the Franz Joseph Gymn., Vienna, 1886,

I have not seen),

” Blau, op. cit., 61 f.
;
Griinbaum, ZDMG, xxxi, 269 f.
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ble term. Much of the later nonsense was the survival of phrases of the

lost tongue in which the charms had their rise.” Such a part may have

been played by Sumerian phrases in later Babylonia, and the great western

sorcerer Apuleius recognizes the origins of his magical lingo as magica

notnina Aegyptio 7 *cl Babyloniaco ritu^ and the Hellenistic sorcerer is

said to atyi'^TidCuv.

Some of the phrases are still intelligible, such as D’ln, “quick” (ot¥ with

you), with abundant parallels in the Babylonian and the Greek magic (the

repeated also brief imperatives, as VT, nr, or nr, from yyt, etc.,

‘'fly away.” But the great majority of the forms are unintelligible. It is

to be observed that^ raucous sounds, e. g. (kas) and especially sibilants

are very frequent; in Pognon’s texts G’ ish) is often inserted between

words.” May we compare the hissing implied by the ancient Hebrew

sorcery terms, z*r\b and ?

Many such syllables or letters are surrogates for the divine name

which especially lent itself to this treatment.” So we find the changes rung

on this word: nr, in'*, nynN, etc. Or abbreviations are^ used like

the repeated N, ^ D'hSn Sn 'HN;” in 20: 2 it is extravagantly re|>eated six

times, in 31: 8 eight times. In 31: 6, we have a play on the three

vowels as in (ireek magic.

Tlien there enters in the use of the jirinciple of Athbash, in all its

various forms, e. g. J*aVD (Stiibe, 1 . 66) — mnv vSucIi prima facie

unintrfUgihle forms themselves became corrupted in course of time; perhaps

MS MS, PS I’S, 14: 2, are from the former theme. Probably too the

“ Sec Dcissnirwin’s remarks on the distinction between hocus-pocus and survivals

of Egyptian and Babylonian magic in the vocabulary of the papyri; Bibelstudicii, i ff.

” Abt, Apuleius, 152.

See to 14: 4.

^ In our texts cf. i: 13, 3: 5, 14: 2, 25: 5, 29: 10.
* ‘

For extensive magical formulas based on the Name, see Nos. 3, 6, 31, 35. I

give a list of these terms at the end of Glos.sary A.

*• Cf. the introduction to Schwab's Diciionnaire d*ang6lologie

;

lllau, op. cit., 117-146.

Against Jewish orthodox use, our texts do not hesitate to write mrp; cf, the Samar-
itan usage. In one case it is vocalized in a proper name, 36; 4, q. v. The
reminiscence of the ancient pronunciation survived in the lower classes and certain

sects, e. g. among the Samaritans, and in magic, cf. the forms etc.^
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principle of (mathematical) gematria may be supposed/* of old standing

in Judaism,®" but also found in the theosophy and current use of the

Greeks.®^ The passage in 9: 5 f. which speaks of '‘letter out of letters,

name out of names, interpretation out of interpretation,’' doubtless refers

to the abstraction of such hidden meanings and values out of words.

In one case, 15: 4 f., occurs a rhyming "nonsense^' couplet used with

magical intention. For this as noticed to the i)assagc there is one example

in the Assyrian magic. Assonance of succeeding words is found, c. g.

35 ‘
5*” Both assonance and rhyme are found in the western magic; e. g.

adani alam betnr alam botumf^ and

fjariit.i vot/pv KiuSijpe

tSv(7//pt (Ti'pf (TVfJOr XiU'KtCSTiJ

Rhyme appears in the lines:

Tu'vTo ypdi'tf : O/y^////,

M/Irt/// 0/y>////,

Mtoafj/, *\fjpaii/?, *\arpaf/A^

I do not find much proof of intenticmal misspelling; most of the

apparent cases arc cleared up on inspection of the text. In fact a good

deal of care is exercised in this regard (n. 1). a case in 4: 4), and erroneous

letters or words are often erased or repeated correctly; in form most of

the texts compare favorably with the magical pai)yri.

Schwab, 1
;

a case in No. 42.

P'oend l>y ancient tradition in Eliczer = 318; cf, Gen. 15: 2 and 14: 14.

Dcissinann, Light from (he Ancient Hast, 275; Wiinsch, of>. cit,, 23.

The Talmudic shabriri hriri riri ri is ditTcrent in character
;
the gradual

peeling off of the word finally destroys the demon.

See VV'esscIy, xlii, 13, from Marcellus, xxviii, 72.

Wessely, xlii, 45, 1 . 747, ” 1 . <^64.

This identification of the angels recalls the assimilation of the gods in the

famous Babylonian passage; “Ninib the Marduk of strength, Nergal the Marduk of

battles,’' and similar astrological identifications; sec A. jeremias, Monotheistische

Stromungen, 26. •

I

^ Wessely, xxxvi, (X), 1 . 1814 ff. For assonance and rhyme in Greek magic, see

Heim, in Fleckeisen’s Jahrlmcher f. classische Philologie, Supplementband xix (1903).

544 ff. ; M. C. Sutphen, "'Magic in Theokritos and Vergil," in the Studies in Honor

*of B. L. GMersleeve (Baltimore, 1902), 318; Abt, Apologie d, Apuleius, 154. For

similar cases in our texts see 19: 18, 25: 5, 35: 5.
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An important part of the Word of Power in developed magic is the

use of sacred scriptures, the epics, legends of the people, and the citation

of appropriate precedents. Babylonian, Egyptian, Jew, Greek, each had

his thesaurus of sacred legend, which age had consecrated as veritable

words of Deity and hence in themselves potent.” These are *'the ancient

runes,’’ of 32: 9."*

Early house amulets have been found in Assyria inscribed with

quotations from the legend of Ura the pest-god;"* and there are other traces

of the use of epic myth in the Babylonian magic.’® In the same way that

portion of the Book of the Dead known as “The Chapters of the Coming

Forth of the Day,’^ largely consisting of myth, and tlie Eegeiid of Ra and

Isis, were used in Egypt as magical texts.” In the Greek magic we have

the prophylactic and divinatory use of the Homeric verses.” Nor were

the Jews behind their neighbors, with their fast fixed canon of sacred

scripture. The book of Deuteronomy ordered or at least suggested the

use of the weightiest “word” in the scriptures, the Shema, as a phylactery

to be inscribed on the hands and between the eyes (in place of totemistic

tattoo-marks)” and on the sideposts and gates of the house (where earlier

prophylactic amulets like the Babylonian had hung). Or certain passages

appeared palpably appropriate, just as the Ura-legend was used as a pro-

phylactic; so Ps. 91, especially v. 5 f. ;
or the divine scolding of the evil

spirit, “Yhwii rebuke thee, Satan,” in Zeeh, 3:2. A few of the bowls

published by Schwab, G (exterior),” IT, K, O, are mostly or largely

Cf. Is. 55 : II.

“ For 'tr, cf. tnuM
, carmina, incantamenta, etc. of occidental magic. Cf. the

use of the same root in Arabic; 'V in Ju. 5: 12 has this sense. «

•• King, ZA, xi, 50; Fossey, op. cit., 105; Jastrow, op. cit. i, 285 ; Thompson, Sent.

Magic, 83.

Jastrow, op. cit., i, 363.

” Budge, op. cit. 125, 137, and p. 141 for remarks on this magic.

” See Heim, “Tncantamenta magica graeca latina,” in Fl^keisen*s Jahrbucher,

as in n. 66 and Wessely, xlii, 2 ft*.

Cf. Rse. 9* 4, Is. 44: 5. Gal. 6 : 17, Rev. 13: 16 f., etc. The practice was con-

tinued into Talmudic times, Sabb. 120b, etc.; see Blau, op. cit., IIQ.
<

PSBA, xii, 327.
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composed of scripture verses ” We find in them the Aaronic blessing,

Num. 6: 24 flf., Is. 44: 25, Cant. 3: 7; K contains the whole of Ps. 121,

Bx, 22: 18, Cant. 3: 7 f., Ps. 16: i, 17: 8, 32: 7. O is an amalgam of Dt.

6: 4 and Ps. 91, with the first word of the former followed by the first of

the latter, etc. G reads Dt. 29: 22 and then reverses the order of the

words.” "]ut these genuinely Jewish effusions are exceptional, and may be

comparatively late. The Nippur bowls are marked by their lack of

scriptural quotation and reference. Very frequent is '"The Lord rebuke

thee, Satan,’’” at the end of the inscription. No. 26 opens with the first

words of the Shema, followed by Niim. 9: 23 and Zeeh. 3; 2. Num. 9: 23

is of value as containing the root a frequent and potent theme in

Jewish magic. Biblical and of good magical tradition is the use of Amen
(generally twice or thrice repeated), Selah,” ITalleluia. These are also

used in Talmudic charms, e. g. Yoma 84a: ^‘kanti, kanti, kaloros. Yah, Yah,

Ynwii, Sabaoth, Amen, •Amen, Selah.” The magical Halleluia recalls the

probable use of Hallel-like forms in incantations.” These Jewish terms

are not fojLind ip the Mandaic texts, in which the sectarian doxology, ^MJfe

is victorious” replaces them. In the Greek papyri cifiyv and ant 7 ovi.a are

frequent,*® and we have a case of syncretism such as this :
(popii’i^tvra to a^tyv nal

TO a%}if.XovUi Koi TO

But this use of scripture is not such as we should expect to find from

any Jew even moderately versed in the Old Testament. The spelling is

” For biblical verses of prophylactic power approved by the Talmud, see Blau,

op. at, 70 f., 93 f., and his article “Amulets,’^ in Jewish Uncyc,; also Kayser, “Gebrauch

von Psalmen zu Zauberci,” ZDMG, xlii, 456, presentinj;^ a Syriac MS. containing

the Psalm verses useful in magic and divination. For the use of*Psalms (especially

Ps. 91) in the late Italian magic, see Pradcl, Griechische u. suditalienische Gebcte, 69.

” On this practice in Jewish magic, called see Blau, op. cit., 85 ; the practice

reversed the hostile charm. With the attempt at disguising the plain meaning, cf.

the intentional confusion of lines in a Greek defixio, published in Wiinsch, Antike

Fluchtafeln, no. 4.

” A formula recommended in the Tahnud, Berak-. 5a.

This magicaLuse of Selah is not, I think, noticed in the several modern studies

of the word. It appears also as on an Abraxas gem, Diet, d'archeologie

chritienne, i, 144.

” Cf. Blau, op. cit, 94 f.

•• E. g., both together, Wessely, xlii, 28, 1 . 279.

“ Ib. 66, 1. 31.
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not Massoretic, the quotations are not exact.** There are but two references

to the supreme history of the Exodus, 14: 2, 34: 4, and the latter is

confused. In the Greek papyri there is far more citation of the sacred

history; cf. the ^'Jewish” text of the Great Magical Papyrus at Paris, pub-

lished most recently by Deissinann.“ This contains a brief summary of

God’s great acts for Israel, although the crossing of the Jordan precedes

the passage of the Ped Sea.** The bowls is often less

than that of the papyri."

There arc several references to ancient myth and apocrypha, especially

in the citation of great spells. So 2: 4, “the spell o^ the sea and the spell

of the monster LeviAthan’’
;

1. 6, “the curse, etc., which fell on Mt. Ilermon,

Leviathan, Sodom, Gomorra'’; 4: 4, “the seal with which were charmed

the Seven Stars and the Seven Signs'’; 10: 3, 5, “the seal with which the

First Adam sealed his son Seth,” or “with which Noah sealed the ark"

also see ^4 : 4 f.

All sacred and legendary history is a scries of spells, just as the

Babylonian epic literature is magically used, Ea or Marduk appearing as

the high j)riest of exorcism. So also in Egypt the ej)ic of the gods gives

assurance of present magical help. “My two hands lie upon this child, the

two hands of Isis lie upon him, even as Isis laid her two hands upon her

son iionis.” “O Isis, save me .... even as thou didst save thy son

Horus."" And so in the Greek papyri the adjuration is often by the won-

derful works of the God of Israel, which are regarded as spells
;
see the

great Magical Papyrus.

** I cannot agree with Blau, p. no, tliat this paraphrasing and variation in

scriptural quotation was intcMitional ; magic which perpetuated the pronunciation of

the Great Name would not have hesitated at using the exact words of scripture.

The quotations have often come through eclectic mediums.

Light from the .Ancient Last, 250 ff.

**
Cf. the Talmudic charm against the toothache, Sahb. 67a, in wfiich portions

of the pericope of the Bush were recited; Blau, op, cit., 6q.

“Man kann den Aberglauhcn dcr Kaiserzeit nicht in die verschiedenen

Kategorieen heidnisch jiidisch und christlich eintcilcn I^er Aberglaube ist

seiner Natur nach synkretistisch” ; Deissmann, Bihelstudien, 25.

“ Cf. “the seal which Solomon laid on the tongue of Jeremia,” in the great

Magical Papyrus, 1. 3039, Deissmann, Light, p. 257; which has its parallel in the charm
with which Enoch’s brothers charmed him, 3: 4.

” Wiedemann, Magie u. Zauberei bei den alten Aegyptern, 1905, 22, 26.
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In this connection may be noted a few passages which appear to be

derived from apocryphal or kabbalistic literature, fragments snatched to

decorate the lean skeleton of incantation. E. g. 8: 13: “holy angels, hosts

of light in the spheres, the chariots of El-Panitn before Him standing, the

beasts worsliipping in the fire of His throne and in the water, the cohorts

of I-am-that-Hanf ’

; 14; 3: “I adjure you by Him who lodged His Shekina

in the temple of light and hail*'
;
or the poetic description of the angels in

12: 7: “They are filled with glory who endure and keep pure since the

days of eternity, and their feet arc not seen in the dances by the world,

and they sit and stand in their place, blowing like the blast, lightening like

the lightning.”—beneficent Annunaki! These passages, reminiscent both

of the Ajiocalypse and the later kabbalistic literature, arc recited with

magical intent.'^ An important part of magic was the epic of the god

and the praise of his glory; compare the insertion of the Hermetic Korr//f>™/f/

in the Leyden magical papyrus,^® and the ei)ic of the attack of the reliel

spirits against the gods in ‘the i6th tablet of the (Jtnkku series. The story

of the god's power or the praise of his glory were “words of power” against

the fiends.** •

There is a dreary monotony in these texts, yet much variation of
%

details. After possibly an invocation, comes the name of the client and

family, and then the categories of detested demons and ills. Then follow

the various Names in which the spells are invoked. Noticeable is the

frequent repetition of the same form, even three or more times (e. g. No.

3). This insipid use has its parallel in the KaTihSeoiwt •

cf. the e.xamples in

Wiinsch. op. cit., nos. 3, 4, 5, where with slight changes the exorcism is

repeated at least three times. Multiplication increased the efficiency of

the charm; it is the fiaTTo?Mym of the Gentiles {Mt. 6: 7).' But the relig-

** Cf, the amulet in V'icitzenstein, Poiniandres, 204, where the r.anks of the

celestial hierarchy arc enumerated as standing by the great and lofty Deity.

" Dieterich, Abraxas, 1S2. Herodotus notices the use of a theogony or divine

history in the incantation of a magus (i, 132) : see in general Conybeare, JQR ix, 03 f.

Cf. Fossey, at., 06: and for the western magic, Wiinsch, o/>. cit., 13.

• Scriptural and legendary narratives are found in the Syriac charms published by

Gollancz, Actes du \inne Congres International dcs OrienlaUstes, 1887, sect, iv, 77.

Cf. also the similar Syriac charms iniblished by W. H. Hazard in JAOS, xv (1893),

*284 ff.
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ious imaginativeness and poetic invention of the ancient Babylonian and

Egyptian magic has disappeared. The spell, the has suffered

its rcdiictio ad absurdum, personality hun>an and divine is thrown out of

doors.



§ 12. Thic Obji^cts oi? Exorcism; titk De:mons, Etc.

The magic of the howls is of too late an age to require here a

dissertation on the rise and spread of the belief in evil spirits. Our sorcery

is fin de sidcle. When the old-world religions began to decay, and the

gods that once were near to men disappeared in the political convulsions

which marked the passing of ancient tribe or city and the domination of

a world-empire, or suffered under the strokes of philosophy and skepticism,

the spirits of ill were not banished, and the superstition that feeds on the

fears of men, came to occupy the center of the stage of the spiritual drama.

Nor did the rise of the great spiritual religions counteract the tremendous

devejopment of the superstition concerning the powers of evil, for they

did not deny them, but recognized their existence, often regarded themselves

in the negative light of prophylactics and antidotes against the great out-

standing faVt of*evil agencies. The Persian faith was boldly dualistic and

magical in its rites for overcoming the powers of ill. Jewish monotheism

was too tense, and the cardinal doctrine of the one God was saved by that

unfortunate, though possil)ly necessary, salvage from antique polytheism,

in the shape of angels and devils who were nearer and more real to man

than distant Deity.^ The Christian Church followed the tuition of her

mother and her pagan converts l^rought along with them the superstitions

of the Graeco-Roman world ; the doctrine of the Incarnation seemed to

entail the foil of embodied demons, and diabolology entered into the formal

Christian theology to an extent unknown in official Judaism.*

^ Cf. Bonsset, Die Relif/ioii des Judentums im neuiesiamentlichen Zeitalter, 313

ff., 326 ff.

* For the diabolology of the Hellenistic world, see- the works of Heitmiiller,

Reitzenstein, Abt, Tambornino, cited in the previous section; also in general P.

Wendland, Die hellenistischrdmische Kultur in ihren Besiehungen zu Jndentum «.

’ Christentum, 1907 ;
for Jewish and Christian demonology, sec n. 35 for literature.

(67 )
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Our magic is a degenerate survival of the religious and magical develop-

ments of ancient Egypt and Babylonia, of the Hellenistic world, of Judaism,

and in the study of its demonology, we are dealing with a mass of time-worn

and banal demons, which do not promise much for fresh investigation.

Nevertheless the analysis of the different kinds of demons may produce

here and there a note f)f interest.

] have noticed above the magical efficacy ascribed to naming the names

of deities and demons (§ ii)/' I\*rsonal names for demons, it is true,

are not very common; the\’ are generally epithets or generic terms, e. g.

“the Killer, the Demon, the Satan,'* etc. One class of demons however

seems always to have enjoyed the privilege of a long list of names which

it was the sorcerer's duty to know and to conjure. This is the .female

demon represented in the old P>abylonian texts by the Labartu, in the

Jewish by the Lilith, in the Greek by the Cello or Baskania. Our* text

No. 42 is an exorcism of the evil Lilith and its virtue consists in the

knowledge it gives of her many names ; 1 refer to that text for compilrative

details. Likewise the Labartu has her six (seven?) names, \vhicli are to

be carefully pronounced/ We may also com])are the accumulation of

epithets attached to demons in 2: 2 f.. <S: 2, 24: 13, etc., and recall a like

process in the names of Satan in Rev. g: 11, 12; g, while Egyptian magic

similarly amassed the names of the demon Apep.*^ Also for further identi-

fication of the demons the names of their parents, or even granddams are

given,* for every specification enhances the power of the name. Also the

personal descrij^tion is efficacious, for this indicates that the sorcerer knows

exactly whom he is exorcising. Such magical descriptions sometimes rise

to almost epic* tones, as in the delineation of the Seven Spirits in the

Babylonian f///</i’A’/-scries.^ A reminiscence of these hair-raising pictures

apj)ears in the Mandaic bowls .published by Pognon and Lidzbarski, in which

*

* Cf. also Origen, C. Cclsiim, i, 24 f., v, 45 f., and the summary of his arj^ument

given by Conybeare, JQR, ix, 65 f.

* See the opening of the Labartu texts as published by Myhrman, ZA, xvi, 154;

cf. a similar text on an amulet published by Weissbach, Bab. Miscellen, 44. (

® Budge, Ugyptian Magic, 171.

* See below under (i)l),
^

''

Thompson, Devils and Evil Spirits of Babylonia, i, 51.
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the hurtling, scolding, fighting of the Lilith-witches is depicted in un-

canny terms. But in general our texts do not extend much beyond the

mere registration of categories ; this decadent sorcery made up for the lack

of poetical imagination by a mathematical tabulation. Superstition in order

to be comprehensive encyclopaedically accumulated all the terms of evil; not

only the inherited demoniac categories, but all which new races and faiths

had to oflfpr were gladly accepted. Hence in our texts the naming of the

devils and ills results in the registration of an indefinite number of species.

An analysis of our general category may start from a threefold division,

namely: (i) evil spirits, in the strict sense of the term, as personal beings;

(2) evil agencies, especially the species of black magit;. which have been

potentized into almost personal existence; (3) natural evils, especially

physical maladies, but also such mental and moral affections as loss, shame,

etc.—which are regarded as instigated by demons, or as themselves evils

with* personality, although, often the demoniac element is vague.

This is the order we find generally in our present texts. And it is an-

tique. It appears in the Babylonian, e. g. in a text where the several evil

spirits arc named (Utukki, etc.), then “the enchantments, sorceries, witch-

crafts/^ then “sickness. All the three categories do not so often appear in

the Babylonian magic, more frequently those under (2) anrl (3) arc paired,

but here again we find the same order—the bans (mamitu) and then the

various human ills.® This order appears also on the whole in the Byzantine

charms published by Vassiliev rd Uhax^apra Ki'erfiam, linnKavla /; (pnpfiaKFra f/

(pol3ef)irrfiur F/ // Trvfn:rh£ ]) inilFov/ov // awdvrijfta izovz/ftov )/ vii(7rjf>ov // kuh^uv }/ TV(f>?iuu ^

—

and so on with a list of diseases. Compare a papyrus list, in which are

all celestial and terrestial spirits, sins, dreams, bans, witchcraft.^*

This is the natural order of the evolution of magic: first the animistic

fear of demons, tlien the opposition to mortals who have bound the evil

spirits to their malicious purpose, finally the more exact diagnosis of the

maladies which are specified in secular terms. At the end of the develop-

• Fossey, La mo^ie assyrienne, 16 r.

® K. g. .^nrl>u-scries, v, 1 . 55 ff., Zimmern, Beiirdge 3. Kenntniss d. babylon.

Religion, 23.

Anecdota graeco-byzantina, i, 332.

Wessely, Vienna phil.-hist. Denkschnften, xxxvi, 81, 1 . 1443.
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ment this last category may alone remain, as in the Babylonian medical

texts or the modern Jewish and Arabic charms. It may here be remarked

that the never-ending enlargement of categories of evil spirits, apart from

eclectic causes, may be due to Persian influence, although hardly any of

the details can be traced to that source.

(r)

(a) The most honorable place in the first division is to be assigned to

the ancient gods and the spirits still haunting their temples, which the de-

velopment of religi9n and especially the monotheistic trend had depotentized

and turned into demons. The religion of yesterday becomes the superstition

of to-day. Polytheism died hard. Even with the triumph of the One God

in the Old Testament, there survived the belief in the many deities who

appear as lieutenants of Yah we, the D'nSxn (Job, t), as capable of

disobedience and subject to divine wrath {Gen, 6: i flf., Ps, 82), as the

planetary spirits {Dt. 32: 8 | Greek], Is, 24: 21 ff.), as angels,—a more

thorougligoing assitnilation with monotheism, though the angels at first

have an independence and sovereignty recalling the Sons of God (e. g. Dan,

10: 13, 21, and Satan), or finally as evil spirits. The supreme declaration

of Second Isaiah that the gods are naught and nothing, unfortunately was

not sustained, and even onetime beneficent gods, when banished, returned

as demons to vex the faithful. A classic expression of this demonology

is found in Paul : “the things which the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to

demons ( ) and not to God“ (I Cor, to : 20).” The fullest develop-

ment of this theory is found in Mandaism, where the ancient spirits of the

planets have become the chief devils. So also Mohammed reduced the

pagan gods to Jinns.

These discarded deities may therefore head the list of evil potencies,

and so we find in 38: 8: “Charmed be all gods ( and temple-spirits

and shrine-spirits and idol-spirits and goddesses (NnK*inDy).“ The old proper

name of the goddess Istar had already in the Assyrian become a common

So had become Aauidvia in the Septuagint, and cf. Baruch 4: 7:

TrpoaKweJv ra daLfi/nna koX ra dthtXa (also Rev. 9 * 20).
^

Cf. the Babylonian ildni limnuti.
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name of goddesses in general (istardti) In the heathen text No. 19 we

learn of the sixty gods and the eighty goddesses (I. 8) ; the former figure

is a survival of tlie ancient sacred number for the fulness of deity, hence

the number of Ann the ‘^eighty*’ is merely cumulative.^'* Once the rare

feminine (in the Syriac, Pesh., etc.) is found, used of a female

spirit (Wohlstein, 2417: 5).'’

Probably it is under Mandaic influence that we find the jdanets re-

garded as l)aneful spirits; 11. b. the old myth of their fall cited in 4: 6

and the charms against sun, moon, stars, planets, 34 : 6. For other demons

of Mandaic origin'" se« Pognon’s list. Inscriptions Mandaites, 93; to these

may be added from Kllis t : 3 VT 3
,
the Mandaic form of Nergal the

unlucky planet Mars, and who here is transformed into an evil

• * 20
genius.

^
Onder this head tliere is (me interesting species, that of demons which

are the s])irits of the pagan shrines and simulacra, and so ai'e regarded

as haunting them.'' Again the forceful protest of Second Isaiah, of Ps* 115,

• •

vSo ilaiii u. isfanlli, KAP, iSo. Cf. Ffeb. Dt, 7: 13, etc., of ewes.

Also n. h. Ju. 2: 13, with Moore’s comment.

For the survival of this mystical number in Judaism, see Oriinbaum, Zeits. f,

KeilscJir.-forsch., ii, 222. A list of 50 gods is given in one Babylonian hymn, see

Feisner, Suincriscli-bahylonischc Hyuiuen, no. iv, 1. 152 FT.; cf. the .^«r/>«“Series

(Zimmern, Bcitriige), no. iv, 1. 68 ff., viii, i FT. Sometimes the number alone (6, 10,

15, 60) sufficed by way of abbreviation; Jastrow, ReL Bab. u. Ass., i, 289- In No. 38

are mentioned the 360 broods of evil spirits; cf. the 366 Uthras in the Mandaic

religion and the 360 gods which Islamic tradition claimed were housed at Mecca.

According to Pesah. iTib, seq., a .service tree near a city has not less than 60 demons
in it.

According to old Semitic use, cf. Mic. 5: 4, ProzK 30: 15 ff. B. “the 7 sealers

and tjie 8 brothers” in the Mandaic amulet published by Lidzbarski in the Plorilegium

to de Vogu6 (1. 7 f.). Cf. tq: 4.

I find in Sayce-Cowley’s Elephantine papyri, and two Nabataean inscrip-

tions, see Bidzbarski’s glossary
;

also notice the Arabian goddess al-Lat, = the

Babylonian Allat, goddess of the nether-world. For occurrence of hSh in Phoenician,

see Baethgen, Beitrdge, 58 f.

** See Brandt, Manddische Religion, 43, n. 2.

Brandt, tb., 51, 199; Mand, Schriften, 184.

For a list of these planetary spirits in the Mandaic cf. Lidzbarski’s amulet

just cited, 1. 247 ff.

Cf. Origen, C. Celsum, vii, 35 and 64: the localities especially haunted by the

demons are temples and shrines where they can enjoy the incense, blood, etc. Also
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the satire of Bel and the Dragon, had failed; there was a virtue in the

cults and sanctuaries of the old religions. So the ekure appear in our

bowls, as in the Mandaic books/* as established deities. The word ekurru,

once the name for a temple had already in the Assyrian become applied to

deities, ckurrdti,^ The temples themselves were personified and practically

deified;*^ later superstition retained the idea by regarding the ekure as the

gods of the temples, and so as gods in general; e. g. LidzJ, iv: mcrn

K'na'T fctniay where as the number 6o shows, (cf.

19: 8).” Of like character are the nonD, or ’•“iDTiND (once, in

Schwab Q: 5 npriEj)/"* properly “images, idols,'' but used at large of gods
«

in general; e. g. we*read of “invocations of the gods, 'B, and the goddesses."*^

There are 'Q of the upper, lower and middle regions.** In some of the lists

they appear rather far down ; c. g. 5 ; 2, snnoi 'vni ; cf.

the Mandaic passage, quoted from the Ginza, in Pognon B, p. 75, where

they occur after the demons, devils, spirits, amulets, liliths, being ‘thus

much reduced in grade. Levy translates the word by Gespensterf'^ in the

eclectic magic of the time the word may have come to be identified with

eUiolov
,
~ both phantasm or ghost, and idol.** There is the distinction

in the Talmud the reality of oracles at those shrines is admitted, although explained

apologetically; see the argument in Aboda Z. 55a, cited by Joel, Der Aberglaube,

i, p. 86. Cf. I Cor, 10: 28.

Brandt, Mand. Schriften, 81.

** Delitzsch, Ass, Hwb., 21.

Reisner, Sum,-bab, Hymnen, iv, 1 . 165; Jastrow, op. cit., i, 282. Beth-el

appears in the same use in West Semitic: the god Bait-ile, KA'‘P, 437 f., the name
Bethel-shar-ezer, Zech, 7 : 21 and now the many similar names in the new Elephantine

papyri published by Sachau.

** The word also survived in its original sense, e. g. Pognon, B, no. 13. •

** For the form, sec Noldeke, Mand. Grain., § 25.

”2: 7, Eidz. 4, Wohls. 2422: 5.

“ Pogn. B, no. 25, erd.

*• ZDMG, ix, 467, n. 5.

The Persian word was early introduced into the Occident. According to one

MS. and Symmachus's testimony (margin of Cod. Marchalianus) naraxpa (+ tiSutla

as gloss) translates the of Is. 8: 21, where the unintelligible narpia is generally

found. See Nestle in Transactions of the IXth International Congress of Orientalists
,

,

(1892). ii, 58.
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between male and female 'B : Nmanai nariD and unapi: pimDnB (Schwab

1 ).“*

I am inclined to associate with these patkaras the tcans of 38: 8 and

40 : 19, where they are listed between the K’niDJI ami NnsTiB or the snisy

and snNnnD'jI. 'I'he word would then mean “shrine-spirits” (Syriac p‘'rakka,

Ass. parakku). The change of the first vowel (a to i) is |)ossibIe.’‘ l>ut

another etymology may be projiosed—from the I’ersian pairlkii
— I’ahlavi

parik (the modern Persian Peri).’* 'I'hcse creatures are described as beau-

tiful seductive witches, are connected with comets, and also according to

de Ifarlez are companions of certain genii invoked by magicians. Pliilologi-

cally, this would be the most fitting etymology for our word; but its pre-

cedence in the lists indicates a higher rank than that assigned to the little

know.n (so Spiegel) and insignificant Pairikas.

For the false gods also appears xnyo (sing, ^yo), rr: “error,”

—used like etc. in* the Old Testament.

,(b) I pass now to those groups of demons which immcmorially had

stood as the evil spirits par excellence. Like the utukki of the Ikabylonian

religion^* they mostly appear in tribal groups, without personal distinction.

Most constant among these classes are the pin and p“i'e»
,
whicli may be

expressed by “devils and demons,” with as much or as little of a definite

idea as these English words convey to us. The occur in the Old

Testament, the word having an obscure history in connection with the

Assyrian sS'edii; in function the is the Habylonian sedu limnit, “evil

sedu/'''* In the later Jewish demonology the pi^e’ are the hobgoblins, the

With 'fi ~ a deity or demon, cf. the use of “tomb,^ as grave-demon;

so in a Greek amulet published by Reitzensleiii, Poimaridres, 203, and sec his note 2.

Also hi the vSyriac “shrine” comes to mean a god,*a false god, and in Peshitto

of I Sa. 7: 3 translates nnnry. Tn Islam the false gods were called amain, “idols/*

** Cf. Noldeke, Gram. d. nen-syr, Sf^rarhe, § 6, or Maud. Gram., § 20; cf.

8: 3.* Or an assipiilation to k'is’DB ?

“ See Spiegel, Eranische AltertJiumskunde, ii, 138; A. V. W. Jackson in

Geiger and Kuhn, Grundriss d. iranischen Philologie, iii, p. 6f)5
; C. de Harlez, Manuel

du Pehlevi, 1880), / v. in Glossary.

** See, for the Babylonian demons, Fossey, La magic assyrienne, c. 2; Jaslrow,

Rel. Bab. u. Ass., i, c. xvi
;
Thompson, Semitic Magic, 43 IT.

“ See, inter ah, Baudissin, Studien c. sent. Religionsgeschichtc, ii, 131, and his

art,. “Feldgeister,” in Hauck*s RE*\ H. Duhm, Die bosen Geister im Altcn Testament,
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prevailing class of demons; they are the <^n/fi6vta of the Greek, for which the

Peshitto returns to the Jewish term.“

As Judaism has its feminine niTt:% so once we find reference to the

, 7: 14.’’" In 11:5 — t8: 4 — Ellis i. “ Lidz. 5, we learn of a

'‘king of demons and devils/' with which compare Asmodaetis, the king of

the demons.*^ Ihit in these texts his name is given as NiNHiUN,

\vhich is found in 19: 10 as name of an evil deity (Swn 13 ), while the

plural in the same text, 11. 6, 13, has evidently the meaning demons or

deities. In a broken text ( Pognon B, no. 24, 1 . 19 ), a xdSo occurs.

In 29: 9 the sediu arc descri 1 )cd as '•^3 , '‘sons cjf shadow/’ cf. the

of the Targum.

The pvi inherited a good name from the old Aryan theology (“
gods), were depotentized in the Persian system, and came into Semitic

currency through the Mandaic and Syriac. (Tlie word does not occur in

1'argums and ’ralmud.'”') In the Peshitto use Of the term it appears to

apply to the demons of mental and moral disorders, thus indicating some-

thing distinct from the i/v/h/.*'" . ,

The "spirits” or "evil spirits" ( nyi nn, xnn, ptyu pnn—
both rnasc. and fcm.)^*' form a triad with the preceding species. Levy

40, 20: Thompson, Sctnific Magic, 43; and the discussions by the students of Assyrio-

loj^ical magic, Zimmern (Bcitriigc and Tallquist, Jastrow, Fossey. Fossey,

p. 50, quotes IVR 6a, 26, to the effect that the sedu is the demon of the evil eye

—

another proof that demons and their functions were interchangeable.

” For these and the following demoniac species in Judaism, see Eisenmenger,

Bntdecktes Judentum, ii, 4aS ff. : Orunbnum, in his admirable “Beitrage z. vergleich-

enden Mythologic aus d. Hagada," in ZDMG, xxxi, — esp. 271 ff.; Weber, Jiidische

Theologie, p. 24^ ff.
;
Kdersheim, Life and Times of Jesus, ii, 759 ff. ; Rlati, Das

altjiidische Zaubenvesen, 10 ff,
;
Levy, ZDMG, ix, 482; T. VVitton Davies,

Divination, and Demonology among the Hebretvs and their Neighbors (London, n.

d.)
;
the art. ‘Tlemonology” in Jeivish Bncyc.; Conybeare, “Demonology of the New

Testament,” JQR, viii, ix
;

Everling, Die paulinische Angelologie u. JD’dmonologie;

also v. Baudissin and H. Duhm as cited above, note 34.

“ Cf. tWffiovtc f)nifjL()viaanf, of the Leyden Papyrus, Dicterich, Abra.vas, 194, 1 . 10.

” Also simply the king, , Eisenmenger, op, cit., ii, 42^ (a tradition of the

“Molek” of the Old Te.stament?).

According to Levy, not found in Jewish literature, op. cit., 488.

*® Acc. to Baudissin, op. cit., 131, the Harclean version replaces of the

Peshitto w. 8m .

" Cf. Ellis 5: 4, napai *12?.
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and Blau regard them as ghosts," but without warrant, as the Rabbinic.

Syriac and Mandaic. use of the word shows. ^I'hey are tlic TTn'r^mTa novtiim
, or

aMa,,ra of the New Testament, the equivalent of the Babylonian utukki
linmuti. This development of nyi we may trace in the Old Testament
where “a .spirit of evil,’’ “the evil spirit," appears as an agent of Jahwe;
like the Satan such potencies easily passed into malicious demons.

The ‘Maadkhi which are prominent in Jewish lore, where they are

the general category for all demons," appear but seldcjm.

These devils, demons and cr i7 spirits in their juxtaitosition recall the

•several species so frequently enumerated in Babylonian demonology; e. g.

as listed more than once in the d/a/ebt-series, the uthkku, Sedu, rahim,

ckimmii, labartii. labasii, ahhazu, followed by the lilitbs." But lieyond the

regi.stTation of several categories there is no equivalence in name (with one

exception), in defmite character." A certain amount of distinction can be
«•

drawn in the Bahyloniaii field, Init in our texts no difFerentiation exists.

Indeed the three species are rather tokens of the several sources of our

particular •niagie, the Hebrew ( nn ), lhHl)ylonian ("ic:'). Persian fsri).

The only reference to the “seven spirits^* of Babylonian magic is in coH'

nection with the (see i)elow).

But it is the Liliths which enjoy the greatest individual vogue in our

demonology. Many of the charms culniinate in that objective; the other

evil spirits are most often merely generical, anonymous, to whom the

general compliment of a spell must be paid, hut the Liliths are definite

terrors, whose malice is specific and wdiosc traits and names are fully

knowm.
*

('it., p. 482, p. 14. The view that demons were f^hosts of the dead indeed

existed; see Justin ]\Tartyr, Apol, i, c. 18 and for later Judaism, Eisenmen^cr, ii, 427.

They may h^ive been specialized as the spirits of demoniac possession and moral

temptation (see Blau). For the relation of pnn and nvtrfwra^ see Baiidissin in

Ilauck’s vi, 12 f.

So Weber, BJau.

Tallquist, Die ass. BeseJm/drungsserie Maqlu, 1894, no. i, 1 . 136, v. 1 . 77, N. B.

just seven species.

** For the distinctions between the Babylonian spirits, see Jastrow, op. cit., i, 278;

Thompson, Devils, i, xxiv, Semitic Magic, i, Fosscy, op, cit., c. 2.
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The genus appears in the Babylonian incantations; as masculine and

feminine, liln and lilit, along with an ardat The two former words

survived in Jewish demonology and both occur abundantly in our bowls,

though the L,dtn are only pendants to the Liliths. The origin of the word,

whether Semitic from rir “nightmare, nighthag,’' etc. with Schrader,

TFakHw, ct aL, or from the Sumerian HI, "^storm,” with Sayce,^'* ZimmernJ^

R. C. Thompson,^* lies beyond my present sco^^e. Probably as others have

suggested, the resemblance of Sumerian HI to , “night," may have had its

part in shaping the phantom of Lilith and fier troop among Semitic-speaking

peoples
; l)Ut T would suggest that the prime connection is not etymological

but semantic: HI — wind ::::r nn “ spirit;"'' Lilis and Liliths arc specialized

forms of pnn.'”

In the Babylonian the Lilith (ardat HH) is the ghostly paramour of

men, and her realm is the sexual sphere; hence women in their periods

and at childbirth, maidens, children, are the special objects of her niatce.®"

Hence in the bowl inscriptions, made out for the protection of homes and

the peace of family life, most often in the name of the women concerned,

it is an amulet against these noxious spirits that is paiTiculai^Iy desired.

We may say that the Lilis and Liliths are the demons of the family life.

Texts Nos. I, 6, 8, 9, ir, 17, may l)e referred to especially for the

Liliths. They haunt the house, i : 6, lurk in the arches and thresholds, 6: 4,

one dwells in the house concerned, 1 1
: 5. So in the Talmud they dwell in

the beams and crevices, the cesspools, etc.,"'* even as in Greek magic demons

Aco. to Zimmeni, K/VP, 450 — paramour of lihi. Belter Thompson. (Devils,

etc., i, p. xxxvii, Semitic Mat/ic, 65), who regards the ardat lUi as the more
specialized (e. g. marriagealile) lililh, hence the original of the Jewish Lilith.

I

Hil)l)ert Lectures, 145.

KAP, 4(yo, n. 7.

Semitic Magic, 66: if Semitic, from root rhh

,

“be abundant, lascivious.^*

" Cf. nn in Job 4: 15: the wind-draught easily passes into a ghos\;.

The single appearance of Lilith in the Old Testament, Is. 34: 14, represents a

more primitive stage of the fable than the Babylonian Liliths. She is just one of

the spirit.s haunting waste ruins. •

“ See Tliompson, /. c. et seq., who discus.ses the demonology of marriages with

Jinns, etc.

Jezvish Hncyc., iv, 5166.—In 29: 6 f. (cf. 1 . 9) occurs BTJTDI “the

evil and the decent lilith**; this recalls the good demons of Jewish lore,
‘
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are given the like habitat."' In No. i they are described as generating off-

spring with human folks, appearing as phantom men and women to women
and men by night. Hence the interesting phenomenon of the magic //rf. di-

vorce-writ, by which the sorcerer, like a Jewish ra 1 )bi, separates these obscene

beings from their prey."" Kspecially do they vent their rage on little

children as the detested offspring of human wedlock ; they plague them,

throttle and devour them, suck their blood ( e. g. 1 1 : 8, i8: 6. 3(1 : 0, IJdz.

5). The name for one of these demons, in No. 36, is “Murderess daughter

of Murderess,” and “strangler.” In the Jcwisli flemonology the Liliths have

the like hendish character; Bcniidbar Rabba 16 affirms that they kill chil-

dren."* In No. n tfie Lilith is associated with thi^ liersonilications of

barrenness and abortion, d'he figure on 8 gives the jiicture of, a typical

oliscene Lilith; she is depicted with loose tresses, one of the characteristics

of the s|)ecics, cf. 8: 3; cf. Xidda 24b, Ilrub. roob. 'fhe later kalith thus

]>art^kes of the nature o( the elder lUit and of the Laliartu, the enemy of

children."'*

'Phe lyiliths are intimately known, their own and their parents', even

the granddanvs names arc given, e. g. Nos. 8, it. At the beginning of

W'ohlstein's text 24(6 (Lzz Stiibe ) a whole brood of demons is named.”

Especially in the case of this species most exact descriptions are given of

their foul ways ami ajiparitions,"'' for the Liliths were the most develo|)ed

products of the morbid imagination—of the liarren or neurotic woman,

Eisenmeiij^cr, ii, 4,0 f., aiul the good and had shin of the liabyloniaii—also so the

nttikku, h'ossey, op. cit., 440.

Wesscly, xlii, (/), 1. 19; they arc hidden ‘‘not to hide in thi.s earth nor under

the bed or gate or beams or vessels or holes.’'

"Vice to 8: 7. The separation had to lie legally effected, for the Lilith had her

nuptial rights or powers. Cf. the tales of the female Jinns in Arabic folklore.

“ Cited \v Weber, op. cit., 253. So also in the Testament of Solomon, ed.

Conybeare, JQR, xi, 16. 'But not in the Talmud, according to Griinbaum, Zeits. /.

Kdischr.-Forsch., ii, 226.

“ Sec Myhrmaw, ZA, xvi, 147 ff.

” Sec Wohlstein’s note; the mother's name 'O'K, “little mother,” throws light

on a passage in Pesah. 112a. In general these names are cpithetical ;
cf. the demon

Ahriman bar Li lit, D. Bath. 73a.

“ Sec above.
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the mother in the time of maternity, of the sleepless child.** Somewhat of

the elder and biblical notion of the Lilith as denizen of the desert appears

in the expressions 17: 3, 27: 7.*®

A further development of the Lilith is her assimilation with the witch

;

the descriptions of the species in the Mandaic bowls recall the uncanny

scenes of the witches' nights which are the theme of still existent folklore.

The Lilith is the Baskania, (i. e. witchery) of the Greek charms.®' The

epithets ‘‘cursing," and “undoing," e. g. 34: 13, belong to this phase of the

Lilith-idea.

Very interesting is the similarity of the Semitip Lilith, and in course

of time her assimilation to the psychological horrors which haunted men

elsewher?, especially to the identical forms in the Graeco-Roman demon-

ology. I refer to the Lamia,®'* the Kmpusa,®* the Cello,"* the Marmolyke

and Gorgons, and the inciibi and succubac.^ In connection with the text

No. 42 which presents the legend of the lalith-vvitch, I take occasion to

present the parallel forms of this conception as found in the w^estern

world. .This developed myth is a later accretion to the aiicieqt inclioate

ideas of these monsters.

” For the psychological basis and subjective fact of these apparitions, see

Roscher, “Kphialtes” c, i, in Abhandlunyen of the Saxon Academy of Sciences, vol.

XX (1900).

Cf. ekivimti harhi, A/aA’/w-series iv, I. 22 (Tallqnist, p. 6f)), and the exorcism,

“evil spirit to thy desert,” Thompson, Devils, i, 152, ii, 26; cf. i, 167, 191 ff. The
banning of the demons into the desert and mountains (cf. Mt. 12; 43) is frequent in

the magical papyri, e. g, in an amulet published by Reitzenstein, Poimandres, 294:

Iva anP/.^are h' aypioic dyemv ku) iKpat: ^vya^tv^t/aert'

,

Cf. Wohlstein 2422 ( 1 , 28),

“go and fall on the mountains and heights and the unclean beasts.” As WoWstein

notes, the latter clause is a most interesting commentary on the anecdote of the

Gadarene devils which asked the liberty to enter the swine, Mt. 8: 28, etc.

See at length under No. 42.

Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire, s. ta

“ Panly-Wissowa, RU, s. v.

For Gello as a lilith-name and as probably equal to Ass. gallu, .see notes to

No. 42.

“ For the incuhi see Roscher, Ephialtes, 60. The special demon which is the

subject of this classic treatise corresponds to the male IJli of our texts, but his

vogue is far more extended. He is in form goat, satyr, faun, etc., a rural as well as

a domestic terror.
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A long list of species of demons still remains to be considered, most

of which are not much more than names. One of the most frequent and

evidently most dreaded is the class of the or Once they

are spoken o’f as the ‘'seven 'D of night and day/’ i6: 7, recalling the Seven

Spirits of Babylonian mythology " Stiibe (p. 59) vSUggests derivation from

“bind,” and Myhrmann (p. 350) compares Assyrian kabalu used in

incantations. I venture to suggest metaplasis with the Syriac 13^^, “hold,

seize,” i. c. “take demoniac possession of,” so that we may compare this

species with the Babylonian ahas^an!''^ Cf. KanaaniUvFiv
^
Mk. 9: 18, and the

terms Kar^x^i^^vm and indicative of supernatural possession."*

There are the evil angels, who are called sacri, in 4:1; the

“angels of wrath and the angels of the house of assembly.’”® We read

of the
, 37: 8, rites in which angels w’cre bound to hellish

operations. The word is used of pagan deities in 36: 5 (cf. 19: 13), even

as apt^cars in the papyri.” The angel of death who shudders at

the Great Name appears in 3: 6, Schwab F.

“The Satan” appears and also “the Satans,” as in Enoch (40: 7) and

Rabbinic” and Arabic lore. There is no amplification of the doctrine of

Cf. Thompson, Scinitic Magic, 47.

Ibid., p. 43, etc.

See Tamhornino, De autiquo daemonismo, 56.

Cf. Mt. 25: 41, Rev. 12: 7, “the devil an<l his angels,” and the absolute use of

the word ill this sense in 1 Cor. it: to, with reference to the myth in Gen. 6. Blau

notes, without citation, an evil spirit npn nn, p. to, n. 2. For evil angels, see Volz,

Jiidische Eschato logic, § 23.

Wohlstein 2/122. The editor makes no comment on this or the parallel phrase

in 1. 7: nD'«. n0'« evidently equals 'DkSd fsee below, note 112). The

“house of assembly” recalls the ancient Semitic idea of the in, Is. 14: 13, the

assembly of the gods on the Semitic Olympus,—Walhalla having become a conventicle

of demons! (Demons are located in the north by Jewish legend, Pirke R. Bliezer,

iii, and other relT., in Kisenmenger, op. cit., ii, 43^.) Or '3 '3 — awayutyr], i.KK/tjGta^

may refer to the conventicle- of a magical cult (cf. “the synagogue of Satan,” Rev.

2:9). But the phrase is probably to be interpreted from a. passage in a “Christian”

amulet published by Reitzenstcin, up. cit., 295, top: i-fihc ra ivaKoatn e^i/Kovra

wvehfinTa T7jc i'KKkr)niaq^ tov novypov.

» E. g. Dieterich, /ibra4ra,y, 192, 1 . 10; so also in the LXX, e. g. Ps. 96: 7, and an

inscription cited by Cumont Oriental Religions, n. 38, p. 266: diis angelis.

” Debarim R., c. ii: “Sammael the head of all the Satans,” quoted by Weber,

Jild, TheoL, 253.
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the individual Satan. Once with the Satans (35: 4) are associated the

and the former a class of seducing spirits (metaplasni of

1/ NOD ?).” the latter the almost unique Semitic transliteration of (hdfMo/.,

In 2: 3 are mentioned the •'^D, the Ficruls and Foes.

The appear in association with the pp’'TO. The Rabbinic and

Syriac Np'T is a meteor, Idast of wind, etc.; in the Mandaic it lias the more

general sense of a plague.’* The Mandaic has inherited an old Rabylonian

idea of the zakiku, “blast/’ as a demon, and then death-demon.’* The

Satyrs, , a])]>ear once. 5 : 4, a reminiscence, as the form shows, of

the Old 1'estament.” The p^ine* of vSchwab G are black devils; cf. the

title of Satan in Kpistle of I’arnabas, 4: 9.
‘

In Hyvenial's text occurs the^ phrase mDSen which Grunl)auni

most plausibly translates “the Jinn of Solomon."”' J'he word would then

be one of a few terms in our texts which suggest Aral)ic connections (see

PP'L”. I)olow). I hit the reserve is to be, made that, as. Ndkleke

maintained, the root is common-vSernitic, anrl the spread of the word may

well have antedated the Muslim Conquest. We may coini)are the god

Gennaios cited by Cumont in Pauly-Wissowa. vii, 1174. Tfic of 37: 6

is to be explained from the Mandaic NIDIS ( Syriac NIU Arabic jund),

“troop"; devils molest their victims in bands, cf. the name “Legion"

assumed by the demoniac in the Gospel, and the “tribes" ( of

demons in 38: 6; also cf. 13: i.

Cf. I Tim. 4. 1, “seduciiij^ spirits and doctrines of devils.”

So probably read for]'py in Hy vernat, 1. 4; in 19: 13, 'pyt.

Norberg, I^exidion, 55.

” Muss-Arnolt, Diet., ad roc., cf. the sunu zikiku, “roaming windblast,” Thomp-
son, Devils, ii, 4, 1 . 27, For the simile of demons to storms, see ibid., i, 89, and

compare the etymology of lilith (see above). For the word sec 12: 8.

Blit the idea of the hairy goatlike demon which obsesses its victim with

mischievous or oliscene purpose is universal. Cf. the Arabic ifrif. azahh, with the

same root-meaning; W'ellhausen, Reste des arabischen Heidciituuis, 135; Baudi.ssin,

Studicn, i, 136. The same phenomenon is abundantly vouched for in the Greek

demonology; see Boscher, fiphialtcs, 29 f., for the goatlike foVm of the Ephialtes,

and p. 62 for its epithet pilosus; and compare Pan and the Fauns. See Roscher, note

285b, for similar representations in the superstition of India. In 5; 4 the satyrs are

represented as haunting a particular .stretch of road.

Probably to be read in 37: 10.
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In 1*5: 6 and Myhrman 1. 2 are found the jniT. The second 'n

is sure in my text; Jastrow's and Levy’s lexicons give the word as a

variant to ‘‘ostrich/’ but doubtless the former is the correct spelling;’"

the root is onomatopoetic (cf. bh\ and Knglish “howl” and “roar”), con-

noting a howling creature and was applied to the ostrich—so the Tosefta

( see J astro w") ;
but in the Targums it generally translates the Hebrew

D'jn, the. uncanny creatures typical of desolation. In the Syriac,

is jackal, translating D'Jn. lUit the Rabbinic references indicate that it

was rather a fabulous than a zoological species, akin to the liliths, satyrs

and vampires that haunt ruins, and this connotation appears in the Syro-

hexaplar to fs. 34: 17. franslating by
,
while Symmachus gives

This equation gives the key to our i)resent word. The IHbylonians

represented their demons in uncouth shapes of l)irds and animals."""

Besides the use of certain generic terms, such as “oppressors,”

ther^ remain several rare jor obscure species: the UdS, also probably

metaplastic for battala. “undoer”; the NJJCdS (alongside NiXDD) No. 20,

probably from root “curse/”*’ or a form of the Targumic “shade-

demon.” The pose’ in Myvernat, 1
. 3, for which Grunl)auni (p. 221) cites

tlie Arabic sifut, species daemonis, is ])robably to be read “plagues”

( see p. 80). For the possibly “familiar spirits,” see to 6: 2.

'Ihere are also names of individual demons. Some can be identified:

the corresponding to the Arabic ghiil (see to 8; 2); "»0 a depo-

tentized deity."* Some are recognizable epithets : N'lnN 3 : 2, 37 : 10,

Schw. F. Others defy etymology; Pogn. B, "ipon 34; 10

(q. T\ for a possible interpretation ), C’-’nin 3: 2, Schw. G.Long lists of

such obscure names are found in Schwab F and G ;
these ai;e probably on a

9

’• According to Jastrow, Lagarde’s editions of the Targums have everywhere this

form
;

pSiS* appears as a variant in one place.

^ See Field’s Hexapla. N. B. the interpretations of the uncanny creatures in

this passage as demons by both the Greek and the Targum.

This word is to be distinguished fnmi an eye-disease (see below);

because of the uncertainty of the spelling of the two words the nm at end of

Schw. G may be the one or the other word.

” Cf. the Syriac RaiKtr.

“ Stiibe, 1 . 4. See Pognon, Inscriptions sSmitiques, 82; Clay, Atnurru, 162.
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par with the mystical names of the angels (see § 13).“ Finally we may
note the blanket-formulas for demons who are named and who are not

named, and which have their parallel in the Babylonian,** and in the Greek
magic.**

There are comparatively few certain references to ghosts; the pnn,

etc., as spirits of the dead, may include them.** One case in point is found

in No. 39: “charmed the lilith that appears to her [in some shape]

;

charmed the lilith that appears to her in [the shape of ?] Tata her

niece; charmed all the defiling gho.sts, NriKran, that have entered, which

appear to her in dreams of nights and visions of day.” Here a definite

ghostly apparition is really a diabolic delusion. Also Nos. 20, 25 contain

general charms against ghosts. One technical term for ghost possibly ap-

pears, Kn'jbE' (see to 8; 2). The last of Wohlstein’s series, 2422, appears

to be directed against ghosts and is an interesting example of necromantic

spell. Familiar names are given to the spirits and they are cajoled to db no

harm. Also in Wohlstein, no. 2422 appears the in'» Nia'p n'3 nn.

There is constant reference to dreams (ND^'Pl) and apparitions ( kniDT,

NJ'tn),*’ which are the milieu of demoniac and ghostly apparitions, cf. 7:

13; hence 'n
, “disturbing dreams,” in which phrase the noun is

practically personified—a category of evil spirits. We have such a com-

bination as: N'jipm NnwEn snuin (Pognon A), in which nn are impure

conceptions of the night (cf. in Syriac) ; the second word, which

Pognon does not explain, is doubtless the Talmudic iliE', “leaper,” exactly

the Ephialtes of the Greeks, a kind of incubus" This distinction of the

dream from ghost or demon represents a later psychology. Charms against

dreams are frequent in the Greek papyri
;
thus against bvelfwvc tppiKTohc;^^^

“ This giving- of unintelligible names to demons may be in imitation of J^ersian

diabolology; see Jackson in Geiger and Kuhn, Grundriss d. iranischen Philologie,

iii, 659, listing 54 individual demon names.

•* Thompson, Devils, i, 153.

*• E. g. 6aifi6viov Kai bvojuaCSfievov
,
Pradel, Griech, u. sudital, Gebete, 22, 1 . 2.

•• For a typical Babylonian incantation against ghosts, see Thompson, Devils, i,

37.

^ For oneirology in later Judaism, see Joel, Der Aberglaube, i, 103.

** See Roscher, Bphialtes, especially p. 48 f. for the etymology.

•• Wessely, xlii, 31, top.
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or R i^vXaKT//ptov aoi/iaroipvXa^ jrpof M/iova^, t^avraapara, Trpbf naaav v6aov Kai

TTiiiJof another against enemies, robbers, etc. and ^^/Soi'f and (tKitTaapara oveiptjvy^

These dreams and the similar panic fears of day and night are also referred

to in extenso in Gollancz’s Syriac charms..

(2 )

Respectable or ‘Vhite'’ magic includes not merely the laying of evil

spirits but counter magic** against the machinations of hostile sorcerers.

Just so the Babylonian Ma^/w-series devotes itself to the rites of destroying

the witch by means of simulacra which are consumed in the fire; the

Greek magic has the same defensive purpose. The Mandaic texts recall

somewhat of the ancient dread of witches with their description of those

uncanAy and obscene persons, and, as I have noted above, the witch and

the lilith arc practically identified.

It was most cfficacioiis if the sorcerer were known so that he could

be named and the ‘‘tables turned'’ upon him by casting upon him his malign

arts, for no curse “returns empty.'’ Such a case appears in Schwab G;

all the evils that have fallen on the victim are bidden to fall on the head

of’ NtDN na N1D1N. But examination of the name reveals that it is fictitious;

means “spellbinder” and NDN simply means “mother.” The writer of

the bowl has satisfied his client by assuming that he knows the adverse

sorcerer’s name. It is nothing else than the legal “John Doe.” In like man-

ner, in Wohlstein 2416, all evil works, etc., are commanded to return

against their instigator.

But inasmuch as the sorcerer’s names are not generally known, the

incantations content themselves with listing the various kinds of magical

practices and putting them unxler the potent spell. The .?zxr/>H-series

illustrates the prophylactic practice; for instance, its third tablet” is con-

I

* ib.. 42 .

** Ih., 64. Dream-majdc was highly developed among the Greeks; we have

charms for sending dreams, bvFipoTzofnroi

,

e. g. Dieterich, op. cit., 191, 1 . 15. Magic
.is required as an antidote. Hence dreams are listed with other maleficent agencies,

e. g. : TTvevfiaTa apapTiaij oveipoiy bpKOi^ j^aOKavia; Wessely, xxxvi, 8l, 1 . 8l.

“ Probably technically expressed by

•• Zimmern, Beitrage, 13.
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cerned with breaking every possible kind of ban (mamit) that may have

befallen* a person. Hence a recurring phrase in the praxis of the fifth

tablet: “may the curse, the ban. the pain, the misery, the sickness, the

grief, the sin, the misdeed, the impiety, the transgression, the sickness,

which is in my body, l)e peeled off like this onion. We mark here the

union of curses, etc. with evils of the flesh, just as they occur in our bowls.

Accordingly we find exorcism effected with this prudent intention

against nayo, etc. (-j- “black arts,'* perhaps generally

with the sense of poisoning, i= xnnD, “sorceries," 39: 4;“

“invocations/* (the singular nnp in t6: 10), the ^TziK/iionc or

hhni of maleficent magic,"’ also termed the 'P‘1 xSp^2. There are the

various terms or kinds of curses, the mamit of the Babylonian, the

of the Greek magic; the JtriDlS, especially in Bognon's Mandaic .bowls,

where the authors of these bans are specified, e. g. no. 15: father, mother,

prostitute, foetus, laborer, master who has defi:auded him, brothers'' also

the frequent nT:, maleficent “vows'* and the &<Dnn, which is the Syriac

Christian equivalent of (hxh^t/m^ perhaps also (Wohlstein, 2426: 5)."*

d'his listing of the bans and their originators has its abundant parallel in

the Babylonian magic; e. g. the third tablet of the .?^wr/>M-series, already

cited, in which all possible kinds and origins of curse are listed in 165

lines: of father, mother, grandfather, grandmother, brother, sister, etc.,

posterity, infant."* The unborn child, naturally regarded as homeless and

miserable, hence a malignant wraith, is classed in the Babylonian magic

““ For this and following technical names for sorcery, see § ii, beginning.

Cf. the Latin equivalents, nefaria sacra, maleficia, artes nefandae, rnalae artes;

see Abt, Die Afiologie des Apuleius, 30.

So in the Syriac, also in 7: 13. Rut ^papfiaKov survived in a good sense in

literature with magical tinge, e. g. in no. 30 of Bishop Serapion’s prayers, “Thy name

be a for health and soundness.” For an extensive discussion of the word, see

Abt, Apuleitis, 112. It is formally impossible to distinguish between the words

“sorcerers” and “sorceries,” except in the Mandaic. Cf. the use oi the adjective

39: 6.

** For these words see the convenient summary in T. W. Davies, Magic, Divin-

ation and Demonology among the Hebrews and their Neighboi^s, 44 ff.

” See above, § it. Pognon was the first correctly to interpret this term, B, p. 19.*

" In 2 : 6 we find Hr)D*inK, HfiYU, used of the “white magician^s” own work.

" A similar list in Ellis 3 = Schwab B. In the later magic these classes arp

listed in exorcism of the evil eye.
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as in the Mandaic citation with the causes of ban, and so too the hierodule

or prostitute/®® The difference between the Bal^ylonian ynamU and these

is that the former has rather the sense of taboo, the latter of a

malicious curse effected under foul auspices/”'

Then there are the ‘'names/’ e. g. i6; 8. of hostile invocations/”"

and the pS'D
,
“words,” curse formulas, including the informal imprecation.

Compare ‘‘the evil word” of the witch in Babylonian magic/**® and the

current l^abylonian phrase, “the evil mouth, the evil tongue, the evil lit).’”'^

The Talmud has the princi])le, “Xone open his mouth to Satan/””* By a

natural passage of thought the tongue and the mouth come in for exorcism,

e. g. : “Bound and held l^e the mouth, and bound the tongue, of curses

Bound be the tongue in its mouth, held be its lips, shaken .... the teeth

and stpppcd the ears of curses and invocations.”’**® The binding of the

tongue is a frequent element in the Greek magic
;
some tliirty oi the miraihafiot

in Wimsch’s Appendix oi^defixioncs to the Corpus Inscript. Attic, are for

binding this “unruly member/”®'

Further objects of exorcism are the 'P, “mysteries,” the sacramental
• •

^

rites of maleficent cults; the (Stiibe, 1. 2) and PDD (WohLstein,

2426: 5), enchantments effected by priests (piDn*).’®* A unique word in

its use in the bowls isNn»^6:»K, found coupled with the above terms. Halevy

and Wohlstein'®* compared form IV of the Arabic verb and rendered it as

a delivery to evil. But it is to be compared with the Targumic IdSc-X, used

Jastrow, op. cit., i, 3^7, 373-

So the Greek Karmhn^oc ,
ami the Jewish collection of charms in Thompson,

“Folk Lore of Mossonl,” PSBA, xxviii-ix.

Cf. the names of TTecate in the (»rcck Karnt^nofjoi

,

e. R. ^Wiinsch, Antikc

Fluchtafeln, no. i.

**'*
?)ee Jastrow, op. cit., i, 285.

Fossey, op. cit., 50, with citations.

Berak. jga, (Soa, Ketub. 8b; see Joel. Der Abcrglauhc, i, 70 (but rationalizing),

and Blau, op. cit., 6 t, with Talmudic instances.

L:dz., 4.

Deissmann, Light from the Ancient P.ast^ 307. An amulet of later age

(Reitzenstein, Poimandres, 295) analyzes the evil tongue into the lie, accusation,

• magic, .sycophancy.

So rightly Stfibe; the heathen priest was, and at last appeared exclusively

to be, a magician. On the second of Wiinsch's Pluchtafeln is the design of an altar.

Compfes rendus, IV, v, 292; ZA, viii, 336.
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in Targ. Jer, to Lev. 8: 28, etc., in sense of dedication, = Ti^n. Its counter-

part is found in the Mandaic system, where the are the

and it is the exact equivalent of the Greek
^
the (magic) rites.‘‘‘ Also

the usual terms, the the ‘'countercharms,'' the etc., all

are listed for ex^^ cism.

More obscure are the NnnriD (Kllis 3; 10) = '‘hidden arts" —with

which may be possibly compared the of Schwab R, and Wohlstein,

2426: 6."* Also the Nnaip^CJ^ (once ) have aroused question.

Schwab proposed ^ipCV. "envisager," of the evil eye; Stiibe, Wohlstein,

Lidzbarski, connect with the root "to knock” (cf. used of a Lilith,
4

II :
6).“^ This meaning is corroborated by the amulet of Lidzbarski's just

cited, where it is parallel to and N''"ip(l. ii ff +), wasting and mishap.

But from its peculiar intensive form I think the word must have sonve con-

nection with magic arts; cf. the modern spiritualistic knockings and

rappings.

Probably the exorcism in the fragment published by Schwab, PSBA,

xii, 299, from sin and guilt (KH^DH, immediately after^"arts" and

Brandt, Mand. Rei, 120, 170; Mand. Schr., 8, n. 5, 36, n. i ; Noldcke, Mand.

Cram., p. xxviii.

Dieterich, Abraxas, 136, Stiibe (p. 37) first offered the explanation given

above. Pognon discusses an obscure phrase in his bowls pannoStTKl ns'nc (B, p. 49),

translating ‘‘and their adherents.” Lidzbarski treating the same phrase (Bph. i, 94)

rightly takes exception to such a form and translates, ‘‘I deliver them,” which is

unsatisfactory. Probably our noun is to be understood here, reading the nominal

suffix p—for the verbal pa'— . Our word may be a translation of the Greek reXEtt/;

but n. b. Robertson Smith’s note on the mystery idea involved in aslama (he might

have added the Hebrew D'D^tr), Rei Sem., 80.

Noldeke, /. Keils.-forsch., ii, 299, animadverting upon Hyvernat holds that

HIO'K, translated “prince, angel,” always means “charm.” Now the parallelism in

Wohlstein 2422 between «nt!^33 fi'an no'K, 1. 7, and 'D 'DkSo, 1. 15 (see* above,

n. 70), appears to approve Hyvernat, while in the Talmud 'H = “genius, angel”

(e. g. ' 3U0n 'K, angel of nourishment). But Noldeke’s etymology is doubtless right;

a genius to be invoked was himself called an incantamentum. A proof of this is

found in the Mandaic amulet published by Lidzbarski in the Florilegium dedicated

to de Vogiie, p. 349, in 1 . 29 f. (not understood by the editor—cf. I. 210), where Hibel

Ziwa is the Ht3 l5^i3T 8 ^
1623

, “the True Charm”; ‘3 “ Cf. the Mandaic

genius “Great Mystery.”

Wohlstein : “hose Schickungen”
; or it may be related to Assyrian sat&ru,

sadaru, “write,” of a written charm.

So in a Babylonian text, of demons: “The man they strike, the women theyr

hit,” Fossey, op. cit., 282,
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“vows,” with which compare the B-’a Dye-N in his text M i8, is exercised

against practices which magically placed “sin” on the shoulders of some
innocent person. Compare the symbol in Zecharia’s vision of the removal
of wickedness and its curse to the land of Shinar {Zeeh. 5). But there

is doubtless a reminiscence here of the old Babylonian forms in which a

sense of personal guilt appears in the incantations; so frequently in tablets

5 and 6 of the i‘Mr/>M-scries, e. g. 5, 1. 77 ff., where the summary is made of

“the curse, the ban, the pain, the misery, the sickness, the ailment, the sin

(arm'), the misdeed (serti), the oflfence (hablati), the transgression

(hititi).” The above would be the only case then of a sense of sin in

our texts, but from the point of view that the sin has been inspired by a

demoniac force. Heitmuller pertinently remarks;’” “Die Siinde ist ein Art

Besessenheit.” And so sins are listed in the Greek objects of exorcism, e. g.

'rrvEvfiara nfiapriat^ ovctpoij bpKot^ [iaaKaviai.^^^

•The malice (N'nj’D of Lidz. 4 is the enmity which magic

could conjure up against an enemy, a dreaded means of revenge, and very

frequent in ancient magic. Compare the Jewish charms from Mossoul

having this specific object,*^^ and for the Greek world the Cypriote leaden

tablets published by Miss L. MacDonald,”* in which the gods are constantly

invoked to suppress the wrath and anger and power and might of the

adversary.”* A tablet to provoke such malice against an enemy is no. 2

in Wunsch\s small collection.’^ The Sti or b'Ti (30: 4) is a

summing up or personification of all this kind of evil potency.

Particularly dreaded were the material means of sorcery, amulets, etc.,

which themselves came to be personified into evil spirits. The most

frequent of these objects of exorcism are the noin (sing. small

stones, beads, etc., carried singly, or on strings and necklaces, primarily

used as amulets, but coming to possess at least in the Mandaic superstition

Op, cil, 307.

Wessely, xxxvi, 81, 1 . 1443 ff. (the Paris Papyrus).

Thompson, P^BA, xxviii, 106, 108, etc.

Ih,, xiii, 160.

Cf. the charm in Wessely, xlii, 60 f.

See the editor’s comment, p. 8.

For their character as spirits, see Noldeke, Mand. Gram., 76.
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a baneful influence/” We might think of the manipulation of, for instance,

an opal to bring another ill-luck; but probably the objects are more obscene,

joints of dead men’s bones, etc. Their standing epithet is ''impious,''

—

xrnjn'T 'n
,
and we read of their "tongue," e. g. 2: 7.'*® The ^?^p3y , "neck-

lace charms" are exorcised in like manner,*** also the (15 : 6, ^7. e'.)
;***

XB'D , "pebble," Ellis 3; it, would belong to the same class, but it is prob-

ably to be read KDD.

The magic bowls themselves are among the evil influences (7: 13,

perhaps Ellis /. c.), and so the magic knots, no'p
, 7: 13, and ^‘ip'^y (?)

34: 10. There is one reference to the magic circle of the doctors of sorcery,

and to the use of wax. ^^Tp, both ni 39: 7 {q. r,). The

of 7: II {(}. 7'.) and the 'S-inJ of lV)gnon R, no. 27, may be explained

like iNtn 1= circles. The 'S'? of 7: 13 {q, 7/.), entered between the /arts"

and "bowl," may be the hairs of the victim as used in magic.

c

The museums of antiquities possess many such necklace charms, which are

often composed of stones of the shape of a drop or an eye—prophylactic against

the evil eye? See for example, the illustrations to the art. “Amiiletnm*' ir Daremberg
and Saglio, Dictiomiaire dcs antiquites grec, et rout; Elworthy, The Bvil Bye, fig.

21. For the use of stones in Babylonian magic, see the 3d tablet of the Labartu-

series and Myhrman’s note thereon, ZA, xvi, 151; cf. Jastrow, ofy. cit., i, 338, and

Thompson, Semitic Magic, p. Ixiii. In Syriac is also used of the joints of the

vertebra = the safpu of the ass as prescribed in the Labartu texts. With this cf.

the prescription of parvum asini freni anulum in digito portandum, Cyranides ii, 15,

6, ed. Mely and Rtielle, Les lapidaires grecs, Paris, 1898, quoted by Tambornino, De
ant. daemonismo, 83. The mystical properties of stones in Egyptian lore is well

known, and they were associated with the metals and planets; see Berthelot, Les

origines d'alchimie, Paris, 1885, 47, 218 ff., etc. For the use of stones and bones as

prophylactics against the evil eye, see Seligmann, Per bose Blick, ii, 24, 141 ff. For

Hellenistic references and bibliography, sec Abt, Apuleius, 115. Buxtorf and Levy, in

their dictionaries,' v., and Griinbaum, ZDMG, xxxi, 263, understand these charms as

pearls or corals.
^

Cf. the 7/n^oc fiayvjji: sec Abt. op. cit., 115, 121, and n. b. the baitulia

described as 7090 / F^ifvxoi by Philo of Byblos, Eusebius, Praep. evang., i, 6.

Once, as though misunderstood, niasculjnized. ^2. g; also

For these articles see Krauss, Talntudische Archaologie, i, 203 ff. ; Blau, op,

cit, 91. •

For the Babylonian ideas of the virtue of the circle, see above, § 8. Choni,

the famous rainmaker in the Talmud, was called Sjiyon, the circle-drawer, because

of his use of this device, Taanith 3:8; see Blau, op. cit., 33. According to Joel, op.

cit., i, 33, Choni was an Essene, but he appears to have stood in good repute with the ,

orthodox.
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To that very malignant potency, the Evil Eye—Nature’s endowment

of sorcery—there is comparatively little reference in the bowls, although

in the later magic of East and West it is often the chief, if not the sole

object of exorcism.”' The longest pertinent passage in the Niiipur texts

is 30 ; 3 f. : “the eye of man or woman,”’ the eye of contumely, the eye that

looks right into the heart." By the word NtNDT Bognon, B, p. 41,

thinks is njeant one who casts the evil eye. Or from its idea of “beckoning’’

*may it be connected with the malicious “putting forth of the finger,” e. g.

Is. 58: 9 and cf. possilily Code Hammurabi, § 123. Grunbaum is doubtless

.right in holding’” that among the Jews the evil eye was of a different char-

acter from the western Jettatura, referring rather, as also in the Old Testa-

nlent (cf. also Mt. 20: 15), to the moral powers of envy, hatred, and so

forth; the evil eye is rationalized and moralized. Wellhausen also notes
I

the connection of the evil eye and envy in early Arabian thought/'"

(3)

We coi,iie n9w to those objects of exorcism which to inodci’ti science

and ^‘common sense” appear as natural physical or psychical maladies, but

which ancient thought regarded as actuated by demons, even to the extent

that the malady in question was personified as an evil spirit. Tt is a question

how far we have in this phenomenon the survival of ancient animism which

peopled the universe with spirits good and evil, and how far in the fin de

siccle magic of these bowls we have the result of a (poetical?) personifi-

cation of evil which comes to be taken as real by the superstitious mind.

The ancient demonology survives but it is reinforced by the hypostatizations

and personifications of the play and fancy of the later mind, .working some-

times in the field of a worse superstition, sometimes at the service of the

free and philosophic imagination.'*' In the Old Testament the Word, the

For Talmudic notions, see Zauberwesen, 152; Joel, Aherglauhe, i, 74-

128 ^ Palestinian amulet published by the writer in JAOS, iQii, 281: ‘from the

eye of his father, nY.)ther, women, men, virgins .... ailment and shame and spirit

and demons.”

ZDMG, xxxi, 260 f.

Reste arab. Heid., 143.

Cf. the issue of the Platonic Ideas into the Gnostic .A.coiis.
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Spirit of Yahwe, even his Sword (Am, 9: 4, cf. Gen. 3: 24), are person-

ified; the evil spirit of Yahwe (i Ki. 22) becomes in the end an evil spirit

antagonistic to its origin; the sevenfold gift of the Spirit in Is, ii, 2,

Greek text, issues in the Seven Spirits about the throne of God, RezK i
; 4.

And so the Chariot and the Wheels and the Beasts that accompany God's

theophany came under the same treatment of mystical personification.’” It

is a similar phenomenon that we find in the Testament of Solomon; ^
seven demons brought to book by Solomon give their names as “Deceptioi^i;::

Strife, Battle," etc. or the thirty-six elements (
croixfia ) are hypostatized

into moral essences;’” and in the same manner the Church personified the

Seven Deadly Sins, which the Protestant Spenser dramatized in his perfect

poetry. For various psychological reasons there was an increasing multi-

plication of the evils against which exorcism might be practiced; not only

specific demons, like Tiu the Babylonian fiend of headache, but diseases

under other names, and social evils such as enemies, loss of property, sh,ame,

might be exorcised. Probably the more intelligent man regarded this as a

rational substitution for the elder demonology, while to the superstitious it

merely meant more demons. At all events in the later mag:ic wfe find more

of the hypostatization of natural ills—^how seriously it is to be taken is not

always certain, and their commonplace names are simply given, whereas

the old Babylonian magic would name the demoniac germ of the malady.

Hence in our lists of exorcised ills we have in addition to the actual devils,

already catalogued, scries of evils which are somewhat on the borderland of

diabolology. The old exorcisms still are effective but the old demonology

is not ample enough; a man wants to exorcise headache, while he may be

skeptical as to the existence of Tiu. Probably too as the exorcist ( ''medicine

man") was alsb the physician, and medicine was born out of magic rites,

we may observe in the naming of the actual maladies an intrusion of the

rational spirit.’”

*** So the “thrones, dominions, principalities, powers,*' of Paul (Col, i: 16);

not only Gnosticism worked out this line of thought but also the Church took this

heavenly hierarchy seriously. »

JQR, ix, 24, 34. So in Hernias, the vices of the tongue are called fiaifi6via *

(^KaTa?a?la, etc.) Mand., ii, 2
: 3 ;

cf. v, 2
: 7 ; xii, 2: 2.

Ahhasu becomes the name of a certain feve^fa “yellow** fever), Kuchler,^

Beitr, s, Kenntniss d. ass.-bab. Medesin, 61. N. B. the assignment of the several
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In the Babylonian we find cases in the magical texts of the summariz-

ing of specific maladies along with the demons. A long and interesting

example is presented by Jastrow.”* The series is introduced by a list of

physical ills—contortions, broken limbs, affection of liver, heart, gall-

bladder, etc. Then follow the evil eye, curses, calumny, etc., and then

certain named demons
;
the text is an interesting predecessor of our inscrip-

s except that it places the maladies first. Is this the consequence of a

:ionalistic tendency? In the texts published by Kiichler we find semi-

gical prescriptions for diseases alone.

The New Testament gives a first-hand insight into the popular demon-

ology of a representative portion of the oriental world at the beginning of

our era. We find there devils of dumbness and deafness and blindness

{Mt. ,12: 22,A//e. 9: 17, etc.); one woman had "‘a spirit of infirmity,”

izvFVfia
,
Iji, 13: IT; Simon \s mother-in-law was seized with a great

fevei* and Jesus rebuked ttie fever, tc> nvfiFTu^'^ even as in another

case he rebuked the wind. And Jesus gave his disciples power ‘'over un-

clean 'spirits to cast them out and heal every disease and every malady,”

Mt. 10.“*

In the Egyptian magic there is the like identification of diseases with

demons,'" and the Greek magical papyri arc full of it. Cf. the title of a

charm given by Wessely, <l>v?aKTi/pfov mjfiaTotpv/n^ Aaipavac^ Trpm; <pavTaafiaTa^

irpoi' rrdafip v6(tov Kai So ill the samples of Syriac charms published

by Gollancz'^' we have the same summarization of “all manners of diseases”

along with the demons, e. g. p. 79: Exorcised, etc. be “all demons, devils,

phantoms, every practice, alBtemptations, unclean spirits, cruel dreams, dark

demons, asakku, namtaru, etc., to the different parts of the body, head, throat, etc.;

MyhriTian ZA, xvi, 146.

Rel. Bah. u. Ass., i, 367 ff. As Jastrow says, we prain here “a further insip^ht

into the connection between the medical calling and that of the exorcist.” Other

examples, Thompson, Devils, i, 17, 145. clc.

= Hebrew

An angel ayythjc, of fever, et al, appears in Byzantine charms; see Reitzen-

slein, Poimandres, id* ft is the Rabbinic W^D'8, d.scussed above, n. T12.

See at length Conybeare, JQR, viii, 583, etc.

**• Cases cited by Budge, £</y/>/ian Magic, 206 ff.

, xlii, 39, 1* 589.

Actes du iiidnte Congrds des Orientalistes, Section 4, 77.
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apparitions; fear”* and trembling, terror and surprise, dread, anxiety,

excessive weeping; fever-panic, tertian fever, all kinds of fever, febrile

ills, inflammations, etc.; when a child troubles its mother with pains of

travail tumors, pestilences, all pains and all sicknesses, all wounds

and all oppositions, surprises, revenges . . . ? the nine sicknesses,'’ etc. And

V'assiliev has published a number of Byzantine charms directed especially

against specific diseases,*” the first of which is a general panacea:,

TT6.\>Ta rn (iKnftx^ara irvtvfuiTa, /) l^aamvla^ // (jiaiJfiaKrla, i/ // (pfUKr/^ rj Tri^ifTwc,
*

f} ij nnv/jfuii', f/ voatfmv. hOMpor, y/ Tvxp'/nv, Jj a/n?ov, i) atJJiviaKuv,

^ (x/V) xiai'fiTov, y n/V.ftiovfitvt)i\ // fiofxpnrfitvov, y u(>(7ei\ y &y/.v, y voayfi(ir(.)t’

(.f/r).*”

The most common of the demoniac categories bearing upon physical

maladies are those with the general significance of “stroke, plague”:.

especially epidemic disease, and n. b. ri'y:iD r6: lo; xnino,

Mand. Nn-no; 34: 10, 39: 4;”' also .the «DDn, “sufferings/’”*

Cf. Ps^, 91 : 5, a psalm and a verse which the Jews regarded as a valuable

phylactery, and Fs, 89: 33. The treated above may be included

here, =
It is a minority of the bowl inscriptions which refer to special diseases.

Of our texts Nos. it, 16, 24, 29, 34, are of this character; so also a clause

in Lidzbarski 5 ;
lists of diseases appear in Wohlstein 2422, apparently

mostly cutaneous affections,”* and at the end of Schwab G.

Fears are a frequent object of exorcism in the Greek magic, e. g. Wessely, xlii,

64, 1. 25, and collation of the subject by Tambornino, De ant. daemonismo

,

58, 65 f.

;

see also Dieterich, Abraxas, 86 f.

This in earlier magic would have been ascribed to the jealous Lilith.

Anecdota graeco-bysantina, i, 332.

Cf. Dieterich, Abraxas. 106, 1 . 21, etc.; explained by Pradel as of a demon’s

occurrence, Siid-ital. Cebete, f/3 . So in Schwab G, Knnp, and cf. use of verb “ K’^p.

For a survey of the Hellenistic personifications of disease, se^ Tambornino, .

op. cit., 62 ff. ; e. g. insanity = Mania; Febris, etc.; also see Reitzenstein, Poimandres,

19, Wendland, Die hellenistisch-rdmische Kultur, 125.

Cf. the prayer of the B shop Serapion directed against Traaa Tr7cyyii. nom
.... pdiriafia ,

in Wobbermin, Altchristliche liturg. Stucke, in Texte u. Untersuchungen,

N. F., xvii, 2, p. 13. «

The HHKDn, Schw. M: 17, right after “arts” and before oytPS may refer to

tortures inflicted by magical operations.

See Frankel’s criticism of readings, ZA, ix, 308,
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We find listed general names of diseases, e. g. '•'C’p

a large number of cutaneous diseases: riTtn, nsnsn, NniDDH, Nonn,

DiDin;’“ a series in 24: 2: NnnN, nD'K’X, jirobably fevers. In vSchwab

G we read of np'X (=z Wohlstein, np\ ‘‘fevers'’). sSnn, and

^cnL•»« (neo-Syriac, malarial fever),''” NDny (“swelling”?), Nnsine* (“con-

sumption.” Rabb. naneO "^*•'3 •’D (?).''" xn-iye*, 1 1 : 2, is possibly “fever.
'

The demons referred to in 34: 10 (q. v,) may be the spirits of cancer,

* tumor of the eye, dysentery, and in 1 . 13 palsy of hand and foot.'” A long

list of fevers is presented in the first of Gollancz's Syriac charms.

In the Rerlin bowl 2416 Wohlstein reads a certain affection as

translating it “bdser Fluss” ; Stiibe reads it '3 interpreting

it, by a desperate solution, as the sacrificial jugular vein which he supposes

was u,sed as a maleficent charm. Jastrow in his Lexicon gives liotli

and “in\ ~ leiicoma of the eye (again the same confusion of and 1

as ifi the word discussed above), The correct sjielling is

and it is closely related to oniJD , “bliiulness,” Gen» 19: ii, 2 Ki, 6: 18.

'fhe foot is parallel to
"
1"13 “be clear, bright” (cf. the Assyrian) the

sense of blindness in connection with this root arose from the fact that

the sun produces blindness (eye-diseases are most common in the Orient),

or from the dazzling sensation suffered by those affected with certain

optical diseases.

No. 29: 7 we have a characteristic magical prescription for a woman

who is exorcised from the various categories of, devils and charms (Nnpjy)

For these and the following terms, sec Glossary C.

A disease ahi in Asstyrian, Kiichler, op. cit., 13 r, 197.

Wohlstein, 2422: 20, dropsy or urinary affection? Frankdl (ib., 30^)) eft.

Hull. i^05b, and explains as “water from which a demon has drunk.” It may be the

eye-disease known to the Jews as “water,” see Preuss (cited in next note), p. 305.

For the diseases in the Bilde and Talmud see Jewish Uiicyc. art. “Medicine,”

and iv, 517 f. for demons of diseases, with bibliography, viii, 413 f.
;
noteworthy

treatments that have since appeared are Krauss, Talmudische Archliologie, i, § 104,

J. Preuss, Biblisch-talmudischc Medectn, iqti (with extensive bibliography), while

Fishberg, The Jews, 1911, cc. 13-15, may be consulted with profit. Many of the medical

terms in the bowls are not to be found in the Jewish literature.

For this “Yarod” disease, see Preuss, op. cit., 3^- notices also the eye-

disease a form of our word, p. 3T0.

» The Talmudic formula against blindness, Shabriri, briri, riri, ri, Ah. Z. 12b,

etc., is formed from this root.
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and then from KDB'D , a menstruation malady ( ?) ;
then are mentioned

which are evidently the causes of feminine irregu-

larities, followed by 'DID, ''pollutions’* (fluxes?), and the ^2 , probably

epilepsy. In a badly arranged series in No. i6 we find ( 1 . 9) the nn

literally "the spirit (= breath?) of stench and asthma/’ i. e. of the

foul or labored breath symptomatic of diseases (see ad loc,). In ir: 3 f.,

again a charm for a woman, after the list of demons appear Nmpy and KnSan

which we should translate "barrenness” and "bereavement,” understanding

them as personified.^** But in the parallel Mandaic text of Lidzbarski’s

(see to No. ii) bereavement has become a Lilith ( 'n ==

takkalta). Which is the original of these forms? In 34: 10 «nDpl jny3 fi<

might be rendered, “ugliness and distortion,” with which compare the

charms of the Greek youths in the papyri for health, good looks, etc.*”

Another class of evils are those of a social nature. So poverty Nm^'DD'D,

figures in 34: 12, but from two other passages we see that it is the h6stile

witchcraft that would effect poverty in the victim’s life which is exorcised:

'D1 mD&«, "the genius of poverty,” 16: 10, and Iddz., 4: «npx KH'lpX pID'H

'Di, where "distress” and "sickness” are cpexegetical to "invocations.”

Again in 34: 12 is found an exorcism against all kinds of losses: KJ'T

JOini .nyv' in 7:11 are troubles involving shame.’**

We mark that the rationalization of maladies had not gone very far;

the decadent Babylonians were satisfied with the exorcism of devils and

witchcraft and avoided the diagnosis of diseases. For modern magical

practice in this field see the collection of Jewish charms published by R.

C. Thompson, "Folklore of Mossoul,” PSBA, 1906-7. In these the spirits

have fled, but the ancient magical practices remain effective.

^ Cf. the constant personification in Greek magic of paoKavia,

^ E. g. Dieterich, Abraxas, 197, I. 3-

Cf. the enno of my amulet published in JAOS, IQU* 28 r.



§ 13- Propitious Angers, Deities, Etc,

In the Babylonian exorcistic system the beneficent gods and spirits

were arrayed and invoked against the demons and ills that affected human
kind. Jastrow gives a specimen of such an invocation of some twenty

deities' and discusses at length these various lists and their orders.* In

another example, given by Reisner,* fifty great gods, seven gods of destiny,

300 Annunaki of heaven and 600 of earth, are invoked. It is not inevitable

then that we must go to Persian dualism to discover the origin of the

Jewish angelology. Absolute monotheism with its desire that the one God

be exalted alone broke down before the specious and alluring argument that

there* must be more who ajre with us than those who arc against us (2 Ki,

6 : 16).

It is to^bc premised that in many of our texts the religious element is

very deficient; reliance is placed upon bans and formulas with often no

reference to Deity or other personal agencies of friendly character. Those

inscriptions in which such supernatural agencies apart from God are

invoked may be divided into three classes, representing so many distinct

origins. There are those in which the well known names and name-

formations of the Jewish angelology appear; although, as remarked above,

§ 12, the word “angel” is not used in all cases in the usual Jewish sense

(often deity). Then there are the genii of the Mandaic religion,

mostly with names of outlandish formation. And finally there are the

invocations of evidently pagan origin in which deities are named, although

unfortunately most of their names arc obscure or perverted by the text

tradition. Further these different elements are confused and what appears

like a good Jewish text at times admits a pagan deity into its celestial

From the Surpii-setieSy iv, I. 68 fF.

Rel. Bab. u. Ass., i, 289.

Sum.-bab. Hymnen, iv, I. 152 ff.

(95 )
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hierarchy—somewhat as the mecliaeval Church came to canonize the

Buddha.

( T ) \\’^c need not dwell long upon the Mandaic genii. Pognon has

given a survey of those occurring in his howls/ to which may be added a

few more from Lidzharski's and my texts. Some of the names are pat-

terned after the Jewish angelic nomenclature, e. g. (— or

have forms in -ai, e. g. called ‘"angels’* (No. 38), or we

find a name D'iNnDKp patterned after the obscure Mandaic principles

Piriawis and Sindiriawis. A number of the names are not found in the

known Mandaic literature.®

(2) The angelology of the apparently Jewish texts and the angelic

nomenclature are not as elaborate as we find in later Jewish literature, e. g.

the Sword of Moses"" or the Sefer Ra::ielf the bulk of which consists of

lists of angelic names.* The majority of our texts have no such names.

The most common angels are Michael. Gabriel, Raphael. As a rule the

names are formed in -cl, although other formations appear arid quite im-

Jewish potencies arc brought in as angels. Our texts stand on the border-

land of Jewish angelology and not within its orthodox development.

Taking up first the known angels, we find that Michael does not have

necessary precedence.* He sometimes appears in the first place followed

by Gabriel, Raphael, Nurieb et aL (e, g. Nos. 14, 34, Hyv.), but as often

the order has Gabriel first.—Gabriel, Michael, Raphael (Nos. 7, 20,

Myhrman, Wohlstein 24.22, 2416), or Gabriel occurs without Michael (e. g.

' B. p. 03.

• In Kllis I the Mandaic genius Abatur is an evil spirit, and is classed among
the ghostly spirits in Wohlstein, 2417: 6. N. B. the occurrence of this name as

Abyater in an Kthiopic apocryphon, Littmann, JAOS, xxv, 28. Afriel, ib., 29, is a

form of Raphael, corresponding to the form occurring in the bowls*; see Glossary

A, j. V.

• Gaster, Journ. Royal Asiatic Soc., 1896, and in separate imprint.

^ Composed by Eleazar of Worms, 13th cent.

• Sec, in general, Schwab, Dictionnaire de Vang^lologie, 1897 (in Memoires of

Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-lettres, Scries i, vol. 10, part 2). The Essenes

laid great stress on the names of angels, Josephus, Bell, jud., ii, 8:7.
• See Ivueken, Michael, 1898, especially § 4.
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Nos. 10, 15)** The latter order is of course that of their appearance in

the Jewish literature (Old Testament and Tobit). Other angels may pre-

cede these or occur without them. Aniel appears as the fourth in a tetrad

(Wohlstein 2416).

The title peculiar to Michael in Jewish lore, the Great IVince,

{Dan, 12, Aboda Z, 42b, etc.), appears in 5: 3, but without specific refer-

. ence, and at the end of No. 7 in the list of angels, which in

its occurrence at the beginning of the text names Gabriel first, Armasa is

‘‘the great lord”; so the application of the epithet is uncertain. In Ilyver-

nat’s text, which appears to be comparatively late, we find Michael’s full

glory expressed: “the mighty, the king, genius of the law” (

xnmXT in 34: 7 he is called the “healer” ( N'DX), Raphael “reliev-

er” ( and Gabriel the “servant of the I^rd.” the title “healer” sug-

gests that the frequent opening invocation, “In thy name, O Lord of

salvation (NniDN), great -Saviour of love,” which is not a regular

Jewish form of address to Deity, may refer to Michael;” but the supposi-

tion is not reinforced by the position Michael takes in these texts. In

Wohlstein 2416 kabbalistic surnames are given to Gabriel and Michael,

DDa!^K and (so W. would read), the latter, “likeness of Yah,”

corresponding to the later Jewish notions concerning Michael as almost

Cf. the kabbalistic forms in 24: 4 (of angels?) and the group

of seven barbarous names in Schwab M, Dalai, Salal, Malal, etc., presum-

ably standing for the seven archangels.” Reference to the latter is made

once, in the introduction to Stiibe's text (:=: Wohlstein 2416) where exor-

See for early precedence ibid., p. ^6 f . ; e. g. in Enoch 20: Uriel, Rafael,

Raguel, Michael, Sarakael, Gabriel. For Gabriel we may note that the Mandaeans

gave him high honor, identifying him with Hibcl—Ziwa (Norberg, Onom., 33;

Brandt* Mand. Schr., 21), while they appear to have ignored Michael.

“ Lueken, Michael, ii, 87: M. is price of love. For the epithet referred to, see

notes to No. *3,

” Cf. the dictum of Sefer Raziel (quoted by Schwab, Dictionnaire, 7) that in

divination it is necessary to pronounce the mystic names of the planets. Cf. a form
of charm in Wesseljs xlii, 65, where the seven angels are named in one column, and

^ parallel to them two rows of barbarous mystical names, the first column containing

varying permutations of the seven vowels; e. g. atriiovM x^'X waev.

N. B. the many mystical or magical names of the deities or “angels” in the

•Harranian philosophy; Dozy and de Goeje, Actes of 6th Congress of Orientalists,

II, i, 297.
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cism is made in the name of Metatron, Hadriel, Nuriel, Uriel, Sasgabiel

Ilafkiel, Mehafkiel,'*" ‘Svho are the seven angels that go and turn around

heaven and earth and stars and zodiac and moon and sea/’^*

In this last series Metatron takes the place that should be given to

Michael. Metatron'* appears earlier as one of the (six) archangels, in

Targum Jer. to Dt, 34: 6: Michael, Gabriel, Metratron, Jophiel, Uriel,

Yephephia. He is really a rival figure to Michael, springing from a dif-

ferent religious concept; Michael is an angel, the patron of Israel, hence

the Angel, par excellence, the representative of deity.”* Metatron is in origin

an idea, Platonic, Pliilonic, however we may call it,, produced by the neces-

sity of a Demiurge, a ''second god’’ between Deity and man.” It is interesting

to watch the somewhat unlike histories of the rival ideas. Michael remains

an angel, but Metatron becomes more and more a mystic being; he 'is as-

sociated with the Enoch and Klija legends, and his identity with these human

beings may be described as an assimilation of th'em to Metatron or as his

incarnation in them; he is both divine and human.'’ To the mystic, the

kabbalist, such a figure is more sympathetic than the an'hangel (cf. the

argument of the Epistle to the Hebrews!), and so he replaces or absorbs

Michael. Hence he is described in terms like those given to Michael.

Eisenmenger quotes (p. 396) a long list of appellatives: he is Prince of

the Presence, Prince of the Law, Prince of wisdom, fVince of kings, etc.

(cf. the titles applied to Michael in Hyvernat’s bowl), while elsewhere

(Eisenmenger, ibid,) he is called the Prince of the world, cf. the title

"the great prince” discussed above in connection with Michael.” We may

*** Most of these names are plays on evident roots.

” For references and literature on the planetar\' anpels see Lneken, op. cit., 56;

add Eisenmenger, Entdecktes Judentum, ii, 383 ff. ;
Bousset, Religion des Judintums,

315 ff-

^ See Weber, Jndischc Theologie, § 37, and for origins of the ide,a cf. Bousset,

op. cit., 348.

” For the extremes to which this notion went, see Lneken, op. cit., 36 ff.

“ Both ideas are associated in Philo’s mind; see Lneken, § 7, on the 76yo^

of Philo.

For later legends see Eisenmenger, ii, 304 F ^•id the interesting critical dis-

cussion of this later (Gaonic) development of Judaism by Joel, Der Aberglaube, ii,

15 flP.

Cf. who stands before “the true God^’ in the pagan text of No. 19.
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suppose that on the periphery of Judaism as well as in its esoteric circles

the idea of Metatron would be especially acceptable to those who were not

weaned from polytheism.

Comparing Nos. 3, 19, 25, we come upon an interesting identification,

which appears in No. 3, is the Greek Hermes, more especially the

Hermes of the mystic Egypto-Grecian theosophy (see to No. 3). He is

the Word,* etc. (No. 19) and in 25; 4 f., is identified with Metatron.'® Thus

we have here a welding together of the esoteric Jewish Metatron and the

equally mystical Hermes of Tlellenism. Whether oiir magicians were

aware what meant, I know not and I doubt it. It gave them one

more mystical name and combination.

Just as Hermes was dragged in, so other names or words were put

in the* category of angels or intermediate beings. So in 7: «S the invocation

is in the name of Gabriel, Michael, Kafael, Asiel, Hermes, Abbahu,

Abraxas,'® And so with *many terms in these invocations it is impossible

to dedde what we arc dealing with (e. g. Agrabis, 17: 4), whether a surro-

gate for a idivinc^name, an intermediate being, a pagan deity, or perhaps

a sorcerer's name. The expression ‘Mn the name of’' was taken seriously

only so far as the name was concerned ; the name, the word, was the essen-

tial thing, not the prosaic oliject it st(X)d for. The same phenomenon

appears in the magical papyri. There we find now an exorcism in tlie

name of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Jesus Christ ( and Holy Spirit (<i}tor

TTVFVfia^ stcY '—'wherein the exorcist shows bad orthodoxy, whether as Jew

or Christian
;
or again an incantation in the name of \hov

^fov iir\'ar/?. xifov (Toviit/j/. iVfvrr lirov pdijuu//. (hor k. t.

where gods, angels and formulas are mixed up just as unintclligently as

in the. incantations from Nippur.

As for the minor angels most of them can be found in other Jewish

literature, and reference for them may be made to Schwab’s dicti(aiary

of angelology. Glossary A lists the angelic names in the bowls. In their

So Michael was identified with ITcrmes, Lncken, op. cit., 28, 78 (with refer-

•ence to Hermes-figures bearing Michael’s name).

For some of the angel names in the papyri, see Liiekcn. op. cit., 71.

• Wessely, Vienna Denkschriften. xxxvi, 2, 75, 1 . 1227.

” Ibid., 144, 1. 144. See above § ii.
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formation they follow the general rule of making the first (verbal) element

express the object desired in the incantation. Thus in the love-charms

Nos. 13 and 28, the angels invoked are Rahmiel, Habbiel and Hanniniel.

(3) It is difficult to say how many of the bowls are Jewish; the pres-

ence of Jewish catchwords is not a sufficient criterion. I would call atten-

tion to a few of the Nippur bowls which are definitely pagan. Of vsuch

nature is the last one cited, No. 28, where along with the angel Rahmiel

appear the mighty (passionate?) Dlibat (a Semitic Venus) and [blank]

gods. No. 19 has the longest list of invocation^ of apparently heathen

deities. Only a few of them can be certainly identified. Hermes appears

there, probably two words (masc. and fern.) representing the Gnostic Aeons

biTN)
;
Bagdana, “with 70 exalted priests/’ who appears' as a

demon (Abugdana) in the Mandaic bowls.** Other names have a very

non-Semitic sound, and we can identify some Greek divinities : 2eus,
«

Okeanos, Protogenos (see the commentary). Also we find angelic names,

Akzariel, etc., and again Abraxas, and reference to the, 60 gods and 80

goddesses. Yet the opening invocation is “in thy name Lord of Salvation,”

etc., who is also the “true God,” 1 . 17.

Of peculiar interest is No. 36, in which the exorcist declares he has

been empowered by certain deities: “The lord Sames (sun) has charged

me, Sina (moon) has sent me, Bel has commanded me, Nannai has said to

me [blank], and Nirig (Nergal) has given me power.” In quite antique

wise the sorcerer (perhaps a priest, NID12) professes to have received

oracles. Apart from the striking parallels of the prophetic commissions

in the Old Testament, we find the expression of like assumption by the

exorcists in the Babylonian magic. Thus from the f/tw^few-series : “The

sorcerer-priest that makes clear the ordinances of Eridu am I
; of Marduk

r

sage magician, eldest son of Ea, herald am I, the exorciser of Eridu, most

cunning in magic am I” f* again : “The man of Ea am I, the messenger

of Marduk am I, my spell is the spell of Ea, my incantation the incantation

*• Pognon B, p. 93, Lidz., 4: 2 (p. 103, n. 7); cf. the change of the beneficent

Mandaic genius Abatur into an evil spirit in Ellis i. #

** Thompson, Devils, i, 133.
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of Marduk.”" Cf. also the Maklu-series: “The god and goddess have

commissioned me, whom shall I send?,” and, “I go on Marduk's com-

mand.”" In our text we have doubtless one of the latest survivals of

priestly exorcism in the old forms coming down from the asipu priests of

Babylonia; these forms doubtless were cherished long in the Harranian

religion.

" Ibid., 23.

” Tablet ii, 11. 52, 158. Cf. also § 9, end.



IV. HISTORICAL CONCLUSIONS

§ 14. Aciv OF THi$ Bowies

Very diverse views as to the antiquity of the bowls have been offered

by students. It is unnecessary to consider the hypothesis of their pre-

Christian origin.^ Chwolson as an epigraphical expert submitted the texts

he was acquainted with to a careful examination, and believed he could

assign them, by comparison of the scripts, to different centuries early in

this era, from the second to the fourth or fifth. But epigraphical evidence

in the case of a formed script like that of the square character is fallacious.

Es|)ccially in the case of rude popular texts, in which antique forms of

writing have survived, no certainty from epigraphy can be obtained. And
in general a chronology obtained from epigraphy is most dubious ; I may

refer to the current opposing arguments over the Siloam insoription and

the Gezer calendar tablet, or note the remarkably fluent, almost cursive

script of the potsherds from Samaria, which only their certain provenance

compels us to ascribe to the Omride age.

But most of the students would be inclined to place the bowls con-

siderably later, between the fifth and ninth centuries, although rather by

conjecture, from the impression made by the contents, than through pos-

itive proofs. Levy and Ilalevy thought, but fallaciously, that they could

detect Arabisms, and were inclined to date the texts after the Arabic con-

quest.* Noldeke would place HyvernaLs bowl not earlier than the eighth

century, basing his opinion on the forms of the Persian names.* Schwab

assigned his Louvre bowls to the fourth or fifth century.*

* See above, § 5.

* Levy, ZDMG, ix, 474; TTalevy, Comptes rendus, 1877, 292, specifying more
exactly, ‘Vers le gieme siecle.”

* Zeits. /. Keilschriftforsch., ii, 295.

* Rev. d'ass. et d*arch., ii, 136.

(102 )
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It is evident that, in the case of a large number of texts coming from

different localities and in most cases not observed in situ, it is impossible to

take a datum from any one and so fix the chronology of the whole species.

Magical literary forms are peculiarly persistent; we may think of the

uncertainty as to the age of the Greek magical texts, in which, for instance,

a Christian theological phrase may iK)t define the age of the magical formula,

can only give a clue to that of the particular document. And so our texts,

• copied and recopied as precious magical prescriptions, repeated possibly

by laymen long after the special school of sorcery had ceased to exist, may

have extended over a series of centuries. Some bowls may be considerably

later than others, e. g. llyvernat's with its reference to ‘"Ispandas-Dcwa the

Jinn of Solomon,” and vScliwab's IT and O composed of biblical verses.

b\>rtunately more certainty as to a unity of time can be had for the

texts from Nippur, 'fhese were found by expert scholars in situ at certain

noted levels of the ruins. While written in three different dialects and as

many scripts, nevertheless the appearance of the same persons and families

in the three classes tends to show that they all belonged to about the same

age. We tire r/c\t therefore to suppose a stratification of Judaic, Syriac,

Mandaic layers, representing so many different ages or even distinct racial

elements. Nor do the variants within the texts of the square script compel

us to assign them to different ages; these arc but calligraphic variations.

There is every reason to place the Nippur bowls within rather a brief period,

and if one or a few texts threw any light upon the chronology, we could

place the age of the whole collection.

The provenance of the bowls from Nip])ur was described in § i

;

they lay above the stratum of the Parthian temple. This building had

been destroyed, was covered with sand, and upon the Tell settled small

Semitic communities, Jews and Mandacans, drawn to the deserted place

probably by motives of religious community life. Indeed we may suppexse

that these bbdies, separated from the main currents of their larger societies,

made a practical use and profit out of their religious prestige in the pre-

paration of magijal texts. To speak more exactly of the archaeological

, conditions, in the "'Jewish” houses discovered by Peters an upper stratum

contained Cufic coins of the seventh century, a lower stratum only

^Parthian coins, Jewish bowls being found also in the latter. The lowest
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dating then is the seventh century, on the basis of the Cufic coins, and this

dating is to be pushed back, if it be modified at all, because of the ease

with which small coins slip down through the soil. The archaeological

evidence then for the terminus ad quern of our texts is the seventh century

(probably its beginning), with a fair leeway back into the preceding century.

As I have said, the epigraphical evidence is a weak reed to lean on

for chronology.* The only new fact I can bring to bear on this feature of

the discussion is the novel Syriac script exhibited in seven of our bowls.

I have discussed this script in § 6 and there came to the conclusion that

it is an early type of the Edessene style of alphabet, a result corroborated

by its identity with the Manichaean alphabet. But again this may be a

case of survival; certain evidence from epigraphy is nil.

There remains the philological testimony. The ‘'J^'vish’’ Aramaic of

the texts is jiist such as we find in the Talmud, and with evidently^ like
«

dialectical variations; a few forms appear representing the 'Talestinian”

dialect, remains of which occur in the Babylonian literature. The Mandaic

dialect is fully formed, and has exercised its influence, at least ^in spelling,

upon the other two, the Rabbinic and Syriac. There are many words which

can be illustrated only from the neo-Syriac dialects, or from the compilations

of the Syriac lexicographers. But these words may be old and only by

chance have failed to make their appearance in literature. Thus the late

Syriac form NW ‘‘goat/' is now found in the Elephantine papyri. The

fact that a Persian word, e. g. dastabira, does not appear till later or is a

hapax legomcnon, is not proof of late age unless it can be shown to be of

late Persian formation. Nor do I find that any of ,the proper names compel

us to assume a late date. The majority of them are Persian, and do not,

to one who is a layman in this branch of science and who must rely mostly

upon the authority of Justi's Namenbuch, appear to be necessarily late, say

toward the end of the first millennium.*

* It is impossible to make an epigraphical examination of all,.the bowls published,

for in the majority of cases facsimiles are not given, or they are poorly made.

• N61deke*s argument that the element duch for ducht speaks for a late age

is not at all stringent for a Semitic dialect which would naturally abhor a termination

in a double consonant ; the Syriac texts have ducht
^
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There is one line of negative evidence which is the only clue to a

terminus ad quern which I can discover on this basis. Despite the variety

of names, the list of which includes two Syriac Christian names ( Nnnyo

N^iriD na) and a Greek name ( ), also probable Indian

names, there is none of Arabic origin. A pair of common nouns and the

use of D for the conjunction in two cases do give us etymological connec-

tions in that direction; but D in this usage is found in the Senjirli inscrip-

• tions and the Elephantine papyri and is a spelling ad aiirem—it is corrected

in one of Schwab's texts. As for the two words Jinn, and (and

possibly I cannot grant that these loans must have taken place

after the Mohammedan conquest, when sorcery was so eager to include

every possible name of evil spirits (n. b. the adoption of and inas-

much as the good Semitic word may long have been at home on the Arabian

frontiers of Babylonia.

My consequent conclusion is that the Nippur texts should be placed

in a period not later than the sixth or the beginning of the sev^enth century,

that is*, only as a terminus ad quern, approximately 600 A. D. The abandon-

ment of the*Tell*of Nippur may have been caused by the Arabic conquest,

which, as we may assume, ultimately drove away the Jewish and Mandaean

settlers to other abodes, the latter to their recesses in the south (they were

not, I think, recognized as one of ‘‘the peoples of a book"), the former

to the towns. As for those texts from other quarters that appear to be

later, they are but the continuation, which we should expect, of the magic

of the elder bowls, and as I have noticed in § 2, towards the end, late de-

scendants of the species.

If my conclusions from the data of the Nippur bowls are justified,

they afford us one result of comparative value. While the great mass of

magical, and more particularly Jewish magical literature, is known to us

only in late documents,—we may but speculate as to the age of the Szvord

of Moses, the Wisdom of the Chaldaeans, the Seal of Solomon, the elements

of Sefer Raziel—our texts are contemporary and authentic documents of

the late pre-Islamic^ period in Babylonian history.



§ 15- Origins and Rklatkins or the Bowe Magic

“Jewish incantation bowls'' is the title that has been generally applied

to our species of magical texts. It arose in consequence of tlie fact that

the first bowls interpreted, as also the majority of those now known, are

written in the script and dialectic forms of the speech of the Talmud,

and withal appear preponderantly to bear the earmarks of Judaism.' The

subsequent discovery of similar supplies of texts ‘Mandaic in composition

and contents, and now the presentation in this volume of a number of

Syriac texts, enlarge our vista concerning tlie diffusion of this special

form of magic among the races and faiths of Babylonia. Further, over

against texts of whose Judaism there may be no reasonable doubt, we find

a number which are out and out pagan, while the majority are certainly

eclectic in their theological tastes. These observations require that we

extend our study beyond the domain of Judaism to discover file relations

of these bowl-texts to the general field of magic, as we know it for the

first centuries of the Christian era, and to the earlier strains which entered

into it. What are the historical connections of our texts, and what light

do they cast upon the religious or spiritistic thought of cosmo])oIitan Baby-

lonia in the age of the Sassanian empire?"

In the magic-wild age at the beginning of our era, the Jewish magic

was recognized as one of the three great schools of sorcery, along with

the Chaldaean and the Kg^qjtian. The Jews ha'll inherited the rites and

notions of primitive magic from the Arabian Hebrews and from ancient

Canaan; despite the severity of an ethical monotheism, which thnfughout

* Hence oitr rude and vulgar texts are of philological importance as almost the

only early contemporary documents of these dialects.

• The analogies have been set forth in the preceding sectipns; in the following

paragraphs I can only speculate on the genealogical relations. Cf. Deissmann,

Light from the Ancient Hast, 261, n. 2.

(106 )
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its growth had placed a unique ban upon the practice of sorcery, this

feature nevertheless survived. While the Second Isaiah is deriding the

sorceries of Babylon and exposing their helplessness (c. 47), we have

^stray glimpses of the persistence of ancient rites closely akin to magic, which

still claimed the adherence of renegades (Eze, 8; Is, 65, 66 ). In the Book

of Tobit are given magical remedies for the expulsion of foul demons with

the concurrence of angels; Josephus tells of his sorcerer who could pull

the demon out of the nose of the possessed with a root indicated by

Solomon.* The New 'restanient gives the first extensive and intimate

picture of the magical conditions in T'alestine; 'Bf 1 through the finger of

God cast out devils, by whom do your sons cast them out?'’—inquires

Jesus. In Acts we read of well-established sorcerers who bewitched the

people and even Gentiles in foreign parts, a Simon Magus and Bar-Jesus

Klvmas. But aj^irt from the hoary forms of Mezuzoth and Te])hillin and

some ^mortuary charms,'* our first literary specimens of Jewish or Judaizing

magic are found in the Greek j)apyri of the Christian age, and there how

much is Greek and how much Jewish we know not. Here a])pear various

forms and anagri>nis of the Ineffable Name, quotations from the Scriptures,

historical references to Solomon and especially to Moses,® who came, as

the great mystagogue and magician, to be identified wdth Hermes-Thoth,

and was regarded as the teacher of Orpheus.® He is made the author of a

Hermetic book, through and through Kgyptian and Hellenistic, entitled the

Righth Book of Moses, as a continuation of the Pentateuch, which Dieterich

has published at the end of his Abraxas. lUau and Deissmann have pub-

lished a delicate erotic charm, composed in true Greek spirit, and yet the

former may be right in claiming its phraseology as preponderantly Jewish."

In which direction was the give and take, what were the connecting links?

Dieterifh would find in the Essenes and Thcra])eutae the bond between

* AJ., viii, 2, 5. For a survey of Jewish magic and a large bibliography, see

Schiirer, Gesch. d. Jiid. Vofkes, § 32, vii (ed. 3, iii, 2Q4).

* See H. Vincent, “Amulette jndeo-arameenne,” Rev. bibl, 1908, 382. (with ample

bibliography), and Montgomery, JAOS, 1911, 272.

*
® See the analogies presented in § ii.

® Dieterich, Abraxas, 70.

*
^ See notes to No. 28.
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Jewish and magic.* But just wherein lay the peculiar type and

particular contribution of Judaism to the world’s magical faith, we do not

know, for the reason that we have no early magical 'documents of unim-

f)eachable JeWish origin. And if we possessed documents from the#

Palestinian life of the Hebrews, how far even then could we decide what

was specifically Hebrew and not Canaanitish or borrowed from the spheres

of culture to the east and west? What different origins are assigned by

the commentators to the occult practices described in Eze. 8.*

When we pass to the eastern home of the Diaspora we have that

marvellous encycloi)aedia, the Talmud, with its glimpses into the common

life of the people as well as into the discussions of the schools; magic holds

its sway more or less over all, and its existence, if not its legality, is con-

fessed by the spiritual masters, who, if we may contrast successively Mishna,

Gemara, the' Gaonic period, with one another, came more and more to

recognize and legitimatize the practice of magic.’“ We catch in the Talmud

and the subsequent authoritative literature some of the magical phrases,

learn something of the practices and beliefs in demons, mark the ‘super-

stitious fears of the people of Babylonia, of the Jews welf as of their

neighbors/* Our bowls and their inscriptions are rude and unlovely, with

none of the sombre dignity of the Babylonian incantations, or of the often

lyric beauty of the Greek magical literature;** but these bowls are of prime

interest as giving us for the first time extensive texts of the eclectic Baby-

lonian magic of the first Christian millennium. They are degenerate suc-

cessors of the elder incantations of the land, yet they are autograph

evidence of the superstitions which Talmud, with caution, and Eisenmenger’s

Entdecktes Judcnthum, with malice, reveal, and are precursors of that sea

of magical literature which has come down to us under Jewish auspices.

• Ih„ 137 ff.

• See Kraetjjschmar, ad loc.

See Joel, Der Aberglaube, the sections C, D, E (pt. i, pp. 55, 64; pt. 2, p. 2)

for this comparison. For the Talmudic teachers who allowed and practised magic,

see Blau, Das altjud. Zauberwcsen, 26, 54.

“ According to Blau, pp. 23, 84, the Babylonian Jews were far more addicted

to magic than the Palestinians.
'

** Cf. the noble Hermetic hymn of creation, the ‘‘holy word” in the Eighth Book
of Moses, in which *‘God smiled seven times,” and each smile was an act of creation;

Dieterich, p. 182.
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And withal they give a sample of the medley and fusion Of peoples and

religions in the land which the Jews had long since called .Confusion.
«

The order of the day is to Babylonize, and our evident line of primary

investigation is to discover the relationships of the bowls with the ancient

Babylonian magic, the literature of which in the last decades has been

published in large quantities by the most distinguished Assyriologists/*

. My notes to the texts and the Introduction show how apparently numerous

are the connections between the object of our study and the magic of

Babylonia. While there is only one instance of the specific bowl praxis in

that earlier literature,’* still its method of defixion is quite congruous with

the ancient magical operations. As of yore, the sorcerqr appears as the

commissioner of Deity or of the gods (§ 9) ; he follows definite and repeti-

tious formulas, similar to the Babylonian Mptii (§ 11). He invokes most

freciuently, or at least primarily, one chief god, ^^the Lord of love and

healing/* just as the Babylonian called on Ea or Marduk, but, as in the

elder incantations, other gods or their angelic equivalents arc invoked in

large accumulation (§ 13). Most striking in the correspondences is the

registration of the* devils, black arts and maladies to be exorcised
; as in

the Babylonian, so in our magic these are specified in long detailed lists

(§ 12). In fact our spells far outdo the Babylonian repetition of the

seven classes of evil spirits. In the Mandaic texts the terror of the witches

appears, in others the evil charm is reversed upon the head of the sorcerer,

all as in Babylonian magic. Rites and words and the instruments of magic,

which are personified, are as much the object of detestation as in the Makhi-

series. Diseases and all human ills are inspired by devils, indeed are devils

and are treated as personal essences. The magician s ban, the spell of the

mighty god, is laid upon them all, and they are forthwith assumed to be

^‘boundi** and ‘‘tied,” as in older days when simulacra sacramentally sealed

the operation. Even the quotation of Scriptures and references to sacred

legend have their parallels in the Babylonian incantations, which used the

ancient myths as potent charms (§11). It is unnecessary to proceed

further with the summary of general correspondences, but enough has

•

“ See for the literature, Jastrow, Rel. Bab. u. Ass., i, ch. xvi, and his Religious

I^eliefs in Bab. and Ass., 296 ff.

** vSee p. 43-
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been noticed to dispose our minds to the dictum of Zimmern:** ''Diese (the

incantation bowls) im Ausdruck oft iiberraschend an die alten babylonischcn

Beschworungen erinnernden judischen Beschwdrungstexte, bei denen unter

den niit Namen angcfiihrtcn bosen Damonen auch Lilith haufig erscheint/

liefern in ihrer Weise ebenfalls den Beweis fur nachhaltige Einstromen

babylonischcr dainonologischer Vorstellungen in das Judentum.’’**

Yet the implications that may be drawn from this judgment, even if
,

not intended by the writer, are open to criticism. In the first place, as

observed in the preceding sections, similar correspondences with the Greek

magic are to be noted in almost every instance. This fact compels us to

recognize the possibility of eclectic as well as of immediate Babylonian

influence upon the Jewish magic. And then, secondly, marked differences

exist between the fields, changes in the center of gravity, otivissions,

accretions. There still remains a large degree of substantial reason in the

opinion earlier expressed by Noldeke, surveying the material from a dif-

ferent point of view: ‘‘Die Verbindung mit altbabylonischen Aberglauben

diirfte also ziemlich lose sein,”” The study of magic is^still hi its begin-

nings, and students are too prone to find a genetic relation when we have

tf) bear in mind that we are dealing with parallel workings of the human

spirit operating in a universal and amazingly uniform field, while at the

same time, particularly for the age when Hellenistic culture was dominant,

we must give allowance for the interfusion of factors geographically most

distant.

Of the old Babylonian names of demons, only two appear in our texts,

the sedu and Lilith (with its male counterpart), but these, if originally

Babylonian, in ancient times had pervaded the Semitic world. The nfukki

limniiti are the pnn
, '‘evil spirits/' but these have their biblical pre-

cedent."* The Babylonian vocabulary has been suppressed by genuine

Semitic words. The extensive praxis of the Babylonian has also almost

disappeared; the inversion of the bowl, some rudely scrawled designs, and

KAr\ 463.

The actual adoption by the Jews of Babylonian magical rites is portrayed im

Bse. 13: 17 f.

Z. f, Keilschnf tforsch., h, 2Q7.

The may be Babylonian, see to 8: 2.
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one or two magical prescriptions’* are all that remain in our texts of the

elder practice. The use of the bowl in a love-charm has its parallel only

in the Hellenistic Kaunhafior or defixio, likewise buried in tlie earth. The

sorcerer invokes the names of ancient masters (as in the Greek magic

again), he no longer is professionally independent like the aUpu priest; even

laymen borrow and lay the spells. The mere “word’' or “name” has

replaced the practice; in the Babylonian magic the gods were prayed to

* for their assistance, and we often question whether we are dealing with

magic or religion; here their or the angels’ names are simply used, and

these are sufficient to invoke their potency, without appeal to the heart or

mind of a living deity. The use of a word like Abraxas illustrates the

extreme consequence; if a deity can become a name, so a word can become

a deity—numen nomcn! The formula “in the name of” can lie used lie fore

letters and phrases as well as before divine names. At first sight this name-

magic* appears more spiritual; it actually proves to be more absurdly

mechanical, because it itivokes a binding of the gods and heavenly powers

by a cheap and easy formula without any of the “service” of the gods, with

litany and pi'iest, Which the elder rites prescribed.

There is thus a change in the spirit of the magic. The old Babylonian

was religious in his incantations ; it is only in the so-called medical texts

that we find the passage frotn the religious sphere to that of entirely

mechanical operation, which may issue either in emjiirical science or in

absolute magic. The sense of sin lay heavy upon the Babylonian devotee,

he needed to dress in sackcloth and wallow in ashes, while the incantation

required rites of purification and confession of sins in pathetic and ethical

litanies.*" But any such religious element is entirely wanting in our texts,

apart from the stereotyped introductory formula, “T,ord of healing, Lord

of love’* and two obscure, probably traditional references to sin and guilt.*""

We have in a word a purely magical system, that is, one whose efficacy con-

sists in doing or rather spying certain things without a prayer or lustration

or confession.

* See Nos. 12, 13.

” Cf. the “confessional” in the second tablet of the series.

• See p. 86.
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It may be further noticed that' in the -use of the Jewish Scriptures,

which is very scanty, the passages of real religious import are not employed

(§ ii). This is especially true of the Nippur texts, and often all that we
have reminiscent of the Bible or of religion are the stereotyped Amens and
Halleluias, common property of the magic of the age. Along with this

unreligiousness of the magic goes a certain impression of impersonality

throughout
; there is a general lack of reference even to personal sorcerers

;

attention is paid to the operation of witchcraft, regarded itself as a poten-

tiality, and the mechanical danger is met by mechanical means.

In these differentia from the old Babylonian magic we find much that

is apparently or evidently Jewish, and again some factors that are not so

categorically explained. We may think that the comparative absence of

magic rite is due to Jewish influence, as also the large use of name-sorcery.

I he cultless condition of the Jews since A. D. yo and the long previous

term of six centuries in which the official cult wa,s confined to one sanctuary,

must have incapacitated the Jew for the rites of the magician. Tie dared

not make simulacra, many practices were out of question because of their

evidently heathen associations (‘‘the ways of the Amofite”).* But he had

a holy book made up of sacred words, and a god unlike any of the pagans,

who might not be seen, who once had spoken {Dt. 5), and who in lieu of

images and many sanctuaries was revealed in his Names.'' And so holy

words and names became the province of the Jewish sorcery. His religion,

when it passed out of the naturalistic or the ethical sphere, found its outlet

in logology, in Rabbinism with its logomachies, in magic and kabbalism

with their manipulation of words and letters. Even the angels, which were

imported as a kind of humanizing mythology into Jewish monotheism,

came to be but plays on roots, invocations of the attributes or activities of

deity, so that finally angel was merely synonymous with charm.” •

In these particulars the Jews may have contributed to the later

Mesopotamian magic, as well as to that of the Hellenistic world. In our

bowls we find Jewish families as the clients, and in the Nippur collection

there is a frequent reference to the venerable Jewisl] master, Joshua b.

Perahia, as a revealer of heaven's mysteries; but as he appears also in th^

Kabbalism appears as early as the present text of Ex. 3, 14.

” See § 12, n. 112.
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Syriac bowls, which are probably of, pagan origin, he may have already

become a common traditional figure like Moses in the papyri. Nippur had

been since the Kxile a center of the Jews,'" and in Talmudic limes it lay

just east of the famous Rabbinic school at Sura, between which

and Pumbaditha to the north of Babylon the spiritual life of Babylonian

Judaism circulated." But Nippur does n<;t appear to have remained a

Jewish seat of importance. It is mentioned but once in tfie Talmud " and

• the settlement Avhich the Pennsylvania expedition unearthed on the top of

its ruins was, at least so far as the bowls testify, a mixed io\k, among whom
the identical magic flourished under Jewisli, Mandaic, pagan forms. This

interchange of magical property precludes us from specifically speaking

of many texts as certainly Jewish, even while we recognize numerous

Jewish elements. It is interesting to observe that the Mandaic texts arc

truer to the theolog}'' of the sect than many of the so-called Jewish bowls.

The Jewish magic here in Nippur, as elsewhere, was eclectic. The religion

of the Jew cannot admit that it itself is eclectic, and the self-consciousness

of the. intelligent orthodoxy in rejecting or at least minimizing magic as

part of the •Jewish system, approves itself when we study our specimens

of magic; their science is as much cosmopolitan as native.

I pass now to another clue for the origins of the bowl-magic. I have

discussed under No. 3 the frequent references to the genius Armasa, who

is identified with Metatron and called the Word, and is none else than the

Hermes of the Hermetic theosophy. No. 28 is a magical philtre for a

lovesick wife, the terms of which find their closest correspondence in

Greek charms ;
No. 19 names a number of deities, among whose obscure

names we can identify Zeus and Okeanos, and perhaps the names of the

Aeon-pair. There are other clues of connection with the Greek magic,

discussed in the Introduction and the texts; I may refer especially to the

** For the river Chebar hard by Nippur, the Kabar of tablets found by the

Pennsylvania Expedition, see BE, ix, plate 84, 1 . 2. For the namc.s of the numerous

Jewish settlers there see Clay's Murashu texts and his summary in Light on the Old

Testament, 404, also S. Daiches, The Jezvs in Babylonia in the Time of Hera and

Neherniah according* to Babylonian Inscriptions (Publication no. 2 of the Jews'

/^^ollegc, London).

See S. Funk, Die Juden in Babylonien, Berlin, 1902, ii, 153 (with no reference

to Nippur).

** Yonia lob, identified with the biblical Cainch
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identical pharaseology in the choice^of a certain day out of a month and a

year as auspicious for working the charm.” Such terms as Abraxas direct

our thought to the great western world and the imposing magical fabric

of Hellenism.'^ And this system directs us to Egypt.

I have spoken of the permutations made on the Sacred Name as typi-

cally Jewish. And yet there was another people which equally cultivated

the mystery of ineffable names, a people older than the worshippers of

Yahwe, the Egyptians.” The Jewish development in this regard was'

hardly independent of Egypt. However this may be, we find in the Greek

magical texts the fusion of the two theosophies, the Jewish Ineffable Name,

with all its vowel permutations, and like sacred titles, Sebaoth, Adonai, etc.,

mixed pell-mell with those of Egyptian origin. And further the accumu-

lation of barbarous syllables, such as appear in our texts, has no known

tradition behind it hailing from the Jewish and Babylonian theologies;

it must be traced back to the Egyptian magical science.” This phenomenon

” See p. 55.

” The recent rapid development of the study of magic anej the increased appli-

cation to the magical papyri have aroused in various quarters the question concerning

the nature of the Jewish magic and its relations to that of the Hellenistic world.

This investigation appears to have been first broached in a critical way by Blau

(pp. 37 ff., 96 flf.), followed by several writers whose works have been constantly

cited in the above pages: Dieterich. Deissmann, Conybeare (who considers the

Testament of Solomon to be of Jewish origin), Gaster (in introduction to his Sword
of Moses), Reitzenstein, Heitniiiller, Wendland. Our specimens of magic hail from

the eastern confines of that world, even from be3^ond its political borders, and are

speaking proofs of the eclectic and cosmopolitan character of Hellenistic magic.

" Budge, Egyptian Magic, ch. v; Ernian, Egyptian Religion (1907), 154. For
the influence of Egypt in the Hellenistic magic, see the excursus in Heitmuller, '7m
Namen JesuT 218.

** In addition to the observations in § ii, see Budge, /. c,; Wiedemann,
Religion of the Ancient Egyptians (1897), 268, quoting Synesius's w,ords: the

Egyptian “mumbled a few unintelligible syllables”; also his Magie w. Zauberei im
alt. Agypten (1905), 32. The Greek papyri are faithful repeaters of this Egyptian

art.—Stiibe, remarking on the kabbalistic use of letters (p. 54), thinks that here

we have traces of the passage from the Talmud to the beginnings of the develop-

ment of the Kabbala. But as of Egyptian origin or kinship, the use is not to be
dated by the Kabbala. It existed on the periphery of Judaism long before it was
taken up by the Jewish doctors. Indeed Chwolson (CIH, col. 115) denies any special

relation of these texts to Talmudic ideas (against Lenormant, Essai, i, 212, who held

that our magic was a product of the Babylonian academies). Wohlstein was the

first to observe the eclectic character of our magic, ZA, viii, 316 f. In matter of fact

hardly a trace of technical Kabbalism is to be found in them. *
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is continued and flourishes with abandonment in the Greek papyri, and

there again this form of magical spell falls in with the Jewish currents.

This Egypto-Hellenistic magic is one of the prime sources of our texts,

and the impression made upon me in my study is that they resemble much
more this form of magic than that of ancient Babylonia. The beginnings

of this invasion of western sorcery into Mesopotamia may have begun with

Alexander’s armies; there can be little doubt but that pervasive Hellenism

soon domesticated its magic, as everything else Greek, wherever it settled.

It doubtless was reinforced in its development on Babylonian soil by the

Hellenistic Jewish magic that had grown into luxuriant life on the theosophic

soil of Egypt and thence sent forth its waves of spiritual energy to all the

homes of the dispersed race.

It ’is difficult in the field of magic to decide which is cause and which

elTect, for the spirit of magic produces like fruits spontaneously everywhere.

Our bowl sorcery is connected doubtless by many lineal bonds with

ancient Babylonia, but it shows as unmistakable links with tlie Hellenistic

magic, to which ttje Jews contributed, and from which they received still

more. The problem of these texts is the same that confronts us in specula-

tion over the Greek magical papyri. Who wrote these? Egyptian, Jew,

Greek, Christian, Gnostic, all contributed each one his magical names,

mysterious formulas, bits of sacred history, each outbidding the other in

the effort to attain the same ends and arriving at an indistinguishable limbo

of monotonous sameness. The texts were written for all who would use

them, and those who received their magical traditions adapted them to the

changing fancies of age and clime.

Our texts exhibit a like eclecticism. Babylonian, Jewish, Mandaic,

Gnostic, Hellenistic, and indirectly Egyptian, elements are there, in various

combinations. The Jew contributed a certain quality of monotheism and

made it palatable by his- angelology ;
his Divine Name, his Scriptures and

apocrypha and liturgy, were storehouses of magical lore. All this was fused

with like elements from parallel sources, and the product was useful to any

body of magicians, even as it was in demand on the part of every class

of clients, pagans, Persians, Jews, Christians, every kind of sect. And

what is true of our texts is true of all the Jewish magical literature.
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The bowls then are not so much illustrative of a ^special Jewish magic

as of the eclectic religious conditions of later Mesopotamia ; here the

ancient magic, divorced from its content of real religion, came to be rein-

forced by new currents of superstition from the West. Whatever be the

relation of magic and religion, whether they are twin sisters, or the one

the parent of the other, or innate rivals, in our special and confined field we

may observe the break-down of the ancient nolile religions; gods have be-

come names, rites esoteric and selfish and malignant, holy writings formulas.

It is not Judaism we have been studying but a phase of fin de siecle super-

stition.

In recent years so much has been made of Persian origins for western

religion, philosophy, and magic," that I am surprised to find hardly a trace

even in a word" of the Zoroastrian system upon our bowl-magic. .This is

the more remarkable as it belongs to Persian soil and flourished under the

Sassanian empire, while the dualism, demonology and magical praertee of

Persia would have been so natural a nursing mother to the superstition we

have been studying. Had the Zoroastrian influence spent itself and, after

it had given itself to the world, did the more virile currents of the original

stock and of the West reassert themselves and triumph in Iran’s territory?

Or has the influence of Persia been overrated?

As to the comparative age, in point of literary tradition, of the three

classes, “Jewish,” Syriac, Mandaic, it is impossible to decide; all follow

common types. In the case of the Mandaic replica to No. it, the former

has the secondary text. The Mandaic charms are closest in spirit to the

old Babylonian magical literature, those in the Syriac appear to be expres-

sive of the current paganism (e. g. No. 36).

See Ctimont, The Oriental Religions in Roman Paganism, esp. nn. 37-39, p.

266 f. ; Bousset, Die Urspriinge der Gnosis, etc.

” N. B. the Ispandas-dewa in Hyvernat's text, and possibly the Persian

Peri. The arguments for Persian influences advanced by Levy, ZDMG, lx, 471 f.,

are now antiquated by the Babylonian literature. The fashion of interminable lists

of demons may come from Persia. ^
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No. 1 (CBS 8693)

13 mD[« in]ni> khidk (3) n'3 Mn’m [nmajK' na (2) n-iBNT nv’Dp inn

[mB]K inn!) nmoK (5> 'n’m nao na [nnjojna (4) D’yi imac)

nan Rn’!'’!>n nv’op pnn nljo p[D]i< pdk «cd (6) na Tnjcna mn!*! imae' na

pa’Sj; n’yaB’N (8) kod na nuona wnnh nnnaB’ na nnex pnn!) (7) pn^nn

pnnD ’1 pt3D'‘«nu'’ja!’ «n’!))!>i (9) n’B' pni^n pan’ynt [aijtya «n'!»!) 'J'd bo

aKDo ’aott'nnNa ’i p!>ano pnne nna (lo) Kp't to n pn)n?an xnn'M bv paajn

pnjB'Oi pa!)3 i pv’K pB'Jtroi ^ pnjDoi (11) poJEoi p2!>5f'i poon n poon

pa^nnai unais . . 'i I'oa

Exterior i

'ro mona ’naj!) 'oa!) pon'oT ’nmo!) pn’O’ pijnnoi p!)m pannai (12)

tWB' (14) DiDa Noo’ai n)!))!>a paae) ’ja n'yi naa niona ’e>j !)1 (13)

n’DBn Kjana (16) wanjn )a’!)n’Kn Qits'i’an KnB'’a Kn)!”!> ’a’!>y n'ana ntJ'a tfa

nyi n!)iy !>« nnss To’

Translation

This the amulet of Ephra (2) bar iSaborduch, wherein shall be (3)

salvation, for this Ephra b. S. and also (4) for this Bahmanduch bath

Sama, that there be for them (5) salvation, namely for this Ephra b.

S. and for this Bahmanduch b. 5 . (6) Amen, Amen, Selah.

• This is an amulet against the Liliths that haunt the house of

(7) this Ephra b. S. and this Bahmanduch b. S. (8) I adjure you, all

( 117 )
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species of Liliths in respect to your posterity, which is begotten by Demons

(9) and Liliths to the children of light who go astray: Woe, who rebel

and transgress against the proscription of their Lord ; woe, from the blast

(10) fast-flying; woe, destroying; woe, oppressing with your foul wounds

who do violence and trample and scourge and mutilate (ii) and

break and confuse and hobble and dissolve (the body) like water; woe,

....; and where you stand, (12) and where you stand (sic) fearful and

aflfrighted are ye, bound to my ban,—who appear to mankind, to men in

the likeness of women (13) and to women in the likeness of men, and

with mankind they lie by night and by day.

With the formula, TWM (14) S‘S GS GSK, have I written against

thee, evil Lilith, whatsoever name be thine. We (15) have w^ritten. And
his name shall save thee, Hphra, forever and ever.

Commentary

A phylactery in the name of a man and wife for protection against

the liliths and their broods which haunt the liome. The same couple are
• *

the subjects of the charm in No. 13, in which the womin invokes the love

of her husband and the blessing of children. For the general magical

details I refer in this and the following texts to the Introduction.

1. nnSN: in No. 13 written with both n- and The name may be

Jewish or Persian, (i) hypocoristic from or (2) a hypocoristic

reduction from one of the numerous names in Fra-; see Justi, Iranisches

Namenbuch, loi ff.
;

for the prothetic vowel, cf. ibid, 6. The Persian

name of the mother by no means determines the race of the family,

inmcr = ‘'Sapor's-daughter'' not instanced in Justi; duch for ducht;

see above, p. 104, n. 6.

2. 'inn 1 . 4; both forms in the Rabbinic.

3. 0 : unless a scribal error, a unique adverbial development of

the preposition, *‘and withal,'' = simul ac, or ^f^ov Kal^ e. g. Dieterich,

Abraxas, 147.
c

4. nnJOna: see Justi, p. 374 f. ; also in Pognon B.

NDD : in No. 13 also 'NDD. A frequent Jewish name; see Heilpren,

nnnn no {Seder ha-Doroth), ed. Maskileison, Warsaw, 1883, ii, 296 ,f.

The two forms are hypocoristic; see Ndldeke, art. “Names,” Enc. Bib.
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§ 50 f., Lidzbarski, Hphemeris ii, 7 ff., 13 ff. (For the early hn’in and

history of these terminations, cf. the results of Ranke, Uarly Babylonian

Personal Names, 7 ff.). The full name was "‘blind/’ occurring in

Jewish and Syriac. It occurs as a feminine name (as here) in Asscmairs

Catalogue, cited by Payne-Smith, Thesaurus syriacus, col. 2655.

6 . : pi,, also . The liliths are the only named objects

of exorcism, but masc. ppls., etc. are found in 1. to ff., probably by

technical phraseology.

ri3T
: i/ ;

cf. Pesah. mb: ''21 : “those which liaunt caiier-

berrics are spirits.

the pronominal suffix expressed with the intrusion of

cf. in the Assouan papyri of Sayce and Cowley, ^bi2 (F, 9).

8.

* [D1]K’ZI : if a correct restoration, the charm would obviate the

demoniac procreation described.

9. “Sons of light”: NlIJ is primarily fire and the term would indicate

the angels, expressive of the legend that the angels emanate like sjiarks

(cf.
j
J^b 5: 7) from the dinur, the stream of fire under ^God’s

throne, Hag, 14a, and other ref¥. in Eisenmenger, ii, 371 ff. Cf. “tlie hosts

of fire in the sphere,” 8: 13. In 16: 7 the demons are “sons of darkness.”

But as the reference is to demoniac unions with human flesh, the cxjircssion

appears to be transferred to mankind. It is then parallel to “sons (-f light,”

a name given in the Mandaic religion to the Uthras. Brandt, Mand. ReL,

30, and also to men predestined to life, Brandt, Mand, Schr., 13, 19. The

redeemed come to share in the light-nature of the angels, cf. Dan, 12: 3,

Enoch 38-39, cf. the vUi) (tx.iroc of the NT. In the myth of Adam Ivadmon,

man was originally a being of light (Bousset, Haiiptprohlemc d. Gnosis,

202, etf. ;
for the Kabbala, Karppe, Zohar, 372 ff.). Hence we must sup-

pose that has been reduced from “light” (cf. the Aralac), and

the expression is to be correspondingly rendered. The predicates follow-

ing recall the myth of Gen. 6.

as in Syriac, but the is only the sewa; cf. 1. ii.

10. pnnB nia* Npn JD 1 : An interesting parallel to a well kiunvn

Talmudic formula against witches, Pesah. iioa-b: niti nip

t^nin KpniD^ xp-r xnno generally translated: “Your

head be balder, your crumbs [with which you conjure—cf. the anecdote
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of Abaye in Hull. 105b, Joel, Der Aberglaube, i, 69] be blown away, your

spices fly oflf, the wind carry away the fresh saffron.'"’ I doubt if so much

sense can be made out of the doggerel; following the Talmudic tradition

our phrase would mean "'your breadcrumbs away with the gust!"" By

itself the words could simply mean, “be blown away with a gust,"" with re-

duplication of the verb. For nip in the Talmudic passage, see to 18; 9.

The combination in the middle of the line is obscure; a verbal middle

noun from Den? The participles portray the fiendish assaults of

the demons; the same accumulations in Lidzbarski"s Mandaic bowls. Cf.

the action of the demon of epilepsy in Mk. 9: 14 if.

11. For the ^ see above p. 61.

PDD ; for the relaxing effects of disease cf, Ps. 22: 15, Bs:e.

7: 17 - •
.

pDinai pDnna, a dittograph induced by the scribe turning over the

bowl to write on the exterior and repeating theword. The ** in thb first

form represents the sewa. The meaning is: stay banned where you are!

12. pTD' : metaplastic form of rootiDX, found in the Targums, etc.

(cf, Heb. ID10).

pDTD: cf. 8ia, t^D iT^ "DTN. The climax of the

description is the worst and most obscene of the plagues ; the same phrase in

Pogn. B, no. 27.

13. DIM: in Ellis i: 8 DM appears in conjunction with the Tetra-

grammaton.

14. 'D'by: the form is vsingular, and the phrase refers to the

many names of a lilith (see §§ ii, 12 and No. 42).

With it is difficult to determine whether the singular or plural

is meant. For “lilith of whatsoever name,"" cf, 14: 6: demons whose names

are mentioned and who are not mentioned. The same indefinite invocation

in the Babylonian, e. g. Utukki-seriGs (Thompson Evil Spirits of Babylonia,

h 153) ‘ Spirits “that have no name,’" presenting a blanket formula for names

not known; cf. (^atudviov k(u fiij bvnfiai^dfievov

^

Pradcl, Griech. u. sudital. Gebete,

22 , 1 . 2 .
' e

15. a Hebrew reminiscence; in general cf. Ps. 20: 2 f.

' See Blau, Zauherwesen, 77. The connection of this Talmudic passage with

13: 17 if. has not been observed by the commentators.
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'Dspnp Ki^nsn kv’v: ^n^ipn nn pn^E n:^ njJjtk am
foa Ki^S’CE)'! «''ai NDTanxi t<:\^^2b) [k^'Di] (2) Knoi nroip

pn!? nnD« nnio '»aan5>’*ya') -K^'a '»jDa (3) pna ri'^yjE'i ny^Ni «''ok' Knan

NDr*Kn pai? •*«n'*iT -ia «a'»Nai «nana na ^j-iaxa n-^a pn’'Dn Dy*T»o n«n

Knana na nan«a n-'a pn^^Dn mtDnnn Dyn‘‘D E«n «j'an idt^i «!an (4)

nm^aa Dy*T'D am pai^ wata'crE «nn' m (5) pa!? Nja?a Knti'p ?a n^^aat nmn^xai

••Nnpr -la «a?Ka ix -Nna^aa aa naia« nax ?i?a?a n?n?a !?aai n?:?:?pai pa«Di

rn?r!? 5>yi «aiD pDa>n !?y nan?«a Kneani<i Rna^ra'i KnDK' jia^^y xan^no (Gj

Nna?aa aa Kaux na« ^:bi^ (7) ?ra traao!? Kairay !?yi dhd i>yi xa?an

«n^a.joa •raai ^a'^sra pna n?yaDi n?!>TK «n?aa?T ?aDin '^^^a na bai

paaao nsai paao na?D pD?p «nap?a «nanD?ai nans^a ^ntr^a

• •
,

Transi^ation

Again I come, I Pabak bar Kufithai, in my own might, on my person

polished armor of iron, my head of iron, my figure of pure fire. (2) I am
clad with ^the garment of Armasa (Hermes), Dabya and the Word, and my
strength is in him who created heaven and earth. I have come and I have

smitten (3) the evil Fiends and the malignant Adversaries. I

have said to them that if at all you sin against Abuna bar Geribta and against

Ibba bar Zawithai, I will lay a spell upon you, the spell (4) of the Sea and

the spell of the monster •Ivcviathan, (I say) that if at all you sin against

Abuna b. G., and against his wife and his sons, I will bend the bow against

you (5) and stretch the bow-string at you.

Again, whereinsoever you sin against the house of Pabak and against

his property and all the people of his house, in my own right T Abuna bar

Geribta—or against Ibba bar Zawithai—(6) will bring down upon you

the curse and the proscription and the ban which fell upon Mount Hermon

•and upon the monster Leviathan and upon Sodom and upon Gomorrha. In

order to subdue Devils (7) do I come, I Abuna b. G., and all evil Sacra-

( 121 )
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ments and the tongue of impious Charm-spirits; I have come and smitten

the Demons and Devils and evil Tormentors, the Gods (Idol-spirits) and

female Goddesses—standing in serried rows and encamped in camps.

Commentary

A mutual charm of two sorcerers, each invoking his powers in turn in

the other's behalf. An almost exact replica of the terms of the charm is

found in the first part of No. 27. The two men named appear in No. 3,

where Pabak's household is the subject of exorcism.

1. :nn: apparently a formal term of introduction; cf. 26: 3. H
generally connects the several members of an incantation series. Cf. the

‘‘and" introducing the mortuar)’' charm published by me in JAOS, 1911,

273. It may be correlative to Din in 1. 5.

the Persian Papak, Justi, p. 241 ;
cf. Arabic Babek, Greek TrafJi^tKoc.

The name occurs in late Babylonian, Hilprecht and Clay, BU, ix, 68.
*

Syriac is a water-flask with a small mouth. For

the character of the name, cf. Hebrew pllp3 ,
SoKar^ 8:^39 — KTD

“wine-pitcher," etc. For the hypocoristic termination in ’’X—, see to i
: 4.

It is parallel in meaning and form to rT’papn, Neh. ix : 17.

NV'YJ — 27: 3. Comparing the Kabbinic }*;i, “a shining spark,"

and “white earth, gypsum," and “polish." I understand this word in

the sense of “polished armor."

xnm HDip ^riDip 27: 4; the parallel marks the gradual

obscuration of magical formulas. iMre is the potent element against witches

and demons, as the ancient means for destroying, their arts. In Babylonia

the lire-god Gibil was the chief god of exorcism in such magic, Tallquist,

p. 25 ff.

;

for other examples in Semitic magic, see Thompson, Semitic

Magic in Index. Iron, like the other metals, and excelling them, is a potent

means against devils, Blau, p. 159; Thompson, in Index; in the Testament

of Solomon is an anecdote of a devil afraid of iron {JQR, xi, 18) ;

Josephus' exorcist used an iron ring. For the western world, see Pauly-

Wissowa, Real-Encyc., i, 50.
f

2. I supply from the parallel inscription. After it appear traces

of ^1, which letters are repeated to make the following word; a fault in

the bowl required the rewriting of the characters.
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NDDiNl xcnaii the garment of a potent being carried with it

his powers. Compare the assertion by the magician in the charm note(i

to 1 . I, in which he professes to be clad with the magical paraphernalia of

Moses, Aaron, David, Solomon, etc., and see above, § 9. There is also

to be recalled the magical garment of Marduk in the fourth of the Seven

Tablets of Creation, while the magical robe which renders the wearer

invisible isp common property of folklore.

xbboDl NDOiX. KDDIX is found in the parallel bowl No. 27 (along

with the rest of this phrase)
;
in 19: 7; in 25 : 4 NDrD[is]

;
in 11:7

in the spelling and in 7: 8, D-D'T’N rr: Myhrman, 1 . 4, The

forms give the clue; is one of the Syriac spellings for the Greek iwvc,

e. g. IVshitto to Acts 14: 12; D'’D"in also occurs in Syriac. NDDis is then

the Hermes about whom gathered the extensive mystical cults and literature

towards the beginning of the Christian era to which is given the epitliet

Hermetic. Summary reference may be made here to Reitzenstein's illum-

inating study Foimamlres (Leipzig, 1904), also to G. R. S. Mead, Thrice

Holy Herp^as, J^ondon and Benares, i()o6. Tlie Greek Hermes, the

messenger of the gods, was identified with the Eg>4)tian Thot, the divine

agent of human illumination—in a word the Logos of the Egyptian religion.

This mystical function of Hermes-Thot is evidenced, e. g., by a i)assagc in

Justin Martyr; f' limv '/lyiturv \o)ov hotvoi> ro/ro ran.* iu/r rolr r<)v

/6)ov Toi’ rrafx'i n))t/riHov/hjOV(inv (^ Ipol. i, 22 J
MigUe, Pcitrol, (JC,, vi,

57.).

This figure was aLso adopted in the syncretistic mysticism of the

farther East, as the expressions cited from our bowls sliow. He is the

word 19: 7),' and the Metatron, that mysterious inter-

mediatiC agency between God and his creation in Jewish (hiosticism (cf. §

13). But this Hermetic theology was not mediated to the Orient through

Judaism, but through the Hermetic schools, which appear to have held

out, into the twelfth century, in that obstinate center of paganism, Harran.

Chvvolson has collected the evidence for the survival in that region of the

Greek religious philosophies,* and Reitzenstein has now trenchantly pointed

'The 16yioc or >y)yiov : Reitzenstein, op. cit., 43; Aht.ApoIogie des Apuleius,

\iS.

* In his Die Ssabier und der Ssabismus, 1856. See now Dozy and de Goeje,
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out (p. i66 ff.) the essential Hermetic quality of this last remnant of the

old pagan philosophy. The magic of the Euphrates valley has caught up

probably from Harran the figure of Hermes and easily identified it with

the Jewish Metratron, the biblical Enoch, etc.* Hermes was the equivalent

of the Babylonian Nebo, and a passage in the Mandaic Ginza throws light

upon the expression, “clad with the clothing of Armasa’' ; in the Ginza

we have a tradition that the angels invested Nebo with a dress of fire.*

The of our text is then a proper epithet of What is meant

by the preceding epithet ? It occurs in the parallel text, and also in

Stiibe’s text, I. 5, thus: n’an jnDts’D. I suggest that n’aT

means “who-is-in-Yah,” an ancient mystical expression for the Logos; cf.

the Johannine t'ov and the description of the Son as “in the

bosom of his Father,’' and, “I am in the Father and the Father in me.”

Compare also 7: 8, mo and note.

3. noD (cf. 4: 4), reminiscent of the biblical 'D atip, for which see

Joel, i, TOO.

(CSUN: a name of two Amoras.

Nnnn:: “scabby”; cf. Gareb, 2 Sa» 23: 38, and the Palmyrene

de Vogue, Syrie centrale, no. 141 ; also the Arabic Juraib, Jarba,

the same name in Seder ha-Doroth, ii, 45. The form is shortened

from Abba, see Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, ii, 8.

: so the probable reading of the name here and below. It is

hypocoristic from
,
“corner”; cf. the biblical name Ribka Aram.

Npn"), “stall.” Is there here a pious allusion to tbe daughters of Israel as

polished corners (Wit) of the temple, Ps. 144: 12?

the verb is found in the Aramaic only in the Syriac, ahd but

rarely, and in the bowls occurs only here.

Nouveaux documents pour retude de la religion des Harraniens, in the Actes of the

6th International Congress of Orientalists, II, i, 281.
<

* Bar-Hebraeus, Chron., ed. Kirsch, p. 5, where Hermes and Enoch are identified

“by Greek books”; also a reference in Reitzenstein, p. 172, n. 3, to a Hermetic MS. *

bearing the name of Idris = Enoch. For this Enoch-theosophy see Joel, Aberglaube,

ii, 16, 19.

** Ginsa, R, p. 54, ed. Petermann; see Brandt, Manddtsclie Schriften, 89.
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'J1 KO'T the spell on the sea and Leviathan was mightiest in

magical history, for it was the first great act of “white magic”; cf. the

Marcluk legend. A survival of this mystical aspect of creation appears in

Job 38: 8-1 1, which concludes: “And He said: thus far shalt thou come

and no farther, and here shall thy proud waves be stayed”; cf. Jer, 5: 22,

Fs, 104: 6 ff., Job 38: 8 ff. The subjection of the abyss is a frequent

magical allusion in the papyri, o. g. the Great Magical Papyrus of Paris,

1. 3062 ff. (Dieterich, Abraxas, 140; Blau, p. 113; Deissmann. Light, 258).

The sealing of Tehom is referred to in Targ. Jon. Hx. 28; 30.

4. inennn : the scribe began to write the perfect, passed into the

imperfect (which we should expect here) with the second letter and re-

turned to the perfect termination; he amended his mistake by rewriting

the word. In general the scribes aimed at carefulness. A word so

corrected is sometimes deleted with a line.

for the variotis forms, sec Glossary, s, r’.

a Mandaic and also Targumic idiom for Ndldeke, Maud,

Gram,, § 1^4.

01 '•3: U a form of -3 found in Targums and Talmud (also

in the Palestinian charm cited to 1. i). The terms are reminiscent of

Marduk’s slaying of Tianiat in the Babylonian creation legend : ‘^Marduk

made ready bows .... The bow and the quiver he hung at his side”

;

cf. the praise of Marduk's bow in the fifth tablet (King, Seven Tablets of

Creation, ii, 63, 83, and fragment cited, p. 207) ;
also numerous biblical

parallels: Hab, 3: 9, cf. v, 11 ;
Ps, 7: 12-14; Dt. 32: 41 (where Gressmann,

Isr,-jnd, Bschatologic, 78, would read for CDK’O). As in 1. i with the

clothing of Deity, so here with his magical arms the magician declares

himself invested. But the phraseology may be based on magical practice,
*

a symbolical shooting at simulacra, in the same way as these are burnt,

peeled off, mutilated, etc. A very similar passage is to be found in one of

the Manichaean texts discovered in Chinese Turkestan, in which the

conjurer shoots with his bow and arrow at the demon, who falls dead

;

Sitmngsherichte ai the Berlin Academy, 1908, 401.

N33’')i: participial form from 33!i; the Peal is unique.

5. 3in : the other part of the mutual charm now begins. The contrast

is further expressed by , “on my part.”
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IX: this name was omitted in its proper place and is now inserted.

6. xnonnx: for the prosthetic X see Ndldeke, Mand, Gram., § 24.

}ion''n a reminiscence of the myth of the confederation of the

fallen angels upon Hermon (n. b. \/ D"in) ; see Enoch 6: 5 f. : “they named

the mount Hermon, because they had sworn and bound themselves by

curses upon it” ; also 14
: 7 f¥. Philo of Byblus also connects the Titans with

the Lebanons and other mountains of Syria: “These begat sons ‘of greatest

size and superiority, whose names were given to the mountains which they

occupied, so that some of them are called Kassion and Libanos and Anti-

libanos and Brathu.”® And Hilary of Poitiers adds .something to our

knowledge of the myth : “Hermon is a mountain in Phoenicia, the interpre-

tation of whose name is anathema. Moreover it is the tradition—from

whose book it comes I know not,—that the angels lusting after the

daughters of men, when they descended from heaven, assembled on this

very high mountain.”® Cf. the anointing of Nebo by the evil gods fn the

Mandaic mythology, Brandt, Mand. ReL, 126 f.

7. jmo nTD: construct of accumulation.

nenD nsi: “camping in camps.” is very rare in Hebrew and

Aramaic, but is frequent in Assyrian, where among several meanings it

is found in this sense (cf. the biblical place-name ‘iD'nD occurs in

a MS. cited by Rabbinowicz to Megilla lob: 'D^x where

ir: Hebrew The variant in 27 : 1 1, nano nsno, parallel to 'D nTD,

is probably the correct form. The allusion to the serried battalions of the

demons is epical, perhaps of mythological origin.

•

• Eusebius, Praep. Bv. i, 10: 7; text in C. Muller, Fragnt, hist, grace, iii, 566.

• Hilary to Ps. 132: 3, see Corpus script, cedes, latin., xxii, 689. ^

' So on Jastrow’s authority, Dictionary of the Targumim, the Tahmid, etc., 1476,

but I do not find the reference.
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Kr)Dnni> Ninty Kcnm sni uno’S ’>:nn urn n'dn khkid^ no lorn
NE^’s «jt3Di NE'u Kin n’^'o pmn ’1 nt'T Tni’cn'in nn ’mx (2) pim n^nm
n5>j/3 Knn’si n^nn’K unaa (3) ^’opt K^3a max pdvde npn'on

'VUE'Ni "i!>Kni2 loiN 101K K''i>''i5ai Nrao'a nn'c'K. poi pniax pc laan paai

n’nn’K nnK nii>’c int’cnn na mtik pnn n’ i>icp’n nH li^y xapaE’c (4)

riM pn’ja n’ ^’idpti (5) ni>ya ’mK m^’c naaa na nns n’ hcpTi

KDca oS’iyi’i tJT «2i’ po lini> pm pai pni> nim pa pnnaa

Dye aon ntnint upa p»:n (6) acn ncn ysoyEDyD pdp aon aon ytytyn n'DB''3

ICE’ yp lety pD p’pD pD pD pDpD Nm’p'' KHE^N j'o n'Tiai’ nai’ inox pp icn

>’m mn’ ycE' lai (7) n’j’c xmc nK5>cn sap xce' xm pm
....*. [p']pT'' inrcpin pa mppn ppm n’c«pp ici ’mcpp f’c yi’an'ci pny’

pni> tinna pn5> n’KP pnnaa l^a (8) pci pn^aa J>a jci mdpd na n’nn’N nnx pc

P'PD wnP’P’ NnE”{< pc n'nar nsn inox pp pdpd idpd oiE’a ick c’C’cia

i)’np n’H’ yoty (9)’ pai n’a'o 5>’np smc pk^>cp kdp kce’ [nip pp.p]

KCE' ppna iP’D NnE'n p« Knn ppnp. .p’cpp pci ’nicpp pc y!>an'ci pny’

n'nn’X nns cnp pci “inCpcPin Pa ’Ippn dpp pc] [nc’Jc !’'npp Kap

pnoK niE’ai ics e’E’cis jin^* pnpi pn^ n’sp pan paa npp pci (10) naps na

Na[p soE’ Nin pPtP] pD PDPD iDpD Kna’p’ NnE^N po n^nev nav nai'

pa 'ipicpp pc yi'an’ci pny’ J^np (11) n’n’ yciy pai n’a’c !”np nmc pn^cp

nn« (12) pp «ty’a kvp. pid’i pny'i hnp’ «ap noe' ppn DiE’a NnETi px

p»KJE> {ytycia pn!» pnpi pn5> n’KP pa’i paa ^a opp i’oi ’idpe na n'nn'x

ni Ni>n] ai’E’ip’a p’nian pa nin’ pya’ jccn pa nin’ pya’ icdp J'k nin’ pcn’i

[ID« ICN E’N’O JiyiC P1K

TRANSI.A'riON

In thy name, O Lord of salvations, the great Saviour of love.

Designated is^ this spell and mystery and strong seal for the sealing

^of the household of this (2 ) Ardoi bar Hormizduch, that from him may
depart and remove the evil Demon and the evil Satan, who is called SP'SK,

(127 )
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the Mighty Destroyer, who kills (3) a man from the side of his wife

and a woman from the side of her husband, and sons and daughters from

their father and from their mother,—by day and by night omo, omo,

walking. (4) I adjure thee that thou do not kill off this Ardoi b. H. from

Ahath his wife, and that thou do not kill off Ahath bath Parkoi from

Ardoi her husband, (5) and that thou do not kill off their sons and their

daughters, whether those tliey have or those they shall have, from this

day and forever, neither by night nor by day. In the name of Z'Z'Z', HSR,

HSR, HSR. PSFSF, TMR, TMR, (6) TMR, NKT, ZHZHZH,
HSR, P\S, TMR, Kls, ’vSTW, YWPT, YWPTYH, from the burning fire,

SKSYN, SYN, SYN, SKYWN; SK, his name KS his name. This is the

great name before which the angel of death is afraid, (7) and when he

hears it, frightened he flees and is swallowed up before it and (just so)

before this Ardoi b. H. shall he fear and flee [and from] Ahath his

wife, bath P., and from all their sons and from (8) all their daughters,

whether those they have or those they shall haw. PWTSS, Amen. In

the name of 'STW, YWPT, YWPTYH, from the burning fire,

SKSN, SKSYN, SKYWN, [This is] the great name before which

the angel of death is afraid and when (9) he hears it, frightened he flees

and is swallowed up before it and before this household. Moreover now

in this great name of which is afraid [the angel of death, etc.—he shall

flee from Ardoi b. H.] and from Ahath his wife b. P., (10) and from sons

and daughters, those they have and those they shall have. PWTSS,
Amen. In the name of ’STW, YWPT, etc. [This is the great name]

before which the angel of death is afraid, and when he hears it (ii)

frightened he flees and is swallowed up; so moreover now on the authority

of this great name shall fear and flee and go forth the evil Demon

(from Ardoi, etc.). P’WTSS. According as it is said: ‘‘And.YiiwH

said to Satan: Yiiwii rebuke thee, Satan; Yiiwii rebuke thee, who

chooses Jerusalem. [Is not this a brand plucked from the burning? Amen.

Amen.]’^

CoMMlSNTARy

A charm for a man and his family against a murderous spirit. The

charm consists in magical syllables constituting ‘"this great name’’ and the

formula is repeated four times; see p. 65.
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I. : construct ~ Syr. nD: a frequent epithet in

these bowls of the deity invoked, along with ^OfTTr xni N'DX, e. g. 7: i.

Cf. the frequent invocation in Pognon's bowls : N’’DX DNJN,

etc. The theme nox is equivalent to in the New Testament

and Latin salus, German Heil, for which modern Englisli offers no syno-

nym, the good old word “health’’ having been specialized. The word

^

implies a remedy against evil spirits and black magic. It is also used

concretely, of the phylactery, “this 'k“, Wohls. 2426: r.

The epithets here used are interesting as being probably one of the

few survivals in these inscriptions of the ancient Babylonian theological

terminology; there we have, in the penitential and magical literature in-

numerable appeals to the love and curative powers of the deities; tlihs

Marduk is god of love and life/ Ea is And the exact equivalent of

ten is found as an epithet of Gula, the consort of Ninib: azugallatu

beltu rabiiu, “Great Healer, Mighty Mistress”; and of Ban, who became

identified with Gula, e. g. asS'itu gallatu.* Ninib was domiciled at Nippur

and these epithet^ of his consort may have been particularly Nippurian,

and so have survived in the bowls coming from that locality. I have not

been able to discover the parallel masculine epithet* for Ninib.® This

invocation is doubtless pagan, being distinct from the numerous biblical

epithets expressive of the love and power of God. It is never associated

with the Jewish Divine Name. is a common epithet of the Greek

gods, Zeus, Apollo, Asklepios, Hermes, and is an epithet of the Deity in

the N. T., e. g. I Tim. i : i. Cf. also the Phoenician NBID CIS, i, no.

379, and Ex. 15: 26, nin^ Also n. b. the common epithets for

^ La magie ass., Fossey, 323, 365, 369; n. b. his title reinSnu.

^ This reference I have not been able to verify.

* III F, 41, col. 2: 29; Delitzsch, Hwb., 197a; Schrader, KB, iv, 78.

* R. C. Thompson, PSBA, 1908, 63.

* Radau {BB xvii, pt. i, p. ix) endeavors to find the same title for Ninib in his

explanation of the Aramaic rendering of nin-ib, nenan (see Clay, JAGS xxviii, 1907,

135, and .Montgomery*, ibid., xxix, 204). He interprets it as = en^usdti, “lord of

belp,” our very title (cf. Delitzsch, Beitrdge s. Ass. i, 219, for equivalence of AZU
with dsu), and with the same root. The interpretation would be very agreeable to

me in view of the above remarks, but Radau omits to explain the Aramaic rendering

o& J (or by Vf when the Aramaic has the root while Clay’s explanation appears

to me the more satisfactory.
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the love of God (V Dm) in the O. T. and Koran, also in the Palmyrene

texts.* Pradel has collected in his Griech. u, sildital. Gebete, 42 f., a

number of the epithets denoting the healing and merciful character of God;

he is there larpoc etc.

01 |DTD; a standing introductory formula in these bowls (with NDD,

etc.). |»T, Pael, appears to be used in the sense in which the Peshitto has

it as the rendering of the Hebrew ‘‘sanctify,’" e. g. Josh. y: 13, Jer,

12: 3. Cf. the religious connotation of the parallel root— ir.

For xriDnn as a pa''al formation see Noldeke, Mand, Gram., 121. Cf.

the Mandaic forms and formula cited by Lidzbarski, Eph. i, 96, n. i

:

KniNOXJi xntKnxn ^noNnxn. The “charm, mystery, seal,"" are identical, and

refer to the Great Name of the incantation. For the identity of name and

seal, see Ileitniiiller, “/w Namen Jesu/' 143, 150, etc.

2. hypocoristicon in -di, abundant, with variants in ~ai atvl i, in

these texts (see Noldeke, Persische Studien, in Sitsungsberichie, phil.-hist.

Class, of the Vienna Academy, 1888, p. 387.). The name is formed from

one of the numerous Persian names in ard- or art-; it oocfirs ii*i Myhrman"s

text, sec his note, p. 349.

: a frequent Persian name see Justi, p. lo.

nr, or nr == yr, from yn or yyt; but as nr, from nnr (found in

Heb., Ex. 28: 28, cf. the Aramaic n)T), see the forms pmr, 10: 6, pnr,

12: to, xnwnK, Pognon, B. nr, 31: 3.

“IXmion, Satan, Destroyer,"" all epithets of the one demon; cf. above

pp. 58. 68.

pDySY : with reversal of the alphabetic order of the first four letters

—

to indicate the bouleversement of the demon?

xnai nnnx : abbdda gabbdra, abbdd not otherwise found ; for the forma-

tion cf. N(’)ldeke, Syr. Gram., § 115. Notice that the Hebrew and Greek

Abaddcn is represented in Rev. by « arroTiAitov, as though the original was a

noun of agent, not an abstract. The epithet = mn6^»Dn 2 Sa. 24: 16,

n^nron. Ex. 12: 23, the Samaritan Ni?anD, etc.

3. jnn; for the vocalization of the conjunction cf. 14: 6;

Bacthgen, Beitrdge, 82 f., Lidzbarski, Handbuch, 153.
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DTnbrb'l, 14: 7, etc. The conjunction is also similarly pointed in Targum

Onkelos, Dt. 14: 37 (ed. Berliner), see Berliner’s note, ii, 140.

the half-vowel after D is indicated, as in Mandaic.

1D1N 1D1N : thus the uncanny stealthy movements of the demon

are expressed.

4. nnx: probably the first element in such a name as nnx'innx, “sister

,of her father,” cf. “brother of his father,” a frequent name in the

Talmud. Cf. biblical 3Wnx, and the Babylonian Ahatbu, Ahatsuna,

Ahat-immisu, etc. (Tallquist, Ncubabylonischcs Namcnbuch, 3), and similar

names in the Glossary.

’’ma: hypocoristic of Persian Farruchan, Justi, p. 94 ff.

5. pm == hawen, cf. ino, , 6: 4, pi. ppl. witli future sense, as

common in Syriac.

appears only in this phrase, so 16: 13, 19: 20, is archaic and

seldom in Talmud; for the pTonouns see end of Glossary C.

6. “From the burning fire,” i. e. of hell. For the threatening of

demons with 'pangs ‘of hellfire, see Pradel, 21, 1. ii ff.
;
for the threatening

of demons in general cf. the Paris Magical Papyrus, 1. 1227 ff. (ed.

Wesscly), and see in general Tambornino, De ant, dacfttonismo, 78.—The

angel of death appears in Schw. F. The charm of which he is afraid is

d potiori more fearful to the demon.

7. p'T’yv for the second ' representing the sewa, cf. the Sabbioneta

text of Targum Onkelos, ed. Berliner, to Bx, 21 : 13, Num, 35: 26. For u

in blHT, see Noldeke, Mand, Gram,, 219. N. B. the two prepositional

• forms 'niomp and n^mp* along side of each other, the latter attributed

to the “Palestinian” dialect by Dalnian, Gram, d, jiid.-pal, Aramdisch, t8i.

The Great Name, or True Name, at which devils and all things created

tr^iblc and flee away, is a common thesis in the Greek magic: Wesscly,

xlii,^ 65, ad infra: the God of Israel whom the heavens bless and (the

oceans?) fear and every devil trembles; Dietcrich, Abraxas, 140, 1. 55 ff : the

name at which trenibles the Gehenna of fire and every mountain trembles

;

Wiinsch, Antike Fluchtafeln, no. 4, 1. 44 (with editor’s notes), and no. 5,

^
• “Neue griech. Zaiiberpapyri^' in Denkschriften of the Vienna Academy, phil.-

hist. Class, xlii, 2: his earlier publication in vol. xxxvi is cited as “xxxvi.**
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1 . 21 . It is not necessarily a Jewish phrase, Wessely, xxxvi, 50, 1 . 244 ff:

“This is the primitive (
n-purevov) name of Typhon at which trembles earth,

deep, hell, heaven,'* etc. Cf. Heitmiiller, pp. 148, 231, for citations from

the Fathers, and Pradel, p. 40 f., for Greek magic. Dieterich regards

this trembling before the Name as of Orphic origin, p. 141.

The bowl CBS 16093 is almost identical in text with this one, and

bears the same design. It is about two-thirds as long. Its clients are the

couple named in Nos. 32 and 35. Also another bowl (unnumbered) is

practically the same as the present text, but shorter, with the same design,

also made out for the clients of Nos. 32 and 35.



* No. 4 (CBS 2923)

KDtrnK KH’jnn unn pinn ’nm ^3i pB'n? prxJ’o 5>3rDi>i ’^o'»

KDn'D riTi’a n'U (2) yaiK lo xnna iin'D'nm jinn’DN pn’OK pnn''DN iin’t;'’a3

«5>1 'PTl'l ’B'JIK i’33 n’3 p5’3D3 ’Nn’E13 33 P3SS3 n’3 ptSP’ri

«J3D« 3in snnty [trannsi] kb-’e «3D’K3 ti^J’ «J3Dn3 Jiid’d Koa''^ (3) kSi

«B"3 K31D’K3 t<33DN (4) 3in 'B>’3 ’in« TUHK H’E n’DSl NmD'K3 psb

pB«i!>» 3E'y p3m P3313 nv3B' nu nDnxn t<3iD['s<3 p3^] nj3Dn 3in tcnnoi

’n k!> ii3’B>’X3n xapnan ’nan nyi Njm (5) xsn xor ny pB'X’ite

’B'J’K i>3a iini p^3D3 xS '^D3xi xnanj na xjnxa pna pDnT x!’ . . .

n’n’3 n[nnD ']Dinmbin'o xod’s x5>i x’^^lja x!> ’xn’2i3 na (6) paxsi n’n’a
0

pnK (7) naDJ n^Dpi n>ym n:K nmn« nto nnn

nn pnKSi nnn^i i<n3n;i nn kjukt n^nrin

TkANSIvATION

Covers to hold in sacred Angels and all evil Spirits and the tongue

of impious Amulet-spirits. Now you are conquered, you are charmed;

charmed, you are charmed and sealed in each one of the four (2) corners

of his house. You shall not sin against Pabak bar Kufithai, nor shall any

do folly against him, against all the people of his house, either by night

nor (3) by day; because I have bound you with an evil charm and a sure

[sealj. Again, I have charmed you with the charm with which Enoch was

charmed by his wicked brothers. Again I charm you with an evil and

galling •seal. Again, (4) I charm you with the seal with which were

charmed the Seven Stars and the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac unto the

great day (5) of judgment, and to the great hour of the redemption of

your heads
;
you shall riot . . . , nor sin against them, against Abuna bar

Geribta, and none shall at all do folly against them, namely the people

of the household of Pabak (6) b. K., neither by night nor by day, because

well sealed is his house and well armed, and with a great wall of

(133)
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l)ronze have I surrounded it. I, what I desire I grasp, and what I ask I

take. (7) You are in the place of Abuna b. G. and in the place of I^abak

b. K.

Commentary

A general charm against all evil spirits, made out for the Pabak of No.

3. The introductory lines are of interest as they definitely settle the use of

these bowls (§ 8). The design represents the sorcerer waving his bough,

see p. 55.

I . 'So'D : 'D is to be identified with the plural of the Syriac

m^talh’tha, m^talle, or mattHe;^ the ' probably represents the pronunciation

mctt^Ie. The second word is the infinitive of “contain,^' whose

original meaning is retained in the Hebrew, even in the sense of holding

in with force; e. g. Jer. 6:11, over against the later meaning of ‘"measure.’^

See p, 79; also cf. xnnin, Ginza, ed. J^eter-

mann. p. 231, 1. 10, and the Mandaic NC^nipl xnn.

^nni: the first letter was written by inadvertence.

Nri'J-i'T 'Jin : case of dittography.

for the prosthetic N, cf. Noldekc, Aland, Granu, § 32.

3. 01 we find here the idiom of the active use of the

passive participle, as in Nco-Syriac; see Noldeke, Gram, d, neusyrischen

Sprachc, §§ 103, 143. An approximate use of this participle in verbs mean-

ing “to carry,'' etc., and also with 'IDH is found in classical Syriac (Noldeke,

Syr. Gram,, § 280). But in these instances the participle is middle voice

in meaning; thus 'T’DN means, “he bound himself with a crown."

In the present case the participle has assumed a completely active sense,

with an object other than the subject.

lUHN : this spelling is found in a passage from the lexicon of

Karniscdinoi, quoted by Payne-Smith, col. 266, .y. v. DlL:Dn3'’t3J5<.

’‘inx : '‘his brother'’ and "his brothers" have the same spelling, differ-

ing as -fthi and ohi; the forms in -ui, 6i are Mandaic, ajid also Palestinian.

There is reminiscence here of a cycle of personal legends concerning

Enoch which have been preserved only in the Arabic, see Weil, Biblische

^ See Noldeke, Syr. Cram., § 59.
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Legendcn dcr Mussclmdnner, p. 62, a compilation from manuscript sources.*

According to these legends Enoch (Idris), who foretold the flood, suffered

at the hands of the wicked Cainites, even as Abraham was made a martyr

for his faith. Our passage must refer to some spell laid upon Enoch l)y

his adversaries. The early Samaritan theologian Marka (fourth century)

cites a book of the Wars of Enoch, which may have contained these tradi-

tions.* A spell laid by the wicked on a saint was a fortiori potent; see

• above, p. 64, for other apocryphal examples. For Enoch in incantations, cf.

19: 17.

the word is written twice; in the first case the scribe emitted

the K, then inserted it above the line, and on second thought rewri>te the

word correctly. It is the Syriac and Mandaic The first

is unique; it is to be classed with the phenomena noticed by Noldeke, Mcnid,

Gram,, 223, where, e. g. -yun for -im,

'•aaT xin xov : cf. “the great day,"' Hexaplaric Syriac to Is,

1 : 13, the New Testament “that day and that hour,’^ the Syrian E])hrem’s

expression, “the hour of judgment'^ (ed. Lamy, iii, 583), and the Arabic

“the hour.'’ •Foi^the feminine f(n*ni '•nnn, see Noldeke, Mand, Gram,, 145.

In lines 4, 5, we are introduced to an extensive and ancient cycle of

myths concerning the relation of the Seven Stars (the planets with sun

and moon) and the twelve zodiacal signs, with the creator of the kosmos.

There were two distinct developments in this mythology; in the polytheistic

development the jilanets became highest deities. But in what we may

call the monotheistic trend of thought, in which one of the gods, like

Mardiik became monarch, or, as in Israel’s faith Yahwe is the sole God,

stress is laid upon the. antithesis l:>etween the Creator-God and those

celestial divinities. The present regulated orbits of the planets and the

fixed p^)sitions of the zodiacal constellations signify that these beings, once

autonomous, have been brought into subjection to a higher god. In

process of time they came to be regarded as “spirits in prison." 'I'hus

Tiamat became, when slain, the fixed firmament (or the zodiac?), while,

according to Zimn;ern, KAT

,

502, the eleven Heli)ers of Tiarnat are the

^twelve signs of the zodiac, minus that of the Ihill, the sign of Marduk

* For the later Jewish Enoch literature see Jew. Bnc, i, 676.

* See Montgomery, The Samaritans^ 224.
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himself. This unfavorable attitude toward the celestial bodies is thus

ancient. The monotheistic trend was native to the Hebrew theology, and

in line with it we have the passage in Is, 24: 21 ff., according to which “the

host of the height on high/' as well as the kings of the earth are punished,

being bound in prison. For the later theology the Book of Enoch is a good

witness; e. g. 18: 13 ff. : “I saw there seven stars as great burning

mountains. When I inquired about it, the angel said : This is the place

where heaven and earth are at end; this is a prison for the stars and the

host of heaven. The stars which revolve over the fires are they which at

the beginning of their origin transgressed the command of God for they

did not come forth at their time. 'Phen he became angry at them, and

bound them for 10,000 years, till the time when their sin is accomplished''

(cf. 21 : 6). The “spirits in prison" of i Pet, 3; 18 ff. is in line with the

same notion, ^depending directly upon Is, 24: 21 ff., and we may compare

the invidious use of “planets" in Jude 13, in the expression aerr^pEg iriavrimi.^

V-

But our text also bears witness to another* development of the myth.

The “binding" of the Seven Stars and the zodiacal signs was for a fixed

term. According to the passage quoted from Bnochj it was for 10,000

years. In the Isaianic passage, a term is fixed : “after many days shall

they be visited,"* In Peter the ancient myth is revived in the notion of

Christ preaching to the spirits in prison. It is left somewhat obscure what

shall take place when “they shall be visited," or when “their sin is ac-

complished" (with Enoch). Exegetes differ over npD' in Isaiah, whether

the verb is to be understand favorably (of a visitation for release) or un-

favorably (of chastisement). Also the Petrine preaching to the spirits in

prison is understood by commentators in equally opposite ways. In our

text the term of “the great day" and “the great hour" is evidently to be

one of release to the stars bound in prison. There appears to be* applied

here the idea of a universal Apokatastasis. Now for this notion of the

redemption of the imprisoned celestial deities we have a basis in Babylonian

* See Bousset, Hauptprohleme der Gnosis, c. i, “Die Sieben.*' In the Mandaic

system the seven planets and twelve signs have become utte^dy evil. In this line

of thought, taken up by magic, there is, I think, an open anthesis to astrologicaji

fatalism.

• There is literal reference to this passage in No. 34: 6,— Hanpiea. There is

possibility of confusion between and '
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mythology. In T«Tblct vii, I. 27 f. of the Epic of Creation (King, Scuen

Tablets of Creation), among the titles given to Marduk are: “Who had

mercy upon the captive gods ; who removed the yoke from upon the gods

his enemies.'’ And Pinches has now published a text (“I,egend of Mero-

dach," in PSBA, 1908, 53 ff.) which is a late supplement to that epic, and

apparently continues the theme of the release of the captive gods : “lie

(Marduk) goes down to the prison, he rises to approach tlie prison. Tie

• opened the gate of the prison, he comforts them. lie looked upon them

then, all of them; he rejoices. Then the captive gods looked upon him.

Kindly the whole of them regarded him.'' The “day of redemption" of

our text is therefore in line with this Babylonian myth, and probably the

passages from Isaiah and i Peter are also to be explained in consonance

with it. This mythical trace probably descends from the Enoch literature.

5 . Abuna is intruded awkwardly.— for

S. ntD '•rnT: the roQt HT (HTD, mt) is found elsewhere in these

bowls, and also in those of Pognon and Lidzbarski (see Glossary C). It

is used in parallelism with etc., in preventive magic. The verb means

in the Aramaic dfelects “to arm." But Pognon (B, 74) assumes for the

noun the meaning “admonition," and Lidzbarski {Uph, i, 96, n.)

the sense of “binding up" a letter, etc. But there is no necessity in depart-

ing from the common meaning; it refers to the magical armament of persons

and things with power to resist the forces of evil; so a passage in the Gin::a\

“Arm yourselves with arms not of iron" (ed. Petermann, p.. 25, 1 . 20).

That is, it is the magical equipment of a i>erson or charm against evil. Paul

may have been making use of well-known magical language when he

exhorted the Ephesians to “put on the panoply of God," F^ph. 6: 13. The

following phrase, “a great wall of bronze," is equally parabolic;, bronze

possessed atropaic use in magic, like the other metals; cf. 15: 7, and see

Pauly-Wissowa, i, 50; a Talmudic instance, Sabb,, 66b.

01 IT’yn'i our -magician displayed the same assurance in No. 2,

At least this confidence had its psychological effect on the client.

nnnn priK: “fioist with their own petard"!



No. 5 (CBS 2962)

lunn-ni jnv'n dvjo pe^''n5>i pit)'? n^Dpi pD>nn pi^DK n'[DK]

na n-i '•dc’ib na “injv:3i oc^^iq na inan n’ . . n^n^2 }'d pprn'ni

Kn:i nsnai noxi (^/r) (2) pn:'a nrrni uc’iD

nynfern pnn'DK «ud p£*’pri tnaiyi pt:'’^ pcynm Knnpi

Ki>l>pi no pis nx n>o*j*n p^jrin nyac^^a (3) pn'D’»nni

(elided nn nns) !
5n:in non Ditra

I01 ^ann «jod lo^ xj'^y lo nc^ns (4) m ri'i nn ins

nn^ '•a 5>y (5) n^o jok |o« n«2 n« nn^ aitra nmn nom onwoi
i5« mn^ noNM niij’D m nn^ 'S i^y nor nn** moro n^ lyo'' nn^ '•a bv ‘i:n''

(^iV) nit^ nr D'i’rnn miun in (6) nin^ nyr iddh la niiT nyjv toon

n!>D to« !0K r«o bviD

Two lines on either side of figure in center.

n'po loK ION nbnb nynN (7)

loK io« nro nr« no«

Translation

Wholly charmed and sealed and bound and enchanted [are ye], that

ye go away and be sealed and depart from the house [and property?] of

Farriich bar Pusln and Newanduch bath Pusbi and Abanduch bath

Pusbi, and that there depart from them (2) all evil Liliths and all Demons

and Devils and Spells and Idol-spirits, and the Vow and the Curse and the

Invocation, and evil Arts and mighty Works and everything hostfle. Ye
are bound with the seven spells and sealed (3) with the seven seals in

the name of Kldedabya Abi Ponan, lord of spoil and curse I conjure

against you in the name of the great Prince, that thou keep Farruch b. P.

and Newanduch b. P. (4) from the Evil Eye and from the mighty Satan,

and from . . . and from the many Satyrs in the road of Hamad, in th^

name of Yiiwir, 'H, IVII. Amen, Amen, Selah. (5) ‘"According

( 138 )
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to the mouth of Yhwh they would encamp, and according to the mouth

of Yhwh they would march; the observance of Yiiwii they kept accord-

ing to the mouth of Yhwii by Moses.'’ ''And Yhwh said to Satan:

Yhwh rebuke thee, Satan, Yhwhi rebuke (6) thee who chose Jerusalem.

Is not this a brand plucked from the fire?” Amen, Amen, Selah.

• Commentary

A general incantation against evil spirits for a man and his two sisters.

The latter half TTebraizes.

1. The duplication of the ppls. is for intensity, "twice charmed.”

error for pTDp. — the only instance of this verb in the bowl-texts.

ins: cited by Payne Smith, col. 3246; cf. Farriichan and composites

in farruch, Justi, p. 95 f.

—

Justi, pp. 228, i.

n*'l: by heedlessness of construction; cf. 1. 3.

nnn: nf: Talmudic) — nnr, see to 3: 2.

2. nON: the place of the term in the list shows that the charms were

regarded as personal entities. Cf. above, p. 86.

"Seven spells,” etc.; cf. the fever-remedy in Sabb, 66b, "7 twn’gs from

7 trees, 7 nails from 7 bridges,” etc., etc. For this magical number in the

Talmud, see Blau, pp. 73, 86, who quotes the Jewish maxim fT3 t:‘n

prnn.

3. ()1)scure, j)rol)al)ly name of a genius ; UN may indicate

his paternal relation to another w’ell-known genius. For nuT cf. 2: 2.

"'Wie great Prince”: the technical title for Michael (see p. 97). It is

to be observed that this bowl is peculiarly Jewish in theological form, while

the following adjurations are in Hebrew% The double use of n‘'yae’N intro-

duces a mixed construction here. The verb generally is used of exorcism,

wdth Sy of the object, ~ iSofihuu, p,ut at tlie same time he adjures the

great Prince, whom he addresses in the second person. All these lernis

denoting magical binding could be used indifferently of tlic good and evil

genii. The angel is adjured iti ITebrew, wdiich according to l^elief was the

only tongue the angels knew.
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4. “The hobgoblins in the way of Hamad, the many’'; cf. the Rodwell-

Halevy bowl in which a geographical location is given, “upon the road to

Husi,” and Wohls. 2417, a demon who dwells in Samki. The reference

is to the demons which beset some particular road. For the satyrs see p. 80.

in the text is awkward.

5. Literal quotations from Nmn, 9: 23 (cf. 26: i f.). The applica-

bility of this quotation lies in its triple use of the efficacious word (as

above in 1. 3). Hence the magical use of such Psalms as the 121st, I22d,

the Aaronic Blessing, etc. Later Kabbalism, found in the theme the abbre-

viation of mnn D'’p’'tD see Schwab, Notices et llxtraits of the Paris

National Library, xxxvi, i (1899), 288.

7. There is no evident sense in these words around the figure, nyns and

are reminiscent of the interpretation of the Name, £.i'. 3: 14; =
“avaunt*'?, 1= Moses.



No. 6 (CBS 2916)

Kri’jnn noiniii ''nn!»i (2) ’iDn’ch ’jdd5>i nni> ptrasi nb'3'3

n3 nnKni ’inKn 33 pn.N3 nnso’y I’lS Kn3p’Ji (3) n3,n 'J>3’pi -d'jSi

1D3’3 pn5> foP’Di finneiSD’K i’3ni pn'n3U3 (4) ina-’ni pn^’j? pi5>i 'inNn

KDI’I ’JtP i>D31 ’m’P ’!2V3 pnl* (5) pPH N6P3’31 pl^DPI 1031 jnOI )D3

NiT-jn 'Jtp pnbi3'» (6) xin kdb'i ’m’ pnl^iP'o pnn Nm''i ’tar pnS’ip’D pnn

WDTim KJPNVi NJi NJi pnTip nsiSD’NP tips’ «j33m NJn«i ’JP’V iini>i3’o ppp

yptp pS’P D16P3 iinS* «JtP’33 pnn «e^>3’3i p.mrK !’3i (7) pn’nn'B pp'if pp'iiv

potP’j NDj’j’n (8) Die'3 S>’3Pci pae’'j Kin citpp pn3 pB”33 pvini K’atP’i p^'»

ND’ntP DitP3 mi» KD’tp’an nitP3 iptpo Nn’P’Pi di{P3 S”3ia Kn’ri’i’n DitP3 Sj'Pioi

’mi Sc ptP33n’n imp y sp’pp (9) pnpn ptP3’3 Kn’y’pB’ DitP3 ^p'iin

ptnn’n US’! unS’S’ai ’S>3’Pi ’D’ji khpp’ji ns’i Kn’S”S’i Knci’t naini KntP'3

kSji n’S”S>i KaS”n3 kS) b'l (10) ’inun np nnsS’i ’inun ip ppkS> tins'

pp’JP tiS'tap’rt «!>/ t'lpS’cB”! Nia’oS'i tiPJ’o’i kid’dS' tiPiP’n kS’I Kaan Nnj’tpp

S’yi toi S'lyS’i pp N31’ to tipS ’imi tips’ (11) n’Ki tmJ’J’P 5*33 tit3S”tP’n kSi

Dpap DT’JI NJ’3 ’3 ’laV’JI KTIK ’3 NpE’J S>’3Pa kS* PH pS’PI PP’J KtPP’P pPP

pi Kai’ toi Ps’i S’iNtJ' ypB’p n’l’i 'ip’oi (12) K’aa' 'S'J'jp p’S’p Sjtj ntpna

nS»D t»« ION D^yh

Translation

A press which is pressed down upon Demons and Devils and Satans

and impious Amulet-spirits and Familiars and Counter-charms and Liliths

male (3) and female, that attach themselves to Adak bar Hathoi and Ahath

bath Hathoi—that attach themselves to them, and dwell (4) in their arch-

ways, and lurk by their thresholds, and appear to them in one form and

another, and that strike and cast down and kill. And this press (5) I

press down upon them in days and in months and in all years, and this

day out of all days, and this month out of all months, and this year (6)

out of all years, a’nd this season out of all seasons. And I come and put

•a spell for them in the thresholds of this their house, and I seal and bind

them. Fastened up are their doors (7) and all their roof.

( 141 )
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And this press I press down upon them by means of these seven words,

by which heaven and earth are charmed: in the name of the first, Gismht

and Marbil; of the second, Gismin and Marbil; of the third, Marbil; of the

fourth, Masbar; of the fifth, Morah; of the sixth, Ardibal; of the seventh

Kibsin (presses), with which is repressed (9) with them are

repressed all evil Spirits and impious Amulet spirits and lyiliths male and

female and Familiars and Counter-charms and Words, that they appear

not to Adak b. H. and to Ahath b. H. (10) and to neither in

dream by night nor in sleep by day, and that they approach neither their

right side nor their left, and that they kill not their children, and that

they have no power over their property, what they have (ii) and what they

shall have, from this day and forever.

And whoever will transgress against this press and docs not accept

these rites, shall split asunder violently and burst in the midst, and the

sound of him shall resound with the resonance -of brass in the spheres of

heaven, (12) and his abode shall be in the seventh (?) hell of the sea,

from this day and forever. Amen, Amen, Selah.

Commentary

A charm in behalf of a couple (each with a mother of the same name)

and their household; the incantation consists in seven magical words, and

concludes with a threat against any who destroy the bowl and ignore its

ban.

1. cf. ,4:1, and see § 8. Cf. the verb, 1 . 5. N. B. similar

use of KOD in Pesikta R, 16 (Jastrow, p. 611) : the sacrifices are “presses

because they press down the sins.'’

2. •’0^ 3
,
also 12: 9, in both places before Out of •several

possibilities of interpretation I suggest that of O in the sense of “side”

(cf. 34: 4), and then one who is familiar (Jastrow, s. v.), hence =: the

Trapefipoc or familiar spirit of the Greek magic
;

e. g. the ovEipoTzofmoi and

TrdpeApoi in Justin Martyr, Ap. i, 18, Eusebius, H. iv, 7: 9, occurring also

in the magical papyri, Dieterich, Abraxas, i6r, n. They may be the genii

invoked by manipulation or rubbing of the amulet as in the Arabian

Nights. In Arabic superstition we learn of the “follower,” tabVu, that
t

accompanies the bewitched man, Noldeke, ZDMG, xli, 717. And cf. the
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Satan who is a “comrade” to an evil man, Karin, in the Koran (e. g. 41

:

24), see van Vloten, WZKM, vii, 182 ff., ND'J could be the Syriac word

for marauding troop, an appropriate description for a demoniac species,

but the meaning given above is more appropriate in the context.

3. p“iN: cf. the Persian name Adaces, in Ammianus, see Justi, p. 2,

and cf. Noldeke, Persische Studien, 417.

'iriNn: cf. the Syriac name Hathi, “my sister,” cited by Payne Smith,

col. 1408, here with the Persian diminutive ending.

pn'naiJ : the Syriac N31J, “transverse beam,” hence probably door

lintel,—so Payne-Smith, col. 670; radically the word refers to the arch of

the doorway. For the abodes of the demons, see p. 76.

IDT 10T3: the same phrase in the Mandaic, Noldeke, Mqnd. Gram.,

§ 216, 2.

}OT, tno: cf. Mk. 9: 14 ff., hu. 6: 4.

5 . For the selection of a special day for the exorcism, see p. 55.

6. KrtN*: un/qwe form; is treated in some forms as though ttN,

and here metaplastically as NtN.

NJTUn ; the only occurrence in the bowls of this ancient magical term.

—The root tiy is used here not in its Aramaic sense.

pn'nn — pnn'3
,

cf. 1. 4.

7. pnirN; cf. Pesah. mb, nrN '31
,
of the demons.

8. These magical words are wholly obscure; see § ii.

lO. “Sleep by day”: cf. the special term in 7: 16. The midday siesta

was perilous, especially for those in the fields; in the Greek superstition

this wa^ the chosen time for attacks by the satyrs and fauns, whose place

was taken in Jewish legencl by the *'T’td 3Dp a demon representing sun-

stroke, etc. See Griinbaum, ZDMG, xxxi, 251 f., and Roscher, Hphialtcs.

Magical protection at right and left hand is frequently referred to in

Babylonian sorcery; e. g. the Utukki-series iii, 93 (Thompson, i, ii); or

four deities surround the sorcerer, in front and back, at right an<l left, ibid.,

iii, 142; the Maklu-series, vi, 1. 123 f. Cf. 13: 7.

pi3^j'B«n : for the new vowel see Noldeke, Mand. Gram., § 25.
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11. The penalty for infraction of the charm is bombastic enough!

For the threatening of demons, see above, on 3 ; 6.

: IMandaizing spelling for
;
also — NTiy.

A dialectic formula may be used here. N. I>. 3 of the preformative,

from Syr. DDT, and '•bra is Syriac over against the Rabbinic and

Mandaic forms.
•• •

12. “In the seventh heir’ (with awkward use of the numeral) in

contrast to the seventh heaven. For the seven hells, see Eisenmettger, ii,

302, 328 f.



No. 7 (CBS 16007)

This bowl is a replica to that published by Dr. Myhrman of Upssala

(No. 16081), see above p. 20. The latter is more perfect than my text,

in fact almost the only perfect one in the collection
;
for this reason and

• also for the value of comparing the numerous variants I give the two

texts in^parallel, making such emendations as appear necessary in tlie first-

published text, which amount chiefly to the proper grammatical distinction

of yod and waiv and he and heth. It inay l)e observed that the designs in

the two bowls differ: in 16007 uierely a circle enclosing a cross, in 16081,

a linear figure, the stem surmounted by a head cap])ed. at the other end a

pitchfork-like termination (the forked tail of the demon?), while four rays

reprc.sept the liml)s. On either side of the figure are three characters like

the Greek s. or looked at from the side like E’, with wliich we may compare

the E’’s shuffled into Pognon’s texts, see p. 60. For convenience of refer-

ence I give tlx: sa>tie line-numbering to Myhrman’s text as to my own.

In the commentary I make such few notes as are necessary on Dr.

Myhrman’s ably e<lited text.

16007 16081 (Myhrman)

'onm Nan k’dn (2)

Kjo’nnot (3) NJts’nni n!?

pnnn n’rj’pi n^ma n’E'SJ

linjnt’N na (4) nNnn''

Nan Nonnai Nan Nn^xn n’ct^^’a

NPT31 niNa^n ’X'vai (5) Ijn xnB’n

E'Hpn Nan

. .V I’D pps.’i'iufTjtnpi pynn

pB’pn pJt3D 5>ai (6)

Nnenn no itsE'^a

NJnNV ’onnn nan h’dn (2)

pa^ (3) Njsnm pa^

nnriN ''iaB'’a'i tjedn na (4) ”3

’ja ^ai nna ’mnNi na'o na

n^ta pn’H’ai pnf* pnn Nn:ai

nan xannai nan Nnf>Nn n’OE’''a

mxavn 'vvai (5) nen

n’65' ppE’i pynpi pypn

noim NPNttoa ’mni nnp nm (6)

pvn J>ai pnB' ^at Nn’jn’t

( 145 )
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nnJB ^3 pDi n'm’i fDi n'n'a ro

[injnT’]N *13 ntnn’ pnm

KJO’nntti KjQ’nni nij Kjnxv am (7)

r^aaty’D n^ai n'rj'pi n[’n’a]i

[ia (8) iNnn’lT

DiB'ai 5>K’B‘i\ i’K’a’oi i^xna: oitra

Kan K’a]D o’oi’xi naKi>!: i’«’Dy J'kdi;

Kan inaKi (9) [mu in’ aitya

KfiKati ’nnn wntiOD Nan oanaNi

’a’ii Kjntsjo nnKty’a ’mnn N35>[ano]i

n’J’J’pi (10) [n’nn'n n’n’a] n’tyej

pnnn

’3’!> KJD’nnei nnnr’N na nNn’r

ninn’D Knnn nnn[’ni n]n'a inB'Ej

paa pDn’ kH ’njnb na

’p’DK I’jno i'ai (11) i’{y[’3 f’synjn ^>3

l>31

5>ai KHDil’ ^>31 Nn’np i^ai Nnpjy

^>31 ’’{yp ’jnma i^ai ... .^ai ’nyy’

’n3i[n i^ai ’najns i>3i ’ty’a ’jdd

’B’pn (12) ’p’tD 5>3 i [Kn’]jn’t

I’nn }c nnl> njp’Eo ’Ji’n ’n’ n’nn lan

* NH’a

’Hionp fon pjjnB na pjjnB dieu

n’o[ty’3] pnio pj/’t ’nnna lai ks’ yr

nn nnn

n’nn’tsn 5>Nntyn nan (13) n’cty’fai]

nay Ki* n’nnoia bv tyj’N nai Nn’ta

ti3n[’] Ki’Eia!’ pnn Ntn N.n

’Dial ’B’Ti ’j^NnHo ’Di ’E-nn ’tn

[Kn’np]i Nnpjyi ’nn’ji ’n[D]’Pi

’neini NnKE”3 ’nini (14) nhdiJ’i

nnN’jn’t

Ktyj'K ’ja l>a t»i Kn’a pnn n5>i3 lo

na pEH

pal* KJO’nnsi paJi NjnNv am (7)

’innKi nnnK ’latyai tjbdn na (8) ”3

naaE^’D n’ai ni>i3 pnn Kn’ai nna

ijN’Bn Dityai I’K’a’Di JiN’naJ Ditya

Nan N’na D’onnai 5>N’Dyi
*

nan inaNi (9) in’a in’ nitya

Nnaa ’nnn njidjo nan oanaKi

pa!* NjnDJDi Knty’a ’nnn NjiianDi

pa!) NjD’nnoi pa!* Nnn:ci

pnn KP’ai pi”N ’innNi ’latyoi ”3 (10)

ni>i3

ini’ pen’ Nisn

bi ’l^aac bi ’I’n ^ai (11) ’n’E* ^>3

I

NnoiiJi ’nanB 5>3i NnI'aaDi Nn’i”!5

’’typ ’JDD i^ai Nnpjyi

I’ty’a (12) pp’ta i>3i

pn!? Njp’Ejno ’i>’n ’n’ I’on

’nionp pon pjjiB na pjjna Ditya

P’yr pniD ’ninnam nd’ Nyt

Nnn’fjn 5>’Nn{yD nan (13) n’oty’ai

nay n!» n’niDa bv tyj’N nai Nn’tJ

'I’m ’n’jy pan’ pnn Ntn Nn

Nnpjyi NnDih Nniiaaoi Nn’!”l>i

NnnanBi ’n[3nEi] Nn’npi
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nnn’n’tt'i npdni

’{^>2 'P’TID T’a 'JDDI 'j;3E1

ppn’: !>3[i] lon'cn

[K]n’n nionai sooni nvp’JJ' nioT’2

unri’Ki Hiaj nionai (15) neivi

ipiBI lb'D3 ^331 103 ^331

n’!>i3 I'Oi n’mn I’ci nTin pn

TiJU’N 33 3K3’t’ inm nnjE

''KJK3 n3 n’nn’N im'C pr;i

!’3 pci pnn33 pci Pn’i3 pci

p.n’n’3 'B’j’N

K4y''3 !53 pn3 pi’EnTi (16)

tinn’ pmE’n si^i pnn’ p3E”'n nh

pn3 iicH'n Nh

n!>i Nci>’n3 Hb ri'ii' ptnn’n wi^i

133 «C1’ 1C Nccn Nn3nE’3

i3i>0 ?CN ICK cjjyij'l

ppnc i^EI ’3CD1 'JCEI (14)

tC3'E3

wri’n nio3 ’3 i Nocni nxp’B’ mc3’3

nnriKi k333 nicTm (15) t<Ei[yi]

ipiBI lb'03 p313 ^321 1C3 !'D31

10

"3

'lErci

P^’N ’133N1

1133 pcn’n Nh

KK^’E N^3n 1133 ll!’33'n «i>1 (16)

(sic

)

ii3nn’33 in3’n Kh

3'i'’S>3 p3cS>’33 113^ innnTi Ni>1

P3 «CV 1C Nccn p3nj''6J'3 Ni>1

3i>D ICN ICN D^1j;l>1

K35;3tJ»C1 XI’CIC 31j;i _ — ...

pyatr pt3''P33 P333 py33'ai 3n331E> nj;31 1C33 D’DEC N33 K3C I3'3C' (17)

PE3DC PJT’T P^33C P33 3’V’2’i’1 pE”3 p3’r i’3 1132 ScpcS t<nNBn3 pl^SD

3’li>!’3 3!’D ICN ICN P3’D3J; bv ’C31 P3313

Translation

In thy name, O Lord of salvations, (2) the great Saviour of love.

I bind to thee and seal, (3) and coiintcrseal to thee, the life, house and

property of this Yezidad (4) bar Izdanduch; in the name of the great

God, and with the seal of Shadda El, (5) and by the splendor of Sebaoth,

and by the great glory of the Holy One : that all ... Demons and all

mighty Satans remove and betake themselves and go out (6) from the

house and from the dwelling and from the whole body of this Yezidad

b. I.

(7) Again I bind to thee (Myhrman, to you) and seal and counterseal

to thee (M. to you) the life and house and property and bedchamber of

Yezidad (8) b. I., in the name of Gabriel and Michael and Raphael, and

in the name of the angel ‘Asiel and Ermes (Hermes) the great Lord. [In
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the name of Yahu-in-Yahu] (9) and the great Abbahy and the great

Abrakas (Abraxas), the guardian of good spirits and destroyer of evil

spirits, I guard to thee (M. to you) the life, house, dwelling (10) and

property of this Yezidad b. I. And I seal to thee (M. to you) the

life, house and dwelling of this Merduch bath Banai, that there sin not

against you (M. them) all evil Arts (ii) and all (magic) Circles and all

Necklace-spirits and all Invocations and all Curses and all Ldsses and all

. , . and all sore Maladies and all evil Satans and all Idol-spirits and all

impious Amulet-spirits and all mighty Tormentors, (12) which under my

own hand I banish from this house in the name of Pharnagin bar Pharnagin,

before whom trembles the sea and behind whom tremble the mountains,

in the name of IIH, HH, and in the name of (13) Bar-niestcel, whose

proscription is proscribed and none trespasses upon his ward.

Lo, this mystery is for frustrating you, Mysteries, Arts, and enchanted

Waters and Hair-spirits, Bowls and Knots and Vows and Necklace-spirits

and Invocations and Curses (14) and evil Spirits and impious Amulet-
• * ^

spirits. And now, Demons and Demonesses and Lilis and Liliths and

Plagues and evil Satans and all evil Tormentors, which appear—and all

evil Injurers—in the likeness of vermin and reptile and in the likeness of

beast and bird (15) and in the likeness of man and woman, and in every

likeness and in all fashions : Desist and go forth from the house and from

the dwelling and from the whole body of this Yezidad b. I. and from

Merduch his wife b. B., and from their sons and their daughters and all

the people of their house, (16) that ye injure them not with any evil

injury, nor bewilder nor amaze them, nor sin against them, nor appear to

them either in dream by night or in slumber by day, from this /lay and

forever. Amen, Amen, Selah.

And again I swear and adjure (17) thee: May the great Prince expel

thee, he who breaks thy body and removes thy tribe. And by the seventy

Men who hold seventy sickles, wherewith to kill all »vil Demons and to

destroy all impious Tormentors,—are they cast prostrate in troops and

thrown on their beds. Amen, Amen, Selah, Halleluia.
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Commentary

A charm made out for a man, his wife and household, ^against all

manner of demons.

A comparison of these bowls, each written by a facile scribe with a

well formed ductus, throws light on the history of the transmission and

development of our magical inscriptions. Myhrman’s text is shorter, in

^
the other am appendix has also been added addressed against some particular

but unnamed demon. The spelling in M. is more archaic, avoiding matres

lectionis, the masc. pronom. suffix being represented by n alone, n is gener-

ally used for final a, the antique form is found (1. 6), as also the

true reproduction of Hermes by n. Also my text is more confused in the

arrangement of the exorcised powers, M. follows the historical order.

Formally then M. appears to be the elder text, in comparison with which

mine is more inflated.

The most interesting f)oint of difference is this : in M. the sealing

is done ''to you” throughout, but in my text "to thee” (1. 2
,
etc.). This

plural has jpstl^ ^troubled Myhrman, and he suggests three possible

explanations. But I believe the only explanation is that his text is

polytheistic or rather a product of the common magic religion
;
in expressing

three names of "the great God” Elaha, Shaddai and Sebaoth. the magician

regarded them as a trinity of deities, just as in the magical papyri these

Jewish (and other) divine names are invoked as so many deities (see

§ ii)." M's text is then of eclectic religious character. My text abjures

all such polytheism, but that it is secondary to the other is shown by

comparing them in 11. 9 and lO. M. retains its polytheistic plural; my

text has clung to the form, but misunderstanding it has read (i. e. jnS =
13^ ~

'a'!? T and I suppose made it refer to the following fem-

inine K'Bi, or to some feminine demon. For the same reason it reads,

awkwardly, J133 in 1. lo for the correct pn!?. Thus an eclectic text, or

its original, in which the deities invoked are the names of the Jewish

God, has fallen into more orthodox hands and produced our monotheistic
*

*
* Cf., among the seven planetary spirits of the Ophites (Origen, C. Cels., vi, 31)

law, Ekcjacocl the “angels’* Baa7fT//i^ Dieterich, Abraxas,

i8j, 1 . 12; also in Pradefs Christian texts, Sabaoth and Adonai are found among

angel-names (p. 47).
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text, leaving but a trace or two of its original source. Such are the com-

plications of this magic!

I . The opening singular invocation does not agree with the following

plural in M,

: name of a Xestorian writer, Payne vSmith, col. 1586; Justi, p.

149, thinks the Syriac form an error, but our text confirms it. Our word

could be vSemitic — n ‘IT. Also note Izeddad in Justi, p. 147.

4. Justi, p. 146,

With M, cf. in addition to his reference to Aspenaz, Dan. i
: 3,

the name Aspazanda, Clay, BBy x, 41.

5. ’•TV: })hiral. “the rays of light.*' This and the following term

represent Hebrew Tna.

ITT: with expression of the half-vowel, as in cases cited earlier;

cf. Stiibe, 1. 62. For the following I lithpalpel, s. Jastrow, p. 407. *

pilT, M: so the spelling surely, see above, p. 81.

6. ‘Trom the body": cf. the i^v7AiKTiiim)v aufiaro^'v/n^, London Papyrus, 1.

I*
*

589, Wessely, xlii, 39,

8. For the angels, see § 13; for four angels (cf. the four gods sur-

rounding the magician in Babylonian magic; see above, on 6: 10) see Luek-

en, Michael, 34 f. Nuriel-Uriel is generally the fourth. In Stiibe, 1. 58,

takes this place. occurs in Sefer Raziel, s. Schwab, Vocabulaire, 214,

and probably in a text of Pradel's (p. 22, 1. 16), where aaa and doubtless

Asael and Raphael. N. B. the care with which the scribe rewrites the

name of Asiel
;
all four names are made to terminate in -iel.

— M. D'Din (the latter the closest to the Greek of our

spellings) =1 Hermes, see to 2: 2. Myhrman’s suggestion, which I

originally (and independently) favored, that the word is Hormiz =
Ahura-mazda, is ruled out by the fact that that element in our proper

names is given by PDiin .

in'-a inv- cf. Stiibe, 1. 15 Pognon B, no. 5, T; KUl,

above 2: 2 (q. v.) ;
no 13: 7. it ancient form of the divine Name,

appearing (apart from biblical proper names and probable Babylonian

forms) in. the Assouan papyri, in the Greek magical papyri (Deissmann,

Bibelstudien, 4 flf, Blau, p. 128 flF.) as lau, surviving among the modern
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Samaritans (Montgomery, JBL, 1906, 50, n. 5), and used in the magical

texts current at Mossoul {PSB/i, xxviii, 97). I think the doubled term

here is theosophic: Yah-in-Yah; cf. the Christian Logos-doctrine and its

terms, and Kabbalism. It is possible that Stiibe's n-an' — Yahbeh { inlhi)

— Yahweh. At all events this spelling-out of the full Tetragrammaton

occurs in a pro])er name below, 26: 4.

9. inntc, and l)C*low, 1 . 12, probably correctly diagno.se.l by

Myhrman as exalted sorcerers’ names
; see above p. 47. For the tw«>

Arnoraim Abbahu^ see Jczv. Ihu\, s. v. A suggestion in another line is

possible for Abl)ahu. King in his GHostks and their Remains,'' London,

1887, 24^^ Pantheus or representation of the pantheistic Deity

of the Gnostics, appearing on the Gnostic gems, “is invariably inscribed

with his proper name lAU and his epithets Ain»A3:Ai: and >:An\i20 and often

accompanied with invocations such as , . . . abaanaoaxaaha, ‘thou art our

Father/ ” Our Abbahu may represent this epithet and the passage would

accordingly preserve three of the Gnostic designations of Deity: Yahu,

Father, Abrjixas. For Abraxas see above, p, 57, and for treatments of

the subject and bibliographies the articles “Abrasax” in Uauck’s Rcalencyk.,

Jewish Bncyc,, and especially the splendid monograph by Leclercq, in

Dictionnairc dc Varchcologie chredienne, etc. Variants in the bowls are

and 4'hese forms represent Abraxas as against the original

form Abrasax, hence I use the former word in the present volume. Myhr-

man remarks (p. 345) : ''As over against the view of Blau-Kohler {Jc7.v,

Bnc, i, 130b) this would prove to be at least 'a single reliable instance’ of

this name occurring in Hebrew”—or at least in a Jewish document, as

my text is. Abraxas is ’found in Safer Raziel, 5a.

: instances of the Syriac nominal formation from de-

rived stems.

'nn : recalling the Jewish “good demons,” see alnwe, p. 76.

The expression is also reminiscent of the Greek frequent in

magic. '

(2d) :
ppl. w. suffix. It is represented by three ppls. in M.,

the second = which M. translates, with a query, “pierce.” This

is impossible; I would suggest to read n for n, and understand the Afel,
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= (Rabb.) Heb. of naming a person to a deity and so placing him

under his protection.

10. IHTD: Mer-ducht, = Mithra-ducht, Justi, p. 208, Bemerk.

27: 8; a masc. name among the Jews, Sefer ha-Doroth

ii, 84. But these names appear to be indifferently masc. and fern.
;
cf. i

: 4.

The same name is found in Nabataean and Palmyrene inscriptions,

Lidzbarski, Handbnch, 238, and = the frequent Babylonian *Bani-ia, cf,

the name lists in Clay, BE, viii, pt. i, pp. ix, x.

11. po*iD
, occurring frequently in the unpublished No. 2918.

I interpret this from the Syriac as of the magic circle, cf. K’iXDT IXtn,

39: 7, and see p. 88. The circle was used particularly for necromancy and

devil-raising. Cf. Eliphas Levi, Dognte et rituel de la haute magic, Paris,

1856, ii, 1. 14. The objection to this interpretation is the entire obscurity

of

nyv': for nyY'W, is*dr, cf. Maclean, Diet, of Vernacular Syriac, 193b; for

the meaning, see p. 94, above.
i

For the epithet cf. the epithets violentus, etc., of the

demons; cases cited by Tambornino, De ant, daemonismo, 15, 23.

12. ‘‘under my own hand’’: there is much imitation of legal forms in

magical formulas.

evidently a Persian name; Myhrman as from farna, “good

fortune,’’ aiid gin ( ?) comparing Pharnakes, etc., Justi, p. 92-96. I may

compare the Persian name Frenanh, Justi, p. 105b.

ITT, yt, parallel to M’s pT, wyT, in the latter as from root Kyt.

13. nn = M. *13, translated there “son of the inquirer

of the oracle.” We must go to the Assyrian for the explanation. There

the corresponding form mustdlu means one who gives an oracle upon being

asked, i. e. an oracle-giver, and is an epithet of deity. See Jastrow, JBL,

xix, 99, and the reff, in Delitzsch, Ass. Htvb., s. v. The expression

h^s the connotation of deciding the fates, with which cf. the following

phrase in our text K*i’»T5 n'nnnn 13 may here be used like the Arabic ibn,

without modifying its regimen. Or may the phrase == barH mustdlu,

“oracle-giving seer”? Some ancient phrase has been conventionalized arid
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personified. For the following expression concerning the inviolability of

the "‘decree/’ cf. 38: 8.

'•D: ppl. pass. The root tjnn came to be used particularly of

poisoning. The 'Dn are probably ‘‘hairs/’ Syriac zeppa. Any portion of

a person’s body, especially hairs, nails, etc., as detachable, could be used in

magic directed against him. See Thompson, Scm. Magic, Index, s,

“hair,” and with abundant citation of comparative magic, Abt, Apiileius,

179 ff.
;
also Blau, p. 161.

14. For the appearance of devils in animal forms, cf. the reply of the

demon to St. Michael in a text of Pradel’s (p. 23) : “I enter their houses

metamorphosed as snake, dragon, vermin, quadruped.”

15. r= g^uHimn, cf. 1. 16, vs. M. pJlJ gaunmmn or gaunin (?).

16. : Paels, with ' for preformative half-vowel. I

understand and of the demoniac bewilderment of the

victinf (see Jastrow, s. vv.), or actual insanity. M. has for these verbs

in their house”; Myhrman’s translation, “shall not dwell,” would

require pinn. It looks as if piTH is for pi“iD'n, or an error for pITH,

from *

so also 8: 11, but generally in parallel occurrences, e. g. Myhr-

man’s text, The same noun is found in the Mandaic,

{Ginza, Norberg’s text, ii, t 8, 1. 12), and the verl), (/&.^ 1. 19).

It means to “snore, sleep profoundly” (cf. Heb. nDlin) r::: Arabic Sahara.

Cf. 6; 10.

17. cf. 5: 31 and see p. 97. D'DDD: cf. Ass. pasasu.

“70 men holding 70 sharp sickles” : i. e. the 70 angels or shepherds,

representing the 70 nations, Enoch 89: 59 (originally regarded as good

angels, ^Schiirer, GJV*, iii, 198, n. 32, Lueken, Michael, 14, but later legend

regarded them as fallen). The “sharp sickles” are an echo of RezK

14: 14 ff., where the Peshitto uses the same words as here. This coin-

cidence (cf. also Mt. 13: 37 ff.) argues for a common source of ideas,

inf. of Targumic but not Talmudic.

panoD : Pael pass, ppl., of the Syriac and Mandaic root “prostrate^”

t)r possibly cf. fhe Rabbinic meaning “put on a cover,” with reference to

the inverting of the bowls, see to 4: i, 6: i. The “beds” are metaphorical

of weakness and subjection, cf. Is., 50: ii.
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’CNc 13 'Kjvj pim nTcai NJi’ann!’ t<D3 I-t^ Knuiox nsi n'ot;''3

Kisn 'b'b Kn’i”^ J’n mn’ itci n’2a”3 KnB''2 Nn''(”> ru'o (2) nmi
pn’n’>65' [iI^'Diy pD’nti’]’3m ps’njfaix p3’n''f’n (3) t<n’EDm Nn’j5»2n Knsp’J

ri’ot;' oni’E p3’3«i (4) i’E’i’y v’cc p3’33 iin« ’oii fonyo I’noi pn’{;'’3!’ n^i

13 ’KJva pim n’nin poi r!’n''3 po 'P1B1 ^nivi 'yoB’ ,ibb' nnJ’E ps'O'Ki

n5>i n''n’33 t<5> pni’ ptnn’n nS 3'ini niNo n3 (5) n’nn’N ",:b'i pci 'kdkd

pE’c^i n’oe’ Dni>D p3’3Ki pE’i’y y'OB’i Sid'O [pn]’33B”!; n''33 nn’nin3

K’niB 13 yB'iii’ '31 NJicB’ p3’i’y ni’B'i p3’J>y y'CB’i iJiD'o ncB' nni’E (6)

wl’ ri’no Kcj'i pD'c'N nni’E bib’31 (7) p3’3t< oni’E [nip’ 3 t’3’!’^] ri’ciN

Kim ND’i’E ndJ'ei n’ci;*’3 ps’iii’nl’i pE’yio’B’i’ n’3 3’n3 n3nB”Ni k'cb* po

Kn''J>’i>1 KlE’l ’i”5> Kfl'J”!’ 'njK PB’IIDBI (8) pD’C'J '311D'E1 ’3D’J 'sS* 3’nc

ICK p3ni K'niE 13 yE'l.l’ ['3l] ... NnOB'3 'VI ND’EOni Nn’J^B’1 Kn3'P'J

n’3 3’n3 n3nB”Ki nc’ i3’y pc ’3 !’ khk kd’j (9) k’hie 13 yynn’ ’3i kj!>

pni* y’otr . . . K'nn’K pp ... ,105? uni’s p3’C’Ki n’CB’ Dni>B p3’3K[i]

pc '[pi]Bi ’nivi ’ycty kij3 nij win . . . b'’3 pc’B’ (10) Pbk^i wy'pi po

3ini niNO n3 n’nn’K 'i:b'[i poi ’kckc] 13 ’kji’J pim n’ni’i pci n'n'3

i'in n’npt'yE ’D’C’nm isic’c ncd’i NninB'3 Ni>i Nci”n3 Ki> (11) pni’ prnn’n Ni>

k[id’i ’]i>’!’ Nn’i>[’i’ ’n]JN ’nicipi ny3E’3i K’nis 13 yB'in’ n’3i t<npt’y3i ’IE'

pnv' 11V3 ani3K i’3K3 p3i> wysrc nn’scni Kn'jiJB’i Kn3p’J (12) Nn’i”i>i

p3’i>y (13) KJ’cio . . . n’ci t<nBnn..N iiB't n,3 i^p icb* n.3 3py’ 'IB's

. . . .!> I’niEDi ’30’3 'CKO 13 nSys 'kji’J pci nixo ri3 ’UB'i Kin pc psD’r,

}i>3i>33 N11J r)[iK]3V ... jnn pB”ip pEsi’c i’3 ni’B’c n . . . 3 pis’S' niJ'Ki

IB'S ii’nK ’i>3’i n’03i ikd’e rKs ninnB”c nmn onciy (14) d’je i>N ’3i3i

!>«.... 3 pB^lP P3n!’C1 XnOICSI ICt? CB' . . ICB' ICSr pK ICB' il'ilK

K3Ki>C i>K’lpy31 KSl K3Ki>C i'K’P3P3P31 K3l (15) tOKisC i>K'lTy31 K31 LK3K]^D

niJ’Ki [’jB^'s ’i'3’p KnKB”3 Kn’i>’i5 'run sik NnKB”3 Knpjy n’lpy k31

rfi’D tcK icK Di>iyi>i pi Kcr pc pn’i’y pmn’n wi" 3ini (16) ..... [pijs’Sf’

. . , . . KnB«3 Kmii [KJiB'J’s Kn’i>’i' k 3in ^«’i33 . . . ’nii>y 'O'nn

( 154 )
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n'lKD na Knn I'fo I'pmn'n . . . -.n n.^ipno by (17)

n’l^i'n n^D i?dn [[’’Ini' I'.rs’pn’i

Translation

In the name of the Lord of salvations.

Designated is tliis bowl for the sealing of tlie house of this Cieyoimi bar

Mamai, tliM there flee (2) from him the evil Lilith, in the name of ‘Viiwii

RI has scattered’; the Lilith, the male I.ilis and the female Liliths, the

Hag (ghost?) and the Ghul, (3) the three of you, the four of you and

the five of you; [naked] are you sent forth, nor are you clad, with yt)ur

hair dishevelled and let lly behiml your backs. It is made known to you,

(4) whose father is named Palhas and whose mother Pelahdad : Hear

and obey and come forth from the house and the dwelling of this (k*ydnai

b. M. and from Rasnoi his wife (5) bath Marath.

And again, you shalf not appear to them in his (sic) house nor in

their dwelling nor in their bedchamber, because it is announced to you.

whose fathev* is,n^med Palhas and whose mother (6) Pelahdad,—because

it is announced to you that Ralibi Joshua bar Perahia has sent against you

the ban. 1 adjure you [by the glory (— name)] of I^Tlhas your father

(7) and l)y the name of Pelahdad your mother. A divorce-writ has come

down to us from heaven and there is found written in it for your advise-

ment and your terrification, in the name of Paisa- Pelisa (‘Divorcer-

Divorcecr), who renders to thee thy divorce and thy sei)aration, your

divorces (8) and your separations. Thou, Lilith, male Lili and female

Lilith, Hag and Ghul, be^in the ban .... [of Rabbi] Joshua b. P.

And thus has spoken to us Rabbi Joshua b. P.
: (9) A divorce writ

has cosne for you (thee?) from across the sea, and there is found written

in it [against you], whose father is named Palhas and whose motlier

Pelahdad, .... they hear from the firmament (10) .... Hear and they

and go from the house and from the dwelling of this Geyonai b. M. and

from Rasnoi his wife b. M.
*

And again, you shall not appear to them (11) either in dream by

night nor in slumber by day, because you are sealed with the signet of

El Shaddai and with the signet of the house of Jo.shua b. Perahia and by

the Seven (?) which are before him. Thou Lilith, male Lili and female
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Lilith, Hag and Ghul, I adjure you by the Strong One of Abraham, by

the Rock of Isaac, by the Shaddai of Jacob, by Yah ( ?) his name .... by

Yah his memorial .... I adjure (13) you to turn away from this Rasnoi

,b. M. and from Geyonai her hdsband b. M. Your divorce and writ (?)

and letter of separation .... sent through holy Angels .... the Hosts of

fire in the spheres, the Chariots of ELPanim before him standing, (14)

the Beasts worshipping in the fire of his throne and in the .water, the

Legions of I-am-that-I-am, this his name .... And by the adjuration

of holy Angels, by ... .el the great angel, and by ‘Azriel the great angel,

(15) and by Eabkabkiel the great angel, and by 'Akariel the great angel,

I uproot the evil Necklace-spirits. Moreover you evil Liliths, evil Counter-

charms, .... and the letter of divorce (16). And again, do not return

to them from this day and forever. Amen, Amen, Selah. Sealed upon

him Gabriel (?).

Again (I adjure you), evil Lilith and eviLSpirit .... (17) or

kill .... depart from this Rasnoi b. M. And be they preserved for life!

Amen, Amen, Selah, Halleluia.
. %

^

Commentary

A charm for a man and his wife, particularly against the Liliths (a

picture of one of which obscene creatures decorates the bowl), made out

in the form of a divorce-writ. The inscription is very indistinct and towards

the end becomes almost illegible. No. 17 is in large part an abbreviated

and mutilated replica.

1. Gewanai (cf. 7: 15), or Ge(y)6nai (from pw, or pL

"'color’?). Cf. 'KJva appearing in Bar Bahlul’s Syriac-Arabic lexicon,

where it is equated with wald, etc., to which Payne-Smith adds, "vox

corrupta ex y6vo^*' Thes„ col. 708.

and below '’NOND, in No. 15 KDKD: one of the most frequent

feminine names in these texts; see Ndldeke, WZKM, vi, 309, Lidzbarski,

Eph. i, 75 f., 97, n. 3; ii, 419. Budge in his edition of Thomas of Marga’s

Book of Governors (ii, 648) gives a^ note contributed by Jensen that Mami

is a name of belit ilani, the mother-goddess.

2. the generic lilith is differentiated into several different

species, the male and the female, the ghost and the vampire, hence "the
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3, the 4, and the 5 of you” below. In the following text it is a question

whether the 2d per. sing, or plur. should be read in many places. The two

numbers are clearly distinguished in 1. 7, end. But the obscurity consists

in the equivalence of and like the case of the loss of t in the

verbal forms in pn in later Aramaic, e. g. 'JT’D'nn, 1. it ; also 1. 15,

is plural, as shows. Also the confusion of 1 and in our script

renders the, distinction between masc. and fern, uncertain. Do the imper-

atives in 1. 10 terminate in t or ti, the latter a masculine form (inclusive

of the feminine), the former possibly to be compared with the Syriac?

My English ‘‘you” covers the uncertainty between sing, and pi.

“iTDn : a prophylactic “word,” like the magical quotations

from Scriptures; cf. a similar case at end of No. 42.

At end of 1. 2 are named the five diflferent “modes” of the lilith.

and ND'Qon are unique demoniac names, found only here and in

No. 17. The probable identity of m with the Arabic Cdiul suggests con-

necting with the Arabic si'lat; Lane, Lexicon, 1365, and at length his

Arabian Niglits, i, n. 21, and also van Vloten, IVZKM, vii, 179, who

quotes an Arabic author to the effect that the Si‘lat is the witch of the

feminine Jinns. (The Arabic root sa‘ala, “cough,” ~ Syriac We
have then to account for the loss of the y. The form would lie comparal)lc

to Another possibility is — Assyrian liilu, “ghost,” Muss-Arnolt,

Diet. 1036 (from n^iy?), the formation being originally sclCmitu (cf. Hanu

from n!iy). 'Phe witch or Ghiil is preferable in the context, however in

No. 39 the Lilith apjiears as the ghost of a dead relative, so that the context

does not determine the etymology.

fc<n''atDn , or No. 17, “ravager,” represents the Heb. Donn

(“ostrich”?—such is the tradition in Onkelos and LXX) in Targum Jer.

to Lev. II : 16, Dt. 14: 15 (where these two spellings also arc found),

among the ‘unclean birds. Horrible bird-like forms were given to the

demons by the Babylonian imagination, Jastrow, RcL Bah. u. Ass., i, 281 ;

also cf. UttikkLseries, B, 35 f. The ostrich itself even in the rationalizing

Old Testament is half demoniac; cf. the notes on the p’^P\, p. 8r, Prob-

ably the 'n is exactly the Arabic Ghul, which is thus described by Doughty

:

“A Cyclops' eye set in the midst of her human-like head, long beak of

jaws, in the ends one or two great sharp tushes, long neck ;
her arms like
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chickens’ fledgling wings, the fingers of her hands not divided; the body

big as a camel but in shape like as the ostrich; the sex is only feminine.

She has a foot as the ass’ hoof and a foot as an ostrich,” etc. (Arabia

Descrta, i, 53, quoted by Thompson, Sent. Magic, 60).

3. : for the sharpening of the vowel, t^littai from

t^lattai, see my notes on fcone, p. 73.

supplied from 17: 5, as also other bracketed passagfes.

is sing., as shows. Nakedness and dishevelled hair are standing

descriptions of the lilith, witch, etc. See references above, p. 77; add

Kohut, Judischc Angclologie, 88, and for Arabic legend, Wellhausen.

Ski::::en, 3, p. 32. The picture presents the abandoned character of the

lilith—e. g. the Labartu is called a whore— , and also her shameful, out-

lawed position.

: bv ^ as constantly in these texts and as in Maridaic.

The naming of the demon’s forbears has a compelling power, as part of

name-magic; see p. 58. Cf. the naming of the parents of the demon

in the invocation of his appearance in a charm of Wesscly’^s (xlii, 60, from

Brit. Mus. Pap. cxxiii). The same names distorted and applied ince versa

appear in No. 17; similar names also in No. ii.

'piD: often along with synonymous verbs, pnin’’N, yu, etc. Cf. the

Babylonian istu Inti si ([/tukbi-serieSy iii, 158), the long scries of impera-

tives in MrtWw-series, v, 166 ff., etc.; Mk. 9: 25, Acts 16: t8; in Gollancz’s

Syriac charms; in the Greek, e. g. Reitzenstein, Poimandres, 295, 298

(where the demon is also bidden not to disobey).

4. ; probably hypocoristic from Rasnu, name of a Zoroastrian

genius, see Justi, p. 259. Cf. the names ,
in Glossary.

5. Nn-iD (15: 2), “Martha.”

6. “l^abbi J. b. P.”: see commentary No. 32, and below, 1/ 7.

“by the glory of your father” ; hardly an appeal to the demon’s sense

of honor, “ip' must be equivalent to “name,” cf. the parallelism and

the equivalence of the Name and tbe Glory in the Old Testament, where

1133 is also used of the human personality.

7. Jrnj : the separation of the lilith from her victim is

expressed in terms of a divorce-writ. This was a happy thought of the
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magicians, who thus applied the powers of binding and loosing claimed

by the rabbis to the disgusting unions of demons and mortals. The logic

of the procedure was very simple—if only the liliths were as submissive

to divorce as their human sisters. The decree is frequent in these bowl

incantations,, and first appeared in Ellis's bowl, no. i. But 1 do not know

of any case of the occurrence of this magical Get outside of the bowls.

The n\agical writ affects the same forms and formalism as that of

the divorce court." In the parallel bowl, No. 17, a form of date is given

(1. I tCDV pnn), which was a requisite in the legal Get, The names of

both parties are exactly given, hence the parents of the liliths are here

specifically named. The very terms of divorce are repeated in 17: 2:

noini nnosi
; cf. the facsimile of a Get given as a frontis-

piece in Amram's work n'pne' nnoD). It was necessary

that the writ should be properly served on the divorcee, hence in 26: 6,

“take thy writ," a sentence consummating the process, and

then the divorced demon must betake herself from her victim’s property,

as commanded by the peremptory; “Hear, obey and go forth" (1. 10). But

there is a difference; against spiritual powers divine authority was neces-

sary. And so it is affected that the writ has come down from heaven (1. 7),

that is, it belongs to the category of writs from foreign countries for

which there were special forms; hence the NO'’ na'y pD NDN 1. 9.

The commissioners and witnesses are the holy angels, etc., 1. 9 f. A rabbi

is also at hand to seal as notary the divine decree, none other than the

famous master-magician Joshua b. Perahia. For a further phase of this

“divorce-writ" see to it: 7. In 1. 7, both the sing, and pi. are carefully

used, so as to include both the definite lilith and also the whole brood.

7. ps^yiD'r, paniTn : Pad infinitives with first syllable in /.

: the root “split asunder."

( ?) may be ppl. from Din in sense of Latin reddere,

IT. “the house of Joshua": i. e. of the school of sorcery; in 34: 2

the sorcerer calls liimself “J.’s cousin^’

^ See D. W. Ainram, Jewish Law of Divorce (Philadelphia, 1896), esp. c. xiii

;

Jewish Bncyc., s. vv. Divorce, Get.
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nyaK'n : “by the Seven” ?—i. e. the seven angels, genii, etc. ? The seven

planets are so called simply in Syriac.

12. DH-inN T3xn: cf. Is. 49: 24, 3pr 'K; for the Rock of Isaac,

cf. Is. 30: 29, Rock of Israel. The ”Shaddai of Jacob” is unique. The
scribe was not mighty in the Scriptures. But cf. Ecclus. 51: 2: “give

thanks to the Shield of Abraham, .... to the Rock of Isaac, .... to the

Mighty One of Jacob.”

13. pU'Cr another term for the divorce-writ.

From 1. 13 to end the text is largely mutilated or illegible; this is the

more unfortunate as there are traces of interesting apocryphal or kabbal-

istic passages. Viz. “the hosts of fire in the spheres” ;
“the chariots of

El-Panim”; “the beasts worshipping in the fire of his throne and in the

water,” with which cf. the glassy sea of Revelation. The following term

(“banners,” then “cohorts”) is a common word in the Targumic

literature for the angelic hosts, according to Shcmoth Rahba 15,

(But the phrase may mean, “who is revealed as.”) The language is Hebrew

and the allusions are taken doubtless from apocalyptic liiepatuve.

14. is known as an angel of the divine chariot, Schwab,

Vocabiilaire, s. v., and ^^Nnpy is found ibid.; n. b. play with nnpy.

15. The reference to the xnp:y indicates that witchcraft is behind

these devilish manifestations; the lilith and the witch are practically

identical, see p. 78.

17. “may they be established for life”; cf. the finale of the Mandaic

texts, “Life is victorious.” The same expression in 12; 3, and the negative

wish against devils in Wohlstein 2426: 9; but in his no. 2417* 22 the verb

is used of the resurrection. At least the vague idea of immortalijty may

be contained in the phrases.
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13 (3) j?65'in’ ''3^^ . . . n'23 Nin xim kji'sv (2) Ni3iyi kj’ot xhb

B'''333T (4) rnns iin^ jnnn’oi 5>d!j ’D’a pn!’ nanns K'n-ia

Koon (5) sru’cai n’nnj’K pi’tj' na noniDni [Nnlcvp nn

DiE'i (6) nvmK lino nrniKi mu iino mx niB'3 ppiseni [pnio]''DT kd’j-i.

npyn’K Kmo nypKi k’ok’ iyl’3n''K pnan [D'spjn] lino 3 PJi nio'tj’n lino

P33 kq!>j/ io n3N }in3 xn’b'^ ’3 d5>i nm ’enn n'tr nx (7) 'oon'x jina xnoni

t[o ii]3n' KPEX^i linn’ x5'3n!> K5>3no (8) ps’S'y ’n’n'xi xono’i’ tin’!>j? n’p’iao

Ki33N3“i iin'33B”o n’3 nnx . .np I’D loi pn’nDiPD’X ioi pn’m’n ioi pn'na

KoS'na [iini> ptnn’n] x!? 3ini n’nnj’X pi’C’ na nDmoni (9) xnovp na

. . . [plpia’a* maxi . . . (10) psn’ xams . . . [xoo’n xn]j'B*3 xi'i

nj3 m3

Exterior
• « •

«nn bv loinn S^^cni mn^ (11)

ID« IDK nnE3ipD’« «in snonn

Translation

The bowl I deposit and sink down, and the work (2) I operate, and

it is in [the fashion of
]
Rabbi Joshua (3) bar Perahia. I write for them

divorces, for all the Liliths who appear to them, in this (house of ?) (4)

Babanos bar P^ayomta and -of Saradust bath Sirin his wife, in dream by

night and in slumber (5) by day; namely a writ of separation and divorce;

in virtue of letter (abstracted) from letter, and letters from letters, (6)

and of word from words, and of pronunciation from pronunciations;

whereby are swallowed up heaven and earth, the mountains are uprooted,

and by them the heights melt away.

(7) Oh, Demons, Arts and Devils and Latbe, perish by them from

the world! Therefore (?) I have mounted up over them (you?) to

the celestial height, and I have brought against you (8) a destroyer to

•

( 161.)
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destroy them (you) and to bring you forth from their house and their

dwelling and their threshold and all .... place of the bedchamber of

Babanos b. K. (9) and of Saradust b. his wife. And again, do not

appear to them, neither in dream of night nor in sleep of day .... I dismiss

you (10) .... letters of separation

(ir, exterior) In thy name have I wrought, Yiivvii, God, Sebaoth,

Gabriel and Michael and Raphael. Thy seal is upon this bescalment and

upon this threshold. Amen, Amen.

Commentary

A charm for a man and his wife. The inscription is illiterate, and is

largely parallel to (doubtless dependent upon) the vSyriac text No. 32

No. 33; also cf. No. 8.

1. xrpen NJW : tlie same phrase appears in 32: 3 and ^33 : i,

whence the third word in the present text can be restored. It is very

obscure and I propose the following explanation. 'D is a synonym for KD13

“bowl,’' and is the Syriac and Mandaic N"in^D {puhra) which tame to mean

“symposium," but goes liack to the root "^ns, giving the words for the potter

and his art, i. e. originally it was a potter’s vessel. For the loss of the

guttural in our present word, cf. Mandaic for xnrrici^, etc.

I take in the common Syriac sense of laying a foundation; the bowl was

placed, as we have seen, at one of the four corners of the house. For

we must assume a parallel significance, and it is to be derived from ypK^

treated as in the similar sense “to sink" (the ist Form is used as an

active in Rabbinic). As the phrase appears in our Syriac bowls, which are

largely colored by Mandaic idioms, the reference to this dialect is

justifiable.

Niaiy: see p. 51; in the parallels myT Nnuy.

2. In the lacuna might be read. is a Syriac idiom,

taken from the Syriac parallel.

3. pnns: awkward; probably for n nwa pnnn; cf. 32: 5.

4. probably in 1. 8. The first element is baba or papa

(Persiaif often =: Semitic b), Justi, pp. 54, 241, the second the Persian

genius-name Anos.
'
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[Nn]DVp: n was legible to the original copyist of these bowls in 1. 8.

The name signifies patrona. The masc. KDVp appears in Pognon B.

nDn"iD : apparently a fcnan of Zarathustra
;
see Justi, p. 379 f., where

the frequent spelling Zaradust is cited in names. l>ut strange is the

application of this masculine name to a woman.

cf. the name Sinn, Tabari's Chronicles, ed. de Goeje, i, 4, p. 100,

1- 3-

ppIDt^n the repeated *1 debes construction; cf. 1. 6.

The terms all appear in No. 8.

5. niN qiriD ms DICO: a parallel j)lirase ap])ears in 32: 6; here

the words are Hebrew. The general sense of these obscure phrases is

clear; tliey refer to the magical use of letters and words and the manipu-

lation of their pronunciations, such for instance as we find in the

treatment of mn'* and in the Clreck magic of the seven vowels. Cf. Pradel,

P* 35? J- 9? name of these angels and letters.”

6. 01 npJI * this root appears in the P>ible where it passes from the

physical ‘‘prick, prick out,^^ to the sense “distinguish,” that is, in speech,

“pronounce clearly.” It is the (|uestion in SanJu 56a whether nin' DCr

is so used or in the sense “blaspheme.” In the present case it means

“pronounce,” and is synonymous to tlic Piel as that appears in

eniBDn/ Mystic or traditional renderings of the Tetragrammaton are

doubtless referred to, but all this is only mysteriously suggested here; the

magician does not offer us samples of his rare art. 'fhere is a garbled

form of these phrases in 32 : 6.
»

lySam pnan: cf. 7: 12.

NmiD: a Mandaic spelling for the plural in e,

7. "'ivh a category appearing only in the bowls, sec above p. 8r, and

Glossary.

pM: probably the Targumic “therefore.”

This and the following line are difficult by reason of an inconsequent

use of the pronouns; the scribe was writing by rote. Light is^thrown

«
* For this discussion see Dalman, Der Gottesnanie Adonay, 44 ff.
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on the passage from 32: 8 f. (g. 7'.), where is given the tradition of Joshua

b. Perahia's ascent to heaven, by which he obtained mastery over all evil

powers. Our scribe boldly turns the 3d person of the legend into the

first person—of himself,—an instance of the attempted identification of

the magician with deity or master-magician.

KDnD’’!?: so the parallel demands.

appears to be Afel; is hebraizing.

8. = JT’niirDn, Ex. 12: 23; in the parallel the abstract

II. For the asyndeton connection of the angelic names with that of

Deity, see above, pp. 58 f, 99, and note the Greek parallels. Sebaoth

appears to replace one of the four archangels; cf. the personification of

S. in Myhrman’s text.



No. 10 (CBS 16014)

nn’3i ma nn ’ipn»’ na ni’ya ’jcai ’jed na nnar: xim nmott^ nv'cp nj-!

nriEiPD’Ki inn nn’a onnci D’nn (2) n» in’ n’ Die*a nl’ia nnEipo’si

[5»]i<'' 5>''K1 !>Kna3i i^K^aan imtl’i'n n”25J’''a unn nn «nn nin 3 'i<

ma ntj>5> n«onp mx nonm xenn Kin na injrji 'nr [p]^n psnnm (3)

pijn pcnnci po’nn ain I’Jtao ioi pi>aae ioi pm 121 (4) [in’]t3’ 10 n’DJn’xi

nma’n!’ na n*:nm «t;nn Nin na ma mti ’jep (5) na nnna’K "inarai npitj' na

tin['nT]n iDi pnn’a ici iina’!: ppmnn ppbm p^’tsan pmTn (6) NaDitan n’o 10

)52N iDK nhyh pn «or p iinnaiyo n’a pi (7)

Translation

This amulet is for the* salvation of this Newanduch hath Kaphni, and

Kaphni her husband bar Sarkoi, and ZadcM her son, and her house and

her whole thr,esh9l<J, in the name of Yah, Yahu, Ah, .... (2) Sealed, and

countersealed are this house and this threshold .... in the name of

LLZRyon and Sabicl and Gabriel and EHel (3) And sealed are

these, Zadoi and Newanduch, with that seal with which the First Adam
sealed Seth his son and he was preserved from Demons (4) and Devils

and Tormentors and Satans. Again sealed and countersealed are these,

the son of SarkcM and Newanduch his wife b. (5) K. and Zadoi her son,

with that seal with which Noah sealed the ark fnaii the waters of the

Deluge. (6) And may they fly and cease and go forth and remove from

them and from their house and their abode and their bed-chamber, from

this day, and forever.

ComMKNTARY

A charm for a woman and her family. It is decorated with a figure

having a beaked, bird-like face.

nvDp: see Introduction, p. 44.

for the name see to 5: i ; the same person appears in No. it.

( 165 )
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: probably for KafnCii, "'the hungry one/^ The woman’s husband

and father had the same name. This is a case of the father’s name being

given, against the rule; for other examples, see 12; i, Pognon B, p. 98,

and the name xdxd, in Lidzbarski 5.

cf. the Persian name Serkoh Justi, p. 296.

(^)nr : the full spelling appears in 1. 5 ; for the name, ibid.j p. 382. A
ZanM appears in 37: 3.

2. T can make nothing out of these words.

For Sabiel and Kliel, see Schwab, Vocabulaire, 251, 57. The first

name is probably mystical.

3. wn n2 : emphatic use of cf. Dan. 7: 15.

For these apocryphal references to the seal of Adam and Noah, cf.

p. 64, and for the Jewish legends see Jezv. Bnc., s. v., "Seth,” "Noah,” It

is in the Babylonian story not the Biblical that the hero shuts himself in.

5. found in Targ. Onk. to Gen. 6: 17, frequent in

the Greek magical vocabulary.



No. 11 (CBS 16022)

A charm for a woman and her household, in terms of a divorce from

the evil spirits.

The text would be legible only for a half, but for the interesting

fact that it is one of four almost duplicate inscriptions. The longest

and clearest of these is the Mandaic bowl, no. 5. published by Lidzbarski.

Another is, remarkably enough, the first inscription of this category ever

published, Kllis no. i, in T.ayard, Nineveh and Babylon, ^12 ft*.; see §
2.*

The latter is given in poor facsimile, and none has taken the trouble to

collate afresh the bowl in the British Museum, a simple task which doubtless

would have allayed the dihiculties.

Of this text the bowl from Nippur is jiractically a duplicate, and, with

the hilp of Lidzbarski’s irvseription, T am al>le to restore almost the entire

text not only of our bowl but also of that in the British Museum.

^'hcre is^also a fourth duplicate, No. 18. It can be read only by com-

parison with the tlirec presented here, and so 1 hav^e left it in its original

place in my arrangement of these inscriptions, especially as it contributes

nothing further to the understanding of their contents.

1 have thought it worth while to ])resent the tliree texts in parallel

columns. This process facilitates the verification of emendations, while

the variations which present themselves throw interesting ligjit upon the

natural history of magical inscriptions. We mark how magical terms

which once had a meaning become blurred and obscured at the hands of

generations of sorcerers and copyists, until sense becomes nonsense, or

simple word or phrase receives a kabbalistic interpretation. The Mandaic

appears to have the latest type of text, having evidently transferred its

material from another script and dialect. Cf. the parallel texts in No. 7.

In the following texts I have slightly abbreviated the names in the

2d and 3d columns, and omitted a few unimportant phrases in the 3d

(always so noted). It is not necessary to give a translation of Ellis’s

* As suggested in that section, n. 4, this was the bowl obtained by bayard from

Njppur.

( 167 )
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bowl, as the text is now almost entirely intelligible. The enumeration of

lines in Ellis’s text is according to the spiral lines.

No. II

n’DB' fo nhidn

’on'm ’JB3 na injrj

ID n'cty ’oma (2)

IDN iDN Kn5>aaDi ttni*’!’

(3) !>Dan’m nt'n ain

injiD ID nj'D pmn'ni

Kn 5>aaDi 'jea na

(4) umpyi NmvB’i

THNn itcD DiE'a t«n!>ani

'TK’i’ nn!’

WK n'ns DiE’ai

n’nx

KJ1J3 (5) nioll’N

Iin['D'^]En pno'^D

pn’a^D

Nan N]D'S[B’ 'vm n'lB’n

n’yaE’N Nn''!’''i>[n

Nn’!5'5>*Dai>n ’a’J'y

ND’!’’!’ ’jnn nma na (6)

nmnai nn'aa [Nan’]n

Ellis I

Ni’E’!’ ND’3 inn

njdd!>i N[in]J>i

niDaN^i . . . (2)

Nn’5>’!’i . . . I>i NniD

nnnna (3) id p^Dan

na mna idi inivj na

nnn idi n’DmjSD'N'

n’S>ia

Nnaa iid’n Ijn (4)

pn’aJ>D

ND’iJE' nmi inTT

Nan

Njyae'D Nn'^’i'n

Nn’i”i> (5) Di'Dan "aby

Nn’5”!> ’jnn nnna na •

napu DN nan dn

Lidzbarski 5

• NJNinaN n’oy 5>y

na5>Di>

Nan ND’^E>i N'lnn

nntJ'N Nn'i’'’^’ pni’^an

DNni>n 1’5>nj’didi

Nn’5>’5> n^BNm Nn’^’l’

Nn'^b ’NjnNf n nnNna no

NnBiaoyai nn'Na' NanNn

’jsa [na] in:rjn

NBpCcn]

Nnpnn[ni] ’pnnn

C'a’^y Njy]3B'o ’3’I>y Njyatj'D

na p'Dnin n nn'Nan

ns NnNHNni Nns^nD

ynNn

NBpNn N^Dn N’HNDI

NpjNm

NnNpnnNni N'pnnNn

T’Snj'didi ^'^N n'aB>N
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Dcniisa pnon’m (7)

'333'^

D . . n^n''niD3i

Kim

’3 ’|) n’3n3 wn

'D’H'] nnoQ Kill

['ii nnji’j 13

p3n3T (8) K33]

’ti’j

• pn’trr^

pn’i>y i[’n]n nI’i

’JE3 n3 (sic.) inrj p
»'? n[!5 pjtnn'n

N30’3 n!’ 1 n’b’i’E

xbi n[D’i;] p33 ti'n nSi

nnj3i nj3 n' pSup’n (9)

n IDE' E'^^DD D1E’3

t3' ts' tj' n'T r i'r33n

p3’3!”i> D"ieiD3 pnDfim

DP’m nn’jmD3i

Il3 ’i>y D’V Kin (6)

'vn

t<3n33 n’3n3 xn

psn’ n’^D3 xn

nnj3n3T nD'3 tD1 nj'D

'j n3

m3 pi (7 )

pD’J PT’E' P3n3n XD3

, 3im pn’ED’i' p3nM

pn’i'y pmn x!’

PS’D’J S’IpE'

p3 , . . 'li’'3P1

ipn’yi (8) ipiEi

'j n3 'n3T xnDi3D'x [p]

prn DiE’3

DDD ’n'ni

'Ji nxijDxni DX3bxn

1’3'!? D1E3XD3 ’xnDrTTn

DMxnDxpT nn'jnDEi

i>j; Dxi’XE'Dl XPXl’D

xn’E’i x’lni N’"nD

xnx’i*’^'! xnDim X’nm

Dxn^n ^'b''3xn3 ptxn

I’mxDEX prxni

P’Diim mJDi nn'X3 p
'T ns 'X niT pi 'D 13

nnxJ3i nJ3 pi

XD’3 Xn’E' XUnXET 33

Dim xnE’133 p’XE’jyi’

(?) xmsDxl’i xmxnx!’

I’D’J i’ipE* xn

'31 DxnSn TnxDiD !5'3xpi

pxnxinw pnyi piDi xipi

'31 t’Diim '31 nn'X3 p
irxDi”n3xl’ pi”xin’n xbi

xDXD'n ji3xir'n3X^i

'31 nn’XD D’nTii T'dvi

^"bi 3 nnp''ty3

XDynxDX TDiE’3 xnx^x

3iy 3iy nxi3xn3X3X rxn

DX' DX' 3X' 3X' X' X' 3iy

x’nxD’n’m x'nxn’oy

xnx’!”!’

XnX3p131 XnD’T

XsSd nD’i'E'3 Xnp'tyD

3MX3 33

Xni’X fl’5'3 3'V 3

n’5>3 X3’P’1 X33 HDIE'

X333 Dp'n3 . . .

nnpm ?iD’>[t5'i] n'npt'y3i

nb ^'^>31 3’Y3 ’nii)y3 (9)
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it:

nt^**u^* K't:v

n5?D icK icK it:K Etc. ynr 'v na'-Div

Transeation

Salvation from Heaven for this Newandiich bath Kaphni, that she be

saved (2) by the love of Heaven from the Lilith and the Tormentor. Amen.

Amen. Again, fly and refrain (3) and remove from Newanduch b. K.,

the Lilith and tlic Tormentor and Fever and Barrenness (4) and Abortion

;

in the name of him who controls the Demons and Devils and Liliths,

and in the name of 'T-am-that-I-am.’’

For the binding of (5) Bagdana, their king and ruler, the king of

Demons and [Devils], the [great] ruler of Liliths. T adjure thee, Lilith

Halbas, granddaughter of Lilith Zarni, [dwelling] in the house and dwelling

of Newanduch b. K. and [plaguing] boys and girls, (7) that thou be

smitten in the courses (?) of thy heart and with the lance of ...., who

is powerful .... over you.

Behold 1 have written for thee (i. e. a divorce), and behold I have

separated thee [from N. b. K. etc.], [like the Demons] (8) who write

divorces for their wives, and do not return to them. Take thy divorce from

Newanduch b. K. and do not appear to her, neither by night nor by day,

and do not lie [with her]. And do not (9) kill her sons and daughters.

In the name of Memintas (?) keeper of Habgezig (?). Y6, Yad, Ya^

Yab Yab By the seal on which is carved and engraved the Ineffable Name,

since the days of the world, the six days of creation.

Commentary

1. Newanduch b. Kaphni: the same as in No. 10; here without

mention of a husband. It is also the name of the mother of the client in

Ellis’s bowl.

2. : cf. ''the great Lord of love.” “Heaven” is used here

and in parallel passages as surrogate for Deity, after ancient Jewish use;

the same use in t8: i and Wohlstein 2422: 3.
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3. : a new wt)r(l. I would connect it with the Arabic root sW

(Heb. "\V0 , "tyev), with the meaning “be hot, rage/' etc. See the various

derivative nouns in Lane, Arabic-Bnglish l^wicon, 1363: sa'r, “burning,

shooting/' su'r, “demoniacal possession, madness, mange"; sa'rat (our very

form!) “cough/* etc. Possibly fever, or poison. The Arabic su'r connotes

infection,

4. Nn^on: “bereavement," then used of abortion, the reference being to

a mischievous killing by magic of the unborn child.

It is unfortunate that in the first line of Kllis’s inscription, the name

following , i. c. “Nirig” is indecipherable from the facsimile. For

-- cf. on the Nerab inscriptions, — Nin-gal. In

the second word is a careless repetition of the first.

5. At the end of this line begins the parallelism with the two other

inscriptions. Our very first word, which ai)pears as one in a series (^f

divine names, c. g. El-sur, is explained from the parallel which shows that

was meant; the unusual form (- - bv) was taken to l)e —
and the passjige bocarne hopeless. The same process of corruption will be

found below on the Mandaic side.

so in Ellis, but in the Mandaic bowl NOK'lJiaN ( =; in

Pognon l>). See Ividzbarski's attempts at explanation, J3ut our xn33

is the elder form; see on 19: 6, 13, where O is Ijoth generic and personal.

pn'3'So: the firsts is an error as the sui)secjuent spelling show's; the

second represents the half-vowel. The scribe in our text has been con-

fused and repeated his words here. For the “king of demons," see p. 74.
*

D3^n -- DX“iSn, in the three texts; cf. the names in the ])arallel

texts Nos. 8 and 17: Dnbs and innSB, nnnSp) and \r\bti I'roof of the impos-

sibility of etymologizing on these forms! The accompanying lilith in the

Mandaic, n^D^n, must be connectcfl with our KnSsn above; alxn’tion is

personified. The granddam of the lilith appears to be better kncnvii as it

is identical in all three inscriptions. The two liliths in the Mandaic arc

interpreted by Ellis's text; they are the male and female res|)cctively ;
cf.

l)elow, 1 . 8 , my nb.

7. — DnDKD: these various forms thixnv no light on

the word. It looks as if it were a corrupted Greek anatomical term.
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~ (Ellis) : our text explains the reading of the elder

bowl ibb — 22b, the former a metaplasis of the latter; the same form in

18: 7.

? = Dp'n = D'lxnOKp : the latter has, as Lidzbarski recognizes, a

peculiar Alandaic form, I am inclined again to hold that the parallel

shorter forms are more original. The reading in our bowl is different

from the other two. For Dp'n cf. '5 3:2.

explained by the second column, where plus i. e. the

divorce-writ. Curiously enough the Mandaic has taken the interjection

as a pronoun® and rendered it by ptKn.

cf. Ass. pataru, 'direak a charm.^'

cf. 8: 7. The additional thought appears here

that inasmuch as demons divorce their spouses, divorce-writs must be as

effective on them as among human kind. Cf. also No. 18. It mky be

noticed here that the first and third texts address a special Hlith in the

singular, the second goes over into the plural; the same uncertainty in

No. 8.
'

'

9. nn
: (
~ plural) Mandaism; so also below MiSy “ nby.

^ Mand. NDynKDK, the second text obscure. Again no

light! There is considerable similarity in the following magical syllables,

01 n^npry^: with the help of the parallels we can make out the

reading. It and Ellis’s inscription are almost identical. The Mandaic gives

here a striking instance of perversion. The prepositional phrase n!?y (or its

equivalent) was understood as ‘"God” and turned into this took with

it the ppls. and which were raised to divine dignity to accom-

modate the epithet The invention appears to have been prized, as

the deity Sir-Geliph is also introduced above in the same inscription. The
emoD is thus reduced to a travesty! The well-known Jewish phrase

appears also in Schwab, E.*

* Cf. Noldeke, Mand, Gram. § 81.

* For the true explanation of this term, see Arnold, Journ. of Biblical Lit., 1905,

107 ff.
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Solomon’s magic ring (first mentioned by Josephus) inscribed with

the Tetragrammaton is the subject of Ilaggada in Gitt, 68a, b. Later

legend, especially Arabic, developed the wonders of this magic ring.^ Ac-

cording to the end of our inscriptions this seal engraved with the divine

Name was in existence since the week of creation ( —r This is

an addition to the ten things which according to Pirke Aboth, 5: 8, were

created on the eve of the first Sabbath—among which were the alphalietic

script and the tables of the Law.

* See Jewish BncycL, xi, 438 ff., 448: for the Greek Dieterich, Abraxas,

139, 1 . 28, and at length, p. T41 f
. ; for Inhliography, Schiircr, GJF, iii, 303.



No. 12 (CBS 9009)

pn'jah n'nn'K rnsn na (2) ’ipnB'S’i pnooK na ^a^^i> n'ok' jd ndidk

lo (4) inDJiT'i itn’pn’i nn’i p:a pni’ jinn pnj''j''p5>i (3) iin'rr'a^i pnnja^^i

ptnn’cn «ni>aa3 I'd joi Knoii’ jai ’jod ic. ’Daip’ joi 'vt idi 'T'K'

naxS’c (6) p’t n’i* pp nma i^aj na K’ds? fo n’nJT n3Nj>e p!*}/ kj'oid pnij (5)

iT'nnaB’im ikk’ (7) N’OB’''a nanB^’si ikb* 'jdd 'nno •’B’a’a i’Pi 'nnon Kmya Tajn

k 5> (8) ’cr p pmo^i [pjcpa n'vx isd nuiNa

>3 ppaa Kpn ’3 peb': pmnN3 p»''pi p3n''i n''!’i3 Noi’j;!’ n'’J> pnnp33 ptnn''D

Knsip'B’i snnpi Nnoih ’pjki ’ijavi ’D’j i’3 nnDE'’i p^oa'' pJ’K (9) «p^a

DVT'D 5'3'i «ni’3a!:'i •'aanEi 'tiaiBn 'rni (10) n’B'i s<n^>^>)3i Nno^’B'Ni

P'Jtn pi n’niT'K niNT na (11) 'ipnB' pi “injsaoN na nam p ppe ''1 pntn r'a

lin’jTT'a pi 'ipPB' 'ja ''^'’B’ pi 'ijd pi Dma« pi innc pi 'n’Eia ioi pso’ pi

niKav nin’ niB’a Di>ii;!5i pn xar p na pB^i ni>i3 jinTn’i pi pnj''j’p (12) pi

IB’EJ DK anDB’’ ya !>i3id naaiDB”' nin' ni>D pK p«

Exterior

kt!>sd’nt «:m’KT (13)

Transi.ation

Salvation from Heaven for Dadbeh bar \smanduch and for Sarkoi

(2 ) bath Dada his wife, and for their sons and daughters and their house

(3) and tlieir property, that they may have offspring and may live and he

established and be preserved (4) from Demons and Devils and Plagues

and Satans and Curses and Liliths and Tormentors, which may appear

(5) to them. I adjure thee, the angel which descends from heaven—there

being kneaded (something) in the shape of a horn, on which honey is

poured— (6) the angel who does the will of his Lord and who walks upon

the (throne-) steps of his I.ord sc'il, and who is praised in the heavens (7)

Si''u, and his praise is in earth semu;—they are filled with glory, who endure

and keep pure since the days of eternity, and their feet (8) are not

seen in their dances by the whole world, and they sit and stand in their

( 174 )
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place, blowing like the blast, lightening like the lightning. (9) Those

will frustrate and ban all Familiars and Coiintercharins and Necklacc-spirits

and Curses and Invocations and Knockings and Rites and Words and

Demons (10) and Devils and Plagues and Liliths and Idol-spirits and

Tormentors and everything whatsoever evil, that they shall 6ee and depart

from Dadbch b. A. and from vSarkdi (11) b. Dada his wife and from

Honik and Yasniin and Kufithai and Mehduch and Abraham and Pannoi

and Sili the children of Sarkoi and from their house and from (12) their

property and from their dwelling, wherein they dwell, from this day and

forever, in the name of Ynwir Sebaoth. Amen, Amen, Selah. “Viiwu

keep thee from all evil, keep thy soul.’'

Exterior

(13). Of the inner room, of the hall.

Commentary

A charm for a man and his wife and their seven named children, in

the form of an acljuration of a certain potent angel, d'here is rubrical

reference to a magical operation for compelling tliis angelic assistance. The

same family appears also in No. 16 and the Syriac Nos. 31, 33. Prof.

Gottheil has presented a tentative translation in Peters, Nipt^ur, ii, 182.

1. nmn: probably abbreviated from Dadbuyeh: see Justi, p. 75.

nnJDDX: see ibid., p. 281, the Armenian name vSamanducht.

see 10: i.

2. nnNl- justi, p. 75,* Ddf/d. The name is vSemitic, e. g. Palmyrene

and Syriac XINT, from root nn. The name looks like a masculine (for tlie

use of the father’s name see to 10: i), but may equal
, 39 : 2.

4. for the form cf. Xoldeke, Maud. Gram,, § 19, and for the

species, p. 80 f., above.

5. 01 ^’•33 nD (read JTlDl for nonj : a rubic directing an operation

compelling the presdhee of the angel through a simulacrum and its manipu-

lation. The insertion of the rubric into the text of incantation appears

in the Babylonian magic, see King, Babylonian Magic, p. xxviii. Tt may be

queried wdiether our sorcerer is not reciting a form unintelligilde to him

;
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cf. the intrusion of rubrics into the Psalms. The ancient chai^ was for

binding the good spirits as well as the evil; the incantation as well as the

exorcism was a Katiuhafiog (see Heitmuller, "'Im Namen Jesu/' 2d part). In

the early Babylonian magic images of the favorable gods were made and

used in the rites; a good example is found in Zimmern’s Surpu series, no

54 (p. 169 1=3 Thompson, Sem, Magic, p. Iviii). Probably idolatry has its

basis in this magical idea. Reverence gradually obscured the idea that the

gods were thus bound, it survived only in the word-magic. But in the

present case a “horn’' (symbol of power?), probably a cone of wax or the

like is kneaded, and honey poured upon it, with which we may compare

the antique anointing of the sacred stone or hcthely wherein the suppliant

literally '‘smooths” the face of of deity (Heb. n^n).* The rubric is, I think,

unique in Jewish magic. For the magical use of honey, sec Thompson in

Index, s, v,

6. nn» : for the plural, cf. instance in Jastrow, Diet., 834b; 'or the

form may be regarded as parallel to

We have here a bit of poetic lore about the angels, describing their

worship and service of the Almighty. It appears to be a quotation from

some Midrash. Who the angel invoked is, does not appear,—Michael?

The terms are probably mysterious utterances to awe the hearer;

cf. omo, omo, 3: 3 (from "hear,” “lift up in worship”?). For

the description “blowing like the blast,” etc. , cf. Ps. 104
: 4.

7. cf. mxavi 7: 5. The description passes to a plural

subject here.

pnnr:: a Rabbinical form; i:: = ~ “foot.” For b ~ ^ cf.

Noldeke, Mand. Gram., ^4.

8. The choric dances of the angels are a pretty fancy, cf. Job 38: 7.

' Small conical stones are found in the oriental explorations, doubtless domestic

haitylia; see Vincent, Canaan d*apres I*exploration recente, 177, and Scheil, Mimoires

de la DdUgalion Perse, vii, 103, 112 f. (Fig. 34-37, 340 ff, 374,‘38i).

* For an extensive collation of like instances in Graeco-Roman magic see Abt,

Die Apologie des Apuleius, 222 ff., 227. May the term in Apuleius,/?«a£Ae{»f, the magic-

god whose image is formed for purposes of sorcery, (a term much disputed by the

commentators) =
•iSo = IkSd. the word used here?
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9^ For the 'D'i and see 6: 2 and p» 86. ’’p3X is a masculinized

form of «np3x; (see p. 88).

11. p' 3in: I cannot identify. The Glossary shows two other men of

the same name.

poD'’: a Persian name, =::: “jasmine/’ cf. Justi, p. 145.

the* same name in No. 2 (in

inno: cf. Syr. "nanno, Justi, p. 186.

: the Arabic Fannuyeh
; see Noldckc, Pcrsiche Stndicn, 405.

hypocoristic of name of several Ainoraim; see Seder ha-

Dorotih ii, 347. Cf. biblical nStr, from nSxC’ also occurs in the

Nabataean, CIS, ii, nos. 185,208,221. Ndldeke (in Euting, Nab, Inschriftcn,

74) vocalizes the name Sullai, and Berger (see to No. 208) compares the

Nabataean name Sullaios. Rut Lidzbarski (£/>//., ii, 16) rejects this deri-

vation and derives the hyj)Ocoristic from dSc^».—

N

ote that among these

nine souls only one strictly Jewish name appears.

12. The s^rip^uyal quotation is from Psalm 121,—a psalm admirably

adapted for a charm. Cf. note to 5 : 5.

13. The two words: “of the room (recess, bedchamber, etc.), of the

hall (also, cavern)” evidently refers to the place where the bowl was to

be placed. The first word may be in construct state, or the two terms

may lie parallel, as the words might mean the same thing. jn'T’N
—

Ass. idrmu, and is current in the Aramaic dialects. Jastrow defines

as especially a “sitting room in the shape of an open hall”
;
for

some discussion of its etymalogy, see Payne-Smith, col. 315.



No. 13 (CBS 8694)

n3 injcnm n^p (2) iTJD’Ojn rr’D^y ^dd

/pDHT pDK^?o (4) nDN^o n^xS^D hdxIjd !^x>Dnni (3)

nScxi] D-ix ^22 '•a:xn k^d nn (5) in:rjn3 ppnnn [p:3n']'i

xiD^n r\2)02^ ,pnn'iDD^’2 i (6) ,pnv’2np5> nin n’»

nnn nin*’ DiK^n n>2t^nD pn^n^o nn^*D ^p^n’ ,no'»y (7)
^Nnbxn

. . .S’^i’P “lyi Di’iy!^ -lnt^^1 d-’P noni xrn pnn pDX b2 nno^Dii t^b^m (8)

Exterior

x^jnnion xnS^inn .xnrr’xn xS*? xn-^n . . . p . . :?*i xJ>p !?p mn x^p bp (9)

nn injDnm nci:! uS>i n^nu nn m-rx >nnj (1.0) >Dn xnb'

lox xnmn nox •'d xni^^ xi^i xJ’nnon pn^i^nx o n-’nn^x (11) xdd

r^cxn • • * D“iD"iEx X!:d d2 inijcnal? f!: xmox d^pi “)nt^*1 (12) jdxi

nv^ n>!::K' [p xjioi’t^') xdidx nbo I’^x px * . \T'p'’yx

, .
^

Translation

Closed are the mouths of all races, legions (2) and tongues from

Bahmanduch l)ath Samai. (3) And the angel Ralimiel and the angel

Habbiel and the angel IJanniniel, (4) these angels, pity and love and

compassionate and embrace Bahmanduch (5) b. S. Before all the sons of

Adam whom he begat by Eve, we wdll enter in before them; from their

clothing they will clothe her and from their garments they will garb her,

the garment of the grace of God. (7) With hbr they will sit, on this side

and on that, driving away (demons?), as is right. In the name of Yhwti-

in-Yah, El-El the great, (8) the awful, whose word is panacea, this mystery

is confirmed, made fast and sure forever and ever. ,

Exterior

(9) Hark a voice in the mysteries! Hark the voice of ...., the voice

of a woman, a virgin travailing and not bearing. Quickly be enamorc^d.

(178 )
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(lo) be enamored and come Ephra bar Sabordiich to the marrow of his

house and to the marrow of Bahmandiich b. S. (ii) his wife; as (she

was) a virgin ( ?) travailing and hearing not, so (may she be) fresh

myrtle for crowns. Amen, Amen. (12) And made fast and sure is

salvation from Heaven for Bahmandiich b. 55 . (13) A preparation (?)

leaven, press it (?) .... Amen, Amen, Selah. Salvation and peace from

Heaven, forever and ever and ever.

Commentary

A charm for a certain woman against the reproach of barrenness, that

her husband may love her and she may have cliildren by him. The couple

is the same that figures in No. i, which is particularly a charm against the

liliths; these are supposed to have i)revented the natural fruit of the human

union, affecting not only the woman but also the man’s love and virility.

At the e^d probably is given an aphrodisiac recipe.

This text and No. 28 are unique among early Semitic incantations,

for they are love-charms. In this they bear the closest relation to the Greek

erotic incantations,'* cfn which I will speak more particularly under No. 28.

But in the present text it is the barren forsaken wife who speaks, not the

passionate lover, as in No. 28 and the Greek charms. The incantation has

a Jewish cast in its address to certain angels, whose names are expressive

of love and in its use of biblical divine names. A])parently the text is

shortened from a longer model. It is illiterate in style and script, and

contains numerous Hebraisms. A feature is the use of a wcdgc-sha])ed

sign (indicated in the transliteration by a comma), occurring as a separator

between words, but without Consistency.

I. nDD : for

n'DtDV : either antique emphatic plurals, or else —
Mandate plural in — (see to 9: 6). The second ivord is an artificial

enlargement of the Syriac tegma (rdyfia') for the sake of assonance with

'V (spelt in the usual archaic Syriac fashion). The passage is reminiscent

of Dan. 3 : 4. Do tlie words refer to classes of mankind, and the taking

away of the woman's reproach among men? Or not rather to ranks of

demons?—to whom we expect some reference; cf. p. 80. The closing of

their* mouths means forstalHng their curses, cf. p. 85. is particularly
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used of the cohorts of evil (Payne Smith, s. v.) and in the Peshitto trans-

lates the ^'legions of angels'' in Mt. 26: 53.

3. The three angels appear (upon some reasonable emendation) to

have names corresponding to the verbs in the* next lines. Angels were

chosen, or invented, for the pregnant meaning of their names; so Raphaei

became the patron of healing. Rahmiel is the genius of love in No. 28,

and in one of Thompson’s Hebrew charms from Mossoul {PSBA, 1906-*

1907), which contain many incantations for love, love between man and

wife, and also for breaking marital love; once we find a philtre in which the

angels invoked are Ahabiel, Salbabiel, Opiel, names signifying love and

its passion (1907, p. 328, no. 80). and are found in Schwab's

Vocahulaire, and the latter also in Stube, 1. 56.

5 . The line is obscure ;
it appears to present a dramatic scene in which

the sorcerer and his client, in the presence of the adversaries, shall obtain
(

judicial vindication of love from the favoring* angels. The reference to

Adam and Eve's offspring has a sympathetic value.

6. 01 assimilation of p, as in Hebrew; for,the idea cf. 2: 2,

NlD'n : a common Semitic idiom; cf. Is. 61: 10, Bph. 6: ii; in

the Samaritan, nas 133 (Heidenheim, Bibliotheca

sani. ii, pp. xlii. 197, § 24) ; actual investing with ‘‘grace’' occurs in the

newly-found Odes of Solomon, 4:7: ini3’’tD KaSi T 3 13D.

7. rr»rD: again Hebraic. The following word may be a ditto-

graph, or a Pad of niT. For this protection on right and left, cf. 6: 10.

For mn nin’' see to 7: 8. in the Mandaic religion, epithet of the

sun-deity (Norberg, Onom., 9, Brandt, Mand/Schr., 31), also found in

the Greek magic, Wessely, xlii, 67. It may be a magical reduplication;

but cf. the reduplication of bx in the South-Arabic plural, and the Jdebrew

probably once a divine name—^to be connected with Ellil of Nippur?

—see Clay, “Ellil, the God of Nippur," AJSL, ^907f 269.

8. 1D« : cf. 15 : 2.

«

DD'n : this spelling occurs also in a neo-Syriac manuscript published

by Lidzbarski (Die neu-aramdischen Hamlschriften der konigl, Bibliothek

s. Berlin, Weimar, 1896, 447) ; otherwise nom = nviiv. For a discussion

of the word and its origin see Ndldeke, Neusyrische Gram., 386.
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D'p: the same formula in hulz. 5.

At the end of this line which is on the edge of the bowl, the scribe

has attempted to continue and has written a few characters
; he then started

afresh on the exterior.

9. ttSp !’P : Sp is used like the Hebrew i’lp. The piteous plaint of

the sufferer is thus expressed, to move the sympathy of the celestial ones.

In the same way the Babylonian magical texts preface their rites with a

description of the plight of the patient; also the biblical Psalms often

commence in like manner. A similar phras e appears in a bowl of Pognon’s,

B 20, but there the reference is to the curses of unfortunate souls which

alight on the living. There may be the reference here to such a ban—of a

virgin gone to her death without cliildren. In this case 'Dn (= biblical DH,

Syriac on), would refer to the stilling of her “tongue.” (Cf. the magical

use of crtyrj in a text of Wessely’s xlii, 60 f.). But the repetition in 1 . ii in-

dines me to the view that*the virgin who ^‘travails and does not bear’" is

the wife, subject perhaps to miscarriage or feminine maladies. Then '•Dn

would be froyi pl^n === “hasten/' and so = “quickly,” cf. Ass. fc<Dn;

the word would then correspond to the frecjiient r/(h/ f/(h/ r«,vr as at the

end of the Hadrumetum love charm (see to No. 28), and see note to 14: 4.

tlie verb used for “love” is kdh, where we expect Mn;

cf. Heb. nnK For this triple adjuration, see No. 28.

10. 01 : I have tried in my translation to express the

difficult word which primarily “body,” comes to mean the essence,

essential thing. The reference is sexual, and the word has such connotations

(see Jastrow, s.

IJ. ^3: this appears to be an error for Knhni, as in 1. 9; or

possibly^ppl. fern, in -te, “mourner’’? '3 ... '3 are u.^ed correlatively, and

we must suppose a lacuna: as she (was) in the joyless condition of child-

lessness, so (her future state shall be symbolized by) fresh myrtle for

crowns. Some literary form has been so rubbed down as to be almost

unintelligible. For this correlation of ’•3 ... ^3
,
see some, as yet unnoticed

c5ses in the Hebrew, e. g. Gen, 18: 20.^ Myrtle as sacred to the goddess of

love (Baudissin, Studien, ii, 198 f.) makes an appropriate simile.

•

* See my notes in JBL, 1912, p. 144.
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12 . : this line is provokingly obscure. Since a magical

philtre is here prescribed, I venture to suggest that 'D = Latin praeparatum

(the verb being used by Pliny for preparing drugs, foods, etc.). Or it

may be the Rabbinic niDtD, “hash, salad” (which however does not explain

the 13). yoKH is leaven, which as a ferment would be appropriate to an

aphrodisiac. is fcm. imperative, “press it.” Aphrodisiac herbs,

used magically or medicinally, are common in all erotic praxis.
^



No. 14 (CBS 16917)

nnt’omn 5> Knonni* 'in’j nod inn xm kh^’k mn’ ncny 'jn lDe>'a [nd3 pnn]

niB'a m ro WK^np onuK oicn t<t5'''[3] (2) one liiy n’we'N nnno na

O’ niDin n’n (3) n tiiDi x*:’ 5>j/ n’naaiD ri’ p’nn pin’ pm’ no no

n’onioi xmai sni: i’D’na n’nj'OB' ’ntrxn loo tio'^’V ri'yacN am nio

. . . ion I’K’noji ^’KO’O oitrai n’^’inx enn’ cnn’ n’i!’i>n n’lSi’n xon N3i>o x . . (4)

^X’JQ ’JO i’X’mj i’x’ODnoi i’X’niv i’X’onDn n’otj’o I’X’nrn n’oo’a (5) . . . mva

Iin’D'ty n’nan’x xijn’i pnn xooa nn’ot? non’xn i’‘^”a I’P’toi (6) I’P't Sjoi ^Nnnj

xrits^x no'ni’B’!”! xnn’p’ xnu iji> pan’ ponni ion pan Knn’ X’ (7) x’ pnn xcaa

n!’D lox prax ox

TrANSIvATION

[This bowl] in thy name do I make, Yhwii, the great God. May this

bowl be for tlte*seaJing of Hormizduch bath Mehduch. 1 adjure thee

(2) evil, in the name of holy Agrabis, in the name of MS MS, in the

name of SP SP YIIWK YIIWK, who removed his chariot to (above?)

the Red Sea (3) David, the Psalm of the Red Sea. Again I adjure

you by him who lodged his Shekina in the temple of light and hail, and his

(4) . . . the exalted king. Hall'eluia, Halleluia. Oh avaunt, oh

avaunt, avaunt! And in the name of Michael and Gabriel (S) in the

name of Sariel, in the name of Seraphiel, Suriel and Sarsamiel, Gadriel,

Peniel, Nahriel. And all l^last-demons (6) and evil Injurers, whose names

are recorded in this bowl and whose names are not recorded in this bowl,

—

oh, (7) oh, avaunt, sit down there! And ye shall be cast down, sitting

within the glowing light and fiery flame (8). Amen, Amen, Selah.

Commentary

A charm for a certain woman, in the name of Yiiwh and the angels,

a*gainst some definite (now obscure) demon in particular, and against the

devils in general.

( 183 )
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^
2. fD the syllable is Athhash for n'; cf. fBVO — mn', Stiibe, 1 . 66

and p. 63. D'nJN is probably also a matheniatical anagram for the divine

name or power; cf. Abraxas, = etc. (see p. 57, and to 7: 9), of

which the present form may be a corruption. The syllable »1D seems to

have suggested the sea of pin' is for nm'.

3. TH: the lacuna makes the reference obscure; a reference to one

of the Psalms of David, or, by error to the Song of Moses? .

n’nj'SB' nK’Nl: the Targumic phrase, e. g. Dt. 12: 5.

KT121 Sa'na ; hail and fire arc frequently found together in the

Old Testament as manifestations of the divine presence; e. g. Ps. 18; 13 f.

Esek. 38: 22. But cf. especially Rcz’, 11 ; 19: “Then was opened the temple

of God that is in heaven
;
and there was seen in his temple the ark of the

covenant; and there followed lightnings and voices and thunders and earth-

quake and great hail.”
,

4. n’ennN, Bin\ B'in’: cf. cnn N', 1 . 7; Ya = interjection “Oh.”

Reitzenstein has called attention to the equivalence of these expressions

(commenting on Stiibe, 1 . 14, Poimandrcs, 292, n.), to ‘the Taxv raxv

of the Greek magic, as applied to demons in the sense of “at once

avaunt.” For examples, see the endings of nos. 3, 5, 6 in Wiinsch, Antik.z

Fluchtafeln, and the editor’s note p. 13. Cf. a Christian charm in Pradel’s,

p. 72: vemat sanatio celeriter, abeat abeat abeat tnahim.

5. All these angel names are found in Schwab’s Vocabulaire, our

fiN’DOnD being probably the same as the there. For magical refer-

ences to Suriel, see Lueken, Michael, 71.

6. The sorcerer spares himself the trouble of naming the evil spirits

by applying a “blanket” charm to them all ; cf. i : 14.

• see to 3: 3.— nnsTN: evidently a confusion between the

passive and the ist person active.

pnn : the only instance in these bowls of this rare demonstrative;

elsewhere here PTn ,

7. pmn: probably Etpeel.—For the curse at the end cf. 7: 17.
‘



No. 15 (CBS 16087)

n’n’ 35> n!> Mnn K'ctt’n snioN (2) ’cmn khJ’k nnioK i>D no lott'n

^3 ’33’B'n35>'i nn la i>!’na^i Nmo (3) na nm nmn[5>i] koo aa t'onim
• a

DKT 'saDNi 'BUN1 p’!)D 1*2 dk!’ n5>ia (4) nmn!5i n’ha nn’a[l’i] ntnan'iB’D

DK^ dk!’ b'J'ki inann njo (5) b*2''n D«a '5aD«i p’i'o «!’ dhJ* b-’J'k «:o ?»

pt2aiB*i (6) pp’tj'i pnn pa’i^j; ’n’joi ’n:*3 njo tj’j’K dnt 'aaosi p’!>d «!>

(7) [nn] 65**3 paanei ps’pn j’aaiyi pt;*’3 P65*ani pa’tj’i pyaai pan’i

Kaua «npt’y misa p.an* n-onni f<!?nsi nc^hj niD’Na pan* n’aos , . . , .

Kmo] na nn }oi xioo aa t’oa^n id pnjo pan* mDSi (8)

aa 'jnD joi (9) atNan'ef'D [aa] 'aa'eyaa pi nn aa ii^jaa [jdi

5>K''aim !>K’Dn.i i’K’Dnai I’K'-a . . . ‘sK’aaai J’waiDi iiscen mca nn
!»« id[k JDK] pD^ij; CP niK3V mn* nninai S’N’aaoi

Translation

In thy name and in thy word, Lord of all healing, God of love.

(2) Salvation of Heaven for the house of Hormiz bar Mama and for the

dwelling of D6d(a)i bath (3) Martha and for Bar-gehil bar Dodai and for

Bar-sibebi bar Cirazad, even for all her house and dwelling (4).

Las min selik : waircfe das min menu

Enas las Id scltk: zeatrefe das ends (5) mend

Bhybdyn

IVcnas las Ids la scltk: uxitrcfe das ends mend.

I scan and rhyme ( ?) against you, Spirits and Goblins (6) and Plagues and

Howlers and Strokes and Circlet-spirits and evil Arts and mighty Works

and Idol-spirits and the evil Lilith (7) And I bind you with bonds

of brass and ironr and seal you with the figure of a seal of fire, (8)

And I banish you from Hormiz b. M. and Dodai b. [M. and] Bar-

gelal b. D. and Bar-sibebi b. C. (9) and Mehoi bar Dodai, in the

( 185 )
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name of Rophiel and Suriel and Gabriel [and . . .] and Rahmiel' and .hatiel

and Suriel .... and Serariel . And by the seal of Yhwh Sebaoth is it

established forever. Amen, Amen, Amen.
*

Commentary

A charm for several persons, whose relations to each other are not

definite. 'I'hey may be members of one household—a kind of Pension.

The virtue of the charm lies in the use of a doggerel couplet. The figure

in the center of tlie bowl is a serpent with its tail in its mouth; see p. 54.

1. TDim: for this abbreviated form of Ahura-mazdah, see Justi, p.

98, the same name in Lidz.

NtoND --- ’’NOXD, 'DNO, as in No. 8.

nn:38: 4, hypocoristicon from "rn, ‘^friend, uncle/' etc.; cf.
4

the biblical name nn and its variant '"Ul, also*DMa, 12: 2. The present

name is feminine; may it mean the dudai, ‘dove-apple"? Justi, p. 86, lists

a Duday.
t

* •

2. KmD: a Jewish name found in the Gospels and in a Palestinian

ossuary inscription (Lidzbarski, Handbuch, 318) = 8: 5.

a proper name after Arabic formation? = “round lump,

excrement," etc. Galal is a biblical name.

'DTina : 'tr is a form of necklace charm, see to 1 . 6. The mother has

named her child after the amulet whose virtue she supposed gave to her

or protects the babe.

"TrKin'crtD: the Persian Cihrazad; see Justi, p. 163. The is an attempt

to represent the Persian hard ch. The name is the same as that of the

famous racontcuse of the Arabian Nights.

3. nJT’n : doubtless referring to Dodai, who appears to have procured

the charm for the househokl.

,4. P'Sd jo Di<S: this and the following line contain a magical

incantation expressed in a rhyming doggerel couplet. (In the firwSt occur-,

rence of the was first omitted, then written above, and finally

the word was rewritten that there might be no infraction of the charm.J

First of all, there is a couplet rhyming at tlie caesuras and at the end;
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then the last line is repeated in 1. 5, introduced by the obscure combination

A similar doggerel formula is presented by Myhrman in his

edition of the Babylonian magical Labartu scries {ZA, xvi, 188; cf. Jastrow,

h 339)- is there called a siptu, “incantation,” and runs thus

(following Jastrow^s arrangement) :

ki
I

risti libiki
|

risti la libiki
|

la libi
|

pis
|

pisti sa

anzisti
|

Sa anzis
|

su anzis
|

anzis.|

For Greek parallels see p. 6t. The repeated of the couplet is taken

up by . The roots and JO may refer to the scansion of

the couplet.

5. m the Arabic demon i/A’A*—sometimes interpreted as one-half

(sikb) man, one-half demon, but probably a demon of weariness; see Lane,

Arabian Nights, c. i, n. 21, van Vloten, IVZKM, vii 180.

6. )nn\* see p. 81 ;
liere between categories of maladies, in Myhrman

between “devils” and “spirits.”

the .X^rgumic (Jastrow, p. 1510), a feminine ornament,

some kind of pendant chain, see Krauss, Taint, Arcliaologie, i, 204 and

note; belonging to the category of noin, etc., see p. 87 f. Cf. the name

above where the uncontracted form survives.

7. Brass, lead, fire, all potent against demons. Cf. the “chains of lead,”

39: 4 f. The bonds of hell are called catenae igneae in a Latin charm,

Wiinsch, Ant. Fluchtafeln, no. 7; also the “adamantine chains” in Paris

Papyrus, VVessely, xxxvi, 1. 1227 ff.

9. Mehoi: hypocori*stic, cf. Mehducht, etc.



No. 16 (CBS 2920)

poD'Si p'jini'1 n’nn'« nini nn (2) ihjcdk na namJ* k’db' jd Knic«

pnj’j’pJ’i nn’n’ai>i (4) npntj' 'ja DninKh ’ossh innc5>i ''n'’Di3!>i(3)

nai n'or'^i No!>y3 n’Ki pnt2 ^>3 pnn (5) yj' na’pn''i tinn pj3 i'ini> imni

KmoK ninn «nno ktihj ninn npwn {{''331 (6) n''i> ’{{'im ^{{'''ip KnJ>K 'ipn

’J3 Jini>i3 p{{'''33 NH’': ninn Nun Nnpr ninn (7) Nnl’3 n k3''J''3 ninn Nin''0

’nil sjip icpj 'I’l p{{"'33 pTiDK n’':t{’(8) ,ni t<n5>Ki iT’Diip ninn n3iK'n

Kni'33oi ’iiKji '•ID nni npiti'm (9) ’didii snnoiBi xn'^Ji’t •loini «n{{'’'3

KnDi'{:'Ni NnDipn{{«Ni (lO) xnaiDi sni'^'ci '•!>3 ''Pi xnpjxi unoilji kdd’ii n''i>''5>i

n3n2i (11) ’JDD1 ’rii •I'tyi «niJ''3D''ei moKi n’'ipi KSpn3i sn'yjBi Kyjs

IB'’33 p’DN KDOm Nn5’33D y3B'1 'E’pn • ’IDiyi '<V'2 '•{{'ini . N'n’i>''‘»1

poD’ 1D1 p''Jin 1D1 n’nn''N «iki n3 •ipiB' ioi iiuddn 13 n3n id (12) 133{{'Di

n''5>i3 nn''n’3 foi ’ipi{{' ’33 ’!”{{’ isi nm3K jdi (13) ’i3a pi innp ipi Kn’si3 pi

nin’ iDKM nijo pt< (14) pK Dj>iyi>i i3i »di’ p nijo iin''m’i pi nn3''3’ip pi

{{'K’D i’VD 11N nt «i>n D’l’tj'iT'D T'niDii ^3 iiin'' iy3'' pon n3 nin’ lyj’ roon i>K

Translation

Salvation from Heaven for Dadbeh bar Asniancluch (2) and for

Sarkoi bath Dada his wife and for Honik and Yasmin (3) and Kufithai

and Mehduch and Pannoi and Abraham and Silai the children of Sarkoi,

(4) and for their house and their property, and that they may have

children and may live long and be established, and that (5) no Injurer

in the world may touch them.

And in his great name, whereby the holy God is called—wherein are

arts ( ?)— (6) which suppresses darkness under light, plague under healing,

destruction under construction, injury (7) under ban, anger under repose:

suppressed are all the sons of darkness under the throne of God, in

whose (?) name (8) are bound, suppressed Devils; gripped likewise are*

evil Spirits and impious Amulet-spirits and Names and Princes of (9)

(188 )
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darkness and the Spirit (breath) of foulness and fatigue and the Tormentors

of night and day and Curses and Necklace-charms and Words and Adjura-

tions (lo) and Knockings and Rites, the Plague and the she-Plague and

the voice of Invocation, and the Spell of poverty and Demons and Devils

•and Satans (ii) and Idol-spirits and Liliths and Arts and mighty Works

and the seven Tormentors of night and day. They are bound, suppressed

and laid, (12) away from Dadbeh, etc. (as in 11 . i If.), (13) and from all

their house and from their property and from all their abode, from this day

forever. Amen, Amen, (14) Sclah. ‘'And Yhwh said to Satan,” etc.

Commentary

A charm for the large family that appeared in No. 12. It contains

an extensive and repetitious list of demoniac species.

5. 01 I have translated literally; the original form may have

been :
'1 '3 “the great name ... which magicians

invoke.”

6. t!^''nD:..ppl.^act.

7. “Sons of darkness”: contrast the “sons of light,” i: 9.

8. N3iK*m '3131 : cf. the I’auline T(w^ KoapLoKfuiTopat; Tov (jKf'tTov^ rovrnVj Itpll,

6: 12.

'ID nil: lit. “foul and laboring spirit” (breath; in Bckor, 44b

(an obscure passage) there is a disease or demon called which is

interpreted as “asthma” (Jastrow, s. 7a). Foulness of breath was cause

for divorce, Krauss Talm. Unc, i, 256. Cf. the nisD'i 13 of 29: 7, which is

found in the same passage from Bekoroth.

10. n'lpi Ki?pn3 : see pij. 52, 84.

11. |'3DD»»: Af.

;

cf. Knglish “lay a ghost.”

«niJ'DD')D1 niD«:’'cf. the Rabbinic 'iiTDI 'N, “genius of nourishment,”

and see pp. 79, n. 70, and 86, n. 112.



No. 17 (CBS 2922)

nnosi (3) Nnshn’o na (2) mi fc<i2r pn

p3'»nyn-iK pD^ni^n n:« Kn^^t^ni xn^JS:l^• (4) n'^b^b t^nb^b '‘D^n^ nonni

(6) pD'^na ^^y^o p^nyo n^no pnsy^::!? ^^t^ny (5) pD'TitJ^'on

i<b (7) pD'Dn iP£i iyi:ty mnS pD'^xi inJ»D pdit'ki jo'-i^y

n^n (8) nncmxoi Kni’D \K:^ nnm psi nnu p2 b:? pnK ps niT'nn Nnai^no ns

ps''nKi «np's ps'‘i’y ‘•n'^ois n^nns in y‘.^np' pn^i^y nb^n «nr:c^»n pn^i^y nma

Kno:i»n tnni’K’ n«n mio^ai ^no'J pn'’‘“.o''£i pn^o'’^ pn!^ n’’Di pn^^'xn «np'»n*i (9)

«n!5 «ntc nt)^: n^nnc in yrin*» wni’ pnnm n'ms py^nn^ pn»!iy (lo)

ipai iDDS inni^n pnn«i in!?£ (11) pn'»D'’Ni n*'nn nnnt:''^^ nnyo

n^onm (12) nno^ nnmn «!^i nn-’nn Knnl^n'n nn K^'*^‘.n^ nb po-on

p NnnDm khidk «^d« n'^nnD p y*jnnn ^npr^yni b^i nnpr'yn

xncK'n pn!? ppn'nn Kni^nn^n b^ li^oniDi li^'^n (13) ':n P'Jinh mrh b) tcn^b

nbo px \)r\b

Transi^ation

This (lay ab(3ve any clay, years and generatic:)ns of (2) the world, 1

Koines bath Mahlaphta have divorced (3) separated, dismissed thee, thou

Lilith, Lilith of the Desert, (4) Dag and Ghiil. The three of you, the four

of you, the five of you, (5) naked are ye sent forth, nor are ye clad, with

your hair cJishevelled behind ycnir backs. (6 ) It is aniKXinced to you, whose

mother is Palhan and whose father (Pe)lahdad, ye Tdliths : Hear and go

forth and do not trouble (7) Kcxnes b. M. in her house. Go ye forth

altogether from her house and her dwelling and from Kalletha and Artasria

(8) her children. I have warded against you with the curse which Joshua

bar PenMiia (sic) sent against you. T adjure you by the hcxior (name) of

your father (<)) and by the hon<3r of your mother, and take your divorces

and separations, thy divorce and thy separation, in the ban which is sent

(10) against you by Joshua b. Perahia, for so has spoken to thee Joshua

b. P. : A divorce has come to thee from across the sea. There is found

written (in it), ye whose mother is (tt) Palhan and whose father

( 190 )
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Pelahdad, ye Liliths : And now flee and go forth and do not trouble Koines

b. M. in fier house and her dwelling.

I bind (12) and I seal with the seal of El Shaddai and with the seal

of Joshua b. Perahia the healer, healing and release from Heaven for Aba

and Yazdid and Honik sons of Koines. Thwarted and frustrated arc all

Injurers, whom we have removed by the ban upon them. Amen, Amen,

Selah.

Commentary

A charm effected by a woman for herself and her children, who appear

in two different groups, in the name of Joshua b. Perahia. It is an abbrevi-

ated and often incorrect replica of No. 8.

1. For the corrupted formula, cf. t>: 5 and see p. 55. The full form

appears in no. 16020 (unpublished) “this day out of all days. I Honik/'

etc.
•

2. 7 the name obscure
;
cf. Justi, p. 165.

KnsSnro:# ^o^'^tliis name, frequent in these bowls, and its equivalents,

sec Noldeke, Bncyc. Bib., s. v. ^'Names/’ § 62.

I'eal, tlie following verbs Pael.

3. For the singular and plural number, see to 8: 2. The word lilith

is spelt badly. For the Rial 'V cf. 29: 7, and see p. 78; the parallel has

5. 'Phe correct grammatical forms are found in 8:3; tlie lilith names

following are also mangled.

6. Afel of dd:.

7. i. e. “bride”; cf. the Pabylonian name Ina-ekur-kallatu, cited

to me by Prof. Clay.

a form of Artachsathra, and cf. Afirnanptne^ Justi, ]). 35.

8. n'»nnD: so 1. 12, but the correct spelling in 1. 10; probably assimila-
I

tion to Persian farruch.

For “glory" “name," see on 8: 8, and n. b. the equivalent 'ITaTt()DV

M^ai ,
Wisdom, 14: 24.
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9. 3'D: f. pi. impr. of 3D3; but in 1. 6. The following nsn

is a perversion.

10. ---

11. — 1D1D, cf. ps, 1. 7, plus conjunction D; for another instance

see Glossary; probably a dialectic survival. B appears in the Senjirli inscrip-

tions and the Elephantine papyri.

12. the same title in 34: 12.

KrTlDB: formation from Pael. ~ Rabbinic xniDB.

N3K: frequent Talmudic name, Seder ha-Doroth, ii, 3-18.

probably error for “nT. see 7: 3.

13. pp'^'Q: Pael, 1st pers. plural.



No. 18 (CBS 8695)

pb’pnn n’5> n'Nn mr (2) i>3i 'n's la mExi Kn''3^[i nb'ej!’] nhidk h'W 'oma

[inna] pno ija pna vr k5>i pD’pri’i (3) pnn nnn'N ’njsv’N [pja n’^']

[Kt3’Vi ''T'm.’']n’i2'i p.T'El’a keJ’q K3^3a ^^D''S ^8 (4) H'nx nc’K n'riK mra xoi’j;

[Rann ’jan nma na Dai>na ’a’i’y (5) ri’yati’N «ai

...[Knpnnji 'pan Ni>aRi xpjm KBaciK'noai ...x'axm (6) xa naxa riEipcx '?y

. . . poa xD’jainai ’a’al”!’ DEataa pno’na ''Tbv (7) n’vac’x xr,'v 's'^: nv'o

xD’a pais ri’ana xn xn’i”!5 i’yi S’! nans (8) 5'yi 'va i’V'i nT J’v ina x[aaj]

i’lpB' pn’i’y paan x!’ (9) aim pia’c:!’ xd'j ’a'B’ p[an3 xi:a pa]n' nnpBm

ptHri’n xS>i [’n']x aa xaBxa pan xnC’a p ip'a]'yi inapi pansaio !”api pa'D’j

n’xa ['31 i’3ai>i pnl’ tia]ap'n xin jw’n xhi n’nn’x ’laiEVxi’ nS xS aiy n'!i (10)

. . . ’Data an 3'a3ax'' jonno . Dic»a noon no^'na x^i (11) n''^”!>a noS'na xS pnS

JDX D’B'xaa ’c’ n^'e' (12) xolsy ’ar la B'aiECa OB' ni-y H’!’3i a’xa xnpryla

naii^n n^D px

Commentary

This inscription is yet another fluplicate to the three collated under

No, II. It is badly written and mutilated, and would be in large part

unintelligible without the other texts. It presents little that is new and a

translation is not necessary.

1. The name of EphralTs father is uncertain. From what appears

here, it may be 'H'N; cf. in Seder ha-Doroth ii, 47. In 1 . 9 it

looks like '''N, i. e. Aye? But the strokes may be for abbreviation.

2. A prayer for offspring is here expressed.— '’niSV'N : hypocoristicon

for see 26: 4.

5. Dlbn:i: again thi.s- name differs; but the tradition of the granddam’s

name is accurate.

nnxa: i. e. niSKi.

6, nuKT: ppl. of

( 193 )
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: if not an error, this is a further development of a word with a

history: dakdak dardak = darak.

'D'D hy'd: the probable reading. is biblical. The dirty habits

of these foul demons appear in the Babylonian magic; they are compared

to pariah dogs and are exorcised by the spirit of foul streets, see Utukki

series, B, 46; cf. v. col. 5. 1. 21.

8. nntsan: for 'd «n.

9. imp: if we read so, we may compare the magic formula in Pesah.

iioa, ^3'^mp mp (see to i: 6). The verb = P"»V, by transposition, com-

mon especially in Manclaic. Lklzbarski in his parallel (see to No. ii)

reads N'rp and translates '^spring up’*; but read there K“ip — mp.



No. 19 (CBS 16018)

n’DDip (3) «cnn2i nen'm Nn’OK ’on'n (2) xan x'dn khkidk no noB'-a

K!>n piD’K Kjfa’B'a Knsi>nc na 'xam (4) npir'*:! n’B'iB'o jnm n’aat!'’!: n'ai

'ni'tn xan Ka5>» i>'ia’K xna T'oea inan’ta k1”i (5) ponn n’jonai pine^o

xan xno '^Jispbo DiB’ai xnxnnD'xi xnan xnai’o (6) n’!’n''X pm’a “I’OB'ai

xii'l’o xno DiB'ai onjax oiB'ai ai’S -ia ha’x oiB-ai (7) i^DnunD DiB'ai 'naai

niB>ai xnxi . . avap no ompj Dic^ai (8) D'.Sjn xatx rntrai xoianxi xbnoi

xrixapo xnxinD’x 'Jcni (9) nan ni’X I’pi’E' ciB’ai xtcm xjn no ^x’Dao

. . . .n’oi xaa xno ux DiB'ai n^rixoa po b'’B’p xb^’e^p xnao xaDnix Die>ai

xpatyi xnaxn xrpJj’D nTi’^'o n’i* xjpnoi xot^i xi>nD !”y5> pon ’ppjxi (10)

’a’ji'D DiE'ai iia'lsyi p . . X’nEiDi (11) 5>xan ia xaaaa DiE^ai xauan ron non

i>xntJi» oiB'ai omax mti^ai Djn aa pi'x ciE'ai . . . jj e'jp’joi ipjnjoi

niE»ai Dnnijya ona ona on j.aai jnx oicm (12) n'x xS ’onm

nax!>D (13) i'la’X xno oiB'ai oityai nionpi xaa xo’^E’i’ isipE* aiB' i>xnxJ»

n’DX pnx *i3f ‘ta-jinx D.ir3i ’jajan xan xnm xna’a xn^J'X dib'E’i’ 'pyn xaa

n’cnni xnne' pin xoai (14) xpd’x 'rn ’jodi nn n’E' i>a ?y nnti 'V'Sm

pi>m pn’DE^’a n’E> xi> nn’ ninn joi p'sa xl> nnio’x po eo'Xt pn’5>y '0'^

n’BHB'o jn[rn] nnasa n^xi (15) xriE'n xn’J>’!’i c'naai xn’E' ion aon’a no'x

xiDxa pi'Dx am x’oB’a ponmai nyaxa incxa xnB!>no ia 'xam npn'oi

IDX xna^no aa 'xam npnmi (16) n’E'ac'o pim nnjE po ia xj'jna pomm
n’E'nE'D inm nnjD '?y n’xn xnansi xmoini B^mni xini XTty nmx am
xioi Dj’B'a nmx am n’i’ia’xa (17) cmm i’U’xa xncijnD na ’am ’apn’on

n’a nppya I’dx am nat “ia imxa po’nm naa m^jxa n’ox am xniaa o'nni

xaa xo’J’tya po’nm xa’PB' xni>xa pi’ox am xnyn xan xl”aoa po’nm pan

ciB'a xnaJino ia ’xam ’ipn’on n’B'aE'o pnm n’laB po na ’nionpi (18)

H’nano . . . napaa D’E'aa diet poo’m 5>x’ttx xep xoip xpaiE> oia’pix omaaoB

n’E'xai’D -[b'V pn’ aaai’xa ’n^^x Di)yn (19) xa'^>y xa.x Diraa lain’o ’ai»’i)

neaio xonyi n’t^xan xn.a po nnnn’a xnDi>no aa ’xana ’apn’oa n’B'aB'o pam

xana ’apn’oa (20) n’B’atyoa xn’a paniii pn’a xi> xa^ om ’a’na n'ban

po XDD’a x5>a n’^’^>a x^ n’a ptnn’a xi'i n’i^ paap’a xi>i p!>y’a x5> xnEl>nD aa

taa xdp

( 195 )
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Translation

In thy name, O Lord of salvations, the great Saviour (2) of love. .

Charmed and sealed and counterscaled is the whole (3) person and

the bedchamber of this Mesarsia, surnamed (4) Goldsmith, bar Mahlaphta, *

with the seven spells which may not be loosed, and with the eight seals (5)

which may not be broken.

In thy name, lord Ibbol, the great king of the Bagdani
;
and in thy

name, our lady Tbbolcth, (6) the great queen of the goddesses (she-

demons?), and in the name of Talasbogi the great lord of the Bagdani;

and in the name of vSahnudmuk
; (7) and in the name of Ibbol son of Palag;

and in the name of Angaros; and in the name of the Lord, the Word and

Leader and Armasa (Hermes); and in the name of Azpa and 'Alim; (8)

and in the name of Xakderos the lord of . . . ; and in the name of Seraphiel.

lord of judgment and of (divine) beck; and in the name of the 60 male

gods (9) and the 80 female goddesses; and in the name of Ardisaba (or

Ardi) the most ancient of his colleagues; and in the name of Anad the
4

* *

great lord (10) cast above (him) iron and bronze, and fastened

to him fetters (?) of lead and the 70 exalted priests of Bagdana; and in

the name of Bagdana son of Habal (destruction). (11) ...; and in the

name of Palnini and Mandinsan and Menirnas . .
. ;

and in the name of

Iras son of lianas
;
and in the name of Abrakis (Abraxas)

;
and in the name

of Agzariel, who is without compassion; (12) and in the name of Arzan

and . ; . , ros herds dcltcros; and in the name ... to Ariel he sent a message

:

''Lift up'’ ( ?), ... to the great Ruler before him; and in the name of . . . ;

and in the name of lord Ibbol (13) the great angel of the Blast-demons,

and in the name of the great God and the great Lord of the Bagdani ; in

the name of Arion son of Zand: Ye are charmed and armed and equipped.

Against all Demons, Devils and evil Satans, this charm (14) and bowl

is sure and its seals established against them, from whose charm none ever

goes forth and from whose control none sallies forth.
,

In the name of these charms are bound there Demon and Danhis and

the evil Lilith (15) which are in the body of this Mesarsia, surnamed

Goldsmith, b. M., by charms in earth and by seals in heaven. •
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Again, (ye are) charmed with a charm and sealed a second time away

from the body of this Mesarsia, (i6) etc., Amen.

• Again, charmed are the Demon and Devil and Danhis and Amulet-spirit

and Idol-spirit, which are upon the body of this Mesarsia, etc., by Ibbol,

(17) and sealed by IbbcMeth.

Again, charmed by Sinas and Mana, and sealed by fire.

Again, charmed by the great gods and sealed by Arion son of Zand.

Again, charmed by the seal of the family of Hamm, and sealed by the

great ... of Zeuza (Zeus).

Again, charmed by the true God, and sealed by the great Ruler (18)

who is before him, away from the body of this Mesarsia, etc.

In the name of Patragends, Okinos (Okeanos), ftiinka, Kosa, Ka])a,

Azaziel (19) his constellation (?), that this Mesarsia, etc.,

be scaled from the top ( ?) of his head to the toes of his feet they

shall not be, nor this house of Mesarsia, (20) etc., shall they enter nor

apiiroach, nor appear therein, neither by night nor by day, from this day

and forever* ;

Commentary

A charm made out for a certain man whose body is infested with evil

spirits; with great elaboration of incantations they are exorcised from him

and his licmse. 9'he inscription is thoroughly jiagan, and is interesting

because of its invocation, for over half its length, of an extensive list of

deities. Cf. a similar long list in Wiinsch, Anf. F/iic/itafrln, no. 4. Unfor-

tunately by reason of tha coarseness of the scri])t and its general illegibility,

most of these names arc o1)scure. Some of them are definitely Greek,

—

Zeus, Protogonos, Okeanos, and jierhaps the Aeons, male and female, may

be made out; several others are of Greek formation. Others again are of

Persian origin, and some are purely charm-words, “mystical” names. Sonic

forgotten cult may have given certain of the names; notice the reference

to the 70 priests ,of Bagdana.

2. error for

3. the word = “stature,” then, as here, “body,” as is shown

hy the phrase, in a similar connection, in bowls published by vSchwab (K)
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and Stiibe ( 11 . 56, 64) : the demon depart, etc., from the 248 ri'niDlp 'O'!!!

of such a one (the word is not recognized by either editor). The same word

occurs in the interesting magical passage in Esc., 13: 18.

iTtJHB'D : also in vSchwab, G; a frequent Talmudic name (see Sefcr ha-

Doroth, ii, p. 276).

4. 'Nam : this surname appears as a proper name in Hagiga 2a.

f

'^Seven spells .... eight seals’’ : for this cumulative expression, cf. Mica

5: 4; see 5: 2.

5. : cf. 28: I.

also below, 11 . 7, t6. In 1 . 7 he is and his consort

is ‘‘our lady.” Professor Clay has cited to me a divine name

Ubbulti appearing in a Cassite tablet, in the name Ubbulti-lisir.

might also be read, and I am inclined to make the word = Syriac uhbala,

“generation,” etc., and so Muv. For a discussion of Aeon as supreme deity,

god of time, etc., see Reitzenstein, Poimandres, 269 ff. The Aeons appears

in the magical texts, e. g. Dieterich, Abraxas, 140, 1 . 51 ; 192^ l.'2l ; 203, 1 . 18.

The syzygies of Aeons were male and female—cf. the names in Origen’s

list at the beginning of his work AdiK hacr,, and would be a forma-

tion to express the female Aeon. Derivation from Apollo also suggests

itself, but the feminine is not thereby explained.

6. : Comparing what precedes, the word means some class of

deities or demons. In 1 . 13 is a divine name, ~ the demon in ii: 5

{q. V.). It is then a word like etc,, which can be used individually or

generically. It evidently contains the Indo-European element bdga, “god.”

It is difficult to decide whether Bagdana is a propitious or maleficent demon

(as in No. ii) ; in the latter case he is charmed to work the goewi of the

sorcerer’s client, as in the Greek incantations, e. g. Hekate. In W. T. Ellis's

Syriac text (see § 2) appears Nno “Samhiza the lord

Bagdana,” or “the lord god”? The spelling gives the vacalization of the

penultimate vowel. For 5 . cf. the Enochian Samaeza.

7. the ending D1- in this and other names recalls Greek

formations. May this word ^ ayyr^oc? .
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in Syriac, “logical,” etc., and used nominally rn::: to ?^oy(K6v. It is

here associated with both being names of a potency; the passage

is parallel to 2: 2, q. v,

if the reading is correct, the Rabbinic
, Afel may give the

interpretation,
—

“leader,” which would be a fitting epithet of Armasa-

Hermes, “the shepherd” par excellence, Cf. the idea in the late Hellenistic

religion of . a deity, especially Hermes, as a guide, of souls; see

Cumont, The Oriental Religions in Roman Paganism, n. 63 p. 253. It may

be noticed that is used in the 'I'alniud of a “traditional word or saying”

(Jastrow), i. e. = logos?

8. also 14: 8. Tn his epithet, XTDn appears to be used, as in

the Syriac, of the divine nod or intimation, i. e. “command.”

9. Naon-iN: or the name is to be read n-iK, followed by N3D

why the fern. xn^D?

10. In this and the following line most of the words can be read, but

in consequence of the failure of the context the text defies interpretation.

The three metalsTriay be referred to as having magical properties, and this

may give the clue to written first erroneously).

Comparing the Mandaic text in 39: 5, (NTOp), the equa-

tion suggests that our xmS'D “chains”
;

pf)ssil)ly “basket,” and

here used of a metal cage.

12 : = “Son of destruction”?; cf. D^n 12, 1. ii, 12 1 . 13;

these deities are given a parentage like 1. 7. I\:>ssil)ly D^n is D 3 n,

the verb used in the Nerab inscriptions, and so =:
t

11. DTK:: or D'aiaN: cf. 7; 9.

ijN'IfJX ; is found in Schwab, Vocahulairc. Is “God’s

cruel one,” meant?

12. The accumulation of words in ros is a charm formula; see p. 6i.

13. = nabo, 1 . 5.— the "P't with Mandaic spelling.

IJT 13 JinK: found also in 34: 8, which determines the reading here.

01 pnjc : the plural is problematic, as there is but one client to this

charm
; it may have been used inadvertently, is not Aramaic in

its 'present sense.
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14. this obscure demon appears again in 1. 16; it is evidently

the listed with the planets in Libzbarski’s Mandaic amulet in the de

Vogiie Florilcgium, 1 . 251,

17. cf. the Mandaic name of an angel, Lidzbarski,

Bphcmcris, i, 104, n. 2.

NTiyr : Zeus, Syriac m, in Jacob of Sarug (Martin, ZDMG, xxix,

no, 1 . 50), otherwise bn and D’lT.

NJD — the Mandaic genius Mana? See Norberg, Onom, 96.

pin n^2 : the family or school of some magician like that of Joshua

b. Perahia, see p. 46.

18. the parent deity in magical theosophy (cf. Ea

in the Babylonian)
; see index of Dieterich, Abraxas, The preceding name

recalls Protogonos who appears with Aeon as son of Kolpia and Baau in

Sanchuniathon’s cosmic genealogy, Eusebius, Praep, i, 10.

19. cf. 11:7. an astrological reference?

nsnito pO: the same phrase in Pognon D; 'except that the

word NDon, “hair,” appears there.



No. 20 (CBS 16023)

I
nz nno

nvii (3) •'D-nni •'vos^ ) n*iD niD^nn (2)

Di[t^*n] (5) nn mo nn-'^ni tnrri ^rnnon (4)

••sa n'»i5^n ni>KD

'rR.WSr.ATlON

Tardi bath Oni (2) tlormisdar Tardi. In the name of AAAAAA,
exorcised and sealed (3) are the Demon and the Devil and the Satan and

the Curse-spirit and the evil Liliths (4) which appear by night and appear

by ciay, and appear (to) Tardi l)ath [Oni, etc.]. (5) In the name of

Gabriel, Michael, and Rophiel. Amen, Amen, Amen, Amen, Hallelia, Selah.

According to AAAAAA.

Co.UMKXTARV

A charm against ghosts, 'fhe interest of this bowl lies in the figure

decorating the center. It represents a demon with arms and legs manacled.

On either side of the figures is an enclosed sjiace. that on the figure's riglit

hand bearing the inscrijition that on its left, SIKH, i. e. prohibition

and permission. In the lower part of the body on the former side is in-

scribed the names of the sorcerer’s client. The pictures thus graphically

presents the idea that tile demon has no power over the lady in (luestion.

The picture is of better quality than the inscription, which is very illiterate.

The spelling is most careless.

T. The connection of the proper names is uncertain, as also the char-

acter of the names themselves. For “noDin I might compare the Tahlavi

Orniazdyar, Justi, p. lOa.

2. For the repeated ^c, see p. 60.

3. KiNiaS: probably an artificial form; cf.
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4. «Tnn^D has Mandate fern. pi. ending.—In the first N has a

point over it—to mark error? cf. the Massoretic Nikkudim.

5 . : the first vowel as in Enoch and in Mandaic, representing

the Hebrew active ppl., parallel to the equivalent Aramaic form in Raphael.

for similar perversions see 24: 4, 31 : 8, 32: 12; cf. a>.Xn7 ov in the

Paris Magical Papyrus, 1 . 3032, and n''S in a Jewish charm, JAOSj

1911, 274.



No. 21 (CBS 16054)

nn’3 D[n]nDi o'nn (1)

nna nn' nn£2iPD’«i

pyjQ ba JO nn«

pm[l !>]3 ID ’B'U

Kni>33D [i]dt ptr’a (2)

pptJ 5>3 iai nn’l’i’ IQ1

nn’aJ* n5> panpn kI’i

nn [nn£]ipD’sh

D'?inn nn» na (3)

onnoi prjTj? nn5’n''a

pann nyaca

101 pty’a PP3*2 ^>5 101

pi [pr'a] (4) pnn 5>a

Kn^aao

ni’D pN pN

Nos. 21, 22, 23

No. 22 (CBS 16006)

nri’a onnoi D'nn (1)

na 'im nnaipD’Ki

ppa I^a p nnN

pnn Sa p pa-’a

Kn^iaao pi pa^'a (2)

ppM i’aoi xn’!”!’ pi

nn’a!’ nb paapn

nn (3) nncipD'Ki’i

a’nnn nn« na

onnjoi ppt’y nnijn'o

penn nyatrCa

pi po ha p
PPtJ (4>

nnu!* nJj paipn

[n]m nnaipD’sSi

[nnx na]

Lpi] pE”a pnn ^la pi

nov p (5) pe^’a ppn ^a

• D]i>y!’i pn
ni’D p[N ps

No. 23 (CBS 16090)

nnn n[s]nnDi n^nn (1)

na nn nnEipD'Ni

PWD !>a p nn«

pnn b:) pi pct'^a

sni>aao loi ptj'n (2)

NptDI NpD 5i3 pi xn’S'b pi

nn’a!5 ni> panpn Njin

nn (3) nnsiPD’Kl’i

p'nnn nnx na

Dnnoi ppfy nnSsnu

ponn nyaK’a

ppp 5>a pi xnl’aao

PPTJOI (4)

nnn!’ n!) panpn s!>n

nn nnaipD’NSi

nnK na

ni>D pN pN

Translation of No. 22

Sealed and countersealed are the house and threshold of Dodi bath

Ahath from all evil Plagues, from all evil Spirits, (2) and from the

Tormentors, and from the Liliths, and from all Injurers, that ye approach

not to her, to the house and threshold of (3) Dodi b. A., which is sealed

with three signets and countersealed with seven seals from every kind of
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Lilith and from all (4) Injurers, that ye approach not to her, to the house

and threshold of Dodi [b. A.], and from all evil Spirits and from all evil

Injurers, (5) from this day and forever. Amen, Amen, Selah.

Commentary

Three identical bowls, out of the four which were deposited at the

corners of the charmed house; see § 8. There are slight variations in the

inscriptions
;

in No. 22 the writer found more room and made a longer

inscription. All three are most roughly and illegibly written; the characters

L T, \ t
are indistinguishable, and B has a peculiar form. The word

transliterated pn, 22
: 5, is written in a clumsy Syriac script.

An interesting grammatical peculiarity is the omission of T after a

genitive with the personal suffix. This appears at the beginning of 1. 3 in

No. 22, and throughout, in the same combination, in the other two. This

might be taken for haplography before '’‘in
; but the same phenomenon

appears in the Mandaic bowls published below ; sec the Introduction, §56.
For the injunction in 1. 4 not to approach, cf. the like prohibition in

a late Greek charm (Rcitzenstein, Poirnandres, 294) :
afiinfjaat F/ ft’Mijjat

f/ Trpoaeyyiaai, k. t. cf. also a Syriac chanii of Gollancz’s, p. 93.



No. 24 (CBS 2926)

ID ’’DH-ia "Dn'm (2) ns njn!5 r.> ^-in x'dc* jd [xn]iDK

ns Vfc^pi’ r\b >nn id «n*iD« n^«D id« iDfc< (3) «nN id xnnx id’i

IDK ID« '6r''Si •»JNDDi n^j’^’S «nni 'Di’n n:''D S’Dsnn (4) . . . ^nD^no

«'*Dt^» 'Dnns '’Dn'»m ns^^nD . ns t^SJnri5 (5) «niD« nbbn nbxo )dx

n’na« sia N'HJ n!?NDiDxiD« ids (6) v?P? '7’^^ "nKn'i

Tkanslat ion

Si'll vation from TTcavcn be for Hindu liatli Mablaphta, (2) that she

he saved hy the love of I leaven from Fever (?) and from vSvveating, from

( ?) (j) Amen, Selah.

Salvation from Heaven he for Kaki hath Mahlajilita (4) that there

cease from her disturbing Dreams and the evil Spirit and evil Satans.

Amen, Amen, SeTah, Hallelui.

Salvation (5) for Zarinkas hath Mahlai)hta, that she he saved hy the

love of Heaven, to wit Zarinkas, that she bring to the birth her child

Amen, Amen, Amen, Selah

Commentary

A charm for three daughters of a certain woman, made out in their

names severally and for sl^ecific maladies. The misspellings arc numerous.

1. Hin: the same name appears in 40: 14; it is hypocoristic of ^^nnn:^

38 : 3. i. c. “Indian woman.”

2. is doubtless fever, in neo-Syriac — malarial fever, cf. the

general name for fever with the Jews, (Prel^'^‘S, Bib-talm. Med.,, 184).

and n. b. the disease dsu in Assyrian, Kitchler, Be\yrdgc, 131, 197. For the

next word the root suggests a sw'eating disease. NJIX may he another

kind of fever. In general see above, p. 93 f.
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3. ’pKp: also in Hyvernat’s bowl. The name occurs as that of an

Egyptian sorceress in a Syriac biography of Rabban Hormizd (c. 600),

cited by Budge in his edition of The Book of Governors, i, p. clxiv. Our

word is probably the Syriac ^dkd, “pelican,” while the Egyptian name

may represent mKt/ (for a similar adoption of this Greek word, see Payne

Smith, col. 3709).

4. For the “disturbing dreams,” see p. 82.

5. Zarinkas: cited by Justi, p. 382.



No. 25 (CBS 16009)

pnm]na iin’j’D nn n'nn’N Nin na nnK5>i ’dkid na ’nu!) n’oc' jo Nni[DK]

pri’Di (2) jmp'i p3D pni> vnn pni> pn'on p33 ’a n’ot^n ’cma 'i[m n’r
nnaanoi cp b' nns die>3 nnoo imnD’j ’is'K chip to pnanB^'N

iisnm «n [pn]i>3‘i pn’an (3) na nann!? tamS nSty opsKn ^a Sy

(4) DitPa DIB' nnan '?v nan' nns *ina pn pn ..... yn i^aa 'oasa d's^

oaB'a n’ pnoD’s nDo[nK] . . nnoB* ... n' pa nan> IJX’aaoB' ‘li’ np i>K’n’ ^ot5'

[i>a!’] KnaoNi’ ptsean n’3«i>a pj’x ni”N de33ib' dsdb' Dp^a D’ana (5) p3’D

[n3]ana n’nri'Nia na’j’pa [nJiT'a pnm xnaoKa pps’a tan’ (6) laJ’N hb'^’n '«

tax pK Dljy 5>’!jai>a pn naa’ la ’axa na ’aiaa (7) n'n’aa ’bo’k i>aia nnaaaa

hpJ'St n5>D

TkANSIvATION

Salvation from Heaven for Guroi bar Tati and for Ahath bath Doda
his wife, that there vani.sh from them in their dw[elling the Demons and

Devjils by the mercy of Ileaven. Whoever here has dead, who shall become

alive to them here, and shall approach (2) and are found to be (actually)

dead—from these you are kept and these are kept (from you). In the

name; Thou- send (to) them, Hadarbadu bar (3) .. the

contentions of them all. Behold, Blessed art thou, Yhwh on account

of the name of (4) Yophiel thy name, Yehiel they call thee, Sasangiel,

Yhwh, and so names [Arjmasa Metatron Yah, in the name

of Tigin, Trigis, Balbis, Sabgas, Sadrapas. These are the angels who bring

salvation to all the children of men. They (6) will come and go forth

with the salvation of this house and property and dwelling of his, and of

his sons and daughters and all the people in his house— (7) of this Guroi

b. T. from this day even for the sphere of eternity. Amen, Amen, Selah,

Halleluia.

Commentary

The inscription is of interest because it is directed against the appari-

tion of family ghosts. In this respect it is to be compared with No. 39 and

"^Vohlstein’s bowl, no. 2417; see above p. 82.
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1. 'nU: identified by Justi, p. 356, as a new-Persian form of Waroe.

The Seder ha-Doroth lists a number of Talmudic persons named sn’ia and

(ii. 89) ; also a famous Syriac martyr Curias is recorded. Apart

from the Persian hypocoristic ending, the word could be explained from

the Semitic ( , Syriac, “whelp’’). Cf. also the Palmyrene , Lidz-

barski, Handbiich, 249. ^

^ feminine name found in Syriac, in Asseman’s Biblio-

theca Oricntalis and Wright’s Catalogue of the British Museum; see Payne

Smith, col. 1456. Cf. Nn«n, 39: 8.

2. and 1. 5: the Aramaic pronoun with loss of cf.

similar cases cited to 8: 2,—if not a Hebraism.

innnD'J: Hebrew Nifals with Aramaic inflection.

DinS the idea apparently is that a message be sent to the

dead to cause them to cease their contentions (pn'3n) with the living,

then one of these departed spirits is named. The name is not recognizable

as a proper name, and evidently, as in Wohlstein’s bowl, referred to above,

it is a fancy name. (There we have such names as Yodid, Muth, Dabti, Itli,)

4. : One of the six angels in Targ. Jer. to Dt, 34: 6, along

with Metatron, and, in Schwab,* Vocab,, T45, a companion of M. and prince

of the Law. 'BV is a Talmudic surrogate for see Blau, Zaitbcrzvesen,

or cf. Schwab, p. 141. The following name is un-

known. These angels arc invoked as phases or names of Deity; cf. p. 58.

Pfermes-Metatron : for the identification, sec to 2 : 2 ; here identified

with Yah.

5. These magical words are mystical names of the angels; see p. 97.

They are dominated by sibilant terminations for which see p. 60.

Mandaic plural spelling.

6. pn«\

7. Di?y cf. Syriac also of a cycle.



No. 26 (CBS 3997)

rinoK'D riKi (2) 1VD’ ”” 'e ijyi i^n’ 'S bv nnx irnljx ”” I’xitj” »cc
-2 nyi’^iDDn i3 (3) iw icon ”” i^sx^i nr^D la 'E i’V ncr
xritJ^a xnn (4) ’njx rn^nxi m’ox am t^x^ ^visa iix nr xijn D'' 5’c-’'n'a Tman

xnn..n na n’cmJES’x xinV •'ax'a aa n^an^anai’ pnl’ irnnm x> xnamn xn'^i'iii

xn'j; !^aa x^i nnys’i nnyr i’aa xh nsvi K'oa ^^aa x!>i nl^'l’a x^i aa’a xIj (5)

’an’ ... XI ’aan’n nsoi ’aaio’ci ’ao’j '^ipEn tin’aip lo (6) “yr i’n^'’X x’Ty

x’a’a ’an nao’x a'an (7) pmn x 5’ ami pn’yri’ i’U '3 pi'E' panan xoa

xjtJ’E’s (8) nr pa’ia n’ns'sxi nr’x xJT'a.x mr'x xS

’.aia D'm’x x x^ . . . . xcxa a n’nian nniivn m’a nn'ni

I’ranslatio.n

“Hear, Israel: Y^'YY our God is one Y\'Y\'.’' “According to the

mouth of YYY’S' they encanipe<l, and according to the mouth of YYYY
they marched (2). Tlie observance of YY^'Y they observed according

to the word of Ynwir through AIo.se.s.*’ '‘And YYYY .said to Satan:

YYYY rebuke (3) thee, vSatan, YY\"Y rebuke thee, who chose Jerusalem.

Is not this a bnnid ])Iucked from the fire?’'

Again, bound and held art thou, (4) evil Spirit, and mighty Tdlith,

that thou appear not to Ikrik-’^'ahbeh liar Maine and this Tspandarmed bath

I [. .dora, (5 ) neither by day nor by night, nor at any evening or morning,

nor at any time whatsoever, nor at any seasons whatsoever. IJut flee (6)

from their presence and take thy divorce and thy separation and thy writ

of disniis.sal. [I have divorced] thee, [even as demons write] divorces for

their wives and return not (to them). (7, 8)

. Commentary

This charm, against the evil Lilith, is introduced by three quotations

from the Scriptures. The first is the opening sentence of the Shema, which
I

still remains the contents of the Mezuzoth, or house phylacteries of the
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Jews. The other two have occurred in previous texts; see 5 : 5. Unfortun-

ately the last two lines are too broken and obscure to be read. I have

merely reproduced here the evident characters. In the segments of the

circle at the bottom of the bowl appear words, some of which are forms

of the divine Names n\ in', also (?) and (?)

I. for nin'. Cf. the common scribal abbreviation, " or also such

forms as VV and Vn, in Schwab O.

ntyo 13 : for T3 ,
as in No. 5.

3. y\n: cf. 2: I.

4. n'3n'3n3 : there is no doubt as to the reading of this name and

it is remarkable enough. The second and divine component of the name

—

which was an ordinary [n']3i3 , [n'lDlia, or [n'] 3'l3 ,
has been expanded

so as to give the awful pronunciation of the Ineffable Name. \Vb cannot

suppose that the name was thus ordinarily spelt or pronounced, but the

scribe has taken it upon himself to give this interpretation ( HTD ) of his

client’s name. Here then is a clear survival of the ancierrt tiiagical significa-

tion and use of the personal name (cf. Heitmiiller,
"7m Nanicn Jesu/' 159

ff.), as also of the pronunciation of the name itself. It may be retorted

that n'—w^ould hardly be used to represent e, and that the original pro-

nunciation was Yalizvd, not—

c

(see Arnold’s valuable discussion, JBL,

xxiv, 152). The latter thesis is right, but I think that the tradition repre-

sented here connects with the Hellenistic magic, in which, among various

forms, la;; occurs several times (Deissmann, Bibelstudicn, 7),^ although I

have not found a case of Further, in the Talmud {Sank, 56a) nor

appears as a surrogate for the Name, which Dietrich, ZATW, iv, 27,

would vocalize as Yose. Blau (Zaubenvesen, 131) objects to e, but adduces

from the Mishna, Sukb. 45a, the surrogate 'Bl' w^hich he identifies with the

Greek magical term (citing Paris Pap. 11 . 1896, 2746). This would

be further proof for v in the current magical pronunciation. As for 1'-

= -e, we have not only the masc. pron. suffix for a parallel but also the

plural ’€ represented in the same way in some of our texts, e. g. 9: 6, 12; i,

25: 5, and also the proper name n'311 31 : 2.

' Also on an Abraxas gem, see Diet, de Varcheologie chretienne, i, 141.
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I can find no other interpretation of this unique name-form. A note

upon it was published in the Museum Journal of the University, 1910 no. 2,

which called forth some private criticisms from scholars (along with

assents), but no better explanation has been offered. (Is there a

possible explanation in the noticed to 7: 8?). In the first amulet in

my paper “Some Early Amulets from Palestine,” JAOS, 1911, 272, line

16, is apparently to be read for the divine Name, a proof of western

connections for the present form.

cf. Glossary B for other forms. The name occurs in Ellis

I, ’where it was first recognized by Levy, ZDMG, ix, 470, 486, its correct

interpretation (as Spenta-Armaita, a daughter of Ahuramazda) being given

by G. Hoffmann, “ Ausziige aus syrischen Aden,'' A bhandlungcri f. d. Kundc

d. Morgenlandcs, 1880, 128 ; see also Justi. p. 308. For the mother’s name

Prof. Kent suggests to me comparison with see Pick, Griech,

Personennamen, 112.

8. cf. 2: 5.



No. 27 (CBS 16041)

injnfK na (3) kjk ’omn xan k-dk (2) nnsiDK ’no noi>''3

K’an xnun ’noip nljia Nl’rnEn ’HEpnp Kl’tnBn (4) snv’VJ ’noiPa ’E'Sjn 'b'na

n’i>tK KynKi n’ob’ sna’n iKoa si’i'oi K’an KoonKn KB’iai’ (5)
KJr’abr

H’l jiri’un nyn’o OKn pnl’ n’noK ’n’no ’aanWaai ’K”a ’Kjoa jina (6) n’WD

am pai5 kjd’C’b Knn’ ’ai .paS Kja'KJ Knc’P ’a injnt’K nKn’t’ kjk ’ri’a (7)

ND’n KEC’Ka paJ> kje’c’k k:k3 na iinn’o kjk ain nn’a n’a (8) iiri’on oyn'o

nnant’K na nKnt’t’ kjk ’n’n’a (9) pn’on ajri’o am KJ’jn tn’ri>n KBe”Kai

KJ’jn iri’v!’ i>i;i Knio pon’n bv Km’nKn KnonriKi Knn’tj kdce' iia’i>y Km’no
’noin iB”i5i KHK^’a ’nim Kji”rK 'I’n e’aa’oi’n Siid’o nnioy Ijyi (10) ono ^yi

KnK’!”i’a ’I’na ’n’tra (11) pna n’yjE d'Sk imjnt’K na nKn’t’ Kjtt nnK'jTt

. . . ’nsno ’nano ’nn’O ’nn’O po’P na nriKap’j nnKnno'Ka ’na’t ’nansa KnKC'a

pn’Sy

CoMMEiN'l'ARY

After the introductory appeal, “In thy name, O Lord of salvations,”

etc., the in.scriplion for lines 2b-ii is practically identical with No. 2. This

portion does not need translation and commentary. The remaining lines,

13-24, are so mutilated or obscure, that I can make out but few connected

passages in them, and hence T do not present them.

There are a few slight <lifferences between the parallel te.xts, this one
being probably more correct. The most considerable variation in text is

in 1. 9, where the sorcerer says that he laid the ban upon Hermon
; cf. my

note to 2: 6. The same Yezidad bar Izdanduch and his wife Merduch
bath Banai, appear in No. 7. There they are the subjects of the charm,

here Yezidad operates magic in his own name. Cf. the mutual character

of the charm in No. 2. In 1 . 8 the wife also takes up the exorcism.
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No. 28 (CBS 2972)

••iDna na t «d3 i^rrtD nyiKi no T^cra

* . !>y nnx nnn (2) nnnc^o)

• npT- Kn«onn«^ ^"in pno: (3) nni

«n (4) 2 bv pjnD-ian snom nii [l]n:' nbbo jSSoo

.....[/:j nn] nn« nm nnnl^•'’:l 1 ny ••nna nn [. . ni:«] p«nn i^y pronsn

«iD^pi nn’’5> i''o ppDE .... (5) 1 !?nn xnoni mni nKnifiy

'm pnmp Knrny nn^Sm norn’i noK^o

po« p^« pinion

TrANSIvATION

In thy name, O Lord of heaven and earth. Appointed is this bowl to

the account of Anur . . . bar Parkdi, that he be inflamed and kindled and

burn (2) after ^Miath bath Nebazak. Amen.

Everlasting presses which have only been pressed upon (?) a

man in his heart. (3) Take Jirk, and hot herbs (?) which they call sunwort

(?) , mtihi and peppers them and the rites of love which thou ( ?)

hast sprinkled upon (4) She shall s})rinkle them upon this Anur . .

.

b. P. until that he be inflamed and burn after Ahath b. N
and in lust and in the mysteries of love, in order that (5)

take pieces from his heart and the charm his name (?). In the

name of the angel Rahmiel and in the name of Dlibat the passionate

the gods, the lords of all the mysteries. Amen, Amen,

Comm iCntary

A love-charm—such is the import of this sadly mutilated but inter-

esting bowl. It belongs to the same class of magic as No. 13, but is more

romantic, for there we find a charm for a childless, neglected wife, here

one ,for a passionate woman to bring her lover to her side. For the use

of a bowl for such a defisio see above p. 44. The first copyist was able to
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read more than I can now, as, since it was in his hands, the bowl has been

cracked and then repaired. The lacunae in the text are tantalizing.

So far as the text is legible, the charm which names the two parties

adjures the passion of the beloved. Some praxis is described, a* simula-

crum is evidently used, for '‘his heart is to be torn in pieces,’' and on this

image is to be scattered some kind of salad of hot herbs expressive of

love’s passion, while the beloved’s name is to be formally pronounced.

Blau has collected the Talmudic material on philtres in his Zauber-

ivcsen, 24, 52, 158, 167; n. b. the recitation of Bible verses over the love-

apple, p, 52, n, 2 (with literature). In the Old Testament we have rhere

references to this aphrodisiac (Ccn. 30: 14 ff., Cant, 7: 14) without any

note as to magical manipulation. For later Jewish use, see the numerous

philtres prescribed in Thompson, “Folk Lore of Mossoul,” PSBA, i(>o6-7.

But it is from the classical and Hellenistic field that we have most

knowledge of this amatory magic, and the connections of the present text

are found in that direction. Of course Theocritus’s second Idyll comes

to mind, in which the love-lorn maiden casts the various philtres into the

fire with adjurations of Hecate. For this classical fiel^ I may refer to the

monograph of O. Hirschfeld, Dc incantamentis et devinctionibiis amatoriis

apnd Graccos Romanosque (Ratisbon, 1863) ;
see p. 42 for aphrodisiac

herbs; also see section 8 (p. 233) of Abt, Die Apologie des Apulcius,

In the magical papyri numerous erotic incantations are preserved, e. g.

in the Paris Papyrus in Wessely, Vienna Denkschriften hist.-phil. Class,

xxxvi, 1 . 2622 ff., xli, p. 52, 1
. 976 ff." But the most graceful and famous

of these charms is that inscribed on a lead plate found at Hadrumetum,

N. Africa,—buried in a necropolis, just as our bowl was buried in the

earth. First edited by Maspero, it has been since frequently published:

Wunsch, CIA, App, continens defixionum tabellas,]},y.v\\\ A\Xi\o\\^nX, Defix-

ionum tabeUae, no. 271 ;
Deissmann, Bibelstndien, 21, and Bible Studies,

271; Blau, op, cit, 96; Wiinsch, Ant, Flnchtafeln, no. 5. It: is Blau’s merit

to have specially pointed out the Jewish connection of this text. Now,

between this Hellenistic charm and our bowl we find an almost literal

I

‘ I may add now F. Boll, “Griechischer Liebeszauber aiis Aegypten auf zwei

Bleitafeln/* in Sitsungsberichte of the Heidelberg Academy, phil.-hist. Class, 1910,

no. 2.
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correspondence in the trinity of terms for the passion adjured in the lover.

With our invocation that the man “be enflamed and kindled and burn

after” the girl, compare the longing of th^ Greek maiden Domitiana that

her lover come or tpo>vTa fia/v6un>ov SaaaviCojuevov
^
or

£p. pao. 'aypvrcvovvra —repetitions like those in our texts. With this proliably

technical formula compare the second of tlie charms cited above by Wes-

sely : May X do naught until i:’X^^ovan Trp6£ fit- tov ^Fiva Tr'/j/poipnpovmi ayarruffa artpyovfja

epi, K. T. 1 . A^lso in our 1 . 4 there is an echo of Domitiana’s wish that he

come iv ry <pi?JnKai epuTt Kai FKiSvpin^ while the fomiula “to the name,” 1. i,

and the use of “heart,” 1 . 2, indicate Greek connections.

How much Jewish, how much Grecian, the Hadrumetum .tablet is, it

is difficult to determine. Our text shows manifest ties with the love-magic

of the Hellenistic world and is the eastern representative of the philtres

of which the North African text is the most notable western example. The

spirit of both these texts is Greek rather than Semitic; but the fame of

Jewish magic appears to have made its solemn formulas eligible for the

desires of passion. Our text, it is to be noticed, is not at all Jewish in

religion, is of more sitnple original type than the African charm.
' >

For the praxis of our text I may compare a Moorish love-

charm cited by Doutte, Magic ct religion dans l\4friqne dti Nord,

Algiers, 1908, p. 253 : “A woman who wishes to gain the love

of a man should procure the followdng materials from neighbors

with whom she has never eaten : coriander, caraw^ay, gum of terebinth, lime,

cummin, verdegris, myrrh, some blood of an animal whose throat has been

cut, and a piece of a broom hailing from a cemetery. On a dark night she

is to go into the country wdth a lighted brazier and thixnv these different

articles one after another into the fire speaking these words : O coriander,

bring him mad ! O caraway, bring him wandering without success ! O
mastic, raise in his heart anguish and tears! O white lime, make his heart

wakeful in disquietude! O cummin, bring him possessed! O verdegris,

kindle the fi^e of his heart! O myrrh, make him spend a frightful night!

O blood of the victim, lead him panting! O cemetery broom, bring him to

my side.” Etc.

I. = dc TO bvopa, and see Heitmiiller,
“7m Namen 95 ff.,

and his definition of the phrase as indicating “die Zueignung an eine Person
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unter irgencl welchem Gebrauch ihres Namens” (p. 107, and at length, pp.

loo-iio). As he shows, the lusage before us is not Semitic or even

Septuagintal. Cf. also Bdhmer, Das biblischc '‘Im Narnen,'' 4.

2. I translate the words without any certain sense. For

the noun '3 see to 7: i. If might be read, the reference could be to

a moulded ‘"press’") figure representing the lover. Below in 1. 4

the space before the man’s name may have contained “image of/’ or the

like. The latter part of the line is most obscure. The “heart” (also 1. 5)

appears as the scat of sexual affection. This is a Greek u§age, not Semitic

(with the possible exception of the Hebrew i)hrase 2b ^3^1, used fiye

times with a woman as the object). See Andry, L,e coeur, 5, for'the

Greek idea of the heart as the amatory organ, p. 15 ff., for the late Semitic

u.se. P. 17 he quotes a Spanish Arabic poet who speaks gallantly oi being

wounded to the heart, but the metaphor is that of a mortal wound.®

3. I translate the ppl. pnDJ,.as also ppDQ 1. 5, as imperatives; cf.

Rabbinic and Syriac usage.
^

01 n'in: to this list of aphrodisiacs the clue is given by («’'-

= pL ending, as in Mandaic), which is the piper candidus (Payne Smith,

col. 2303) ; its pungency was evidently regarded as possessing erotic power

and symbolism. Then if the reading be correct, and snonnx are to be

explained in the same way from their roots. Tin, nin, “burn.”

dou[)tless lies in the same circle of ideas. May jSboD be mushrooms?

Loevv’s Ararnmschc Pflanzennamen does not contain these words. The
«

“rites of love” are the magical practices.

4. I compare Syriac {sub nicy), '‘boldness, lascivious-

ness”; the ending d'Ci for aya?

5. n^2^b pD ppoD : 'Q a noun, or better a ppl. like 1. 3. The

phrase is simplest interpreted as a reference to the lady’s slowly tearing to

pieces the facsimile of her lover’s heart, with the intent that he perish of

love; cf. again Theocritus’s second Idyll. •

* Cf. the phrase quoted in Lane's Dictionary, 782: “she has overturned my hpart

and torn my midriff."
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H'jnDn: the lover’s name is to be pronounced. For the angel Rahmiel

see to No. 13.

; one of the Mandaic forms of Dilbat, a name of the Babylonian

Ishtar, especially in her stellar capacity as Venus. For the Mandaic forms,

see Brandt, Mand. Schr., 45, 85; also in Hesychius as A€?e(i>ar^ and in Bar

Bahlul as For this form, see Ndldcke,, Mand. Gram. § 25. For the

Babylonian use see Jensen, Kosmologic, 18, and the latest discussion by

Jastrow, ZA, 1908, 155. As the goddess of love her patronage is appro-

priate. The epithet xnnj; (cf. 38; 7) recalls the Babylonian a

frequent epithet of gods, while Ishtar esjiecially appears as the raging

goddess, whether of war, in Assyria, or of love, in the Izdubhar epic. The
same epithet became the old Arabian name of the morning-star, al-‘uzza,

(Wcllhausen Skh:::vn, in, 41, Noldeke, ZDMG, xli, 710, the identification

denied by W. R. Smith, Rel. Sam., 57). 'J'hc Fdessene t'TV was originally

the morning-star, Lagrange, Etudes^ 135; cf. the Aramaic names
and (Lidzbarski, llandbiich, 347 f.).

* So also to be explained in Schwab, Vocab., 403.
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n'’n ppEi tB’«n na (3) [B-’^Kno .....] Kn'jDKi’ nixax nin' (2)

jE'Ki na B”jKn*2 !» (5) dtihi ’P'P'' . ax 'vvp rwa jrVP IK'S (4)

p nn’a p nja id hj'd (6) PT^*' na B”JNnD!5 niwav mnn p’DB’a nyop

nnpjyi m'B’ai (7) Kn[{r]’a pB^a pa'B'i pB”a pyas n5>i3 nmn
B'’a DVT'D (8) [pa'^y] «:yaB’D iai 'didi Naai Krijai snljaaDi Knao

Dn NanDDNT 'Nia -b’tti ki^b' pb^’E' aa ’Nci’m n’maai n’D’aa nB*

pB^’a ppMoi pp’i ^31 ’^’D ’J3 n’B'i toDi Ka.D ’S”!’ yjD yjj’s Dioan xri’p. . . (9)

WD’poi NJiDi NJS’PDi KjyaB’Di Kj’DiD pn’DB’ Nia3[a (10) K!>m p]n’DE' Njaan

«n^K H’nN IB'S H’HK (11) p pa pp PP pa pd pb’ ppt id n-oB'a pa'^y

ipnt: «niD« no «n lotr nx'iV'o

«n3': Kan ^r\b^ wn nnaiy^i nmijonh nnn (12)

TR7\NSI.ATI0N

[This bowl is appointed in the name of?] (2 ) Yhw'h ^ebaoth for the

salvation [and sealing? of Metanis] (3) bath Resfin (4) and

sealed (5) for Metanis b. R.,—an amulet in the name of Yhwh Sebaoth

for Metanis b. R. And bound (6) from her, from her children, from her

house, from all her dwelling, are the evil Plagues and evil Demons and the

evil and the decent Lilith and the Necklace-spirits and . . . Menstruation

and Tormentors and the Hags of the wild and Impurities and Epilepsy ( ?).

We adjure you (8) whatsoever evil thing lodges in the house and

dwelling of Haliphai bar Si.isin . . . and Darsi the foreigner and Astroba

(9) Leprosy, Plague, Stroke, the kindly and . . . Lili, and the

Demons, ghostly Shades, and all Goblins and evil Injurers whose names

I have mentioned and whose names [I have not] (10) mentioned: I exorcise

and adjure and make fast and bind and make fast (sic) upon in the

name of MW, of KvS, SS, MS, RS, KvS, KS, RS, (ii) I-am-that-Lam,

the great God, Mesoah his name. He is God, the Lord of all Salvation,

whose throne is established between the ethers and his eternity (world?)*

( 218 )
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is established for (12) in Yiiwii and for his praise and the faith

in him and his service. He is the great, the mighty Go<l.

Commentary

A charm made out for two different parties, (i ) a woman Metanis

and her household, and (2) for several men and their house and quarters.

These may be lodgers in the womans house. One of the men is a

'‘foreigner.’’ The tone of piety in the charm is superior to that of the

other texts; the incantation is in the name of Yriwii Sebaoth alone, whoso

praises are dwelt upon in almost liturgical fashion.

I . The charm appears to have a double introduction. Most of 11. 3, 4

is unintelligible.

5. possibly the father's name. vSyriac “prince.”

One is tempted to compare the name of the famous Roxane; the masc.

parallel Roxanes = Persian Rosan, lusti, p. 262. But the o should be

indicated.

6. O 6: see above, p. 76. 'D may be euphemistic and then have

developed into a distinct species. Cf. the epithet N3KD in 1. 9.

7. Syriac kcpsa—^^'Ml cf. 17: 3.—"DID: vSyriac t<DiND.

13 : one might think, in the context, of abortion. But in the

Talmud ja is a demon of nervous trouble or epilepsy, Bcko)\ 44b;

see Griinbaum ZDMG, xxxi, 332 for some discussion of the word. Epilepsy

was a most common disease in antiquity; n. b. the miracles in the New
Testament, and for the Hellenic world cf. Tambornino, Dc antiqitontm

daemonismo, 57: often equivalent to insanity. It has been generally sup-

posed that the Jews were particularly subject to this disease; M. Fishberg

in The Jews, London and New York, 191 1, denies this, but admits the

nervous pathology of the race (chap. xv). Cf. 16: 8 for another disease

cited in Bekor, 44.

8. n"rm: alongside of 'TH, 1. 6; the form appears in the Syriac and

Mandaic bowls.

— Palmyrene for signification, cf. ^<nB^?^D.

: cf. the Persian ( ?) names Sisines, Sisinnios, Sisoi, Justi, p.

• 303; on the etymology of Sisines see Ndldeke, Pers, Studien, 404, no. i.
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Cf. the Jewish names and Seder ha-Doroth, ii, 348 f. Also in

Pognon B (where pCW) it is the name of the parent—mother or father? Is

NTtr an additional name? Of we learn only that he is a foreigner.

Also NantDDN is evidently a Greek name.

9. the demon offspring of Adam are called DIN in the

Zohar, Eisenmenger, ii, 422.

Dionn : for this formation, see Levias, Grammar of the Aramaic Idiom

. . . in the Bah. Talmud, § 975. For similar eruptive diseases named in

these texts, see p. 93.

^^2 : epithet of the goblins; Rabb. tibiD
,

Syr. fella, ‘‘shadow.^^

Cf. the Targ. Cant. 3 : 8, etc.

The lacuna at end of the line is supplied by help of 14: 6.

10. For the dominance of sibilants in these magical words cf. p. 60.

At the begining and end of the series are characters enclosed in square

lines.

11. : for pa, as also in the Talmud. There follovvjv a elapse into

Hebrew—probably a citation.

: one of the seven heavens of Kabbalism.

12. iTnacr^n : for mnna^nn?

iTiaiy ; it is strange to find this word of magical connotation used of

true worship in a Jewish text.
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(2) *in «nnt< ^’’ni ^r\^2 nriNn^i c^nni noK

in (3) «n’Di in «jn«D in wvi in in n[3] . . 2n^

Knnp^«> «n3n nn in xn-m N-inin in pnn in xnn-p:

nnn ixi xrn n^n nx vm x:'y xnmoxn xj^y xnnpj (4) xnsn xjxj^y

pnn in xn[n]n xrrn in x'2d (5) t:»n b^n in xn^2T xnn xin p:m b'n

n^nxnx nnunxT xnn xin in

Translation

Hound and sealed are the house and the life of this Ispiza bar x^rha,

an^l Yandundisnat bar (2) Ispandarmed, and . . . bath Simkoi, from the

Sun and Heat, from the Hevil, the Satan, the male Demon (3) the female

Lilith, evil Spirits, the impious Amulet-spirit, the lilith-Spirit male or

female; the ^Eye of man (or) (4) woman; the Eye of contumely; the Eye

which looks right into the heart; the mystery which belongs to the evil

Potency, that impious lord; from the evil hateful Potency; from disturb-

ing Vision; from evil Spirits; from that impious Lord, in the name of

Commentary

A charm for two men and a woman from certain specified diseases

and demons. The inscription is illiterate and the script particularly

difficult, the writer using a very individual chirography; n. b. the D,

the non-distinction of *1 and "i , the which often consists of but two

upright strokes, and the use of one form for internal and finial ^ except

in the ^word p, where a finial is used.

I. “IDX: for TDX.

xrDC^*’X : cf. the Syriac rsK'X (Aspaz) for the Hebrew TJDK’X in Dan.

i: 3. (TDBDX occurs in Myhrman, 1 . i, to which I cite the Babylonian

( 281 )
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Aspazanda.). Tlic Persian is “house/’ and “steward.”

May it be an abbreviated form of the latter w’^ord?^

KmN : cf. the biblical Arab, a post-exilic name.

: so the most likely reading of the name.

2. ’nrD'D : the characters are uncertain. Cf. ^.n/jetKog in a Greek

inscription from the Don. = Persian simikos, “silver’; Justi, p. 294.

the first word is the Mandaic spelling for “the Sun,”

which also in the Mandaic religion is regarded as an evil genius. =
see Noldeke, Mand. Gram., § 42. Cf. Ps. 121 : 6, 91: 6, and see

Griinbaum’s discussion of the 3Dp, the demon of the midday sun,

ZDMG, xxxi, 251 f.

STDT: an error for (cf. 1. 3), or intended for assonance with

fc<nTp^. Cf. the unabashed spellings in Samaritan literature to produce

rhymes. Or is there a play on the roots, and 3p 3 being used in the

sense of “name”?—i. e. the named spirits.

3. nn: cf. N. T. TTvf i'/ia .

: the last two letters arc dittography. There follows a list of

various kinds of “evil eye,” for which see p. 86.

4. Nn'JiDNn NJ'y: so the most likely reading; cf. Lidz. 4, end,

(?).

“The eye that sees (or of those that see) within the heart” is a

reference to the uncanny effect of the evil eye.

In what follows some corrections are necessary, iki = im ? ; for

read 'n as farther on, and correct to with 1. 5. There

is evidently a repetition of phrases. The !?*’n (like the is the

personification of the power operating these psychological wonders. Cf.

the Rabbinic rrinD (Joel, Dcr Abcrglaube, \, 80), the New Testament

’obn, 24: 4.

At the end of 1 . 5 comes a long series of characters which do not

appear to form words.

’ According to Karmsedin’s Lexicon, quoted by Payne- Smith under the latter

word; in lingua Nahathaea est oecononius et viatorum exceptor, etc. Observe the

accompanying name wrriK.
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n^rn (3) nn*‘n“i (2) «n’::nni> «:n i^ro

(5) ptni^: tn^D« (4) nn^n joi

riDn^^DDx nn Njm nn'm (6) Kncnn^ j^dxd vbn }nD:)!oi p^nn.»D'i pinj:^

“inox nn^ntrtr ni« oyi':: d ipnmnj (7) in*'n«'' Dr«rn xbn

_l_
.4_

_l_ .j. ni^D p^t< P*!:k (8) nn« nx n« n^^jncr^ «ni!::

njiD nr^rp nsnjDDN nn nniNi K:m hm (9) nnu no^n^Ji D^rinn^'j

p»2X (10) xnoi^i nnu

Translation

This bowl is designated for the sealing (2) of the house of this

iDadbeh bar Asmanducht, (3) that from him and his house may remove

the Tormentor (4) and the Curse and the very evil Dreams. Charmed;

fortified and confirmed, (5) corroborated, strengthened and sealed and

guarded arc these bowls for the sealing (6) of the house of this Dahbeh

b. A., that they may not lodge together (with them). In the name of

Yahihu (7) Nf IRBTMVV, S, MR‘S, MRMR, \)th Sasbiboth, Astar, Muta.

YSHN^H, Ah, Ah, Ah, Ahah, .(8) AAAAAAA, Amen, Amen, Selah,

Hallulia.

Sealed and guarded shall be the house (9) and wife and sons of this

Dadbeh b. A., that there may remove from him and his house the Tor-

mentor and the Curse and evil Dreams. Amen.

CoMMI^NTARY

For a general discussion of the epigraphy and language of this and

the following Syriac bowls (Nos. 31-37), see Introduction, § 6. The

crosses in 1. 8 are the same as those which occur in the center ‘‘seals'* of

these Syriac bowls.

I, 01 IDT»: cf. 8: I, and see to 3 : i.

(223)
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2. Dadbeli son of Asmanducht appears also in Nos. 12 and 16. Here

the latter name appears in full Persian form, -ducht.

3. nt’n — nrn: see to 4: 6.

4 .
J'PtD : see to 4 ; 6.

5. for 'no.-NDND pbn with reference to the four duplicate bowls.

6. IS'nX': a play on the Tetragrammaton, wdth the three primary

vowels; cf. the magical use of the seven vowels in Greek; there atiu

is also found, Paris Pap., 1. 3019 ff.
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’nt'm n’omjcD’« la 'um njmi nnnjNai (2) nnui >«nr;nnl’ KDxa wn ioto

Kin. ’3 (4) Kinin T’ain Kiiav Ka'pen kj'di kub Hca KoSn^ (3) Kni'aao njo

Hjodi (5) NTB' iin5>D by Kn’ariDi pn’i’V anai K'nis na via*” an a'nn

Di>y!5n K^anon jin’i'y ana am nmnnacD'K na 'unn nn’aa n’Kn SatsSi kh'^Si

Kiv^’J u p KJvS’J ksb' mn« mnK n u to nmK nmxnK anonK nitf'a (6)

noon'K tinjnai [Knjxon non'x P'nJnai icnitai nynxi J<Po* (7) B”aan’K iinjnan

lia’ijy p’i’Di Kj:^y to nay tmjnai (8) Kac^ii xn'S^ii kjddi Kim [Kn'K’ Kcnn]

nn’[a to] (9) tio[P2^<^] k-dki Kni^an!* [Klijian xSa'P Sa eiSxn'xi Koinoij

onnoi Dm[m] nmKi Kn’anona [ti]n’P’aB' nS’n’Kn i’a toi nmnnjsD'K na ’irnn

mn j’DK am iin ^b noiyn K'onp Keoxi (10) ia’[na kS K’onp Kn’]Bn pa'K

Dm[nn'j (ll) nijo t’OK t’OK] xy nnn' nm’ n''n''n’in'n’ oira Kn’anon Kjn onnoi

nmnnmi KniaiiJi Ke^a Ko^?ni xn^iaao to' nmnnjaD'K na 'unn nnim nn’a nojnm

i* ..... 31 Knnvi KnuiS Kcu Koimi Knl’aac to (12) [Mjai nnnjx] nojnmi

foK n.i>n

Translation

7'his bowl is designated for the sealing of the house and the wife (2)

and the children of Dinoi bar Ispandarmed, that there remove from him

the Tormentor (3) and evil Dreams.

The bowl T deposit and sink down, a work which has been made (4)

like that which Rab Jesus bar Perabia sat and wrote against them,—

a

ban-writ against all the Demons and Devils (5) and Satans and Liliths

and Lathe which are in the house of Dinoi b. I. Again : he wrote against

them a ban-writ which is for all time, (6) by the virtue of ’TMDG, Atatot

Atot, within T( ?), Atot Atot the name, a writing within a writing. Through

which (words) were subjected (7) heaven and earth and the mountains
; and

through which the heights were commanded; and through which were

fettered Arts, Demons and Devils and Satans and Liliths and Lathe; (8)
«

and through which he passed over from this world and climbed above you

(225 )
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to the height (of heaven) and learned all counter-charms, a ruin to

destruction, and ... to bring you forth (9) from the house of Dinoi b. I.,

and from all that is in his house, I have dismissed you by the ban-writ.

And charmed and sealed and countersealed is it, even as ancient runes fail

not, (10) and (like) ancient men who are not ... Again: charmed and

sealed and countersealed is this ban-writ by the virtue of YHYHYHYHYH,
YHYH, YHYH, A‘. Amen, Amen, Selah.

(ii^ Sealed and protected are the house and dwelling of Dinoi b. I.

from the Tonnentor and evil Dreams and the Curse. And sealed and pro-

tected be [his wife and son] (12) from the Tormentor and evil Dreams and

Curse and Vows and Hallela, Amen.

Commentary

Nos. 32 and 33 certain practically identical inscriptions, except that

they are made out in the name of different clients, and that No. 32 has

additional matter at the beginning and the end. This identity is fortunate

for the interpretation of the two bowls, for the lacunae iv each one can be

almost wholly supplied from the other. Also No. 35 is made out for the

wife of the client of the present charm. The chirography of all three

bowls is the same, being more cursive than the script of No. 31.

The charms effected in this and the following bowl are attributed to a

certain master magician, Jesus bar Perahia, evidently the Joshua ben

Perahia, who appears in the same capacity in Nos. 8, 9, and 17.

Now Joshua ben Perahia is one of the several Ziigoth or Pairs, who handed

down the tradition of the Law from the Great Synagogue ; and he flourished

In the reign of Alexander Jannaeus, in the early part of the first century

B. C. The Mishnaic reference to him is found in Pirke Aboth 1 : 7, where

the following dicUim is attributed to him : ^'Make unto thyself a master, and

possess thyself of an associate, and judge every man on the scale of merit.*'

Further, an interesting Talmudic tradition concerning the same Joshua

appears in uncensored editions, according to which he fled into Egypt ‘to

escape the cruel persecution instituted by Alexander against the Pharisees,

culminating in the crucifixion of eight hundred of that faction, circq 88
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B. C/ The tradition is of added interest because it connects Joshua with a

certain whose identity with Jesus of Nazareth is generally recognized.*

The passage in Sank, 107b reads as follows: The rabbis taught: The left hand

should always push away, and the right hand receive favorably. Not like Elisha,

who drove away Gchazi with both hands, nor like Joshua b. P. who drove off Jesus

(in the Munich MS., and in Sofa i. e. Jesus the Nazarene) How
was that? When king Jannaeus killed the rabbis, R. Joshua b. P. and Jesus went

to Alexandria of Egypt. When peace was established, Simeon b. Setah sent a

message to -him: From Jerusalem the Holy City to thee Alexandria of Egypt, my
sister: My husband is lodged in thee, and I sit desolate.—He (JoshuaJ arose, and

came, and lodged at a certain inn, where they paid him great respect. He said:

.
How fair is this inn (aksania). He (Jesus) said to him, Rabbi, her eyes (as though

by aksania the landlady was meant!) are loo bleary. He replied to him: Thou

knave, thou busiest thyself with such stuff! He brought forth four hundred horns

and excommunicated him. He (Jesus) came in his presence many a time, and said,

Receive me; he took no notice of him. One day he was reading the Shenia, Jesus

again presented himself, thinkitig he would receive him. He made a sign to him

with his hand, he thought that he had utterly rejected him. He went off and erected

a tile
^
and worshipped it. Joshua .said to him, Repent. He replied, I have been

taught by thee that every sinner and seducer of the people can find no opportunity

for repentance. And so it was said
:
Jesus bewitched and seduced and drove off

Israel.

It is of -interest that the Jesus of our texts is given a title which be-

came the epithet of the Nazarene Jesus with whom Talmudic tradition

connected him
: 34: 2,

= 'inaovcotoTiip, Is there in this magical

reference to Jesus b. Perahia a confusion with Jesus Christ?

We find then in these magical bowls an independent tradition con-

cerning an early hero of the La\V, who appears as endowed with magic

powers, and who furthermore was able to make the ascent of the soul to

heaven. He was accordingly one of the earliest to attain that spiritual

^ See Schiirer, GJF*^ i, 288.

^ The anecdote is found in Sanhedrin 107b = Sofa 47a: cf. Jerusalem Talmud
Hagiga, ii, 2, Sank, vi, 8. Dalman, in Eaible’s Jesus Christus hn TalmudJ, Appendix,
p. 8 ff., gives the texts of the first three pa.ssages, with critical apparatus, and Strack,

Jesus, die Hdretiker u. d. Christen, 1910, § 8, gives the texts from Hagiga, and the
Bab. Sanhedrin. Through the kindness of Dr. Julius H. Greenstone, I have also had
access to his rare copy of the Constantinople edition, 1585, of Sanhedrin. Dalman
quotes the Venetian editions of the two Talmuds, and the Jewish Encyclopaedia, s, v,

“Joshua b. P.“ cites the Amsterdam and Berlin edition of 1865 for the passage in

^Sota. On the criticism of the legend concerning Jesus, see Laible, p. 40 ff., and Strack,
ad loc. The Jerusalem Talmud names Juda b. Tabai in place of Joshua (they were
contemporaries) and omits mention of Jesus. Cf. Blau, p. 34, for some points of
interpretation. The introduction of Jesus is a sheer anachronism.
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privilege, which was the claim of apocalyptists from the author of Enoch

down. See in general Bousset, ''Die Himnielreise d. Seele,’’ in Archiv /.

Rel-zvisscnschaft, iv (1901), 136 f., 229 f. Such a claim is made for

Akiba, who alone of four friends succeeded in penetrating ParadivSe, Hagiga

14b (see Bousset, p. 145), and this mystical claim was asserted by the

Kabbalists for Moses and especially for R. Ishmael; see full references

in Bousset, p. 15T ff., cf. Graetz, Gesch. v, 231 and Joel, Abcrglorube, ii, 35.

The Talmudic tradition has unfortunately not preserved for us enough of

the mystical side of the early teachers; Akiba could not have been alone

in his mysticism. Joshua was possibly one of the good company of

apocalyptists and our magic tradition may preserve a true reminiscence of

his personality and claims.

2. n:n: plural with masc. sing, suffix, as in the texts above and in

Mandaic.

: s. Ndldeke, Pcrsische Stiidien, 403.

3. 01 Kron KIIQ: see to 9:1. I may now add the Syriac SiniD, "earthen-

ware figures*' (of the gods), occurring in Overbeck, Bpfiraemi Syri ...

opera, 13, I. 24. Compare also the Assyrian ptirii^ “bowl,** see Zimmern,

Beitriigc, 147, note k, and KAV, 518: but my etymology contravenes that of

Zimmern.

Kmy: so also in No. 33; elsewhere Niny, Niniy,

Ninin; a duplicated form of the pronoun, found in the Syriac.

4. 'D : a preposition appearing in the Rabbinic dialect, not in Syriac.

: the spelling represents the older pronuifciation, the Biblical

*if/aovc, the Jacobite Yesu, over against the Nestorian Isu.

NTanoi: Prof. Roland G. Kent, to whom I referred this word, has

published an elaborate study of it in JAOS, 1911, 359. He comes to the

conclusion that it means "a handwritten deterrent,’* from rfa.yf,v‘hand** +
bhira (Sansk.), "terrifying.** The word occurs only here and in No. 33,

5 . : see to 9 : 7.

6. The same magical reference appears in No. 32. For the practice

see the more perfect form in 9: 6. <
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pnjn : a unique spelling (occurring also in the parallel, No. 33, along

with jon),' for the Syriac hennon. It is an elder form and is to be com-

pared with the Rabbinic see Lcvias, Grammar, § 95.

7. corresponding to both Syriac and Rabbinic forms.

from a denominative verb, arising from the root "iDN. Payne-

Smith, col. 2181, gives a citation for nOD, — vinxit catenis vd compcdibus,

with which may be compared NnmDDD, actus ligationis, ib. col. 324. Also

cf. Glossary C.

8. : also found in 37: ii and in Lidzbarski, Maud, Amulet, 1. 33

(de Vogiie volume).

pDpE3N^5 : for the infinitive, cf. 9: 8.

pD'N = Syriac aikannd; the good Syriac ‘T'N appears in the parallel

34; 4. What follows is not perfectly clear. By the '‘ancient songs” (

rare in Syriac), are meant charms (i. e. carmina), such as the master Jesus

b. P. once used. But the following clause remains obscure because of the

unintelligible .

10. feos: cf. the Rabbinic which Ndldeke (Mand. Gram., 182)

understands as enasc, not inse. ^'he Syriac rarely uses tlie plural in the

sense of ‘‘men,”
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anal K’mB na yva'" n a^nn (3) «in 'a Ninin T-aj/n uniay (2) ko’Pb»i W’cn ktib

nn'aa n'KT iiaobi «n’SSi (5) njddi Xim «!'&• nnl’3 '?v Ki’anoi jirt'i’i? (4)

ninunn ncns oiB'a ni’anDi {in’i’y ana am (6) nanjcDN “ia naiNm

c'^aan’K nnjnan Kjvb’j u p kji’H’j] x’at;' nms nmK [n ia p n]in« (7)

(9) ii^'C5' Kann aonn’K panai snSon lon’K pjnai «ait3i N[ynKi N']»e> (8)

[Ssa ti]i>Kn’«i K’an'a!’ jia’^’y p’Ijdi xoi^y p laEy junja^ i<aD5?i sn'Siii kjCddi

nanJsDK na ^a^K^^ nn’a p papB^l’ [n.dni] xm^ianb wb’an ieSa’p (10)

i^T'Bn pp'K cnnoi Dmn[i n'D«i NT’Janoia tm’P'aB' n^n’Ki iJia pi (11)

Kjpi nnnoi omn “i’d« am iin nt3iyn K'bnp ^b'jki (12) lana n!> it'Dap

nn’a nojn’Ji O’nnn’j [n]i’D pax pjaw (13) Ky h’H’ h’H’ n’n’P’ cic-a Kranon

poK Knt3i!>i Kn5>aao p n:’jpi ttnjai fisa nnn:Ki nanJD[DN na nanxn N3]m

Tilts inscription is practically contained in No. 32, with a change in the

name of the client, who is the same as the one in the Syriac No. 31 and

Nos. 12, 16.

( 230 )
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K’DN !”n (2) ~>2 nt’Diin ^^’a^ nn’2 I’cinni' xdxd xjn fora

itranin inraT linjni fijai nnnjxi nn’m (3) nnjisroi mn t-dx xs’pn ':nx

toT xnitj’ I’X rapi fiiDi xc!’ xrio loxn I’x (4) D’nm P’dx raxo' P2 xppnran

xjI^'K^i ni/ix^> xni^x naac’xi xnl’o xina (5) D’nm p’Dx c’nni p’dx jo’J pn'nn

X'DE’ 132 D’nm I’DX (6) xnxoni x^1t3 noxa dtihi i'dx pnhoxS p5;^^^

^’X’Do (7) n'iE’2 ira’p X3^P'.221 pi'Dx xn^oai x^^rai xaaia xinoi xe’de* xsnxi

n’XT xr)iB'''3 nSia xo'nni xarax ’3nxT xiay ^'''xn23i x’i’no l^x’sni x'ox

n3’3pi np'ai xn:ai .i3ai nnn:x nn’aa (8) raxo la ntranin nnrai mssa ri'xi

jra’nn .nan (9) n’n na xaS tra’i’cn nnpT’yai n3t la nonna nan i^aai

po'nm xaa xonm xa’pn xno Doaaaxi nc’^"xi xonna X30’nn'; xSoS koE'y

X3n xonm noap pa n3o Kao^i Hrao Kip'yi (lO) I’ai xynxi xraE* na

XP13 (11) mDxa*’iDnx xan taran ipoi 5ai pi”y3 x!? x^yrai xnop i’yi inyaxij

nri'a nt33n’3i C’nnn’3 ni’O pox f’ox xynxi x’oe' xie’oS’ xoty X’O t^E’''B’ai

xnl^aao nao nt’ni raxo pa (12) itranan pnran msai na’api (1331 nnnaxi

D'nnn'ni xn33''aDrai xaini X3PDini X3'n xnSaaoi J<Enni xppoi xniDii>i xts^’a

XE»pni xmoi xnoiiji xE’^a xoi^ni xni’pao p (13) Xphd na na ’nna poari’ni

ni> anpn xh n^aaai np'a xn^’oaoi xnnoE’oi xn’i’i’i xn^'aao pori’m kiayoi

pox Hnno na na 'nna xnna ria pon’n x!’i (14)

Translation

This bowl is designated for the scaling of the house of Mihr-horniizd

bar Mami (2) by power of the virtue of Jesus the healer, by the virtue

of niy mighty relative. Charmed is the dwelling, and the abode (3) and

the house and the wife and the sons and the daughters of Mihr-hormizd, who

is surnamed b. M. ; channed and sealed (4) even as Moses commanded

Ijie Red Sea and they (the waters) stood up like a wall on both sides.

Charmed and sealed, charmed and sealed, (5) by this word which God

(231 )
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laid upon the earth and the trees which . . . their tops
;
charmed and sealed

with the vseal of tlie mountains and heights; (6) charmed and sealed (with

the spell which is) in the heavens and the earth, the sun and. the moon,

the stars and (zodiacal) signs, and by the word they are charmed and

remain in ward. In the name of (7) Michael the healer and Rofiel the

reliever, and Gabriel the servant of the Lord.

Charmed and sealed is all evil that is in the body of Mihr-hormizd b.

M. (8) and in his house (and) his wife and his sons and his daughters

and his cattle and his property and in all his dwelling, by the signet of

Arion son of Zand and by the seal of King Solomon son of David, (9) by

which were sealed the Oppressors and the LatbL And we have sealed

with the seal of El Saddai and Abraxas the mighty lord, and the great

seal with which were sealed heaven and earth and all Demons (10) and

foul Knots and Lathe, which contend against him. And a seal is this

against Harm and Constraint (?), that they shall not at all enter in. And

every Damkar and Sait and Sard are charmed by the spell of (11) fire and

the enchainment of water until the dissolution of heaven and earth. Amen,

Amen, Selah. Sealed and guarded be the house and wife and sons and

property and body of Mihr-hormizd (12) b. M., and depart from him the

Injurer and evil Dreams and the Curse and the Vow and Arts and the

Tormentor and Damages and Losses and Failures and Poverty.

And sealed and protected be Pahroi bath Bath-Sahde from the

Tormentor and evil Dreams and the Curse and the V^ow and Arts and

Practices. And charmed be the Tormentor and Lilith and Ban-spirit, who

thwarts her in her hand and foot, and may it not approach nor afflict this
4

Bahroi b. B.

Commentary

The text is of the same order as those immediately preceding. At the

end the charm is operated for a woman (with a Christian name), presum-

ably the wife of the chief client of the text.

I. pomn: the reading is certain, and the word is parallel to Nnonn
• • • • •

^

in the previous inscriptions, but the formation is unique, if it be not an

error; 'Oinn would be a Pael inf.

A Hormizd son of Mama(i) appears in No. 15.
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iPDnimrT’D is the same as Mitr-oharmazde, or Mihrhormuz, the name

of the murderer of Chosroes II; see Justi, p. 216.

2. K’’DN: here applied to the sorcerer, but otherwise of God, e. g. 3 : 1,

or angels, e. g. Michael, 1. 7. Sec introduction to notes on No. 32.

(evidently so written) I take to be for ''my cousin.” The

magical tradition was handed down in the sorcerer’s family, cf. 8: ii.

but of peculiar formation.

4. KcriD: a point over N, also in the same name in 35: 6—diacritical

for e?

The charm is the effective one used by Moses at the Red Sea, cf. Bx,

14: 22. Sec p. 64 for the magical use of such episodes. I>ut the plural

^Dp is a reminiscence of Josh, 3 : 16, and indicates conflation of the two

narratives, po":! piT'nn }D appears to be a confusion for pn'D’'^ 'nn [D. '’nn

is Palmyrene and Rabbinic, not Edessene, but is found in neo-Syriac,

Noldeke, Aland, Gram,, § 153.

5. naDC>«<«of laying a spell; the same verb for laying a ghost, 16: ii.

The Afel is a hebraism. Compare /.y, 9: 7: ‘‘a word Yahwe has sent in

Jacob, and it has fallen in Israel”; i. e. the magical word itself is potent.

01 XjS'N: the reference of the noun is obscure as is also the meaning

of the following verb. There may be a reference to some myth concerning

ancient 'Tig” trees; cf, Isaia’s denunciation of “everything high and lifted

up,” 2
: 5 ff., and especially his woe upon the cedars of Lebanon and the

oi^5«, V. 13. Then v. 14 is parallel to the KIID of 1. 5. The

following relative clause* is almost unintelligible. The root yri is found

only in Arabic, =:::: "withhold, refuse.” The next word I identify with the

Biblical TDN, Is. 17: 6 (possibly, with some critics, also in Gen. 49: 21).

The old tree-myth may have told how the trees flaunted their high tops

against the gods. The obscurity of the passage may be due to corruption

of the fof^m of the legend. The ' of appears to bij used as one of

the Seyame points.

6. pTDfc«: n. b. position of the points.

^Ci'^p1M : a reference to the myth of the restraint of the celestial powers

;

s^e the discussion on 4: 5, and cf. Is. 24: 21.
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7. n'SnD: a unique epithet for Raphael. It is a pan^el formation from

and, agreeably to the etymology of Raidiael and parallel to the epithet

applied to Gabriel, the participle is used in the sense ^^to relieve,"' sc, the

sick. Cf. Baba Bathra 16 b, XTYp KDV ‘^when the day is high,

the sick man is relieved.'' In the Syriac the Pael came to be used in the

sense of “saving," see Payne-Smith, col. 903.

'NT may S'Nna:i : (Gabriel is especially the messenger of Deity; cf. Ltike

I, 2Lnd Rev, 19: 10, where the angel who calls himself with the

apocalyptist may be Gabriel.

8. HTa: Mandaic form. Several phylacteries for cattle are given in

Pradel's collection of Graeco-Italian charms; e. g. p. 18 and references,

pp. 125, 127. An exorcism against the “seven accursed brothers" (the

Babylonian Seven) who attack and devour the blood of the cattle, is given

in Gollancz’s Syriac charms, p. 87. According to the 15abyIonian magic the

Seven Spirits “smite both oxen and sheep'’ (Thompson, Sent, Magic, i, 33).

The mediaeval belief in the ‘hexing' of cattle still flourishes among the

Pennsylvania Germans. .4 «

m JVTN : this sorcerer's name appears also in No. 19: 13, 17, and

the two passages help mutually to identify the words.

9. a new species of demons, “the oppressors." ppl. of a common

Syriac root.
9

10. NTiTy (or 'D ?) : “Knots," i. e. of magical power. The word cor-

responds to the Arabic 'ukdat,

has usurped the radical N; cf. Ndldeke, Syr, Gram,, § 33 b.

ptyriD: Etpa. of N?y, probably metaplastic for Tty.

jnyaN ; for the prosthetic vowel see Ndldeke, Syr, Gram., § 51, Mand,

Gram,, § 24 (n. b. the equivalence of ON^and 'p ^y, as in Mandaic). The

word may mean ugliness or some more specific malady. Cf. the charms

in the Greek magical papyri for obtaining good looks.
^

The parallet NJTDp must also mean some kind of malady, and may be

identified with the Assyrian kamtu, “misery” ( Muss-Arnolt, Diet, 366),

which is to be connected with the Hebrew and Aramaic root DDp,

“compress" (with dissimilation of the dental)
; probably some form of

contortion.
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: the first word is evidently an absolute infinitive from

pins a (= me^^cld meld, cf. the noun maid). For this formation wdth

final a, Noldeke offers a Mandaic instance, Aland. Cram., 250, last line,

In the form fif is to be read) doubling of the second radical

appears ; cf. the Mandaic form cited by Noldeke, 249, arf infra.

ipOl b'2^

:

all three words are obscure. The second may be

the D'K^of thq Kre to Is. 28: 15, ovc*, ‘‘scourge.’' The third may be the

Rabbinic “prince, demon”; or the Hebrew sera/i (also Aramaic)

“chain, necklace,” cf. the magical snp^y. But diseases are apparently in-

tended (cf. pnyDN above), and we may identify with the Syriac Sditd,

“eye-tumor” (Payne-Smith, col. 40<^4), and with the Syriac

(ib., 4316), “diarrhoea.” ipOT may then be understood aas a formation

from “ipi, “pierce,” of tafal form ,—tankar ^tarnkar (cf. Delitzsch, Ass.

Gram., § 59), rr. darnkar. With the root meaning of perforation, cancer

or the like may be referred to. The absolute forms are used, as proper

names.

ir. fire and water are potent over demons,

is a collective form in -dn. Cf. tlie catenis igneis in Wiinsch, Ant.

Fluchtafeln, no. 7.

01 NOiy: the demons are to be bound till the end of the present

aeon
;
then will begin a new order, which will include the final destruction

of their power; cf. 2 Fct. 3’ 12 i Ttvftoifinuyt also litViocli.

12. : “loss”; see Jastrow, p. 393, Payne-Smith, col. iiicS. For the

personification of all kinds of losses, sec p. 94.

'nna : hypocoristicon of Bahrain? See Noldeke, Pers. Stud., 387 ff,,

Justi, 361 ff.

NTHD na: “Daughter-of-the-Martyrs,” a Christian name, cf. Bar-S., in

Asseman, Bibl. Or., ii, 403 (Payne-Smith, col. 2536), a bishop of Ninevc.

Cf. the proper names, “Son-of-Carpenters,” “Son-of-Ironsmiths,” ib. 591,

596. ^ ,

13. 01 epithets of the Lilith, who is also the Witch, who can

“bvid” the limbs of her victim
; see No. 42 and p. 78. Superior points for

the feminine suflfix are used here as also in No. 35.

j:4, switchings by demons are a common theme of magic, see

i: 10; compare the Christian hagiological legends.
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na (3) nan’Ksn nusm nripii naan nn’a'i (2) wmoji Kncnn^ xona wn i*atD

kStj jDi i<S3Kni NO’DiDi (4) i<3t3Di xmO] KDai5> Kn'cy fo iDjn’m ’laoia

S’so’o nxoi mx mx 'ann (5) d'ibo kst^k ’jai Nno^B’wi Nnnpi

njnojj ti3Ni xnmcjoij nb'io ay I’percK pjKi (6) !’''t<’2nni 5>'Nnia3oi b*N’Bi>tn

Km’Ji NnDi5> i>a t*2 i Sj^mra m'y-i i^'jD Kri i>a ib naoia (7) na nan’Ko xiriij

Ditya Kna . . » «i>T . . a . . t xnansni (8) i<]*i33T kb>3k 'jan

IK ^K.K'K^ riK^D K2 . * D
^ , (9) S5'’K'10n n'pK.K^J^l

nsn^KtD Kinij njionnj^ (10) n:noi^ ji^kt KninKi p^n nv^2 i^dk

’lasDiD ns nsn^KD ntsjn^n^ D'nnn'n jdk D^yCi^] bs p 'udid ns

Knnjocw Kn'^S>i Kni^sso non^ni KnT’ji Kntsih kk^'s Kn>sso (11) }d

rnn^Ki nn^s nDjn^ni ^iso'is ns (12) nsn’Kt:> n^snpn kS •ii^’nsi htks KnbtssDi

P>SK Knnn Kno'ih Scr-s Koi^m Kni^ssiD p -f‘onnjDD*'K nri'Pi M^s^

Transi^ation

Appointed is this bowl for the sealing and guarding (2) of

the house and sons and property and body of Maiducht (3) bath

Kumboi, that she may be guarded from Demons, Plagues and Devils

and Satans (4) and Seducers and Diaboli, and from any Vows
and Invocations and Rites of mankind; in the name of (5) arsi,

ardi and mCiri; Michael and Nuriel and Saltiel and Mantariel and

Hithmiel. (6) And they were commissioned along with Moses to

wardship, and they will guard this Maiducht b. (7) K. from all

hostile Devils and affrighting Demons, and from every Curse and Vow of

mankind, of men (8) and of women, and of Idol-spirits who (are known)

and who are not (known) by name. And in the name of Hamariel

and Sariel (9) of Yah-Adon-Kamya ; nayCi, 0, 6 ! Commanded,

commanded is it in the name of these angels and letters which will guacd

(10) and seal this Maiducht b. K. from everything evil, for the ages

(‘2dr»)
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forever, Amen. Sealed and guarded is Maiducht b. K. from (ii) the

Tormentor and evil Dreams and the Curse and the Vow
; and charmed

the Tormentor and Lilith and Ban-spirit who thwarts her in her hand and

foot; and may it not approach Maiducht (12) b. K.

And guarded be the house and wife and son and property of Dinoi

son of Ispandarmed from the Tormentor and evil Dreams and the Curse

and the Vow. Amen.

CoMMIvNTARV

Largely a replica of No. 34. It is made out for the wife of the client

of No. 33, who is himself given a little space at the end.

1. : noun of intensive formation ; cf. the charm nr opovi^iJiaiv^

Reitzen stein, Point, 292.

2. nDiT'KD; for the the first element Mai see Justi, p. 187. The name

also a])pears in the unpublished No. 1601)3.

3. : cf. Yiuipmor, Kv.^at, Ko/i,iatpf(:

,

JUSti, p. 165.

4. fa i)lural-point is not visible) a peculiar formation, evidently

to be connected with the theme OID, “go astray’'—hence “seducing

spirits," corresponding to the words before and after. The form may be

explained as a Pi‘Iel participle, with rejection of prefix. Cf. 2 Ki, 22:

19 ff.» and the rTVErfiaaiv TT/di'o/f sal th.A(i(7iia?Jatc Aaffiovlt.fv of I Pwl, 4 *

some of the characters are uncertain, but the word is suf-

ficiently clear. It appears in Syriac only (in the singular in -os) in the

Arabic lexicons ; see Payne-Smith, col. 868.
t

{<nnp: evidently the same as the common Knnp. Notice the distinction

made here between diabolic arts and human machinations.

5. For the assonance, see p. 6i. Letters and angels are practically

the same; see p. 99. Of these angels, Nuricl is one of the archangels (also

Uriel), M^mtariel and Ilithmicl are unique, Saltiel is listed by Schwab as

a form of Saltiel. These were Moses' guardian angels, and so can be

oflfective for the present client.
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NnbiDp (2) r\) . . 1'£nn« . . . [kdIw Idto . . .

'jnPE *»3 njC-d] (3) xno . . . '»c“tp \d p^fi pia

ann «ntt»''a «nin !?y ni?y nb^n nn^ (4) 5n^:i n:>3a ,. • .di noK

nn''n3«*i KnpDDi j^nnnD-si K:na (5) iipDnn Kn-’pijjn hb ppi

^P^an jhnnno'NS iija jvnjn (6) KdkSd pn'»Dip id p^d «Jia)D

[t<3«^DpSn] (7) ‘•DHP ID p*iD t^nsr^n «nn •»apa« nai an’ «Dt^^ I^^•'^a«^5

inr 1 «nipj . . . 5>idki n'^^b bn«i «d'd:i «Dnn id •jcri

n^D pD« pD[fes"] (8) n.aiDi

Transi^ation

. . . designated is this bowl . . . turned away . .
. (2) of that Murderess,

daughter of Murderess. Go away, go away, and depart from before . .

.

The lord (3) Sanies (the Sun) has charged me against thee, Sin (the

Moon) has sent me, Bel has commanded me, Nannai has said to me, and

and Nirig (Ncrgal) (4) has given me power to go against the evil

spirit, against Dodib, whom they call the Strangler, who kills the young

(S) in the womb of their mothers, and they are called '‘Slayer,’’ and their

fathers “Destroyer.” Go from the pi‘csence of these holy angels (6) that

sons may come to birth to their mothers and little children to their fathers.

Because he has given me a name by which I shall drive thee forth, Evil

Spirit. Go from the presence of (7) [these aqgels] and depart from this

engraved seal, and go to the bridal chamber and eat... ; moreover drink

a libation and [depart from . . . daughter of . . .J-izduch and her .... (8)

Amen, Amen, Selah.

Comms:ntary
\

This inscription has a twofold interest. Its magic purpose is the

insurance of a bride against the goblin which would destroy her powers of
«

motherhood ; the evil spirit is invited to go to the bridal chamber and there

( 238 )
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partake of a certain food and drink, which it is to be presumed, would in

some way incapacitate his powers; the text is badly obscured, but enough

survives to recall the book of Tobit and the charm Raphael performed

against the demon whicli haunted the chamber of Tobias's bride. Magic is

.full of this lilith witch who destroys love; for an early instance, cf. the

Maklti-sQries, iii, i ff. : “The witch who robs the love of the

enamored man, ... of the enamored maid. Looking at her he feels her

lascivious charm. She looks on the man and takes away his love; she looks

on the maid and takes away her love.” Cf. Nos. 13, 28.

* The other feature of interest is that the charm is given as though from

the old pagan deities, the lord Sames, Sin, Bel, Nannai, and Nirig, the an-

cient Nergal. All these except Nannai survived as evil spirits,—the spirits

of the seven planets—in the Mandaic religion (see Norberg, Onom., s, 77/.),

but the present charm confesses their benevolent power and is also without

any Mandaic trace. (This more antique aspect of these deities appears in

the early Mandaic amulet published by Lidzbarski, in the de Vogiie volume,

where, 1 . 247 ff., “Samis, Bel, Nirig and Kewan have .strengthened him.”)

It is a relic oi^the religion which survived to a comparatively late date in

Harran. The charm is given in the form of an oracle from these deities

according to ancient magical use
; see p. 100. For these Syrian deities see

the list given by Jacob of Sarug, edited by Martin, ZDMG, xxix, 110-131,

and in general for the material Chwolson, d. Ssahicr u, d, Ssabismits (1856).

For the use made by the Harranian pagans of “magic, conjurations, knots,

figures, amulets,” etc., see Chwolson’s extract from the Fihrist, ibid., ii,

21 ;
for their use of oracles, p. 19.

1 . : n for n
, ?;ec § 6.

2. For the demon’s artificial names, see p. 77.

2 f. in the Mandaic '’JHN is the epithet of the Sun, e. g. Gin::a

r., p. 23, 1 . 15, ed. Peterman; for cf. Mandaic

^ is more likely than *1, and we obtain a form of Sin in the Syriac.

The Mandaic has both po anrl ntd.

• •‘3: a dialectic form of ^'2 (Mandaic). For analogies in neo-Punic

names ('•n, yn), see Lidzbarski, Handbuch, 289; CIS, Inscr. phoen.,

nc^ 869; and in Syriac the deity Beducht (Bel's or Beltis's, daughter), see
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discussion in G. Hoffmann, /hisj::uge aus syrisehen Akten persischer

Alartyrer (Leipzig, 1880), 151 ff.

: the ancient l^abylonian goddess Nanna (see Jastrow, Religion

Babyloniens u. Assyriens i, 76 ff., 252, 266), daughter of Sin. See at length

for the later character of this deity G. Hoffmann, Ans/^iige, 130 ff., 151 ff'.

(for later literature, Roscher’s Lexicon, s, z\ "'Nana”). She combined both

Venus- and Diana-like characteristics, and thus appears on coins with a

crescent on her head (ibid., 152). This lunar characteristic doubtless ex-

plains the gender of the deity in our text, where as the verb shows, he is

masculine. In his history the moon god has vacillated between the two

genders, and while in later religion the m(X)n’s character has generally been

defined as female, nevertheless in the Harranian religion the moon wajuj

androgynous; see the excursus by Chwolson in his Ssabicr, i, 399 ff.

(Hence the Latin writers express this Mesopotamian deity by Lunus.) It

may be noticed that in the reference to Antiochos Epiphanes' raid upon the

temple of Nara/af ill 2 Mac. i : 13, 15, there is found in the Alexandrine

Codex the masculine variant Nayatov.

4. ann: the name is obscure, probably equivalent to 37: 10,

q. V.

Kn'pon: the normal feminine of this formation, as against xnhcp. The

same evil spirit, Nnp’i3nNDj<, "Strangling Mother” (of babes) appears twice

in Gollancz’s Syriac charms, pp. 81, *83 (in Actes of the nth Congr. of

Orientalists, sect. 4). And the like epithet is found in the Greek amulet

published by Reitzenstein, Poimandres, 298, for Raskania, the Lilith-witch,

who is charged with the same murderous functions : bpKiCu m-, ^rpayya^ia no-
«*

1) t:nepX(*pf'VT/ rni to. piKpa nanVta^ 7/r/f fff^f/pdv Kal ffvpt:i.r rd naibUi Kai

KUnTEiq avrd Kal re?.EVTC)i7n\ And there folIow immediately "the names of the holy

angels,” just as these are referred to in 1. 5. See notes on No. 42. With

XTpayyaAla cf. the demoniac maladies nvr/nXluv and natbonviKrpia cited by

Roscher, Ephialtes, 55, 59.

Kpom ~ xp'nn 37: 10, Kp'n 18: 6, with assimilation of the dental top.

01 Knpnoi : Mandaic form of the fern. pi. The best interpretation of the

line is that the mischief wrought to the embryo was charged to the parents

who so gained the ill-fame of infanticides. Cf. Ginza ii, 98 (ed. Norberg) :
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^‘hence have arisen the abortive ones who make abortions and destroy the

foetus.” The epithets are in the singular, being used distributivcly.

5. pSn: i. e. the deities mentioned above; see above p]). 97, 99.

6. jynj : ‘‘come to the birth.” Cf. Rabbinic “midwife,” and the

Syriac Afel used of the function of midwives, e. g. Peshitto to /J r. i : 16.

atT* KDCTi: the antecedent is uncertain
;
probably the charm has been ab-

breviated.

7. for XD-Sj ? Cf. 11: 8.

TT'aS : the a is the common Syriac term for the marriage

^hamber, or the nuptials in general. The imperative is apparently addressed

like the preceding imj^erative to the demon who is bidden to go, if she dare,

to the wedding, and there partake of the magic fo(3ds prepared against her.

snip:*, the Syriac n^'kaya, “libation.”

the spelling represents the Syriac feni. impr.

01 ^ \ probably a Persian feminine name in -ditch, the bride’s

name to be filled out here^. The following word is obscure, the missing rad-

ical may be b.
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nnjnC*) nnnjw nnsipo^xi nn[**nn] (2) xniD]>8^ kdnd wjn l»[rD]

. . . (4) nn^n D[']n[n] . . . [n]n mikt!? nb pinni n!5n['NT (3) . . .

pnn xn-m ktx . . , (5) Ky[-iN n^] papyplo n nnb'o b'na-intw

ikia: 5>o bv'i «nnDnQT (6) . . . Kni>D]3D iji; nnn'»«i Jjy

«nD''pn i^yi . . . (7) bn bvi ^nSno-x byi K’iDin byi

pnK j<un «Di^bo . . . (8) . . . bd nn^ . bapDi psb . . . n\n

KKjanm mbv N'n« « . . « (9) nb f'bopi pb'p /iionp nbihi /iib’y

«pn-nb «n. . . (10) . . m xnn Kpn^^ci bn*:! bn« «nnn

. . . Knn }nn« b . . . xobfir wnpri'^D «.:i ^in «nnb. Kn*iD« Knpn^jD xjnntDi

Kltrc*! . . .3 K3T NDbt^ Kn*D1 fc^mriD'N pi Nnb« p t<DbK^ . . . (11)

Kiion «bnn

TrANSIvATION

Designated is this bowl for the [salvation and] healing (2) of the house

and threshold, the wife, [the sons and] daughters, the cattle, (3) [and all

that] is his, and whatsoever shall belong to Zaroi son of . .
. (4) . . . con-

firmed by the virtue of the word of God, the Mystery of heaven and the

Mystery of the assembled waters and the Mystery of earth, (5) ... of this

house I will enjoin all that is in it,—Arts and the Tormentor ( ?) (6) . .

.

[and the Image-spirits] of idolatry, and all the Legions and the Amulet-

spirits and the Ishtars and all the Demons ... (7) ... and all mighty Liliths.

A word ... I declare unto you, which receiving . . . the mysteries of

Angels in wrath coming against him and with sabres and sword standing

before him and ready to kill him. (9) ... against the word heard (?),

He sits in the house, eating and devouring, drinking and quaffing^ ... ( 10)

[a slayer of ?] children is he, and Master named ;
....*. is he, and Jinn ( ?)

named. Peace . .
.
your father ... (ii) ... Peace from the male Gods and

from the female Ishtars. And victorious peace is set in . . ., and destruction

is set in the fire . .

.

(242 )
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Commentary

A badly mutilated bowl with much of the inscription illegible. It is of

pagan origin ; in the name of GckI the Mystery of heaven, water and earth,

it concludes with a pax vobiscum from the gods. The expression “victorious

peace,’' 1. ii, recalls the standing Mandaic doxology, “Life is victorious,’* and

the threefold division of the universe may be from the same source. The

charm is against a murderous house spirit and is in part parallel to No. 36;

here the demon is masculine and is represented as carousing upon the blood

of his victims. The quarterings of the circle or seal in the center contain

letters of the Tetragrammaton—apparently n\

I . : a Persian word noted by the native Syriac lexicographers,

and neo-vSyriac; also in Pognon B. See Noldeke, Syr. Gram., 127.

3. '•nt : cf. Zaroes, name of a Magian, and Zaroi, in Firdausi; the

present spelling substantiates Zar- against other readings; see Justi, p. 383.

4. name of the Light-King in the later Mandaic religion; see

Brandt, Maud. RcL, 47. For his following epithet as the Mystery of heaven

and earth, cf. “The Great Mystery,** who is the helper of Ilibil-Ziwa in his

descent to hell, Ginza r., p. 140, ed. Petermann ; see Brandt, Mand. Schr., 143.

For the ^**0 cf. Gen. 1 : 10. Other “gods” are named below.

7. 01 NONJn-D: resumes 1. 5.

8. either in api)ositional sense, used like N"iD'*N, see p.

p. 86, or n refers to the magical rites conjuring the angels who are called

upon against the evil spirit.

: the Rabbinic-Mandaic preposition of plur. form, 'clCnve, but
t

with suffix attached as to a singular form; cf. “his sons.”

9. NyDC' : for XyoC': the incantation heard? The following i)pls. repre-

sent the carousing of the demon over the flesh and blood of his victims.

These realistic descriptions were in themselves regarded as prophylactic.

appears to be denominative verb from a noun in formed to rhyme

with

, 10. ttrano = a perversion, in 36: 4. The word corresponds to

the actual Syriac NJano tabcscere faciens, Payne-Smith, col. 831.

KJ. 3 : probably jinn, see p. 80.

JIDUK : Mandaic “your father.”
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inK’Jvm (3) nnxjai njai n:N>j''3 i ni>3’ni mn (2) nn’3 rxntoi tnr n'ov

HKJK nn'Dj; nriNJsi r:j3i nixn «nNT2i ’xti"! ns (4) Nnn-irni Tn’’3n «nK3Ni

nn^j’t:3 KnN3Tit.” (6) pn’tj'i Ncnl’m i’nK3Tic’ ?’ni»i3i nsjx xn’S”!’ ’kjk’ (5)

K'^n K'n^NT (7) iinpxsi jrKTX33 ksn!’” (erasure Kn’i”!’) 'kjdjjt nmpBi

tf’jj; ban xaxiio 'xniwi (8) x?2nn3i xnB'pro xntny Kninbxn xS'nn kdie's

KHKinoyi (9) xnp’nBi x’3[nDi] x’niayi S'nl>K pnS’ia xn’Dy n!’x!’o bv pk3N>

nn'a }[oi] (sic) xn-uTn i-si Kn'"n3''n nj3 x'U'.xni x'nxri sanxD'i ivxub jd

K23ND01 N’SnDI NP’Dy pnX’JVn lr:i pnx33 JOI }VX33 JDI 1V[S1«T] (10) joi hdix |01

n^P'scTT Nnx33ie' pn’B’i «!:[nSni] (11) . . . p’^nr . . nxT x’n3~i xnnoy

pnSsnnoi n'E'xjnt jvNn33 xnxE'T wnoin pni’ia [N']P'Dy nxnx iNnxa

KTiiDKi «r)’'nrn nn xd^di (12)

ns xjT’nj'nn ri'ir^ K'n'inxi (13) . . N'nfc^n n^yb

trKi«T!5^ irt<"i:s!5 nS^Mnn nhidji KninKTi xn'iDX x'tst K'm 'xnn

lb]v ppenjSji I’b’wbi rvNnxn (14) iin]K':rnJ’i

P’N?Dy '’«in [ns Nn]’n:>n^’i njs N'»ijiNnn N^n^r-r^

Exterior

enp (15)

Translation

Charmed, armed and equipped are the house, (2) the dwelling and

mansion and barn, and the sons and daughters, (3) and the cattle and house-

hold vessels of Hinduitha (4) bath Dodai and (of) Marada, even her

husband and her sons and daughters. '

Charmed art thou, (5) Lilith Yannai, and all thy Broods, even the three

hundred and sixty (6) Broods, by the word and command of the angel

Negoznai, by the mysteries and ordinance (7) of the living God, in the name

(244)
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/

of the virtue of strong and mighty Deity, and by the seal (8) of the angel

Be'odai, whose word none transgresses.

Charmed are al! the Gods and Temple-spirits and Shrine-spirits and

Idol-spirits (9) and Tshtars from the body of Marabl^a and Zaddye and

Dazaunoye sons of Hinduitha, and from Ifinduitha and from her house and

her bed and from (lo) their [wives] and their sons and their daughters

and their cattle.

Charmed and confined and restrained and hobbled is the mighty Istar

(ii) and the three hundred and sixty ]b*oods, which I have dismissed

from her one after the other.

Charmed are all the Amulet-spirits that dwell in the houses of men and

waste them; (12) charmed and hobbled and suppressed and covered and

squeezed under the foot of Alarabba bar Ilinduitba and under the foot of

Zadoye and Dazaunoye sons of Hinduitha, (13) and under the foot of

llinduitha b. D. And life, abundance, health and arming and scaling and

protection be to their body, and their wives and their sons and their daugh-

ters and their cattle (14) and the people of their houses, both those entering

and departing with Marabba and Zadoye and Dazaunoye sons of llinduitha,

and with Hinduitha b. D. their mother, and her daughters.

Exterior

(T5) Holy (?)

Commentary

For the language and script of this and the following Mandaic bowls,

see § 7.

A charm executed in*behalf of a certain woman and her husband. The

sons with their families are included by name. The charm is particularly

addressed against a specified lilith, with whom ‘‘the mighty Istar’' who is

named later, may be identical.

I . “House, dwelling," etc. : these four terms occur in Lidzb. 4 and 5.

The bTH (which is found in the Mandaic literature in the original meaning)

is here reduced from the sense of “temple, palace," as in Babylonian, to that
*

of a private mansion. The word also appears in Hyvernat, I. 15. In 40: 4,

is the cattle-barn ; in general perhaps “outbuilding.”
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2. for the plur. w. suffix, see Noldeke, Matid. Gram., § 144.

3. xnx'JVn: “cattle”; it occurs in the sense of “wild beast,"' in 39: 6;

singular &<nvn.

KHKiN: the singular would be the equivalent of the Assyrian dim,

“vessel,” Heb. and Arabic The word is otherwise unknown in

Aramaic, having been replaced by the derivative man. In the Talmud vessels

are favorite abodes of the demons. One is tempted to regard the word as

a plural of “sheep,” but for the following “of the house.”

Kn'liJ'n: i. e. “Indian woman”; cf. n^n, 24: i; 40: 16.

4. 'Xin Nos. 15, 21.— mar. “lord” + Adda; a form of

Hadad; or the first element may be the deity Mar, Bir, etc. (see Clay,

Amurru, 95), so that the name is equivalent to the ancient Damascene name

(as in Pognon's Zakar inscription), the Biblical Benhadad. With

inexact construction, M. is the husband. For 1 ... 1 = “both, and,” cf.

1, 14.

6. : so the probable reading. Notice from the erasure that

“lilith” and “angel” are interchangeable titles for this being.^Cf. the Lilith

, 40: 17.

pnpKB: of same root as fc^mpD, with assimilation of 1 with n; see

Noldeke, p. 44. The original formation is that of the Syriac noun pakadta.

8. a corruption of ?-^For NniDj? and see p. 72 f.

The second word is supplied from 40: 4.

9. 1. 14x3x1x0, in 1. 12 with the second X caretted; an old theo-

phorous name = 3X -f (or xai -f- 10 ?)

xnxr : I’ersian Zadoe, see Justi, p. 378, quoting a name of the fifth

century.

Xl3ixn : Persian name of a Syrian monk of the seventh century, ibid.

82.

10. xono: original root DHD (see Noldeke, § 45) ; the verb is found in

the bowls of Pognon and Lidzbarski, and defines the word as used in the*

Mandaic literature, thus relieving Ndldcke's doubt. Cf. a like series of

passive ppls. at end of Lidzb. 4. ^
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KDJKDD: the reading is almost certain, but I cannot identify the root;

probably an error for KDINDO, as in 40: 21.

a denominative from — Rabbinic hn . cf. the Arabic

ragala, “strike, tie (a sheep) on the foot/’ The word occurs in Lidzb. 4.

II. the passage is identical with 40: 22, except for the latter’s

reading, “which I have dismissed from him”
; the present text is to

be so interpreted. For the form see Ndldeke, § 170.

— 40: 23. For the fern. pi. in see ibid., 162.

. 12. NS'D - cf. ibid. 63; the Pael in 7: 17.

: I can suggest only the root jCy, found in the Rabbinic poy,

“olive-press”
;
but according to Noldeke, § 45, V is persistent in Mandaic.

: error by dittogra|>hy for 'HI

.

13. the Assyrian abundance”, Muss-Arnolt, Ass. flu'b.

i, 277, and identical with the Targuinic NTJ<T, “foliage,” 'rarguin Job 14: O-

An archangel Zaziel appears in a papyrus published by Wessely, xlii, 65,

1. 42.

«nN»nn : for wntDNTin

,

14. : with change of construction from the preposition bv ;
cf.

Noldeke, § 222.—For omission of relative after see p. 39.

15. (Exterior) ip is sure, perhaps e»^p.
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(3) nnD''B"Ji [nlusi . . .ei n5”inn (2) «mcj:i NncnnCi K]nnKri KniDN.

KnK’5>’5' Kn’Dj? ni^rns wnoE wnno Kn^oy (4) n^nt n[B nelvi kdiist njoNai

[«n]’Dtfi K'^CKmn] «na’t K’in Kn'oy kisokt (5)

(7) «’3t<D K’jsrni K''B”3 H’B'JK [K'E'nJn Nn’Dj; NnNB’Kiin xriKapu (6)

ini (8) Kn’pi «n^i nuni x'a-ini K''o['3]Kn «'3N3-i -iKtni K'e>'3 k'ikh

Kr’i''!’ Ki’oy Kn^n ne n'Di'n [n]Dy[i Njonnai njowai nSy jd K'ni

}«TDy nnttnx na «nNni an.a niiK’OKn’oi KToy Knip.oa (9) niiN'OKn'oi

N’OK’i K’jKirnai «’Di>n3 K^iK'[oN]ntti ^yi Kn«3'KD (10) khkiot pn5>i3

KniD« Din . . . [n3]!’o bob {[lol’^B'i (11) Nn[pn]y3 x’a’nni Kn’oy NDxo’Ki

na [Nwn n]Dyi (12) [Konlnai n^Knio!>i nJDsaS> n^'inn Nnonni itnnNn

[K'n]Nn

Translation

Health and arming and sealing and protection (2) be ?or . . . and the

body and soul (3) and the unborn child and womb of Bardesa whose

mother is the daughter of Dade. (4) Charmed are the Sorcery-spirits in

stocks of iron; charmed the Lilith (5) in chains of lead; charmed the

empoisoning male Devils and charmed^ the empoisoning female Liliths

;

(6) charmed [the arts of?] evil men and hostile Beasts, (7) and evil

Mysteries and the (magic) Circle of malignant Masters and Sages and

Doctors, and the melting of Wax figures (8) of him who is alive: from the

unborn child and womb of Bardesa whose mother 'is Terme b. D.

Charmed the Lilith that appears to her (9) in ... ; charmed the Lilith

that appears to her in [shape?] of Tata her sister’s daughter; charmed all

the defiling Ghosts (lo) that have entered, which appear to her in Dreams

of night and in Visions of day; charmed and sealed with the seal of (ii)

King Solomon.

Again: Health and arming and sealing be for the womb and the

parturition of Bardesa (12) whose mother is Terme b. D.

( 248 )
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Commentary

A charm for a pregnant woman. I may compare the mortuary incan-

tation published by me in JAOS, 1911, 272, no. i, which includes prayers

for the unborn child, nSiy
, of the petitioner. From 1. 4 the present charm

, is very similar to that in Pognon A.

2. so in Pognon B, in Lidzb. 5, a feminine form in -e, cf.

1. 8 (the mothers name, overlooked here). Cf. n'lKT, 12; 2.

4. «nnD: also Pognon A. In the Mandaic appear the '‘sorcer-

ers,” Norberg, Onom., 110. For the meaning cf. Ass. sahiru; in this sense

the root is not otherwise found in Rabbinic and Syriac.

'S NHXD : Pognon’s text, (to be cited to Noldeke, § 89, la),

5. NiNlK; the Syriac was used for “lead” and “tin,” according to

the Syriac lexicographers, who postulate a distinction between abara and

ahra, or abara and ebard but dispute which word is applied to which metal

(Payne-Smith, col. 19). Both lead and tin were used in magic, the former

especially in the KariuVafun ^ like the love-charm from Fladrumetum, the

Cypriote dcfi.vkmcs (SPBA, xiii, 160, etc.), and cf. Index to Wessely, xlii,

/ii6hflov, ct seq,; tin was equally used, like all the metals, ibid,, Kacairefnv^v^

and a case in the Testament of Solomon where tin is atropaic, JQR, ix, 58.].

Hence we cannot positively decide whether our abdr is lead or tin
; but the

weight of the former metal may better suit the symbolism of the language.

—As to the meaning of the Assyrian abar Assyriologists are at variance.

Lenorrnant, in TSBA, vi, 337 f., 346, argues correctly from the alloy

mentioned in iv R no. 2, rev. 17, that abar = lead and anakii = tin. How-

ever Sayce, Archaeology, of the Cuneiform Inscriptions, p. 60, denies that

the Sumerian or Assyrian word for tin is known. Lyon, in his Kcilschrift-

texte Sargons, 53, 82, makes anakii = lead (eft. Heb. 13 &5 ) and leaves abar

untranslated. Hilprecht and Haupt, on basis of chemical analysis, find

that abar is used of magnesite, Hilprecht, Assyriaca, 80 ff,, 83. may,

the Hebrgw equivalent of the Aramaic is “lead.” The Syriac 'dn^*ka

is “tin,” whereas its Hebrew equivalent “i)lunimet” rather suggests

•the heavier metal lead. The Hebrew for “tin” is which however

in Zech. 4: 10 may rather be “lead.” This confusion between lead and tin

in the same word is paralleled by the ambiguous use of plumbum in Latin

;
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p. nigrtim is lead, and p. candidmn tin; see Pliny H. N., xxxiv, 47 (ed.

Weise, 1841) ; so also in Arabic. The diflferent vocalizations ’abra and,

mav rs. ’abard., and Heb. ’anak vs. Syr. ’Cin^ka, appear to be attempts at

differentiation, may, apparently “lead,” appears in W. T. Ellis’s bowl-text,

which I have edited in JAOS, 1912, 434.

5. N'C’Knn : amendment after Pognon’s parallel, but with the form

found in 1. 6.

an inadvertent repetition.

6. for the adjectival formation, see Nol'deke, Mand. Gram.,
^

§ 105-

K’'jxrn
:
possibly absolute pi. (-a from -an) ; or a masc. plural form, cf.

KnjDin, 38: II.

7. iNTn; (n. b. construct) for “iNin
,
as in xnDn, see Noldeke, ibid.,

§ 46. I interpret the word of the magic circle, part of the dreaded arts of

the necromancer; see p. 88.

NONm : sorcerers are by tradition ''Doctors.

xnTO: 'O may be inf. Peal of or better, in agreement with

the context, Pael ppl. plur; i. e. “di.ssolution,’’ or “dissolvers.’’ ‘p is “wax”

in Rabbinic, “pitch” in Syriac and Mandaic, at least according to the refer-

ences in Payne-Smith and Norberg. “Pitch” might be the translation here,

but comparing the plural with the Greek Kypoi and the Latin ccrai, I have

related the wonl to the well-known use of wax in Hellenistic magic. Any

plastic substance might be used for these simulacra of the enemy in

Babylonian sorcery. Tallquist enumerates clay, pitch, honey, tallow, dough

(Maklu, 19, and see his note to ZAL. LU, p. 119) ; so also Fossey, Magic

ass., 80. Wax does not seem to be identified among those substances,

though Jastrow and Thompson speak of wax as used. Assyrian kiru or

kirn (see Muss-Arnolt, p. 432) = pitch. Is the Latin-Greek word from

the same origin, the term having undergone extensive modification in

meaning? Its etymology is uncertain, see A. Walde, Lateinisches ctymolo-

gisches JVbrtcrbucIt'', 1910, s. v. cera. For the use of wax in western magic,
^

see the ample notes and bibliography in Abt, Die Apologie d. Apuleins, 82.

in: cf. the isolated instance given by Noldeke, p. 344.
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8. the first letter is conjectured from a mere remnant; possibly

BepfjLia ?

9. In this line a definite family ghost appears. NniDl is used in like

sense in earlier bowls, e. g. 7 : 14. The word before Nnfi<n is unintelligible.

Nnxn : cf. the feminine name Tata in Strassmeier, Inschriftcn 7^071

Darius, no. 25, 12; also Tatta-dannu, Strassmeier, Inschriftcn von Nabon-

idus, no. 343, 8. and Tatu, etc. in Johns, Assyrian Deeds, 450, Clay, BB, x,

Glossary; ’’tDND 25: i.

10. : I connect this, as a participle, with the root pD, Arabic

Sana, which docs not appear as a verb in Syriac; from it comes the Syriac

s^yCina, “dirt,’’ and with the same is to be connected the Hebrew JIXD,

“shoe.” The same word, niasc. and feni., occurs in Pognon A, p. 40, which

he would derive from “hate,” but without explanation of the form.

It might, if a singular instance, be an error forXn«'3«D. However n. b.

that in Sachau’s Elephantine |)apyri occurs the metathesis |SD for N 3D,

Pap. 57: 2, 58: 16.

by: 3d fen.> pi. of bby

.

a mistake, corrected by the next word. The same note is to be

made upon in 1. ii.

11. DID: doubtless = 3in, “again,” so often found on our bowls. Thus

Ndldeke’s explanation of Din in the Mandaic literature (Maud. Gram., 204)

is confirmed.— nbfr^lio for the form, see ibid., § O7.



No. 40 (CBS 2971)

nnK:Di xnan (3) njai nixti n“i:si’ n5”inn Knfin (2) xniDXi K^ni irxcira

Klin xnm Nnon xnK'jxvnT njk’J’3[i] (4) nS’DTii mm nn’N3i NJiNapiJ

«‘>N (6) iia'WDiDi D'ac’K K”n p njK[n!;] mnsDaxTCS) rmtn

na K'tno ^a KriK’i’''^ . . . niKrai Kaaa t^UKHD la n^oa naxaa paj'mani (12)

. . . Kmtjji la unanni Nnnti Kmcwi N”n jo tj'UKno la (13) n^oa nn’Kaa"

Kun NiDna KiK’j’ai nS’a’n mm (14) nn’Kai Nrixapu nnsaai t«nan [naa]

m3a!> 15) n[^’i]nn khidki K”n lo [B'laKna la nKoaNT K’]’n xaitn ktjj/i

ni’a’m mm nn'Nai N[nKapi3] nriKjai xnan naa*

Exterior

Knan naai ninn nKoa m32i ni^inn kdidni N"n jo nj’n ne 'NnNaoi (16)

na nKD3Ni (17) nriK’jKvni njN’j’ai ni>a’m [mni inn'Kai tyisapu nnttaai]

pn'BH Non^’m ... [Krimnoy] pni^iai Kn’!”5> ’j<:na dkjk nn'oy N”n to

Kina ... p’Nmpsai K"n p'N^JNaa ttaxi^D ’wna nns na nn^aoa (18) KnNaaicj'

Kn’oy nJ’Ni'c ^> 1/ asaK? c"3v hai Nas^o Nmn «onna sa’pn (19) 'Njpa nxi^j

101 niKt toi "i^a to Kn«'inD''j;[i] (20) x^anai umayi . . . [x’ni>N pn^ia]

na nNDaxn na[K''j’a loi] ni>[a’n toi mi]"! toi nn[’Ka to]i nnxaa toi n;a

pn'an Koni>m . . . hn]Di; NS'[3]ni Nonooi NoCnoi k]tdj? B'ljxno (21)

xnxa’T K’loin pn^ia [xn’Dj; nxn]K nxnxa . . .a nii’P'-aei^] (22) xrixaniii'

...xmnoi Naxpo kb'di ...[xj'^’aai [xi^am xlt'OCy] ’ti5>xaano[i] (23) ti’KO’xaa

ai nn’xa (25) x[nx]apia nnxaai xnan naai . . . mn xiaai (24) ma[B to]

x^n to naxno pa [nxDax]p nnx’aCxi’Jn {sic) nax’a’ai n^^aCm n]pni

ix’axt X”m (26)

Translation ,

In the name of Life!—that health (2) and armament be to the body

and wife and male sons (3) and female daughters, and the house and-

(252 )
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abode, the mansion (4) and the barn of the cattle, the ass, bull and goat,

the property of (5) Xaro bar Mehanos, from Life.

I swear and adjure you (6) by Life.

(12) and I have broken you in the gate of Xaro b. M., the man and his

wife. [Health and protection, etc., from] the Liliths, when they ai)pear in

the house of Xaro (13) h, M., from Life. And health and armament and

healing and guarding [be to
]
the male sons and female daughters and the

’house (14) and dwelling and mansion and the barn of the ass, bull and

goat, the live (?) property of [Xaro b. M.], from Life. And health and

armament (15) be to the body^ and the male sons and female daughters and

the house and dwelling and mansion of (16) Merathe daughter of Hindu,

from Life. And health be to the body of Xaro . . . and the wife and male

sons [and female daughters and the house and dwelling] and mansion and

building and cattle (17) of Xaro b. M., from Life.

Charmed art thou, Lilith Buznai, and all the goddesses . . . and the

three hundred^and sixty Tribes, (18) by the word of the granddaughter

of the angel Buznai, by the adjuration (?) of Life, and by the command

of . . . who is (?) with the mighty Buznai, (19) by the seal of the angel

Darwa ( ?), whose word none transgresses. Charmed are a [11 the gfxls

. . . and] temple-spirits and shrine-spirits (20) and goddesses from the

body and the wife and sons and daughters and the house and dwelling an<l

mansion and barn of Xaro b. (21) M. Charmed, shut up and confined and

hobbled is the Ish[tar] and the three hundred and sixty Tribes, (22)

which I have dismissed from him . . . one after [the other. Charmed] are

all Amulet-spirits which lodge in their houses (23) and devastate them.

Charmed [and hobbled] and suppressed and covered is the Satan ( ?) and

the Plague . .
.
[from] the body (24) of the man and his wife . . . and the

male sons and the female daughters, (25) the house and dwelling and

mansion ^and the barn for cattle, of Xaro b. M., from Life. (26) And Life

is victorious!

• Commentary

A long and repetitious charm for a certain man and his family and

property, including the several kinds of live-stock. About half of the

inscription is found on the exterior.
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I . With the same invocation begin the sections of the Ginza, also some

of Pognon's bowls.

KJTiDKl : for 1 of purpose, see the like phrase in Pognon, e. g. no. 14,

and Ndideke, Maud, Gram., § 293.

4. as the regimen shows, the barn.

tenon; i. e. hemra, also cited by Syriac lexicographers, see Payne-Smith,

ad loc\, and used as a collective plural, Noldeke, Syr. Gram., 91. The follow-

ing word was written eenin, n was then caretted above, and finally the word

rewritten.
*

ter^y : to be added to Noldeke’s instances, Mand. Gram., § 68, and now

found in Sachaii's recently published papyri from Elephantine. TJy is found

in names of certain goat-species, Payne-Smith, col. 2934.

Knnn : for 'Yn, cf. Noldeke, ibid., § 47. The word is used like the

Talmudic nYn, "'private property,’' see Jastrow, Diet., s. r. In 1 . 14 it is

supplemented apparently by = ‘livestock.”
%

5. nND3 ; evidently an oKl Persian name in Koseform; cf. A;rseri,

Xsayarsa, ArtaAsathra, Justi, pp. 12, 173, 34. The k in oxi, here and again

below, represents the vowel of the prefix, before the vowelless first radical.

E^^JK^D =3 Meh = Mithra, plus Anos, a Persian genius, Justi, pp. 208,

17.

N"n |0 : the long period which this phrase concludes is paralleled below.

pa'Kistt: this ancient and full form of the preposition appears in Pognon

B, but not in Ndideke, under § 159.

6. N"n cf. 1. 18, K"n 'K = the preposition just noted,

and is used uniquely with a verb of swearing, where in the Semitic 2

is found. Cf. the Greek fTri, representing, as in the English “swear on the

Bible,” the primitive action of laying the hand on the sacred object.
<

16. "nsiD ?— 17. : cf. 38: 6.

18. This antagonism of Buznai’s granddaughter to herself is evidently*

a case of casting out devils by Beelzebub. The sorcerer affects that he has

received from one of her brood the proper charms by which to bind h^.

Observe interchange of with
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Oi : '"by that which is upon/’ i. e. ""by the adjuration of” Life.

For the redoubled preposition, see Noldeke, § 231 b. For the phrase, see

to I. 6.

P'NJTipB: for the sing, with ji'N— ,
see ibid., § 146.

23. NJNDD : but a feminine is demanded.

NDino : in agreement with the Syriac; cf. Nnn», 16: 6; in the Ginza,

Nn'HD.

26. the same doxological formula in Pognon, B, no. 22,

and Lidzb. 5,



APPENDIX

No. 41 (CBS 179)

This text is unique/ being inscribed on the top of a human skull.

Enough is legible to indicate that it is a magical inscription, doubtless of

the same order as those on the bowls. The skull is remarkably well pre-

served, and though badly shattered, almost all the pieces have been recov-

ered. But the text is sadly worn and obscuretl through the shaling of the sur-

face, and only a few detached words are legible. There are two inscriptions,

one running across the length of the left-hand side of the top, from front to

back and also filling up some space in the forward part of the right-hand

side. The other, shorter, inscription is at the back of the right-hand side,

at right angles to the central suture.

In the first line of the longer text are visible the words,

in the second nn
, indicating an atldress to the evil spirit. The fol-

lowing names are visible: cf. 5: r; (?) p also spelt

“Mordecai ben Saul’^; and a woman's name (evidently the wife of the

first-named man— can be read in one place), 'DDi, so the almost certain

reading. I take the name to be a feminize hypocoristic in -Cii to be connected

with Gathaspar, in the Bxcerpta barbara to Eusebius (ed. Schoene, i, app.

228), one of the three Wise Men, the later Caspar (Caspar, Jaspar), con-

nected by philologists with the Old-Persian Windafarna; Justi, p. 368.

The use of a skull for recording a magical* inscription opens up an

interesting line of magical practice. The skull has become part of the stock

apparatus of the necromancer, and its use in that connection is typical of

his power over the dead, while the presence of the gruesome object adds

to the awe in which he is held. But all through magic runs the morbid

theme of the use of mortuary remains. In the Greek love efiarms, the

texts are buried in the graveyard; in the magic brews for compelling love,

' This statement must now be qualified, as I learn through Professor Ranke that

two similar skulls are in the Berlin Museum.

(256 )
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human bones are used, and in a late Arabic charm a broom from a cemetery

has efficacy in bringing the beloved to the lover’s side (see to No. 28).

Cf. the burial of Pognon’s bowls in a cemetery. Primitive animistic beliefs

have survived, which connect the skeleton with the world of s|)irits; it is

a material point d'appui, and the skull is especially preferred as the most

striking and perhaps most durable part of the anatomy. It may be noticed

that in Arabic the word for skull is also used of the soul (Wellh. Ski:::;cn,

3, p. 161, 164),® There is a reference in the Talmud to the necromantic

use of a skull; Sank, 65b: “there are two kinds of necromancy Sya),

‘ the one where the dead is raised by naming him, the other where he is

asked by means of a skull ( bseon).” Joel (Abcnjtciubc, i, 44)

thinks this refers to some artificial skull-shaped object
;
but our actual

skull illustrates the j^ractice noticed in the Talmud, 'fhe use of skulls

(cah'aria) in classical magic is also vouched for in the Apology of Apuleius;

see Abt, p. 141. For this practice of “speaking skulls,” we may note its

special vogue among the Sabians; see Chwolson, Die Ssabier, ii, 150, and

Dozy and de Gocje, Actes of the Leyden (6th ) Congress of Orientalists, ii,

365 f., cf. 293.

P>ut the skull was also efficacious as a prophylactic object. James of

Edessa notes that a dried human head was used by the heathen Syrians

as an amulet (quoted by Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites, 362,

referring to Kayser’s edition of the Canones, p. 142). Especially as ])art of

the skeleton was it efficacious against the evil eye
;
see Seligmann, Der bbse

Blick, ii, T41. who notes the use in Italy of a tiny skull-charm against the

Jettatura, and also the use among the ancient Taurians and the tribes of

Caucasus of the heads ‘of enemies stuck on poles as a prophylactic; also

Elworthy, The Evil Eye, 340, notes the use of skeleton-like figures as

talismans in Italy
;
he finds the same talisman in classic times, coiniiaring

King, Gnostics and their Remains, 213 (ed. 2, 180). 'Phe skull therefore

falls into the general category of frightful or obscene objects, which had

the power of repelling the evil eye in particular and evil spirits in general.

*
* Dr. Speck, of the Museum, informs me that the North American Indians

carefully preserve the skulls of the animals they hunt, as a means of the reincarna-

tion of the beasts, and I understand like customs are found over the world.



No. 42

Towards the close of my work on this volume, Professor Richard

Got theil, who had several years ago thought «of publishing the bowls,

kindly forwarded me some notes and transcriptions which he had ‘made in

his preliminary essays. Among the papers was the copy of a text which

is not now found in the Museum, ft differed so radically from the other

inscriptions that I inquired of Prof. Gotthcil if it was taken from a bowl.

He replied that he knew of no other source whence the text could have

come into his set of papers. Accordingly on the hypothesis that the original

text was once in the Museum, I venture to publish Prof. Gottheil’s copy,

and do so the more readily becatise of its interesting character and the illus-

tration it affords to several points in the texts above. It contains a form

of the Lilitli legend, widespread in folklore, and a bowl would have been

a perfectly proper place for a text of this i)rophylactic character. I have

not however included the text in my Glossaries.

p'.n nin*' cik

n^n d-p-. '•n

rrn^ ni’n n:: nyenn

mbrn r\^2b n2b^^> **d:k ’jnN *

1 !? lym »

ni) nJ’un nw nnpi’i n*^n nj'C’ n:n hd m'X'i c'l

[n3P3i> nrt] p!’ i-n’i ne’3 nx onnSi rni'pvv nio nveh lot

]]icb i5» PCKm ivni • n'nn n-n ptoi n^nn nmxy inarr' dk’h pin's ennn

aityi’ iJNnt?’ 'n^’N ers ‘]b vsy’xi nP2N ’3:ni ennn lo 'DTTin

nn’DirsB-’ i*:t i>3i pnnl? pty ni> pIjup piintp (mV) nn!ji''’nt3

in i^Ki p''tn!’''i ynni> ns ’i”n ns ^3i n’n’ n^ D’sins 'nictr nx nxin ’jx ix

: iS’X : n’ES’x : mix c’pn ismox : np’sx . no’sx : : ’mo:;’

in’S>x n!? 3 ’b*pi : neon : ’in^n : 'I’P : nnnoB’ : ntjpusx : ntsmtsa

( 258 )
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jnn D"'3 ’n!>« i?'! na 'jnn irrxi V't K'ajn

tjnpn ni’m D’Jsin D’STwy mE’V ccai nrnpn in^'ac oral aipyi pns'' Oman

nn p’tni' nat: nl’', ns s!? ’al’n n^>e* n"a msavn 'Hi’s naai mrn nco me’yi

s!?! vniiavy no moi’ si’ ion ns nina’l5 si’ ri* mH ns is nstn mS’n

loa in’pnyi inno n"ca'*a si’i iri’nas 3"na si' ana yj'^ si’i na>a ns onnij

i>s’ncn iob’, ynp era D’n ’o ns r’a'-i' si’i c'orn 'aaia ns nBcii nha’ n:’sr

i’snor

,
Accompanying the text are given some inscribed designs and phrases.

A rough figure of a hand (|)rophyIactic against the evil eye) contains the

Aramaic legend

:

H'n Nt:SL‘’ isSi iS'rnx (
- &<n ?) wS‘p :

“I am the seed-i)roducer (?) of jose])h
;
when [ come, an evil year cannot

prevail over him,”—a play of thought between Joseph as controller of the

fertility of ng>'pt and the fertility of the family, and as a good omen for

the expectant
,
mother.

A “David’s Shield” contains in the center "njii nx-
, a fanciftil form of

Adunai, on the left hand 'tri*’, “Satan,” in another divi.^ion and nearl)y

j*n"( ?),i. e. to be found in Schwal), I 'orab. Another species of the

shield more roughly designed contains nin” in the center, flanked with n\ ettr.

and '
3TX, with jnCDO and PdSi-D tm either side, d'be changes are rung on

the possible mutations of pS\ and the scripture Dt. 2X : 10 is cited. Similar

charms against the Lilith are to be found at the end of Sefer IxazicI and in

lUixtorf’s Lexicon, s. t’.
,

TKANSLATtON

Shaddai

vSanui Sansanui Semniglaph Adam YTIWH Kadmon Life Tdlith

In the name of Y” the God of Israel who 1 )esits the cherubs, wliose

pame is living and enduring forever. Elija the i>ro])het was walking in

the road and he met the wicked lalith and all her band. Me said to her,

Where art thou going. Foul one and Spirit of foulness, with all thy foul
I

band walking along? And she answered and said to him: My lord lUija, I,
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am going to the house of the woman in childbirth who is in pangs (?), of

So-and-so daUgliter of vSuch-a-one, to give her the sleep of death and to

take the child she is bearing, to suck his blood and to suck the marrow of

his bones and to devour his flesh. And said Elija the prophet blessed

his name!—With a ban from the Name—bless it!—shalt thou be restrained

and like a stone shalt thou be ! And she answered and said to him : For

the sake of Y"' postpone the ban and I will flee, and will sweai\to thee in

the name of Y’* God of Israel that I will let go this business in the case

of this woman in childbirth and the child to be born to her and every

inmate so as do no injury. And every time that they repeat or I see my
names written, it will not be in the power of me or of all my band to do

evil or harm. And these are my names: Lilith, Abitar (Abito?), Abikar

(Abiko?), Amorpho, Ilakas, Odam. Kephido , Ailo, Matrota, Abnukta,

Satriha, Kali, Batzeh, Taltui, Kitsa. And Elija answered and said to

her: Lo, I adjure thee and all thy band, in the name of Y'' God of Israel,

by gematria 613, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and in the name of his holy

Shekina, and in the name of the ten holy Seraphs, the Wheels and the holy

l>easts and the Ten Books of the Law, and by the might of the God of

Hosts, blessed is he!—that thou come not, tlam nor thy band to injure this

woman or the child she is bearing, nor to drink his blood nor to suck the

marrow of his bones nor to devour his flesh, nor to touch them neither in

their 256 limbs nor in their 365 ligamc,nts and veins, even as she is

thou art?) not able to count the number of the stars of heaven nor to dry

up the water of the sea. In the name of: ‘Hasdiel fiamriel has rent Satan.’

Commentary

Only a few detailed notes are necessary. Of the terms at the beginning,

and are common in childbirth charms (see Schwab.

Vocab., s. 7-:*.). The second is erroneously explained by Schwab; it is O

the inscribed Name, cf. the ... in it: 9. 'OD and its reduplication

probably mean ‘"divorced.”

N. B. the order of Adam, Yhvvh, Kadmon.

tciKpT'O is obscure to me. The root is probably used in

the Syriac sense of mourning, hence supplicating; or cf. Heb. “writhe,”

as well as “dance.”
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njn DD I would read as nn nn-'S, the first as the indefinite

pronoun fern, quaeqnac, the last as representing the Greek cV/r«, which is

commonly used in the papyri, the actual name being inserted upon use.

onn -- 5]t2n, cf. Arabic DDp.

Of the names of the Lilith the second — Abatur the Mandaic genius

(see Glossary A) ; but the possible reading of the copy, Abito, may be

preferable,^ in view of the Greek parallels; see below; the third is the Greek

(Ifioptpoc.

613: the figure is the gematriac sum of ‘the Lord (iOd of Israel,* as also

the number of positive and negative commandments of the Law. As Mr.

A. Simon, Harrison Fellow of the University, has suggested to me, the

preceding abbreviation stands for

The “256 liml)s” are 248 in Jewish lore. For the 365 ligaments, cf.

the identical expression in a charm given by Reitzenstein, Poimamircs, 205.

The 10 I’ooks of the Law are the double of the Pentateuch; cf. the

Kightli 15ook of Moses in the Leyden MS. which Dieterich has ])ublishe 1

at the end oL his Abraxas.

'Idle very ancient use of epical narrative as an efficient magical charm

was described above p. 62; thus the mere narrative of a demon’s power^

as in the case of Dibbarra, is potent, or, a fortiori, the relation of a triumph

over the evil spirit from some sacred legend. In the present case we have

the added virtue of the revelatioif of the demon’s names, and she swears

that whenever they confront her, she will retire; the knowledge of hei

names binds her (cf. p. 56).

Dr. M. Caster has published in Folk-lore xi (whole number xlvi), 129,

an interesting paper entitled ‘Two Thousand Years of a Charm Against

the Child-Stealing Witch.” The latter uncanny spirit has already met us

in several of our preceding texts (Nos. ii, 18, 36, etc.). Dr. Caster surveys

a wide material of European and Semitic forms of this magical narrative,

all of whjeh have evidently the same root. He draws on Slavonic, Rouman-

ian and modern Greek legends, and cites one of Gollancz's Syrian charms,

p, collection to which I have had frequent occasion to refer,' and also quotes

^ In Actes of the 8th International Congress of Orientalists, Sect. 4, p. 77. Host

of these charms are in the narrative style. Cf. also a similar Syriac charm given

by Hazard, JAGS, xv. 286 f.
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in translation a Jewisli charm of the same order from the Mystery of the

Lord (in the Hebrew IID, a book I have not been able to obtain).

This Jewish legend is almost identical with ours. It is considerably

shorter, concluding with the names of the Lilith and a direction to hang

Uj) the names in the room of the woman concerned. The names are almost

identical with those in our text; they are: Satrina, Lilith, Abito, Amizo,

Izorpo, Koko, Odam, Ita, Podo, Eilo, I'atrota, Abiko, Kea, Kali, Batna,

Talto, l^artasah. My form Amor])ho is ]>robably older; Koko i:^ArtAormay be

preferaljle to my Kas.

In both these Jewish forms Elija and the Lilith are the actors. In the

vSyriac legeiift quoted by (Lister from (.>ollancz, it is a saint Mar Ebedishu

and the Evil Spirit in the likeness of an ugly woman who are the characters;

the latter has for one of her names that of “the Strangling-inother of

children’’ (cf. above to 36: 4). In the European Christian legends, the

l)encvolent actor is the Virgin, Michael, or a certain saint bearing the name

Sisoe, or Sisynios. These names are derived from the Jewish '’IJDJD •'UD,

as Caster suggests. In the (u*eek legend the s])irit is Gylo. the earlier iv>aw,
•

which ap]')ears also in the magical papyri." In all children are the object

of the fiend’s ravages, in one case the charm is for a Ijoy afflicted witli

cataract.

There are some other simjder forms of tliis legend contained in Greek

manuscript amulets which were not accessible to Dr. (iaster. In his

Poiniandrcs, p. 298, Reitzenstein publishes a text which is the earlier

prototyiie of the Roumanian folk-legend published l)v Caster, p. 132. It

reads: “When the archangel Michael came down from heaven, there met

him the impure spirit with her hair down her back and her eyes inflamed.

And the archangel Michael said to her: Whence comest and whither goest

thou ? d'he impure one answered and said to him : I go to enter the house

as a serpent, dragon, rei)tile, I change into a quadruped, I go to make the

]')lagucs of women, to humble their heart, to dry up the milk, to raise the

hair of the master of the house .... and then I kill them. For my name

is called Paxarea. For when the Holy Mary bore the Word of Truth
«

* Wesscly, Vienna Deukschriften, xlii, 6(3, also Tf /oe, Reitzenstein, Poimandres,

2<jS. For Gello = the Assyrian G.'illu, see Frank, ZA, xxiv, i6i. *
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I went to deceive her and And the archangel Michael seized her

by the locks on the right hand and said to her : Tell me thy twelve names.'

And she said: I ain called first Gelou, .second Morphous, (third, etc.*

Karanichos, Amixous, Amidazou, Marmalat, Karane. Selcnous, Abiza,

Ariane, Maran. Wherever are found my twelve names and thy name,

archangel Michael, and thy name Sisinios and vSinodoros, I will udI enter

into the house of such a one.*’ Comi)are also the amulet given on the

preceding page in Reitzenstein (p. 297), lacking the reference to the N’irgin,

the demon enumerating her jdagues.

A similar legend, in large part identical with both these just named,

is given in tlie ('ireek-ltalian charms published by Pradel.'* Jn tiiis Michael

descending from Sinai meets tlie hag Abuzou" and the demons cast out of

lieaven. He incjuires where slie is going; she answers slie crawls into

houses like a serpent, dragon, etc., to bring all evils on men, to dry U]) the

mother's milk, to wake the children and kill tliein. Then, evidently a

Christian accretion, she causes faction in the church, sends Hoods, destroys

shi])s. Michael asks her her name, which is Pataxaro. lie asks for hei

manv nanie.'t. v^he swears by the throne of (jod anil the eye ( — eyes)

of the Ileasts (cf. the oath in our text ) that she will tell the truth. She

then gives forty names, the first two of which are (lilou, Morphou.

d'he legend sometimes ran out into the line of particular diseases, e. g.

cataract, as in one of the Roumanian forms; or Reelzelmh and other demons

are named, as in an amulet in X’assiliev, Auccdota by,Z(intiii(i, i, 33^). Hut

the story of the wife-hating, child-murdering hag is the original element,

as Gaster ]>t)ints out.

W’e thus |)Osscss f^Jiins of the legend in Mehrew and Syriac, in Greek

texts of eastern and western Euroi)e, and in modern Roumanian ami

vSlavonic folklore, while the heroes of the e])ic inclmle Fdijah, Michael,

Christ and various saints known or obscure. The i)crsistency of the form

appears also in the charm names. To compare the lists in the two lleljrew

texts a:*id in the two of Wendland and Pradel respectively and in Gollancz

® Cf. the early Christian myth of the cievil’s wiles, Rc7 '. 12.

* The same nuniher is found in the Hckate-lsis legend.

® Gncchische u. sihl,- ifalicnische Gcbetc, 23.

,

* The Avezuba and Aveslitza in GastePs Roumanian legends.
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(Syriac), we find that the initial Hebrew Lilith = Greek Gelou or Gilou

= Syriac Geos, doubtless = Gelos. The second in the Hebrew, Abito

(Abitar?) ir: Apiton the ninth in the Syriac; the third, Abiko (Abikar?)

~ Abiza or Abuzou in the Greek texts, and as we observed above Avezuba

in the Roumanian. The fourth Amorpho (in our text) = Morphous or

Morphou having third place in the Greek texts, and Martlos, 4th in the

Syriac. Amorpho is doubtless the Greek "shapeless,'' and our Jewish

text alone has preserved the correct form. Eilo and its obscure predecessor

in the Hebrew may be found in TVadcKs Morpheilaton, and the latter's

Phlegumon may translate the Hebrew

It is impossible to place our ])hylactery genealogically in such a mass

of interrelated material. 1'hc Jewish text doubtless depends upon Greek

tradition with its magical name Amorpho and its transliteration of (Stiva,

while the later Greek forms have borrowed from the Hebrew in St. Sisynios.

But the source of the legend is the common property of mankind, with

roots as ancient as the Babylonian Labartu and Gallu. A child-killing demon

which sucks babes’ blood, etc., is found in Africa ; sec Budge, Osiris and

the Egyptian Resurrection, i, 285, a reference pointed out t6 me by Pro-

fessor Jastrow. In the Hellenistic magic a classical form of such legend

was established out of all the elements that were brought together in that

age, and this spread again assuming its variant forms among the peoples

and faiths. If our text actually came from Nippur, it is of interest as the

earliest form of the Jewish legend and as one which can be dated with

approximate accuracy.

Corrections and Additions

P. 20, line 4: read ''Berlin” for "British.”

P.20: add to the list of published Mandaic bowls the two photographic plates

of bowls (platesi, 2) in J. de Morgan, ittudes linguistiques, vol. v, part

2, of his Mission scientiflque en Perse,

P. 105, line 20: the Koran gives to the Mandaeans the same privileges as the

Jews and the Christians (see 2 : 59 ; 5 : 73 ; 22: 17). e



GLOSSARIES

GLOSSARY A

Personal Names and Kritiiets oe Deities, Angels, Demons, etc.

GLOSSARY B

Proper Names oe -Men and Women

GLOSSARY C

General Glossary





Prefatory Note

Glossary C is arranged according to roots, the otlier two consonanc-

ally. d^he former indexes only the common nouns.

Tlie citations of other authorities can be understood from § 2. The

two publications of IVjgnon’s are cited as “A” and “IV”, and Pognon’s

full glossaries will serve to locate all words of liis texts. Wdiere lines of

texts arc given, tlie referetice is to the s])iral line if facsimile is given,

otherwise to the lines of the |)rinted text. I have not thought it necessary

to give the line citation for proper names even in my own texts, as they

can be easily iden ti lied.
t

Under (dossary l», the following abbreviations are used: d. -- daugh-

ter of, f. ~ father, h. — husband, m. ^ mother, s. son, w. wife.

W here a woial ai)])ears in my^text the first citation may l)e referred

to for any treatment by the editor; references are also added to further

discussions in the Jntroductioii. .Notes are occasionall\’ added to words

found in texts of other editors.

In Glossaries A and l> all the occurrences are given with the exce|;tion

of a few common divine names like mn’'; in Glossary C only tyi>ical cita-

tions and*peculiar forms; also it has been the aim to give citations from

the three dialects.

(2iu)





GLOSSARY A

PERvSONAL NAMES AND EPITHETS OF DEITIES, AXCVEES,

DEMONS, ETC.

NJXnJns evil deity : Pogn P.

evil deity : Lidz 4. 5 ( for

these two names,

sec to it: 5 )

.

Destroyer 3.

divine name ?
: 7 ;

Myhr.

“nonx Abatur, Mandaic genius

:

Ellis 1 (N-nt: -N)
;
Wohls 2417

(-ntons); see p. 96.

deity (Apollo? Aeon?) : 19.

feminine to al)ove : ib,

epithet of,God: 8.

DsnnK, D'Dias Abrasax:

7 (~ Myhr), 19, 34 (see pp.

57. W)*
mystic name : Schw F.

deity or angel: 19.

‘‘the holy Agrabis” : 14.

angel ; Schw I.

Adonai
: 34; Pogn B.

angel: ]V)gn B; Lidz i.

angel : 19.

deity?: 19.

Nin'X na ninx ghost: Wohls 2417.

God: 18.

ii'NSN diviit^ name: 13.

mystical name?:

Wohls 2422.

01 mystical name
: 5.

nhSx, '"N God: 7, 16, etc.

DmSs Elohim : Ellis i ;
1 ly v.

angel: 10.

tidS\s Ellis 1 (but see to 11 : 4).

D'JB Sx El Panim : 8.

DDbSx name of Gabriel : Wohls

2422.

El Shaddai : 8, 34, etc.

XDX demon (bath Imma) : Wohls

2426.

'•D'X name of demon: Wohls 2416

=r: Stiibe (see p. 77).

XDynxDX a genius: Lidz 5 (‘*ana-

thema’’?).

Dn33X deity: 19.

deity: 19.

ms^X demon: Schw F (see p. 25).

X^xnox Satan : Montg.

XV1D13BDX C|)enta-dewa, name of

Solomon's Jinn (see Griin-

baum, Zts. f. Kcils.-forsch., ii,

224, Ndldeke, ib. 297).

XID’iX epithet of angel (“charm-

er”) : Schw, PSBA, xii, 298.

xp'tDDX Wohls 2422 (=:z"i'):2nx ?).

angel: Wohls 2416.

DirpiX Okeanos ( ?) : 19.

51pi: P\p3 5^pX series of mystical

names : Schw F.

( 269 )
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tOD'mx deity: 19.

jnst deity : 19.

angel: 19; Schvv I.

angel: Stiibe (Wohls 1 .

Stt'nn).

pnN deity?: 19; 34.

D'Di'N, ND01K, D-DTH Hcrmcs, see to

2 I 2.

DTX a deity (Kros, Ares?) : 19.

infernal genius: Pogn

H (cf. Glossary C, ^Ipr ;
but

cf. Aristikifa, in Dillmann's

text to Enoch 6: 7).

D'K gliost : vSdiw 2417.

"3 ~ Bel: 36.

(?) angel: Sclnv G.

deity : it, 18, 19,

Alontg.

'X 3TU lilitli: 40.

D3^nn lilith: i8 (cf. D3^^n).

angel
:

38.

^xn33 angel : Schw N.

S''y333 angel : r*ogn B,

Sx'p33 angel: Wohls 2416.

^xn3^ S'yi3 J Gabriel: 7; 34;

etc. (see [). 96 f. ).

angel: 14.

x^3"i epithet of TTerines: 2.

pX3‘i angel: Pogn B (cf. pX3D).

3'’‘in demon
:

36.

n3 ''S‘i Dlibat ~ Dilbat, goddess of

love : 28.

non mother of demon : Schw G,

!:'X'*Dn angel: Wohls 2416.

demon : 19.

angel : Schw N.

xnJT'DiD'jn ghost: Schw 2417.

xm deity or angel: 40.

Sx'’Dir:5nn angel : Schw I.

^X'’p‘n angel : Schw I.

angel : Pogn B.

ii'xn'in angel : Stiibe (Wohls

!^X'3Dn angel: Wohls 2416.

D'D"in s. XDOTX.

father of pnx: 19, 34.

xnyr Zens: 19.

Sx'’p'T angel: Wohls 2416.

'nr, "’xnxT granddam of a lilith:

I [ and parallels.

n'3i3n epithet of 'XJnx: IV)gn B.

Sx'3n angel: 13.

Sxni:t:n angel: Schw PSBA, xii,

298.

’X^n, Life, Aland, supreme

deity
: 40 ;

I’ogn A, B

;

Lidz 5.

nrn the Living Creatures : 8.

b^n Evil Potency : 30.

D3Sn, DDS3n, Dxn^n lilith: 11 and

parallels.

Sx'Dxn angel : Schwab,/, c.

^^x^n'Din angel: Stiibe m Wohls

l^x^n-nin.

rr^v^on demon: Schw G.

^xntDn angel: 35.

Sx''r:n angel: 13; Stiibe.

bxnon angel : Schw N.

ghost: Schw 2417.
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angel: Wohls 2416 (for

Stiibe's,

angel: 35.

Pn:3ND (of. P«3n) angel: Pogn

B.

deity: 19.

N-iio sec

TT^ mv ghosts: Wohls 2417.

mn*' Yaiivve passim,

jnr, 'TS'* angel: Pogn B; Lidz i.

pTiTN’' angel: Pogn I>.

angel : ib.

angel, or divine name: 25.

lililh: 38.

angel, or divine name : 25.

JPp' angel: Lidz i; Pogn B.

Mandaic divine name: Pogn
B.

N3 JT’ angel, with '‘eleven names”

following : Schw G.

S*’yL*»3D angel: Pogn B.

the “heat” demon: 30: 2.

SxnoD angel: flyv (in o
"NlC’Dl

;
ef, Kasdeya angel

of evil arts, Enoch 69:

12).

Leviathan : 2.

demc^i
: 37.

angel: Wohls 2416.

i^^yrno angel : Pogn B.

the Destroyer: 9.

angel : Schw G.

jnoio^D Metatron: 25; W^ohls 2416.

bK3''», Michael: 34, etc. (see

p. 96 L).

Signs of Zodiac
: 4.

sSbo, sSSoo the Word: 27,

19, 2 (see to 2: 2).

deity?: ii.

}D, Alandaic genius: 19;

Wohls 2422.

deity: 19.

VxnDJD angel
: 35.

deity: 19.

nxiY-D name of God: 29.

no demon: Wohls* 24 16 (see p. 8 t).

ej)ithet of a deity*. 19.

DID ghost: Wohls 2417.

DKDJ Alandaic genius: Pogn. B.

angel
:
38.

angel: Wohls 2416.

Sxnnj angel:

angel : Schw FSBA, xii,

298.

god Xannai : 36.

Dn-ipj deity : 19.

bsm:; angel: 35; Wohls 2416 (see

l>. 96).

:in'3 god Xorig; 36; "I'T’D : Ellis T.

miD name of G(xl : Ellis 3.

n"^nD, xii’T'D, X’T'D (Aland) Mexm:

34, Wohls 2416; Pogn B.

^"ytOnD, etc. angel: I^idz i; Pogn
B.

Sin: 36; Montg.

deity: 19.

n:od Satan: 2, etc.; SJXCD, 19; cf.
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angel: Wohls 2416.

no, KID “the Prince'': 5, 7 (see p.

97

^>Knio angel: 15; Schw I.

angel: 14.

Sk'DID angel ; 14, 19.

^N'T-ID angel: 15.

Skhtj; angel : 8.

Skn’’!; genius or angel : Schw F.

angel: Wohls 2416 (see

Wohls p. 27, and Rousset,

Arch. f. Rcl.-Zinss., iv,

268).

b^OV* angel: 7; Myhr.

")nDy Istar, Mand. evil deity: Pogn

B (a she-angel, nos. 14.

15); = name of lilith?:

38, 40.

bsnpy angel: 8.

Kmpy “Barrenness”: 11.

i^KOiy angel: Wohls 2416.

^'KDn^y form of Raphael : Lidz i

;

Pogn B.

D^rnOD deity: 19.

:iSd idem.

Dn^Q, mnSa father and mother of

demons: 8 (variants in

17 )-

^y:b^ deity: 19.

KO'^a ND^D genius : 8.

angel.

DTiaa for Piriawis, Mand. genius

:

Pogn R,

^'jna, f^'yna form of Raphael:

Lidz I ; Pogn B.

!>K'’P'ta angel: Wohls 2416.

niK3V, 'V nn' : 8; K-n: 'v, 8.

S'pnv angel : Schw N.

epithet f)f Adonai : Pogn B.

"UV epithet of God: 8.

angel: 14; Schw I.

"T’V deity: Lidz 5 (but see to

No. II ).

i^X'pnpDp angel: 8.

K2"i p"np “the great Kedron"

:

Wohls 2422 (cf. Mand.

“the great Jordan").

Knhop name of demon: 36.

DMKnoKp angel : Lidz 5.

KD^P divine name?: 19.

Kap idem.

noavp name of angel of death;

Schw F.

f

S'lN"! angel: Schw N.

Sytni angel : Pogn B.

angel : Schw I.

txna DXi a male genius : Lidz 4.

rT*nD DX"i a female genius: ibid.

PP''"» angel: Pogn B.

angel: Schw I.

angel : Schw N.

NDDn a genius?; Schw F.

xpa"i, 'n mother of demons,

n Mystery
: 37.

^X'om angel: 13, 28.

angel: Schw L

b'^K'Dn, S''yxDn, b^ysn, ^?''nxsn

(cf. ) Raphael;

passim, see p. 96 f.

angel: ro.

b’’'’KpDC:% b'X'KpDcr angel : Pogn B.
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'ne* Shaddai : 8 ; Myhr ; bx vnvf , 7.

bK'nE> angel: Schw N.

angel: 35.

xmoB' deity: Montg.' (Prof. F.

Perles calls my attention

to the midrashic occur-

rence of 'tnota; see Griin-

baum, ZDMG, xxxi, 225

f. = Gesammelte Auf-

.
siitce, ed. Perles, 1901, p.

59 f.). See p. 198.

troE', r’KiKE' Sun
: 36, 30 ; Pogn B

;

KK’DE', Montg.

bK'JJE' angel : 25.

SKnE*. angel

:

14, 35: Pogn B.

angel : Pogn B.

nne' demon : Schw F.

angel: Schw F.

'fc^in(n) genius: ibid,

angel: Ellis i (— Lidz

Also eleven names of angel in Ellis 3 : nno, nnTO,

nn'i\-t, n'^nry, napin, nscnK ?), de5P">«,— ; cf. the “eleven’'

names in Schw G : KanoD, 8333, nn'Di, p'ny, KDpino. njno“i, mas,

D'^a. In Schw M a list of mystical angel names: bSv, ^!?y, etc.

A list of evil spirits in Schw G: *^33 ,
none iD^tSDD. Names

of ghosts, some cited above, Wohls 2417. For a lilith’s names, see

No. 42.

SoMK Kabualistic forms of mm etc. (see p. 60 f.) :

nv in\ Schw Q; vv, Schw O; ,
ib,; mm, Hyv; lin'i, Ellis 4,

Hyv; Stiibe, 1 . 16; m, ib, 1 . 28; mam, 7: 8, Stube, 1 . 15,

cf. 13: 7; nn nn, 7: 12; inMK*' 31: 6; p)n\ 14: 2.

mnic mn«
,

Stiibe, 1 . 29; nynx, 5, center; Schw I; kkkk

Stiibe, 1 . 35, KXKKKK, 20: 2, 5.

yx I'x, Stiibe, 1 . 15; p-n- p’H' yo yo, eiD no, 15: 2 ; yo yo' yp etc. 29:

10
:
yavo (Atbash), Stiibe, 1‘. 66. Cf. also i: 13, 24: 4!, 3: 6, etc.



GLOSSARY B

PROPER NAMES OF MEN AND WOMEN

xax Abba s. Komesh: 17; s. Bar-

kita : Stiibe.

xa'K Ibba s. Zawithai : 2.

iniK Abbahu (a sorcerer?): 7,

Myhr.

Abanduch d. Pusbi
: 5.

Abuna s. Geribta: 2.

Dnnnt< Abraham (the patriarch) :

8, Schvv O ;
s. Dadbeh

:

12, 16.

nbiH Aglath d. Mahlath : Schw P.

Idi, m. Asmin: Wohls 2417.

DIN Adam; nttonp 'K : 10; dik

13, Pogn A.

p'lH Adak s. Hathoi : 6.

"in:nr Aduryazdandur ;
Pogn

B (for first component

see Jiisti, pp. 5, 51; the

second error for Yazdan-

dad?—see ib. 146).

(?) Thi f. Ephra: 18.

Jzdaiiduch m. Yezidad: 7,

27.

NnK Azia m. Maria: Lidz 3.

••mnN Ahdabui s. Ahathbu

:

Wohls 2422.

nnx, Mand. riKHtcAhath d. Parkoi:

3 ; d. Hathoi : 6 ; m. Do-
dai: 21, 22, 23; d. Doda:

25; d. Nebazach: 28;

m. Churrenik: Lidz 2; d.

Dade : Lidz 5,

l3nnK Ahathbu fn. Ahdabui

:

Wohls 2422.

nanwnnN, Ahathadbah d.

Imma: Wohls 2426, 2414.

pacxnnx (w. prep, 'n^b) Ahathat-

bon, d. Nanai : Pogn B,

no. 18 (not in glossary).

nKn«: Ahath-rabta m. Far-

ruchiro : Pogn B.

Koynns Ahathema m. Dade:
Pogn B.

Ukkamai f. Zutra: Schw F,

nDK, Imma m. Hisdai Schw E;
m. Osera: Schw G.

Amtur d. Solomon : Schvv I.

’’“no mDD"in ’’DiK (?). Oni Har-
masdar Tardi m. Tardi

:

20.

Anur, .d s. Parkoi: 28. ,

Anos m. Zadanos : Pogn B.

'KinJK Anosai d. Mehinducht:
ibid.

Anise (error for previous

name?) ibid,

Anosta, ihid^

K"n Anuth-haye d. Sebre-le-

Yesho: ibid, (“vessel of

life”?).

xaiiDDN Astroba : 29.

pDD« Asmin d. Idi: Wohls 2417.

T-Asmanducht m. Dad-
beh: 12, 16, 31, 33.

(274)
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Aspenaz m. ( ?) Gaye

:

Myhr (see to 7: 4).

N"»D1K Osera s. Osera and Inima:

Schvv G (see p. 83).

Aphadoi s. Dawiwi : Pogn

B.

Ephra s. Saborduch: i,

13; s. Ihi: 18.

Aphridoe d. Kiisizag:

IJdz 4 (cf. Justi, p. 6).

nnJDVtc Ispandoi w. Kpbra: 18.

26: 5, 'D''X (32, 35),

(30) Ispandarmed

m. Yandundisnat
; 30; ni.

Dinoi
: 32, 35 ;

m. Beh-

dar: Ellis i.

Ardoi s. Ilormizduch
: 3 ;

s.

Gayyc: Myhr.

Arha f. (ni.) Ispiza: 30.

Arion s. Zand: 19; 34 (sor-

cerer or deity?).

Artasria s. Koines: 17.

xrDtr'N ispiza s, Arha
:
30.

"T'K'&c Ascr f. Ijosmath
;
Schw

F; H.

nansnx Athadba d. Immi : Wohls

2426 (cf. imnN IT.).

KJnnK Etbroga m. Kukai : Pogn

B (“citron'').

Babai s. Bedin: Wohls 2417

(cf. Syriac. ^33, see

Ndld. Pcrs. St. 395, 414)-

ni33, n:3N3, L‘n:«33 Jlabanos 3.

Kayyomta
: 9 ; s. Me-

^
hanos: Pogn B.

pT3, better pT3 Be (h) din f.

Babai: Wohls 2417 (see

Justi, p. 347 b).

“in:»n3, ni-Bahmandiich ( t ) d.

Sama: i, 13; m. Geyain-

buch : Pogn B.

nn3 ])ahrad: Ellis i (see G. Hoff-

mann, Aus::. aiis syr.

Actcn, 128).

^W)n3 Bahrezag d. Kawaranos:

Pogn P>.

'nn3 Bahroi d. Bath-sahde
: 34.

ni*iJ"in3 P»ahrandnch d. Newan-
duch : Ellis i (see Nold.,

Z. /. K. F. ii, 296).

^S3K3 lianai m. Merduch: 7, 27.

"13 ? peril, “son of praise"

(artificial name of sorcer-

er?) Schw G.

«'‘3K3i3 Barliabc 111. Yazid: Pogn
lb

Bar-gclal s. Dodai: 15.

«D"i"i3 (?) Bardesa d. Ternie: 39.

"13 Bar-haye : Rodw = Hal =
Schw C (so Chwol cm,
1 12; cf. Talmudic name

N'^n).

NnK “|n3 Baruk-aria (Farruch?)

s. Reshinduch: Schw M.

n''3tT’3n3 1 >erikyahbeh s. Mamai

:

26 (artificial form).

Kn''3"i3 Barkita m. Abba: Stiibe.

1TDIDO 13 ( ?) Bar-mesosia: Hal,

Schw C. (cf. my note on

Schwab E, § 3 ;
a master

magician, with artificial

name?).

13, Bar-mistael: 7,

Myhr (see to 7: 13).

'•33’'^' 13 Bar-sibebi s. Tshehrazad:

15*

n5<DC:^3 Bosmath d. Aser: Schw F
(biblical).
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Hnno DD Bath-sahde m. Bahroi; 34.

K'DN n*3, nK3 Beth-asia d. Mehan-

osh; Pogn B, 3, 29.

inOK'J Geyambuch( ?)d. Bahman-

ducht: Pog^ B.

"J Gaye s. Aspenaz : Myhr.

'NJVJ Geyonai s. Mamai : 8.

Geloia (Geloie) m. Dur-

duch ; Pogn B ;
the same

probably : no. 16094,

unpub. (= “laugh-

ter”?).

Gamaliel : Schwab O.

K3'J3 Geniba s. Dodai': Montg.

'DDJ Gaspai w.(?) B'arruch; 41.

'niJ Guroi s. Tati : 25.

['XjJtnJ Gusnai d. Beth-asia Pogn

B, no. 3 (cf. below, njuntN’

’KJBnj).

mNT Dada f. Sarkoi: 12, 15.

N'nttn Dade m. Terme: 39; m.

Mahlaphta : Pogn B ; d.

Ahath : ib. (also written

nnKT); d. Ahath: Lidz 5

(jnKT).

nn, 'unn, Knn Do(la(i) d. Mar-
tha: 15; d. Ahath: 21, 22,

23 ; m. Ahath : 25 ; m.

Hinduitha
: 38.

1333 , i333N3 Dadbeh s. Asmanduch

:

12, 16, 21, 35.

333 , 33«3 David (the king) : 14,

34; Hyv; Lidz 5.

M3N3 Dawiwi(?) f. (?) Aphridoe:

Pogn B.

N3J1KT3 Dazaunoye s. ‘Adwitha

:

38.

.333»n3i3 Duchtanbeh d. Kumai

:

Pogn A (p. 18).

BiJKnsn, Eiansn Duchtanos d.

Hawwa : Pogn B ; m. Far-*

ruchusraw: Lidz 4 (cf.

Justi, p. 86).

33'3 Dinoi s. Ispandarmed: 35.

Nn333 , Nn35<33 , Kn'333 Denar (i ) ta d.

Misa: Pogn B (cf. masc.

name Dinar, “penny,”

Payne-Smith, col. 887).

3n3 ’3 , 3n3V3 Denduch d. Chosri-

duch : ibid.

113313 Durduch d. Geloia: Pogn B
( Noldeke, for Adhur-
duch).

'Bni Darsi “the foreigner” : 29.

Knonn, 's- Hadista d. Miria : Schw
M (biblical Hadassa).

1333
,
13333 (’33.3 ?) Hindu d. Mah-

laphta : 24 ;
m. Marathai

:

40; m. Mehperoz: Ellis 3

(see above, § 3).

Nn'l33'.3 Hinduitha d. Dodai: 38.

P' 31.3 Honik s. Dadbeh: 12, 16; s.

Komes: 17; s. Ahath:

16020 (unpub.).

K3i3..3n II. r. . dora m. Ispand-

armed: 26.

t'031.3 Hormiz s. Mama: 15; s.

Mahlaphta: Lidz 5.

inrD3i .3 Hormizduch in. Ardoi

:

3; d. Mehduch: 14.

n33Nr Zadbeh s. Denarta: Pogn B
(Noldeke, from Azadh-

beh).
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'•nt, nr Zadoi s. Newanduch: lo;

K'nKT s. ‘Adwitha: 38.

inB jKlT Zadanfarruch s. Kaki:

Hyv (cf. Justi, p. 377).

Zadanos d. Anos : Pogti R.

Zawithai ni. Ibba: 2.

KiDn Zutrg s. Ukmai : Schw F
(w. title Mar).

lit Zand f. Arion: 19, 34 (sorcer-

' er or deity?).

nDNT Zapeh s. ?: Pogn B.

'nt Zaroi s. ?: 37.

6:’3 :iT Zarinkas d. Mahlaplita : 24.

Habib: no. 2924 (nnpub.).

Kin Hawwa (P>e) wife of Adam:
13; m. Sisin : Pogn R.

Halifai s. Sisin: 29.

. . non Hmri . . sai d. Emme

:

Pogn B (no. 19).

(li:n)"ii:nK Enoch the patriarch: 4.

p^n Hanun, the house of : 19.

Hisdai s. Ama: Schw E.

KD^nn Hathima m. ? : Pogn B. ,

'I3KD Tati m. Giiroi : 25. •

Timatheoz s. Mamai:
Lidz 2 (‘‘Tiniotheos/’ Lidz).

Tardi d. Oni : 20.

ntKin'tJ'D Tsherazad m. Bar-sibebi:

Joshua, Jesus, s.

Perahia, traditional socerer

:

8; 9; 17; 32; 33; 34 (see to

82 ).

(?) Yazdid s. Komes: 17.

TT', TT«’ Yazid s. Sisin: Pogn B;
s. Barbabe: ibid. (Aramaic

rather than Arabic, against

Pognon B, pp. 103, 14).

nuTP Yezidad s. Izdanduch
: 7, 27.

n’nr. Yazdoe d. Rasnoi: Pogn B
(the same name, Justi, p.

149).

nJDnxTK' Yazadpanah Gus-

nai : Pogn R (for the second

word cf. above; the first a

Persian name, see Justi, p.

149, Payne-Smith, col. 1585).

Yokebed d. ?; no. 2924 (un-

pub.).

Yandundisnat s. Ispaii'

darmed
: 30.

pDD' Yasmin d. Dadbeh: 12.

lacob the patriarch: 8, Schw
6 .

pnv^ Isaac the f)atriarch : ibid,

nKl3 Chewaranos m. Behre-

zag: Pogn B (cf. Ndldeke’s

review, p. 144).

ariTKlD Chewasizag( ?) m. Mehr-
kai : 1 ’ogn A

;
d. Papa : Lidz 4

(see Pogn, p. 18; Justi, p,

182; Andreas to Lidz, propos-

ing chiish-sak).

nN'DKts Kezabiath m. Adur-

yazdandar: Pogn B, no. 23.

-nnn3, nninna, Chuze-

huroi(?) s. Beth-asia: Pogn
B.

Knbs Kalletha d. Mahlaphta: 17.

Komai m. Duchtanbeh : Pogn
A.

Kumboi m. Meducht: 35.
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Komes d. Malilaphta: 17.

n«D3 Xaro s, Mehanos: 40.

^nnDD Chosriduch ni. Denduch

:

Pogn B.

':S33 Kaphni f. Newanduch: 10;

T I ;
h. Newanduch 10.

'’TT’DiD, Kufithai m. Pabak:

2, 4; d. Dadbeh: 12, 16.

Kurai in. Mesorta: Pogn B.

iT:niD Churrenik d. Ahath: Lidz 2

(cf. Andreas, ad

Churasan w. Chuzehuroi

:

Pogn P> (cf. Justi, p. 78, but

see Ndkleke to Pognon, p.

144)-

«roycnD Kusenta m. Su-

maka: Pogn B (froni Pers.

Waresna, or derivative?—see

Justi, p. 354).

Kethiina ni. Nana : Schw T^.

irosnrD, ATchanos 111. Xaro:

40; m. Babanos, Pogn B; ni.

Reth-asia : ibid.

inno Mehduch d. Dadbeh: 12,

16; m. Tlorinizduch: 14; d.

Mahl(aphta) : 9007 (unpub.),

^ino Mehoi s. Dodai : 15.

inSHD Mehperoz s. Hindu: Ellis

3 (=ir Mihrpcroz, Justi, i>,

206; cf. above, § 3).

Mehinducht: ni. Anosai

:

Pogn B (==: mahcng, Justi, ]).

186?).

pinD Mehraban s. ^^azdoie : Pogn
B (Pogn thinks error for fol-

lowing; but cf. Mcribanes ~
Mihrwan, etc., Justi, p. 208).

pnno Mehrodan : Pogn B (cf.

— Wardan, Justi, p.

351).

iPDiin nn'D Mihr-hormizd s.

Mamai: 34.

'XpnnyD, Mchrikai s. Kusizag:

Pogn A (from Mithrakana, s.

Justi. p. 214).

Mazdanaspas s. Kusi-

zag: Lidz 4 (see Andreas ad

Joe.).

Mahlephona s. Dade: Pogn

B (but Noldcke, NnsSno).

Malilaphta m. Komes; 17;

m. Mesarsia: 19; m. Hindu,

etc. : 24 ;
m. Pathsapta : Pogn

ID ni. Horniiz: Lidz 5.

Mahlath m. Aglath : Schw P
(biblical).

xneino Mehujihta m. Rakdata:

Pogn B (but Noldeke, NnoSno).

nan'D, riDiTNO Maiducht d. Knmboi

:

35, no. R)093.

NJoSo Malkona s. Maksath : Schw
P.

’•DND, "NDND, NOD: Mamai, Mama :

111. Geyoiiai : 8 ;
111. Horniiz

:

15;* m. Berikyahbch : 26; m.

Mihr-hormizd; 34; 111. Tini-

athcoz : Lidz 2.

npDO Maskath m. Malkona : Schw
P ( “olive-gleaner'’ )

.

KJTTIDD Mesorta 111. Kurji ; Pogn B.

Marabba s. 'Ad-

witha
;
38.

Marada h. Hinduitha; 38.

'DI-ID, 'ID Mordccai s. Saul: 41.

-IHT'D Merduch d. Banai
: 7, 27.

fc<nND Maria d. Azia: Lidz 3.
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H'TO Miria m. ITadista : Pogn M
(= Miriam?).

Dno Mariam: Schw Q.

Mersabor f. Kayyoma

:

Pogn B (= frequent Syriac

name, Justi, p. 206).

mXD Marath m. Rasnoi: 8 (— fol-

lowing name).

«niD Martha m. Dodai: 15.

Maratliai d. Hindu: 40.

neniD Moses (the lawgiver) *. 34, 35.

, . . Misa . . . m. Denarta

:

Pogn B.

Muskoi d. Siinoi: Myhr.

Mesarsia s, Mahlaphta: 19;

s. I^orath: Schw G.

Methanis d. Resan : 29.

•

Nebazacli m. Ahath : 28.

Newanduch d. Pushbi
: 5;

d. Kaphni: 10, n; m. Behdan-

duch : Ellis i.

ni Noah (patriarch ) : 10. .

Nana d. Kethima:

Schw L; xNanai in. Ahathat-

bon: I’ogn B.

ICtS Sebre-leycshu f . Aiiiith*'

haye : Pogn B (w. Pognon ~
“his (my?) hope is in Jesus’").

Sania(i) ni. Behman-

di\ch: I, 13.

Simoi m. Muskoi : Mylir.

Simkoi in. ?
:
30.

NpDiD, xpJiOlD Suinaka s. Kusanta

:

Pogn B.

nonno Saradust d. Serin: 9.

'Adwitha m. Marabba, etc.:

38.

Kmme m. Hamri..shai: Pogn

B.

xmmy (?) s. Rabbi, a sorcerer:

Ilyv (see Ndldeke, Z. /. /vn7.r.-

forscJi., iii, 297).

P3ND Pabak s. Kufithai : 2, 4.

'OB I^innoi (1, Dadbeh : 16.

Papa f. Chusizag: Lidz 4.

n'liBB Paproe d. Kukai : l\)gn 1^

(— Arabic Babroc, Ndldeke,

Pers. Stud., 400).

x'nnB, x'nnD Perahia f.

Joshua (Jesus) : 8; 9; 17; 32;

33; 34 (>^ee to 32).

ins Farruch s. Pusbi
: 5; s. ?: 41/

'131B Parkoi m. Ahath: 3; m.

Annr— : 28.

|N*DnD Farruchan s. Sahduch: Lidz

I.

NnDDiiD (also NiNiDDnE) ) Farni-

chosraw s. I )uchtanos : Lidz

4-

ITBnD Farruciliro s. Ahath-rabta

:

Pogn B (cf. Farruchrui, Justi,

i>-
f/>)-

I’liarnagin s. I’liarnagin (a

traditional conjurer) : 7,

Myhr.

'niiB I'orathai in. Mesarsia: Schw

C (cf. sniiD, IlsfJi. 9: 8).

"3^0 J'usbi in. Farruch: 5.

NDDr ns Path-sapta d. Mahlaphta:

]V)gn A (with Pognon — Dl

Nn3C*, “Sabbath-daughter”).
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'^pHp ICaki d. MaWaphta: 24; m.
Zadanfarruch : Hyv.

'Kpip ICukai m. Paproe : Pogn B (cf.

KOVKaig^ Justi, p. l66),

KDVp Kayoma s. Mersabor: Pogn

B (a Syriac name, Payne-

Smith, col. 3538; cf. the fol-

lowing).

«novp ICayomta m. Babanos
: 9.

•‘an Rabbi father of a sorcerer:

Hyv (artificial name?).

^^pyn Rubkai: Pogn B (= Heb.

npai ?).

Dl«DDn Rustaum s. Churai: Pogn

B.

KHKipn Rakdatha d. Mehuphta

:

Pogn B (‘‘dancer’^),

jun Resan m. Methanes: 29.

Rasnenduch d. Aphridoe:

Lidz 4.

Resinduch m. Baruk-aria:

Schw M,

[j^asnoi d. Marath: 8;

m. Ya^o6: Pogn B.

innajr Saborduch m. Ephra: i,

13 -

Sahduch m. Farruchan:

Lidz I.

Saul (?) f. Mordecai: 41.

Sili s. Sarkoi : 12, 16.

HdW* Solomon (the king) : Schw
I, Q (nobo), Hyv; f. Amtur:
Schwab I.

Solomon (the king) : 34, 39,

Ellis I ; Lidz 5.

pi'cr Sirin m. Saradust: 9.

Sarkoi m. Kaphni : 10 ; d.

Dada: 12, 16.

Sise d. Beth-asia: Pogn B
(compare the following).

Sisin nu Haliphai: 29; m.
Yazid: Pogn B; d. Hawwa:
ibid,; undetermined ibid, (=
60?).

Seth (the patriarch) : 10.

K'Di'n Terme d. Dade: 39.

Tata niece of Bardesa
: 39.



GLOSSARY C

GENERAL GLOSSARY

«3K father; pi. pn'naK 36: 5.

perish : ‘9
: 7.

tt313lD destroyer
:
36 : 5.

tOSK stone :
'33K Hyv.

Niatt, N-1N3N lead (tin?): 19: 10,

39: 5. K33V: Montg.

UK hire: Pogn B, «Tjy Lidz

2.

N33'K roof : 6
: 7.

NmJ'N letter, of divorce writ : 8

:

13 -

N33 tt ear : Lidz ^4, Schw I.

NJnTK alcove: 12: 13.

IN, Mand. IV or: 8; 17, Lidz 2;

if : Pogn B ; repeated =
if ... or; Pogn B.

N31K a disease; 24: 2.

pK squeeze: p2rN 1: ii.

niN .nriN letter of alphabet: nrniK

9: 5, «n-inK 35; 9.

Nn'tK sweating fever : 24 : #2.

btK go: wijTK 2: I, Nj'tK 6: 6;

impf; b'TK 36: 4, Svrn,

b'l'n Pogn B ;
impv

:

Ellis I, tb't'N Schw F,

brv .Snv Pogn B.

ttriK brother: pi. w. suff. ’ins 4: 3.

KriKHN sister : 39: 9.

KJnK relative; 34: 2.

antt take hold of : 1 1
: 4.

anN be behind, tarry; Af. Wohls

2417.

inN behind
:
pa'Niny Pogn B.

3inN do.: 8: 3, mnN Stiibe 58.

"K oh: Hal.

I’N oh(?): Schwab F.

p3'N as: 32: 9.

Njb'N tree; 34: 5.

t'K nought; UNG’ which is not

Schw M.

n'N there is: n^n'N 37: 3;n3ny are

in him, Pogn B.

N3V = Talm. N3'N K3 n'N,

Lidz 4.

n'i) is not: Pogn B.

naiN error for following nplN ?:

Schw G.

^3N eat: 36: 7; whoever

(f) eats, Pogn B.

ttbaw food : 18 : 6.

unto, 1 : 15 (see

god: 7:4; Knb'K 14; pi.

16: 5 (also Glossary A).

Knn^K goddess: Wohls 2417:

5, Kn^'K (''«) Wohls 2422,

2426 (or, curse?).

KmnijK deity: 38: 7.

sii)K Af. teach; Hal;

Pogn B;nKB'f>i, ib. (Pogn

as from

(281 )
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DKi D'N if: 2: 3; repeated, whether

... or, Ellis r.

NON, N'D'K mother :
pa'O'N 8

; 4, JVKOJ?,

38: 14; plur. pnnno'N, 36:

5 -

NniODIN? parallel to cattle, posses-

sions, Schw M.

JDN be true: Hof. pjoinD. Schw M.

px Amen: c. g. px pON, 14:

8 : J'Dl py, 1 ’ogn Ij ( see p.

63).

xnocn faith; 29: 12.

px <lenominative of X3D1X

artisan ( ?) in X'UDXT JXO

paxnJOX. whoever has

worked for you, Pogn 1
*.

nox say, command : 2: 3 ;
Ktpe.

ntDn'x 30: 7. nonx 37: 5.

lOXD word: Schw M, lO'D 13:

2.

X-iDX tree-top?: 34: 5.

tx if : in p, Litlz 4 : 9.

px yea; pot py Pogn P. (see px).

xnxjx vessels: 38: 3.

X3XD vessel n'3'S tXD, Schw F.

'BJX face: 13: 5, iirs33 in your

presence, F\)gn 15
,
no. 31,

pjX anger : Schw F.

"BX over? p3'BX paty Schw R.

XBOX, '-N and man; t:

12, etc.; cf)nstr. eo'X 7 '

13- E’oy 38; 8; jd. 'CO'X 7:

15, XBOX 32: TO, X'B’XJX

38: II.

E’'X man; hew 'X, Ellis 5.

xnn:x woman, wife: 31: 9, 32: i;

xnn:'X9: 4; xnn'X3: 3, 7:

15, etc.; nn'n'x Schw M;
xnnx3: 3; 6<nny, Lidz 2;

pi. 'B'J I ; 12, Xe*: 35 : 8.

XDX heal: TO', w. suf. i: 15; Etp.

'DIT Wohls 2422 ;
ppls.

X'DX, X'DXO, Lidz ic.

1DX, xniDX healing, etc. : i
: 3,

13; 8; pi. 3:1, etc. (see

p. 129).

nox, XDX myrtle: 13: 3, Pogn B.

XT^iDD’X hall: 12: 13.

xnsipD’X, OD'X, ODy threshold: 6:

4, 9: II, Lidz 5.

jnpDX? Wohls 2422 (see Frankcl

ad loc.).

IDX bind, charm, of magic; 4; i,

etc.; iDno 19; 14; Af.

ppl. pn'iDO Pogn ]>. ;
rpa

X'Toy, prison, ib. (see p.

52).

xnox, ''X, ''y l)ond, spell, angel;

4; 3 - etc.'

XUD'X ditto. 4: 3, etc.

Xi'DX binding: Lidz 5.

X1D1D spell; 3: I.

xmriD'X goddess: 2: 7, etc. (see p.

7r) :

xmD’X ditto? Ellis 3, Wohls

2422 (but see Fninkel;

is the form a confusion

with or feminine of

xiD’x?;.

xyx wood : 38 : 2.

^X moreover; 3; ii, etc.; ^tlX,

Schw I.

lax turn away : Pogn B, Lidz la.

'irBX darkness : Schw F.

'P'BX epithet of pJlD 7; ii.

DiBiBX praeparatum?

:

13: 12.

X'T'!?px keys : Pogn B.

xjnix trap : Wohls 2417.
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NnniK way: Hal 3.

Aramaean, (so read in

Pogn B, 27, ext.)-

nyiK earth: 2: 2; Myhr,

Pogn Vk

{TN lire: 8: 14.

ditto: 14: 7;

Pogn B.

fever : 24 : 2 ; Schw G.

, guilt: Schw PSIjA xii, 299;

DVCJ^X, Schw M (see p.

86 ).

enchant : 2 : 3.

cncliantinent. ibid.

Nnc’jc rumj): 'nc*y, Bogn 1*.

rix sign of accus. : Schw M (Ifeh.).

NriN come: 8: 9; Af. 9: 7.

JDN prfss?: 38: 12.

place: 9: 8; ins inS3 one

after the other, 38: it;

Sin3 afterwards, Schw

F
;
inn in place of, after,

1 : 12, 28 : 2.
•

n, ^n in: passim; nnna^n, 2: 7; '•n

snc’p, 2: 3;i<Ton, in that,

Schw 1 (?). .

^JUn a class of deities: 19: 6 (cf.

Glossary A).

pn an interjectional call for divine

help, in sni soie' pn,

Pogn P> (cf. the Syriac

root
;

Pognon, “maledic-

diction” ).

nnn be ashamed : impv. pi. mmn,

Pogn B.

Sn come in
:
psn Schw G.

ST^n plunder ( ?) : 5 : 3.

Stn cleave: S'vrn!?i Pogn B
(see him, p. 50).

IDNn -- insD some form of evil:

Schw L.

^on cease, abandon: impv. 7: 15,

pass. i)art. 17: 13, act.

(?) «’’St:Nn Pogn B; Pa.

undo: 17: 13, 7: 13 icScn

inf.; Etpa. Schw I.

^?10'n because of: it: 8 (cf. Sc'O).

K 3D«n womb
: 39 : 3.

iDin ? 32 : 10, 33 : 12.

pn derine, s])ccify ( ?) : t^rn, Schw F.

pn
,

'n ,
'rn : l)ctween : pn ...

pn
,
whether. . . or, 3: 5;

b... 'n , between... and,

29: 11; &<''J'’n, l\)gn

B.

XJ'n midst: 6: 11.

n^n within n^n 30: 4.

xni;n egg: lV)gn B.

t;’'n evil : 8: 16, etc.

NniC'^n malady: 34: 7.

NnTn::’'n ditto ( ?) : Schw ]..

xn^n house, family: p.Tmn 12: 2.

pn'^nn 6: 6; Maud, with

suffix, nn^n, 38; 1, nn'fc<n

Lidz 4; plur. jYxnn 38:

IT. Of a sorcerer’s

school 8: II, 19: 17.

(pnn) pSnno, snSnnrn class of de-

mons: 2: 7, 7: 17, 10:

etc. (sec ]). 79).

D^n muzzle: 2: it, Iddz 4.

swallow u]), destroy, i{tp. 3 : 7,

9: 6.

NJ'J’n Imilding: 38: 3; of cattle

liarn, 40: 4; construction

(abstract) 16: 6.
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K'nsD'a pillow : Lidz 5.

Nnoioa in on... ttnnbK, a goddess of

censing, embalming (?),

Wohls 2417.

KV3 ask
: 4 : 6 ;

K”N3
,
act. ppl.

f., Pogn B.

kSw husband; 8: 13, etc.

K33nii''j;3 class of demons (see

p. 80) : 2
: 3 ; in Pogn B,

'K3NnS3 , 'K3K3T^'3 , 't<3nb3 .

Ni’y3, Syr. KT3 cattle: Wohls 2422,

34: 8, 37: 2.

tnp3 herd : Pogn B, no. 27 (so

understand).

13
, P son, passim; Heb. p, 41

;

plur. e. g. Kii:) 'n, 1
: 9;

plun w. suffix ,11:9,

29: 6, 38: 4.

KTn3 daughter : Ellis i ;
const.

n3 passim, m3 36 : 2,

Mand. ns 38:4, riNB

Pogn B (nN3
,
n''3 compon-

ent of name Pogn B, ?)

;

plur. 1
J3 3: 3, pnnj3 3:

5, Kbpn3 voice, 16: 10.

N^3^ NnJ3
, demons, 29: 7.

13 apart in I'D 13 19: 15, Pogn B.

t<i3 the open country: 17: 3,

29: 7.

K13 Pa. put outside : Pogn B.

'NI3 foreigner; 29: 8.

1113 bright, of angels: Schw
I.

N13 create: 2: 2, Myhr.

K113 hail': 14: 3.

ni3 flee ; Ellis i : 8.

113 bless : 25 : 3 ; Pa. K313 Pogn B
(= OD?).

pi3 flash (lightning): 12: 8.

Kpi3 lightning: 12: 8.

«n^in3 virgin: 13: i.

NKi D'N'JD proud: Schw M.

3J, 3U bend: K33'l, 2:4: inf. 3K3D,

Etpe., Etpa., Pogn B., Pa.

reply; 2: 4.

N3J back : 8
: 3.

N313 lintel :
pn'n3i 3 ,6:4.

i>33 knead: 12: 5 (of magical op-

eration).

133 be strong: Pa. p333D, 30: 5.

N133 man: 7 : 17, 35: 7, 40 ;

12.

N133, K1313, Mand. K1N33, N1313

Strong; 3: 2, 19: 13,

Pogn A, B.

Nrili33 might ; Schw F.

hl3 great: 5; 3, hl 3n'iDn Schw F.

Nn'hl'3 woven headdress : Lidz

2.

113 wall up (against demons) : 17:

8 .

13" midst: 133 34 ; 6, 13b 13 : 10, 13 |D

32 : 6.

113 tie, bind (of a spell) : 29: 10.

Kni 3 eruption, noise : '3 bwp Pogn
B.’

N313 color, form: }'31'3 7: 15 =
1'313 Myhr.

KD13 body: Hal, Schw Q; nB13 ,

term for a man’s inamor-

ata, 13: 12. *<

bt3 rob; Pogn B.

113 inhibit, ban: 7: 13, Pogn B.

Nni't3 ban
: 7 : 13.

N3’1lt3 magical condemnation.:

Montg.
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(magic) divorce: 8: 7 (q. v.)*

Giikaean: Pogn B.

great : Schw F.

side: pi. 34: 4; familiar

spirit: 6; 2, 12: <>

b: circuit: obv o, 25: 7.

rock ( ?) : Pogn B (so

Pognon
;
or of the magic

circle?).

circuit "byb: Stiibe

58, Pogn B.

spheres ; 8: 13 -

ditto : '3’Ej; N'bJU Pogn B.

nSj'J ditto: NW 6: II.

Nnbi, NnK^jy, • xissljJ : Pogn B
(from Sj»?).

0^3 , xa'Si, •— to ND'^3 , Lidz 4.

n^3 engrave
: ^

''l
’^3 I'X

, 1 1 : 9.

^03 ho3N ? Wohls 2422 (“good

works”?).

*103 engrave: 36: 7.

T03 completion: jot 'i'03 ijt Schw
F.

N3'3 Jinn: Hyv, prob. 37: 10 (see

p. 80).

K^33 , Nn3t3 troop: 7: 17; species

of demons 37 : (>.

t<V’V3 , Nnir'X3 polished armor; 2; i,

27: 3 -

N3’I3 an itching disease : Wohls

2422.

K*3n3 , KUi’3 north: Pogn B.

t<D33 bone, body: 7: 17.

*?’pi 3 Pa., chain: Pogn A (root

‘>^3 ?).

«t?B^3 body: Stiibe.

T relative particle', passim; with

following half-vowel, n,

e. g.
'33''T. In Hand. T

for T, 38: 12, 14, Pogn

A. p. 13. Used to resume

•a jireposition, Pogn B, no.

12, 1 . 6 (For omission of

the particle in genitive

construction, see p. 39.).

n'T mine : 'm'3 ,
on my own

part, 2:5; nn’T, his, 30;

4 -

'b'l ditto: 7: 12; n Sn3
,

in

order that, 28: 4.

N31 lurk, of demons ; i : 6
, 6 : 4,

18: 6.

p3T cling, haunt, of demons : 11:6,

Pogn B.

“i3“t see 13?.

13T, '13^ on account of:

25: 3 -

t<33T pasture land: Ellis 3.

K 3 K'i3“io chariot-driver ; Pogn

B.

«!’3’T (angelic) cohorts: 8: 14.

(jn) K3n judgment, of the last

day: 4: 4, 19: 8, Wohls 2417.

in dwell: jnn Ellis 5, jnTn (?)

Myhr.

Kin dwelling-place and its

precincts: 32: ii, 38: 2,

Eidz 4 (KiKn).

Knn ditto: 29: 8.

Knin ditto: 8: 4, 29: 6.

KilD ditto: Schw E, Hal.

Bll tread down : impv. JiEll Lidz 4.

KiKin evil-doing: Lidz 4.
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Km chase: Pogn B.

bm fear: i: 12, Peal and Pael,

n^'m fearful, Schw F.

KiSmo terrifying: 35: 7.

iibuK'T (Si(ti3o?^oL
: 35 : 4-

Km devil: i: 7, 39: 5. etc. (.see p.

74).

K3T pure: 27: 4.

Knan place: pnan (sic) Schw G.

nan record: 14: 6, 29: 9.

lai, Mand. aar, male: 6: 2,

39: 5, Ellis 5.

name: 28: 5.

draw up: Pogn B, Etpa.

K'^no reliever, epith. of Ra-

phael: 34: 7.

k^kSt place in Babylonia: Hal.

DT blood: Schw M.

KOI, be like, appear in disguise, of

spirits: K'oa^ inipf. Pogn

B, Etpe. 1 : 12, etc.

Knioa likeness : IDT im'3 ,6:4;
plur. KHKioa, 39; 9 (see p.

82).

Koa sleep: Wohls 2417.

am be astounded: Stiibe 47.

apoa a <lisease (?): 34: 10.

(nja) Knjaoeast: Wohls 2422 (so

Frankel), Kiao, Pogn B.

Ka'anoa ban-writ
:
32 : 4, etc.

(ppa) Kpaaa, fern. Knpaaa child:

II : 6, Kptaaa 36: 4;

Kpan, KpaKa ditto: 18: 6, Lid^

5.

KJipaaa ditto. Pogn B.

KJOaa healing: 37: i, Pogn B.

KDiaa south: Wohls 2422.

nona true: 13: 8.

Kn see! here!: 7: 13, 18: 8 in

D’acDDn, Lidz 5.

Koan limb (the 248 members)

:

Schw E, F, Stiibe 56.

aan return: 18: 9.

Kin
, Heb. n'n be : an'n

, i : 2, 4

;

ppl. = future, 37 : 3

;

Mand. w. prep., nbann,

38: 13; '<a", Schw M.

K^a'n mansion
: 38 : 2, Hyv, Pogn

A, B, Lidz 2; heavenly .

temple, 14: 3-

part thus: 17: 10.

pan ditto : 8 : 8.

nabbn Halleluia, magical term: 7:

17, etc.; mi.s.spelt, 20: 5,

24: 4, 31 : 8, 32: 12.

walk : l^KH'D 3 : 3.

IDH turn: pasno, of the angels who
revolve the planets, Stiibe

8; Etp. ib. 1 . 14, 36; i.

naen, na'Bn, wan, lasn magical

terms for reversing

charms, Ellis 3, and astro-

• logical fate, Schw G (sun,

earth, stars, constella-

tions).

Kn'aen a disease : Wohls 2422

(Frankel reads Kn'BSn, see

below).

K'^K^^ mental conceptions: Pogn
A.

Kntrn now: 3: ii, 4: i.

If

1 and, passim: n. b. pa'l 3: 3,

K^Tl 14: 6, 'KJKD'I Pogil

B no. 24, KnapjKi 30: 3,

K'mnKi 38: 12.

'1 woe 1:1:9. •
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glaucoma: o, Stiibe 44 =
Wohls 2416 (see p. 93).

ni, in niDN like, 37: 10; apud,

3.: 3 ^11:1 }D from the

body, Schw M ;
T\^b^f2 3:3;

n" sign of accusative, w.

noun 3 : 4 ; w. pron. 7:13;
w. subject of passive

nini*i m Schw F
;
resuming

P, 5 : 3.

flies: Wohls 2422.

marriage-portion: Pogn B.

pt buy. Pa. sell : I\)gn B.

see Pogn B, p. 38: '‘an inde-

pendent root = (i) turn,

(2) cherish”; but the

passages in his bowls can

be explained by equation

with "lin, lead turn, order.

Nino? wasj) : Pogn B.

(nr) iTTO on this side: 13: 7.

"^nr Pa. put on guard, Etpa. be on

guard : Pogn B,

NWT corner
: 4 : 2, Pogn B.

y\1 flyoflf: nn Wohls 2414.

(air) «ir, spouse: 38: 13, etc.

(nt) ^KTfi<T success: 38: 13.^

HIT, nm depart: nm, pnr Pdlis 3

(see p. 130) ;
Pa. jm'TD,

13; 7; Ftp. jimr 10 : 6,

xnrNny Pogn B. (cf. nra,

int
;
see to 3 : 2 )

.

nh yyr, m ditto :
pyn'*

, 7 : 5

;

ppls. yr, ITT 7: 12, =
• «yt, pyr, Myhr ;

pynr 7 : 5.

P'^T impious, of charms: 2: 7, 4:

I, Pogn B.

Nnmn impiety: 30: 5.

NVT glory .'7:5, Pogn B.

weapon: Pogn B.

Nan restraint, loss: 34: 12;

n n'n
,

prison : I’ogn B,

Lidz 2.

honey:* 12: 5.

N3T victorious; 37: ii; pDNT N^n,

jN'DNT 40: 25, Pogn B,

Lidz 5.

NniDT victory, etc., parallel to

NniDN Pogn A, B.

pour: T2: 5.

Nntan hair: Pogn A.

DT resound: 6: 1 r.

NDPD resonance: 6: ii.

)DT Pa. flesignate (of setting apart

the magic bowls): 3: i,

31, etc.; invite: Pogn B.

(“iDt) Nn“iDr singing-girl = harlot:

Pogn B, Lidz 2.

])salm : 14: 3.

N")Dn a precious stone ? : 1 lyv.

NH^at harlot : Pogn P), Lidz 2.

’‘Dn hairs, used in magic?: 7: 13

(see p. 153).

iSKt foul ; Pogn A.

Kp'T blast: 12; 8; plur. blast-de-

mons 14; 5, 19; 3; 'pvt,

Schw M (see p. 8o).

nt equip magically: 4:6, 19: 13,

31: 4, 38: 2, Pogn B.

unnt, 'Sit magical equip-

ment: 38: 13, 40: 2,

Pogn B, Lidz 2.

KV“'t seed: Schw I, Hyv.

ttn'ynt posterity : 1 : 8.

an Pa. love; 13: 4.

Kan love: 'anj, 13: 9.
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Nan hide: Etp. Schw I.

ban Pa. injure, destroy : i : lo,

Nbano the destroyer 9: 8;

travail, of a woman, 13;

II.

nban, 'in injury, destruction:

Schw F, G, N.

'

Nbxan ditto:- 7: 16.

Nb'an ditto: 32: 8, 37: II.

Nnban ditto: 16: 6.

Nniban ditto: 32: 8.

pan embrace, cherish, of angels:

13: 4 -

"lan enchant: 6: 6.

nn one: Nan 4:1; nrynn n, Ellis3.

iinan one another: 31 : 6, Pogn
B.

mn Af. surround: 4: 6.

KaNfn (magic) circle: 39: 7.

NUtn precinct, property: 40:

4, w. N”n, livestock,

mn new: Nmn, N'nNn Pogn B; f.

Nnmn 13; n.
N'O Pa. show

: 37 : 7, Pogn A, B.

(am) Nam guilty: Schw F.

N'in serpent: plur. NHNlNm, Pogn
B.

pn, pnb, without: Schw I.

Ninno precinct: Schw P.

tsm quick! magical interjection:

14: 4 q. V.; also n'BnnN

Kin', ib.; iiKinN Stube

14; K'n' Schw N (between

angel-names), Pogn B,

no. 5, end; cf. 'on.

NO'ntn a skin-disase: Wohls 2422.

Ntn see: 30: 4, Pogn B; Etpe.

appear: ptn'n 6: 9, etc.

Nitn apparition: pi. N'JNitn 31;

10, Pogn A, Lidz 5.

Nrm ditto: 30: 5.

Ntjn sin: 1; 3, 4 (of demons).

NNon sinner: D’yon (?) Schw
M.

NHNcn sin: Schw PSBA, xii,

299 (see p. 86).

^Itan pluck away: Lidz 4.

Nn'BtJn a demon: 8: 2, 8, 12;

NnB'tjn, 17: 4.

ion switch, plague: 30: 14.

N'n live: pn' 16: 4, p'm 36: 6;

Af. 'nNn of mother, 24: 5.

N'n living: 38: 7, 39: 8: pi,

life: 30: I, 38: 13 (see

Glos.sary A).

Nn'n animal
: 7 : 14.

Nni'n ditto Hal; pl- N'JNi'n 39:

6, NnN'Jvn 38: 3, Pogn
B.

n'n'D healing: Schw H.

b'n Pa. make strong: j'b'no pass.

31: 5. ( Nb'nno, n'b'nn',

Schw F ?).

Nb'n power: 2: i, pl. Ni'b'n 2:

2; Nnb'D b'na 37: 4.

(in) naian a skin-disease : so read

in Wohls 2422 for 'n

(Frankel, Nuan).

ND'an sage, in .sorcery: 39: 7.

(bn) Hbibn marriage chamber: 36:

7-

'bn sickness : Schw F.
’

Nabn milk: Pogn B.

Nobn, ''n dream; 6: 10, 31: 4, 39;

10, etc. (see p. 82).

pbn arm: 19: 13.
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ehn weak: Pogn B, Lidz la.

KOn father-in-law : Pogn r> no. 29

(but read 'Nion ?).

ttnon mother-in-law : Kllis 3,

, Schw' G (curse of).

ND'n wrath : Schw F.

^D^ name of a place
: 5 : 4.

Don do violence : 2 : 10.

J'Dttn leaven: 13: 12.

wine : Hyv, Pogn B.

Nnon ass: 40: 4, 14.

Kmnin pebble-charm : 19 : 16. plur,

jnoin, 4 : i, 30: 3.

38: Ti (see p. 87).

}
13’nK”Dn five of you: 8: 31, 17; 4.

NnB>'Dn fifth: 6: 8.

NJn womb
: 36

; 5.

Njn encamp: tVJn'j ? Schw 1 .

Najn palate: Pogn B.

pjn throttle, of a lilith : 18: 6, Lidz

5 -

NnxDn, NDon .sufferings : Schw M.

Q.

''Dn quickly (see to cnn) : 13: 9;
"]2 'Dn out upon thee,

Schw M.

grace: 13: 6. ,

contumelious: 30: 4.

^Dn cease: Schw L

Don jealous : S'ntDDsn , Lidz 4

;

pDDxn ? Schw 1.

(nn)xn'BSrj a skin-disease: Wohls

2422, end.

desire: Schw F.

X'Vin name of a place: Hal, Schw

E (Hal. identifies with an

Arabic place-name; Schw

with a place mentioned in

Jer. Shcb, viii, 5).

bpn twist : Pogn R.

(xin) xn'jnnx a pungent herb ?:

28: 3.

Pa. lay waste: 38: tt. Pogn B.

XD’nn sword : 37 : 8.

"tin Pa. terrify: inf. 8: 7.

xmnnx a kind of spell : Stiibe

25 -

lin a vningent herb ?: 28: 3.

Din ban: pass, ppl., 7: 17, Pogn

B.

DX"in curse: Montg.

xonn anathema: Schw M.

xno-inw ditto : 2 : 6 ;
also xnonn,

read by hViinkel in Wohls

2426: 2.

pDi'n Hermon: 2: 6.

XDin an eruptive disease : Wohls

2422 (read n for n).

DlDin ditto: 29: 9.

J^a. blaspheme: 8: [6.

5inn sharp: 7: 17.

enn Pa. enchant, poison: 7: 13 of

water (see p. 84).

penn black arts
: 5 : 2, 33 : 8,

etc., Pogn B (see p. 84).

sorcerer { harms) : Pogn

B, xnxjrin, masc.

and fern.

xnemn empoisonment
: 39 : 6.

darkness : 16: 6: pi.

Pogn B.

Dnn seal (magically) : Dnnoi D'nn

passim; 3^ • 5. 39- IL etc.

xonn, NDn’'nseal: 7:4, 19: 15,

38: 7 -
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KOWn besealment: 9: ii.

l'Dinn(?) ditto: 34: i.

unonn ditto
: 3 : i, 30: i, 38:

13, Pogn A Nncunn.

snonin ditto: Pogn B.

'3t3 gazelles ; Wohls 2414.

Sao dip: Schw F.

pro seal: Ellis i.

nyao a seal : ib.

Etpa. purified: 12: 7.

(aie) 3D go(xl ; 29 : 9.

tniD mountain: 7: 12, etc.

DDD ? Ellis I.

k!)'0 shade : '33 'I'tr 29 : 9.

'i^O'D covers (used of the

bowls): 4: I.

)^^DD herb in a magic recipe

:

28: 3.

NOD unclean': 34: 10.

'DID defilements: 29: 7.

S13D Pa, <lefile: Pogn A.

NniVD- false deity: pi. NmyD Wohls

2422, NTiyD ib. 2426.

N3B1D the deluge: 10: 5,

“tiD Af. frighten away: 7: 17.

NinD disturbing: 'd N3'tn 30:

5 -

niD trouble : Schw I.

HID tear, pluck: 18: 6 ppl. of a

lilith.

NnsilD, ''D talon, toe: 19: 19;

pi. N'cniD, Pogn A, B.

NnsyiD agitation : Lidz 4.

DSHD etc. some part of the heart:

11:7 and parallels.

BHD stop up, of the ears : Lidz 4.

N' interjection: nn N' 14: 7, Bin',

n'BIHN 1 . 4-

^3' bring : nN^lN , Pogn B, no. 28.

B'B' dry up: Pogn B.

T hand: 'mT 19: 14, m'N 34: 13;

'TN ijy on side of, Schw

E; T3 per, 8: 13; n'nn

'T 7: 12; Nnl' their

hand ?, Schw E, Q.

3n' give: 36: 4. Ellis i.

NOV day: 4: 4 (of judgment).

NDD' day-time
: 3 : 3, etc.

;

NONO'K 39: 10; NDNOy
Pogn B.

lb' bear (children) : i : 8.

child
: 36 : 6.

NijNIID parturition: 39; ii.

NO' sea
: 7 : 12, 8

: 9, 14 : 2, Pogn B.

NO' adjure: N3y3B’Ol NS'OID 7: 16, cf.

40: 5, etc. ;n'OiN8: fi.'O'OiN

17: 8; with bv 8: 12. So
understand )'OtO tl1B’'D,

Schw’ I: 5 (not “water

magic’’
!
)

.

Nnoio exorcism: i: 12; pi.

I'HNOIO Lidz 5.

Nn'Olo ditto: Schw I.

N3'0' right-hand: 6: 10, Pogn A.

N'O'n south: Pogn B (with

N'313 ).

ID' - 1DN : 1 : 12.

'ip', 'ip'N a disease: Wohls 2422,

Schw G (who reads npiN

—the preceding^ 'IB'ND is

misspelling for this, plus

D, and).

I'p' burning, of fire: 4: 7.

Nip' glory = name ; 8 : 6.
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Tpn' glorious, of the Name:
Lidz 5.

throw: KiW, Ljidz 4, pierced

with a lance ?, but see

Lidz, and cf. "tip.

ttnniK the Law : Hyv, Michael

prince of the L.

Kn’JTlts javelin : 11:7 and par-

allels.

KiTi', 'ni' Jordan (mystical river) :

Pogn B.

KHT month: 6: 5, Pogn B.

KpT greens: 18: 6.

Km’ howler (class of demons)

:

15: 6, Myhr 2, Schw G
(see p. 81.).

n’ inherit: mncniD? Ellis 5.

(tK”)Nn3'C> sleep: 6: 10.

an’ sit: 13: 7^.
etc.; impf. 1st per.

a'np Pogn P>.

Kin’ bowstring : 2
: 5-

a, ’a like: '3 12: 8. n Kin ’a 32: 4;
'3 ...

’

3
,
correlative, 13: 7;

13 Pogn B, Lidz 5; Kco

Ellis r
;
ni3K 37: 10; KyK3

as if ?. Schw F.

aK3 Af
.
put in pain : K3'3D, jKayaKO

Pogn B, Lidz 2.

K3’3 pain, sickness : Wohls

2422, Pogn B.

133 prevail : 133^) impf. Pogn B.

traa press down (technical phrase

for the bowl magic): 4:

^i, 38: 12, impv. pE'au

Litlz 4; Etpe. 6: 9.

KB'a’a term for the bowl: 6:1,

etc.; Koiip ’t^a’a (?) 28:

2; step of a throne 12: 6.

313 deceive
:
32 : 9, Pogn B.

K3ia so: 16 : 8.

KnK3t3 'ni^ 7:9?
113 artificial parallel to lin ?

:

Lidz 5,

Ktl3 pitcher: Pogn B.

K3313 star: 4 ; 4 the 7 stars; 34 : 6 ;

Hal, Schw E.

ilia hold: inf. 4 : i.

arrange: 'nrD ist pers. 15: 5.

K 3DD residence : Pogn B.

'iVD planets: Elli.s 3 (see § 3).

stone, as charm: Ellis 3 (read

KDn ?).

ND3 tooth : Lidz 4.

^3 ,
^50 all: 7: 6 (both forms), etc.;

, everyone, Lidz 2.

garland: 13: ii.

xhSd (laiighterin-law : Ellis 3,

Schw ( 5 .

bitch: Schw L.

1D3 Etpa. return: Pogn B (sec him

p. 20).

priest : 19 : lO.

'“IDS magic ? : Wohls 2426.

magical practice : Stiibe

2.

p 80:3: I r
;
pn therefore, 9: 7,

here, 25: i.

(N:3)«nKi:3 associates: 19: 9.

KD33 wing: Pogn B.

Kni^'03 congregation : O n*'! no'K

Wohls 2422 (see p. 79).

DD abridge, blame: l\)gn B.

KDD, KDKD, DO (incantation) bowl:

7: 13. 3 t: 1. Pog" P
(KD13), Lidz 5.
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«03 Pa. cover: 13: 6, Pogn B.

N'DD covering: Pogn B.

«niD3 ditto: 13: 6.

NDO, throne: 8: 14, 14: 3.

(lyD),' ugliness, a disease ?:

34 : 10.

«DB'D menstruation : 29
: 7.

"laa disbelieve: Pogn B.

? in o -nn
,
VVohls 2422.

NJnm sickness: 7: ii, Wohls
2422.

avert, reverse, Pe. I'a. Etp.

:

Pogn B, Lidz i a; Wohls
2422 (?).

Sphere, orbit (astrological

term): Himi "tnn

: Pogn B.

8013 Wohls 2422, see fi<3i3n.

'’Xi:y3 Chaldaeans : Ilyv (see^N'‘iD3,

Gloss A).

8<tDei3 honesty : Pogn B, Lidz 2.

P1C^3 Pa. bewitch : Pogn B, Ividz i a

'»E:»3D for 'BCr3D ?

sorcery : Schw I.

i'3'3 decent, of a good demon : 29

:

7.

3n3 write, of the charms: 9: 3 etc.,

Pogn B.

«3n3, 88n3n3 writing: Ellis i.

Nn3'n3 written charm: Ellis 3.

(in3) 113 Pa. remain, so under-

. stand t8nNi3DN^ Nninx^,

of the demons not return-

ing or remaining, Lidz 5,

and cf. Noldeke, Gr, § 45.

b to and sign of accusative

passim; with suff.

fern. 7 : 9, 10 ; K3b = o!).

17: 10; to me, Pogn

B, etc. In composition,

pni^no, i: 6, ztiA passim
in Mandaic with verb and

pronominal suffix, e. g.

n^'p^36r I have divorced

her, 32: 9; for bv

,

19* 10;

with verb to denote pur-

pose, Pogn B, no.

23, 1. 45, 46 (cf. bv).

kS not, passim; in Mand. com-

pounded with following

word, e. g. 38: 8,

(knS)'^N 3 labor, asthma?: o nn
16: 9.

NtS, heart: 28: 5, etc.;

11:7 and parallels,

19: 18.

B'ab be clad: 2: 2, 8:3; Af. 13: 6,

Pogn B.

garment: 2:2, 13: 6.

Djii see LJp3.

Nli? be attached to: pno'y pi^ of

demons, 6: 3, Pogn
B.

company: Pogn B.

curse: Stiibe 4, Pogn B, Lidz

2 they cursed him.

Nnoi!? a curse: 5: i, 31: 4,

Pogn B; Ellis 3:

Schwab M pi. (see

p. 84).

ditto: pi.

Pogn B. <

t<^\2b species of demons: 20;

3-

trib Pa. soil: pnb'CMNStD, Pogn A.

food : Schw F. •
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vrh enchant: 5:1.

species of demons
: 9 : 7, 32

:

5. 7. 33: 5 . 34: 9, 10;

K3Nob Montg.

night : i : 13, etc.

;

Pogn B.

male counterpart to lilith: 8;

21, etc.

Nn'S'S lilith ; 1 : 8 ;
pi.

and ; n. b. nnb'S,

nS'b, 13: 3, 6 (see p. 75).

npb impv. np, recipe, repeated term

in magical formula : Hal.

tongue: 13: 2; tongue of

curses, charms, etc., 4:1;
Pogn I>, Lidz 4 (see p.

88 ).

KD 100: 38: 5: JND. priND,

200, Schw E, K.

N^iO sickle, weapon of angels
: 7

:

17 -

rotten : Pogn B.

t3iD remove: "CD, imp. fern., 17.

II.

n» suck: 18: 6.

mo die: "m 'mo ppl. Wolds 2417.

KniO death
: 3 : 6.

imo ditto : Wohls 2422.

Nn'jnoo killer, fern.
: 36 : 5.

(TO)NntJO hair: ps'N'OO Pogn B.

Kmo brain, head: Schw E.

«ro strike
:
ppl. pi. ino 6:4; pno'n

Etpe. 18: 7; Lidz 5.

unno stroke, plague: 16: 6.

Kmno ditto: 40: 8.

Kh'no ditto: wiK'no Pogn B,

Knu'mo Lidz ic.

NTiriNO city: Pogn B (see {<313 ).

{<n'Nnn{«D of Mahoza : Pogn B.

{<00 chance on, reach: Pogn B; Af.

bring, 25
: 5. In Pogn B

nj’DOJ (r=: ni'ooi), from
NVO ?

{<moo in ‘03
, I pray: Wohls

2417.

^lO'O, Mand. SlOJ'O, Sl03 '0{< with 1

and verb, because that:

4 : 3, Liilz 5 ; w. and

inf., in order to: 2: 6 (cf.

bl0'3 ).

N'O, '0, 'D'O, Heb. D'O water: {<'0

'C”3
, a disease, Wohls 2422

(see p. 93)

;

ttmv 'O'O 18;

6; 'C’{<ino 'O 7: 13; '{{'NO

my w., Pogn B ;
D'O of the

heavenly sea, 8: 14.

{<J'0 kind, species : 1 : 8 ;
sjiccies of

magic, Ellis 5.

i'3D cat (denominative) : 37: 9.

^o Pa. speak
:
ppl. Schw G.

Nnbo Mand. {<nSj;'0; pi. I'^O,

Mand. N'Sjo, word, es]>c-

cially of incantations: 6:

12, 12: 9, 34: 5. 38: 6,

Pogn B. (see p. 85).

t{ni>!?0 ditto: 6: 9.

{<^>^50 t{^t<i)0 ditto : 27 : 5, 38 : 8.

i<'?D be full: p{<^on' 12: 7.

K'b'O flood : Pogn B.

t<3t<i50 angel, passim as title of evil

spirits, 4: I, 37: 8, 38: 6,

Wohls 2422 16; of dei-

ties, 36: 5.
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female angel = god-

dess: Pogn B, no. 15 of

Estera; in his no. i4nxnDy

'D prob. fern, form

(Pogn “queen''),

zodiac-sign 19: '9(?), his

constellation (cf. Glos-

vSary A).

KsSd king: 34: 8 of Solomon; Hyv
of Michael ; ib, iSxD of

God (Arabism? — so

Ndldeke, p. 295); ii: 5,

i8: 4, k. of demons.

queen: 19: 6, q. of god-

desses.

NHIdSo kingdom: Wohls 2417.

p, gen. pD from, passim; '’OO (?,

Schw F 'D Schw H ; w. J

assimilated 13: 6, 17: r,

Vo 17: 5; 'NrD from me.

Lidz 5. N’V J'O ditto,

Pogn B. IDB’D — 1D 65
’3 ,

Wohls 2426, and his note

p. 29.

N3D I’a. ordain : Schw h', arrange

"n'jo 15:5.

ItnNJD portion, in marriage:

pi. NflKUD Pogn B.

«DD melt
: 9 : 6.

3DD denom. fr. idn. bind: 32: 7,

33: 8 .

kVo robe: ttno'n 'D 13: 6.

K'yXD intermediate (of the middle

of the three spatial re-

gions) : K"Kvo Pogn
B.

3XD bind : Pogn B. Lidz 2, N'pnya 'o

(so Pogn, and cf. Ass.

masaru, but see Ndld.

Mand. Gram. 84, n. 2).

(3»)nno bitter: 2: 3. 4: 4, epithet

of devils and charms.

Kltno bitterness : Pogn B, and

plur. KnK'IKID.

(tnD)Kno lord: of deity 19: 5; as’

human title, uncif 3D Schw
E ;

of the .sorcerer Lidz 4 ;

construct 3D ,

' Hyv, gen.

'30
, 18: I ;

*ni3D his lord,

12: 6; pi., pn’K3ND Pogn

B, pnn30 28: 5.

Nn3D " -tre :,-. In ‘y J’n30 ,
our

lady 19: 5; lady of dead

and living Wohls 2417,

Pogn B KnN3KD.

330 rebel ; Schw F.

330 rebel : 1:9.

KHC'O oil: Schw F.

KfiO town : Ellis 3, ‘opposed to tt3a

nno stretch out; Pogn B, Etpa.

y33 plague: 16: 4, >03'K 29; 9.

• 33 move, etc. : Stiibe 62.

333 Pa. excommunicate, expel: Pu.

|'3 i30 , Hal = Schw E,

N3130 Schw M ; see Lidz’s

note on N3id — Ktio ? in

Lidz 2.

’3'3 (?) excommunication?;

Ellis 3.

K33'3 vow, ban, in magic
: 5 : 2, 7

:

13, 32: 12, Lidz 4 K'33P3

(see p. 84). <

t<13'3 he is ( ?) : Hal.

333 .Af. make clear, name (
?)

: 7 -

9-

N3133 light: 16: 6, also K333

Pogn B.
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*113 tremble : Pogn B ;
pT' 3D , Pael

pass, ppl., Halevy (see §

3 )-

commotion : Pogn B.

•m 3 rest: Etpe. nan'K, 2:6.

6cnn 3 rest : Pogn B.

Km 3 (''':?) in on noin?. Schw
R.-

rest: 16: 7, Schw E.

.^"113 fire: 8: 13, 14: 3; charms of

fij'e 15 : 7, 34: II
; Gabriel

prince of fire, Hyv; light,

in O '*

3^ 1 : g.

N^ni: pepper : 28
: 3.

nT3 depart: nr3'n, 5:1.

(^T3 ) «Sro constellations

:

34: 6, Ellis 3, Schw G.

PPT3 class of evil spirits: 21:

23: j.

PP^tD class of evil spirits : 7

:

II, 14: 6. J'pno 23: 4
(see p. 75).

N 6rn 3 bronze: 4: 6, 6: ti, 15: 7,

nn 3 come down : 8
: 7, 12:5; Af. 2 f

6, 27: g (of angels,

curses).

^t33 Pa. guard: 7: g, 35: 6; Etpe.

10: 3, 32: ir. *

Nn03 , 'X3 guardian : Wohls

2417, Pogn B.

Nnn03 , '«D3 guarding: 35: i,

38: 13, Pogn A.

ditto: 7: 13.

«ni3i03D wardship: 35: 6.

/I133
. before : Schw F.

D33 Pa. butcher: IV^gn B.

stranger: Pogn B.

6^53 bite: Schw L, Q DD 3 .

D 3 Af. afflict: pD'on, 17: 6.

«D3 Pa. prove, try: nN^D 3 she has

proved, Pogn B.

xmDK3 trial : Pogn B.

3D3 take up: 4: 6, 28: 3, Pogn B;

impv. f
.

pi. TO 17 : 9.

JD'3 Nisan: Wohls 2422 (see p.

55 )-

nD3 blow with the hreatli: Schw F,

of (lemons blowing on the

brain.

IS 3 fall; impv. iSlS Wohls 2414,

Fogn B.

kSb'3 '313 a disease : 29 : 7.

PB 3 go out
:
piB* 3 : 11; impv. piB 36

;

2, 'piB 8 : 10, Ipa, pa

17: 6. 7: Af. KJp'BJnD

Mybr = XJP’BD 7: 12;

inf. NpaxS q; 8, w. stiff.

32: 8.

IBJ y\f. put to flight: mB:N Schw
F(?), see § 3.

KC’BJ life, person: 7: 13; 2: I,

I’ogn, ' 3T of one's own.

KY3 wrangle: I’ogn B. Lidz la.

nv 3 be victori(3Us: llal, of a star;

NDK* Ditn '

3 . Schw 1 .

Njnv'J victorious: Schw 1 .

(Npj) ttnipJ libation
: 36: 7.

(3p3) «\P 3 Pa. perforate : Pogn B.

3p3 distinct ronunciation : O

D'ap3 iina 9 ; 6 .

Kn3p3 woman, female: 30: 4.

n3 (’)p3 Fllis 1, Schw M;
Nn3 'p3 30: 3, Kn3P''3 (most

common form. sing, and

plur.) 6: 3, 8: 2, 37: 10;

ttnap'j 8:8; «n3piJ
,
plur.

NnN3pi3 , Lidz 4. 39: C>,
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WlKapJ Pogn A.

Nnap'O curse ?: Schw I.

Dpi, Mand. cab grasp: 4: 6, 7: 17,

16: 8, Pogn B Pe. and

Etpe.

KaB'a trap: Wohls 2414..

wnotra spirit, of man: Schw G,

KDD'tr'a 39: 2.

flt^a blow, of windblasts: 12: 8.

ina Ifif. permit: Hof. pmiD, Schw
G.

aKD Pa. make unclean : ttattDD Ki'va

Wohls 2422.

|ND pass. ppl. soile<l, foul : uriKa'KD

39: 10, K'a'KD ,
m. pi.,

Pogn A, Kntta'D Pogn B
(cf. teao).

3D turn away: 8: 13.

WD Af. walk: 12: 6, Pogn 13.

’ID numerous: pao pi. Schw

Q.

KID stocks, for the feet: 39: 4,

Pogn A KniKD.

'KD bases, of the world:

Pogn (p. 77).’

mo, ODD close up: NODNDDI ND^D
38: 10, Konoo 40: 21.

DHD Sodom.

K^^D row: 2: 7, 27: II.

Xta'DiD seducing spirits: 35: 4 (see

p. 80).

unoiD mare: Wohls 2414.

in 'dt itO'
, Red Sea

: 34 : 4.

ND1D end: Schw F,

eno seize: Pogn B, Lidz la.

»inD put a cover on: pass. ppl. NB'D

38: 12; Pa. 7: 17, Pogn
B,

no magic art: K'in0 39: 4, Pogit

A, B, possibly in KnD3 Kl'D

= 'Hoatn'nD, Lidz 4.

NDD go astray : i
: 9.

K^DD, ttineo Lat. sitiila ? : Schw F,

bis,

naDD a satan, Satan: 2: 3, 5: 4,

etc.; KaKDD 19: 3, 40: 8;

plur. 35: 3.

N1DD writ: 'aaiTD 'D 26: 6.

KnD'D .side: 6: 10.

NB'D sword
: 37 : 8.

Kao, {OB' look at : Pogn A, of the

demon’s glance; Schw I.

ij3D Af. commit offence: 4: 2, 5

(inf. 'Sddk); Etpa! be-

come wise Stiibe 48.

(pD)Kmr3D^D poverty: 34: 12,

Lidz 4, as object of exor-

cism; 16: lo, genius of p.

'iDD close up: 13: r, Pa. Lidz 4.

K"iDD astrological term

pole? Montg.

n^D Selah, magic word, 5 : 7, 36 : 8,

etc.; n^KD 20: 5, 24: 6

(see p. 63).

cage-work: 19: 10.

pbo go up: p'bo 3d pers. 32; 8.

I St pers. 9: 7.

KDpKDD ascent : Pogn B.

KDD (?) poison; Schw F.

IDD descend upon: Pogn B.

K^KOD left hand: Pogn A;k^)DD^, 6:

10.
^

'pDD a place in Babylonia (Veb,

i2ia, 'D home, of a
demon: Wohls 2417.

K3D hate, in ppls. only: act. '3D

2: 1 = ^kod 27: 6; pass.
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5: 2, 39: 6, Pogn B (cf.

fKD).

xnro hatred: Lidz 4.

Pa. gird ? : Pogn B.

«1J?D hair: 8: 3.

«n£)'*D lip: Lidz 4.

stench: nn, 16: g.

N3"iD species of demons: 7: it.

destruction: 16: 6.

loosening: 16: 6.

"ino hide, protect: Nifal 25: 2.

xmriD pi. secret arts? Ellis 3.

•

nmy make: 12: 6; of a magical

work 9 : 2, 32
: 3 ;

Pa. use

as a servant, Pogn B.

servant
: 34 : 7.

magical practice : Schw
E (for this and following

terms, see p. 51).

Kiny ditto
:
32 : 3.

xnaiy ditto: 9:1, etc,, Pogn B,

Lidz 4 xiNliy ;
of the

Jewish cult 29: 12.

ditto: 34: 13, Ellis 3, Schw
F, M, Stiibe 10.

“lay pass over, transgress: 32: 8;

t
: 9 . 7 - 3 .

my, I3'y across : "i3'»y JO 8

:

9 = myo 17: 10.

NTi3'y grain: Hyv.

NmaoNO passage: Pogn B.

«bjy in^'y3 , soon: Schw M.

m eternity, with obiy: 2: 15.

NTy time: pi. sn-y 26: 5.

N:ny ditto: 6: 6, Pogn B.

Hiy go away
: 5 : i ;

Af. 7 : 17.

ny unto: 4:4 = Kom 19: 19;

with inf. «ony 34: ii;

'n iy as long as, Hal.

Kpm lock of hair: Pogn B, Lidz 2.

my Pa. help: Schw I.

K^5^y embryo: 39: 3, Pogn B.

«D^y bird: 7: 14.

piy be in distress: ppl. pi. xriKpN.

Pogn B
;
Af. press, \n^p'y«

13: 3 -

I'py so Hyv in 1 . 4; read J'’p'T.

xnpK distress : Lidz 4.

"i^y Pa. blind: pass. ppl. K*vi«D

Pogn B, perh. in K"»^0 Lidz

4 -

(?y)«nK strength: 6: ii.

Krty strong: fern., epithet of

Dilbat 28: 5, of deity 38:

7, of spirits and witches

l\)gn A, B.

XOy sheep: 40: 4, 14.

Kty Etpa. persist: 34: 10.

&cn3'Ty in 'yT noin . Schw R.

NDpT-y seal-ring: of the sorcerer:

‘17: 12, Ellis I, of Solo-

mon 34: 8, of God 8:11,

ring of fire 15
: 7.

noiy ? 32: 10 “ 33: 12.

^<^y eye, the evil eye: 'y 5: 4>

Lidz 4, nyn j'^y ,
Ellis 5 ;

various possessors of the

evil eye 30: 3 (see p. 89).

xnoy temple : Pogn B ; class of

evil spirits, 38: 8, 40: 19,

Pogn B, Lidz 4 (see p.

72).

bv enter
;
]^bv'3 29 : 20 = pWa 3° ’•

10; ppl. r^'K 38: 14.
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w. out upon thee:

Pogn R, no. 28, 1. i, =
Heb. nS'Sn (so better

than w. Schwally,

fr. Ass. clelii lament, Or.

Lit-Zcit. ii, 7 f.),

(K^y) i^y, Mand. unto, upon, to

(freq. for cf. pD'Sy and

pn^, 8: 3, 9, and in gener-

ally in Mand.), passim;

, by Life! 40: 6,

18, cf. 40: 5; vv. suf¥., 2d

fern., sing, Schw F,

iSy 36
: 3 ( xna'Sy ? Schw

F)
;

3cl pers. in^^y Schw
F, -n'lSy Stiibe 32 ;

2d plur.

pD'xSy Pogn 11; 3d,

p.i'xSx, Lidz la; xoSy

(upon him ? Schw G)
until Pogn 11, why Schw
G; alternating with nxi^y

Pogn P>, no, 28; inxc^y.

how, why: Pogn B.

WS above: ig: 10.

against:
, against

him, 37: 8, pHMX^y, Pogn

B.

X'xi^y superior, epithet of ce-

lestial gods : Pogn B.

n^^y height: 'yn x^3Did Hal.

D^y, eternity, in formulas

:

nyi oSiy ly i: 15, nbvh

3 - 5 ’ P»^l^ vSchw F.

XoSy a kind of injury: Schw G
(see p. 93).

Dy, D^y with: i: 13, 6: 3, 35: 6;

D'yi, and also (?) 1:3.

x»y people: n'Doy 13: r, of

tribes of angels.

n»y stand: 8: 14.

XpDiy depth : Pogn B.

X"noy Gomorrha : 2 : 6.

xe’O'cr^Jjy a herb used in magic:

28: 3.

xnpjy, 'X necklace charm or spirit:

7: II, 29: 7, Myhr 6;.

xnpix, 16: 9, masc. plur.

'pJX ,12:9 (see p. 88).

xiEy dust: xnaxn. Wohls 2417;

Heb. nisy, Montg.

xip'y magical knots, as class of

(’emons: 34: 10 (see p.

88 ).

npy uproot: pi'py, Hal; Pa. 8 .*.15;

Etpa. 9: 6.

xnipy barrenness, spirit of:

11:3.

(3"ipy) x^3pix(i) scoppions: t'ogn

B, no. 27 (Ndldcke).

{T)V) xaiyo west: Wohls 2422,

Pogn 11 .

(n"iy) nny sweet: Ellis 5.

XOny a kind of disease : Schw G
(see p. 93).

XDiy, 'X bed: 7: 17, Lidz 5.

xS^'Diy darkness : Pogn B
;

plur.

Mt)ntg.

piy flee
:
pny^ 3 : 7, pn^y^ 3 • i ^

impv. -ipn^y Ellis i, pny

Lidz 5 (cf. nnp).

ne»ymake:9: i, Schw Q, Wohls

2422 (of magical prac-

tice).

oppress: ppl. Kocry 34: 9, of ac

class of demons.

-le^y ten : 'yin, Ellis 3.

xp^ny, 'n old: Pogn B.
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K^nw a Mand. genius ; Pogn B, the

3 Uthras.

& and; "DOB 17; ii (see DID),

na'NB, see under "ip" (see

p. 105).

D3B Pa. mutilate : i : 10.

yJB encouYiter: 2: 2.

{tyJD plague, class of evil

spirits; 7; 14, 15; 6 (sec

p. 92).

Knyja, fem. of above:

Wohls 2426, 16: 10.

Pa. break : i : it.

body: 7: 6, 19: 15, 38:

9*

‘Its scatter : 8 : 2, in a magical

phrase.

potter: Pogn R.

tens potter’s vessel, of the

bowl; 9; I, 32; 3. 33; 1.

banish, divorce: 9: 9, 15:8,

etc.; Af. Lidz 5 (sec to 8:

7).

xnioa exemption: 17: 12.

divorce-writ: 8: 7, etc.

l^e. and Pa. bind : Pogn R.

divide inheritance ; I'ogn B.

NJ^B half ; Pogn B.

DIB, HB mouth; 13; i. Lidz 4; 'B

niiT 5:5; 'KNS 'B3 20
; 5.

D'3B face; ’3BO, Schw P.

«' 3D in 'B naiy; Wohls 2414.

DB break; 7; 17.

pDB cut ; 28
; 5 ; Etp. Nprsy Pogn B.

JpB command; 36; 3; Af. Lidz 4;

Etpe. 35 ; 6.

xmpB command; 38; 6, pnpttB

(w. suff.) ib.

K3“ipiB ward, imprisonment

;

34; 6.

ypB burst open; KpB’3 6; 1 1.

IB Af. bteak, annul; inf. IB'D Stiibe

I, 44. P'BO Ellis 3.

“na scatter, bewilder; 7; 16.

iron; 2 ; i, 15 ; 7, 38; 5, Schw
I.

mB flee; Schw N, Ilyv 14, Stiibe

49 ; also prob. in pmB niB

I ; 10.

DTB determine, of a ilecree ; Lidz 4.

Nana shrine-spirit; 38; 8, 40; 19

(see p. 72).

D^a scatter; 28; 3, 4.

NBiyiB person; Pogn A, of demons.

pia separate; TP'i'B, 17; 13. ist per.

jdur?

NJpia deliverance
; 4 ; 5.

Ena Af.-Ilof. ppl. of the pronounc-

ed Name; BniBOn nDtr,

Hal; EniBD Dtr ii
; 9 =

‘ KEnBD KDlE' , Lidz 5 ;
of

angels |'3DinD1 pEnao Stiibe

59; Af. in Schwab 1,

warn ?

ms Euphrates ; Schw C.

DE’B Pa. stretch ; 2
; 5 = 27 ; 7.

lE'B break, annul (charms, etc)

;

pnnE'BDi pm'E'B Pogn B,

of the magic divorce 1 1

;

7-

KnE'B, KmXE'B annulment ; Pogn

B.

KDWn'B word ; 37 ; 7.

Knn’B doorway; 6; 6.
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'lane image-spirits: 5: 2, 'la'DB, 2:

7, 38: 8, Pogn B, Lidz 4,

"ipnB Schw Q, pa'DB fern,

pi. Ellis 3 (see p. 72).

NDnariB idolatry: 37: 6.

(Kt<v)Nn'Y filth: 'X 'D’la 18: 6.

WX dip: Schw F (?).

NVaX'K finger: Schw F.

®11X mutter: *111X0, JBXD Schw F.

”i1X bind, with a spell : 6 : 6, 7 : 2,

29 5 -

tlX draw, depict: ii: 9 = Ellis i.

Nmix figure, on a seal: 15: 7.

nix obey: 'nix f. impv, 8: 10.

jnx stink : Pogn A.

NX'X ray of light: 7: 5 plur.

n'X'X glory: 12: 7.

rW scourge : i : 10, Lidz 4.

ttJiB'X north : Wohls 2422.

IBX morning: 26: 5.

wnx cleave: N'isx cloven (hoofs),

Pogn B ; Etpe. 6 : 1 1

.

Nanx side: Schw G.

Np emphatic part, in NpBN, 7: 14,

17: 12.

K3p collect: 37: 4.

i^ap receive: 6: ii, 37: 7, Pogn B;
impv. ib'ap Ellis I, ^’iNp

Lidz 5.

Kb'P counter-charm : 6 : 2, 32

:

8 (see p. 86).

n'bsipb against him : Schw E.

K131P tomb: Wohls 2422,

Pogn B.

Kinp ditto: Pogn B, no. 5.

Knp in Lidz 5, but see nip.

Dip, DKip, Dlip before, in sing, and
plur. : Dip p, ,1 '*Dfc<1 p, MIDip

3: 7, 9; Syr. nDip34: 7,

pnwp, 36: 5, niDip 37:.

8; Dlip JD 25: 2, D«i)p

Pogn B.

Dp. '•op ditto : 'Dpb Ellis i, nop jD

from him, 13: 2.

ilKDlp pristine
: 33 : 1 1 ; Adam Kad-

mon 10: 3; of Mand. Life

and Nebat, Pogn B.

N’’^p11p (?) tresses: Pogn B.

D^'^lip holiness: Schw M.

Clip holy, the Holy One

:

Schw I, 7: 15*

fcCD^np ditto, particularly epithet

of demons: 4*1, Pogn A.

Dip arise, stand
:
ppl. kct. po^p 2

: 7,

D'p 13: 8; pn^D-'p Peil

form, Wohls 2417 (of

the resurrection)
;
Pa. 29:

10; Etpa. 16: 4, 8: 17,

etc.; Af. pS'‘t3'P&<o, Pogn

B.

SDIp Stature, person
:

)V^^Dl1p

Pogn B.

xnDip ditto: 2: I, 19: 3, Pogn

B.

DipD j)lace : Schw M.

XDip'D ditto: Hal (of cattle).

^Dp, boa kill, of demons
: 3:2, 4, 36

:

4, etc; Lidz 5 (cf.

Glossary A). ^

iDp bind, of magic: Schw I.
^

NlD'p spell: 7: 13, 28: 5, Hy/.

NTp pi. wax figures: 39: 7.

(S’) curse
: 5 : 3.
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N^Kp voice: 7, ii, of the client

13
: 9. of the witches Lidz

la; K^pna the magical in-

vocation, 16: 10 (see p.

84).

ttP'Dp amulet: 2: i, 10: 17, 29: 5,

Ellis 5 (see p. 44).

NTDip vault of heaven ? : Pogn B
( zodiac ?, see Payne-

Smith, col. 3650).

ttnop = Ntaop ? contortion
: 34 : 10.

NJ'jp, '’p po.s.sessions : 2: 5, 34: 3

(the Mandaic use for

“cattle” not assurcil, in

34: 8 'p may mean small

cattle).

’D3p person (.?): "Djp 'Toa vSchw J.

(np)Nmp cold: Pogn B.

Nip call, name', 16: 5, 36: 4, np'b

demons read the inscrip-

tion, Ellis 5 (see § 3);
Etpe. 3 : 2, I’ogn B tcnpD.

Nnnp magical invocation
: 7

:

ir, 16; 10, Pogn B. Tvidz

4 xnnpN (see p. 84).

xnnp ditto
: 35 : 4.

NJNnp ditto: Pogn B.

NTp chance upon: 18: lO, Ed's 3-

np mishap, pollution : Sclnv

G, 1. 8 (so possibly, see p.

92).

a'lp approach : 6 : 10, etc.

a-ip, anp near, neighbor: Ellis

3;' Hal, fern, ^^na'^p, Schw
G.

NaNTp battle: Lidz la.

mp, Nip flee: 18: 9 = Nnp Lidz 5
' (metathesis of piy).

pp horn : Pogn B, Lidz 2 ;
of a

magical figure 12: 5.

Npnip link of a chain : Montg.

Nnepip head: 2: i.

(£?p)e«B'P old: 19: 9.

'E>P hard, "painful
:

pi. "Cp 7: ii,

Wohls 2422.

KOE'p bow: 2: 4.

NB’NT, head: 19: 19,

Pogn B, 4: 5.

D'K'NT beginning : Lidz 5 ; creation

11:9, 18: 12.

a”> great
: 4 : 4. etc. ;

fern. 'n3“\ ,4:5
'TNnj;65>, 38: 10. Wohls

2417 'T 'ON grandmother,

N’riNai I’ogn B;a'T, '31 title

8 : 8. etc.
; i)lur. pai Schw

1, Nnstain Pogn B, 'anan

masters 16; 8, so scann

39: 7-

Nnai usury : Lidz 2.

NJm ( ? ) master : I lal.

(yaT) yaiN four: 4: i. maiN I’ogn

B; pa'nyanx the four of

you, 8: 13.

pyaiK forty: Schw E.

ND'y’aT fourth, fem. : 6: 8.

NTan wrath: 16: 3, 37: 8, 39: 7,

Wohl 2422.

xSn foot: 19: 19.

NTJ'S ditto: 38: 12.

ditto: Schw I.

N13'J ditto: 12: 8.

^’'31 hobbled: 38: 10, 40: 21,

Lidz 4.

KD3'i stone( ?) : Pogn B, D'3“i Lidz

2.
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«1J*| shake ( ?) : Lidz 4.

jn-»? 34: 5-

m*i, unn spirit, of man: Nmi
Knotrn Pogn B, plur.

K’nn Lidz I a, Pogn A;

gen. of evil spirits, 8: 16,

etc., plur. mnn Schw K,

'nn 16: 8, etc., as masc.

30: 3, cf. Ellis 5 njn nn

nnpji 13J: n 30; 3,

no 't 16: 9 (see p.

74)-

Knn perfume: Pogn B.

(on) Di, Ottn high: 14: 4, Pogn

B.

unon, NnCKi height
:
plur 9 : 6.

34: 5-

KDOn ditto: Schw G.

KOnO ditto: 32: 8, KDIKIOPogn

B.

KD, NtKi mystery, of magical

rites: 6: 11, 7: 13, 28: 3.

37: 4, etc. (and see p.

85).

name of a place or .sanctu-

ary: 19; 10.

Dm Pa. have compassion: 13: 4;

D-3nn'’n ( ?) Schw L; ppl.

Dm loving Schw 1 .

••Dm love of God: 3: i, ii: 2,

Schw E.

Knom love: n m love rites,

28: 3.

Dim name of a place or sanctuary

:

19; II.

pm be far
:
ppls. xpm Schw G, p-m

Hal; Pa. 14: 2 Lidz 4;

Etpe. 8: 17, Lidz 4
p«nK-iny.

crop ?: Hyv.

nm chariot: 8: 13.

KmanD ditto: 14: 2, 25: 2,

Pogn B.

KOI cast down: 9: i, pn act. ppl.

6: 4, ^on pass. 7: 17;

Etpe. po"in 14: 7.

Kton (the divine) beck: 19: 8.

KTKOn one endowed with the

evil eye ?: Pogn B.

Don trample : i : 10.

KDOn reptiles: 7: 14.

yon prick, bruise: 18: 6.

Kli^on evening: 26: 5.

Dinnoin name of a place or sanctu-

ary: 19: 12.

yn evil: Ellis 5.

KHiyn will, pleasure: 12: 6.

"iDn encamp: 2: 7 (hut cf. 27: ii).

Kneno camp: 2: 7, 27: it.

yen lift, remove (Noldeke eft.

Arab.) : pySTD, Hyv (who

supposes Ksn).

Kpn Kpn ‘‘le crachet a etc crache” ?

:

Pogn B.

Knpn dance, of angels: 12: 8.

Ky'pn firmament: 8: 9, Stiibe 61;

Mand. KH^pn, K^ypn, pi. the

seven K^nypn, Pogn B.

Kni5Jn authority: Stiibe 61; nitn in

center of bowl No. 20.

DIDH signing, of a name: KOC:^ n,

Schw I.

ly Heb. relative: Schw
M

;
magical element, see

p. 60.

ask
: 4:6.
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hell : ynfiT seventh hell ? 6

:

12 .

2^ burn: 22W: 2»: i.

Kaffir class of amulet-spirits: 15: 6

(see p. 88).

xnann praise: 29: 12.

Knnijy plague, plur. class of

demons: 12: 4, 10, 15: 6,

35 ‘ 3> Hyv (see p. 92).

road
: 5:4.

'yac' Af. adjure, in exorcism :

])2^bv 1 : 8, 3 : 3 ; Mand.
I adjure, 40: 5,

Pogn B (assigned wrong-
ly by him to watJ*).

nyac», nyar seven:

6: 7, 19: 4, 4; 4, etc.;

Mand. Pogn
B.

seventy: 7: 17 of angels,

14 yv of spells.

NnyiaE» oath : Schw I.

Nn'y^aC' seventh, feni. : 6: 8.

paK' dismiss, divorce: np^ac^» 17: 2,

32: 9, 40: 22 n^'P’-ar I

have divorced her ; Pa.

Pogn B.

pia'*{r divorcement: 8: 13, plur.

9: 5.

"lac' Pa. break : Schw u.

Nnaitr ‘‘nid"?: Schw F.

nacr cease: prrac^ Schw E, jrn'rr’aK'

Wohls 2426.

Knniacr residence?: Schw I.

Etp6. dissolve like water : 2

:

II ; burn, 28: i.

Pa. disturb: i : ii.

commotion : Pogn
B.

disturbing: 24: 4.

plur. demons: 2: 7, 7: 14,

Pogn B, etc.; pD'T*C»?

(read poaicr?) Schw G,

etc. (see p. 73).

she-demon: 7: 14.

throw down : Pogn B, so in

Stiibe 50 ?

l*a. send: 36: 3, Pogn B (also

Peil forms).

a form of magic (see p.

86 ).

XJ‘T^6^»D sender: Pogn B.

be equal: in ppl. o mcTK, like;

Pa. set: 37: 11, Pogn B.

nNmtr lust: 28: 4.

(dik>) D'e' eye-tumor: 34: 10.

PllC' crawl, of witches : Pogn B

;

rub(?) //;.

leaj) ft)rth
:
ppl. TCThj: 14.

leapcr, cphialtcs: Pogn
A (sec p. 82).

wall
: 4 : 6, 34 : 4.

Pa. overthrow: inf.

I k>gn B.

bribe : Pogn B, Lidz 4.

nine^ worship: 8: 14.

JW burn, with love: 28: i.

consumption : Schw G (see

P- 93 )-

D'pnjj^ the ether: 29: ir.

slumber: 7: 16, 8: it.

black, of a kind of demons:
Schw G (see p. 80).

emancipate: demons who are

not Schw I

;

Schw R.

NTET song, charm
: 32

: 9, 33 : 4.
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331? lie; sexually of demons, i : 13,

II ; 8; Af. set down 34; 5.

lay a ghost 16: ii; lay -a

spell 34: 5.

NaDr’D (n'n) bedchamber: 7: 7.

8: 5« 19- 3-

find : Etpe. 8
: 7.

haunter, species of demon,

so Noldeke to I lyv, ZKF
ii 296, perhaps better read

vShekina: 14:3.

Pogn 13.

abode, of demons : Ellis

3 (Ilalevy, 'iCTD).

dwelling: 34: 2.

foetus: F^ogn IJ, Lidz il)

(Noldeke, exertion).

NnamSty flame: 14; 7.

n!>t' send, send aw'ay : 8: 3. ITofal

8: 13; Mand. ^nc*. Etpe.

h^nnc’yj , Af. nSe’N

inf. Pogn B.

sender: Pogn B.

rule : 6 : 10, Peil pn'cSe'

Sthbe 51.

ruler : ii: 5. 19: 12, 17,

I.idz 4.

send forth : Schw F.

Af. deliver: Lidz 4.

NO^B’ peace: 13: 12, 37: 10,

l^K 'B' Wohls 2417.

Kno^B’N 'B' initiatory rites, in

magic: 12:9, 16: 10, 35:

4, Hal. Schw E, M, Stiibe

2; KHD^B’ Pogn B (see p.

85).

Kn’J^>B> ghost, or demon : 8 : 2, 8, 12,

17:4.

Dir, NOr name, passim : plur, niD'r

9: 6, pmor 14: 6, por
Ellis 3.'Knnoir xniorxnKDr

Schw G, NnnoiB* 16: 8;

Mand. KOir 38: 7, plur.

}l''N0'r40: 1; DIB’3, in the

name of (deity, angel,

sorcerer, or the charm-

words following', e. g. 6;

7), passim; n. b.mOB''b28:

I, ^OE'D 95; Dir^sn of

whatever name 1 : 13.

KOr lay waste?: noriB” Schw I.

K'or heaven: 9:6, 11:2 (= God),

etc.; ’ODB’ Schw I, N'D'or

Schw Q, K'OiB’ Pogn B.

yOB’ hear: 8: 10, P'^y y'»B'8: 3:

Mand. n'Dir I heard Lidz

la = 'NOIB’ Pogn B, ’NDir

imi)v. il>., Etpe. |1DnB’*n,

il>., Pa. inf. |i3''yiD''B6 8; 7.

lOB’ guard, keep
; 5 : 3.

B'or Pa. serve : Stiilie 60.

NB'DB’sun; 28: 3.B”DKr30:. 2

(cf. Glos.sary A).

riDB’ Pa. ban ; Hal, Lidz 4, NnnDB'D

epithet of lilith 34: 13,

35: II, Etpa. Wohls 2426.

NHOB' ban: 8; 6; plur. {Nnor

Schw I, NnriDB' Stiibe 12.

N3r Pa. change one’s place
; 36 ; 2

;

bewilder, make mad
: 7

;

16.

NDB* year : 6
: 5, plur. '3B’ 6 : 6

(see also Knrn).

(NyB’)t<nyB' hour: 4: 5 "nDi 'r, 26:

5' '

Stniyr mocking mischief of de-

mons : Schw G, cf. jimyB',

Ellis 3 (see § 3).
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n'pj? satyr, species of demons

:

O'Tyt? 5:4 (see p. 80).

a fever( ?) : 1 1
: 3.

POD'B' Hyv, read

nija’B' abasement (?)

;

Schw F.

excommunication Stvibe 12

(see p. 53).

destroy; inf. n'Y'B' 7: 17; come

forth : N'VB' Schw M.

KP’B' pi. the Arabic iiA’-demon: 15:

5-
*

ttpty to water : Pogn T5. Etpe. 37 ; 9.

ypB’ deposit, of the bowl-practicc

:

NrpB' 32: 3, 33: I.

take off: it : 8, Lidz 5.

^IpB* strike . 1 1 ; 6, Lidz 5.

NHBlp'K' blow, affliction, a

method or result of magi-

cal practice : 12:9, Ellis

5, Stiibe 2, Wohls 2426,

2414 NniB'pB’ Lidz 4 (see

p. 86).

. NnBIpnt^'K ditto; 16: 10.

vermin: 7: 14.

Pa. bind, magically : Schw

G, inf., nnK' Schw F, ppl.

3t
: b. 37: 4-

T“»B^ firm, of charms: 3: i, 13:

8, Lidz 5.

authority: Schw I.

spell : Schw G, with

KHimcTD? Schw L end.

prince: Schw I.

loose, dwell: 12: 2. 34: ii,

impv. pi. Lidz ib,

with suff. Lidz 2, ditto

fern. Pogn B. e. g.

no. 15; Af. to lodge, 14:

3; Etpe. be loosened, 19:

4, Hyv, Pogn B
xntro.

NnK' diarrhoea: 34: 10.

xnaiijr tribe, of demoniac species:

7: 17, 38: 6, 40: 17 the

360 species (cf. p. 80).

Pa. uproot : fern. pi.

impv. ? (but see Lidz, p.

93, n. 9, = root

chains
: 39 : 5.

enchainment: 34: ii.

drink: inf. Schw F,

impv. 36: 7.

{m) six : 1 1
: 9.

pn'5^, ()0, in enumeration

of demons, etc.: 19: 8, 38:

5, Lidz 4. Hyv.

»

nan break
:
40: 12 ; Etpe. 40: 12,

Lidz la; Pa. nann, Lidz

2.

nn'n (Noah’s) ark: 10: 5.

K3Kn crown : wn N3Kn Pogn B.

NDJn military division
:
plur. D’OOJn

13: I. of demons.

KDinn, KOin abyss, always in plur;

vSchw F, G, Pogn B K'Oin

N"nnn (I’ogn as though

= Nomn. black).

3in, Din again : 2 ; i, Ellis 1 ; Din 39

:

II, Lidz 5.

lin in lino , out of
; 9 : 5.

ttun bull 40: 4.

nnn, n'nn, etc. under :i'nnn Schw F,

n'nn under the hand 7: 12

= ninn 16:6; Mand. K'nm

38: 12, iKn'n Pogn B.
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^Knnn inferior : Pogn B, see to

KDinn.

(^n)ND1n loss, damage: 34: 7 (see

p. 94).

Knban abortion : 11:4.

bn hang( ?) : nbbn’K Schw F.

nbn three : nubn Pogn B, KOnbn 300

38: 5; pa'nbn, jia’n'bn 17:

4. 8: 3.

unwbn third, fem. : 6: 8.

ion there; 14: 7, 19: 14.

Din see am.

N'JOn eight: 8 spirits, seals, 19: 4,

Schw E, F, Pogn B.

'3on 80: 19: 9, w. suff. iWNon

Lidz 4.

K3'3n monster, of Leviathan : 2
: 4,

6.

Ipn Pa. make fast: 19: 10, 29: ii.

*l'pn mighty, epithet of magical

arts: Hal, Hyv; of deities,

etc., 34: 9, 40; 19; of the

sorcerer 34: 2,

pn two: 4; 4, Pogn B; lin'im

two of them, 34: 4.

Knj'J'n second: fem.: 6: 8.

pn Pa. divorce; 17: 3.

Kanm divorcement; 26: 6.

(Kpn) KTn gate: Pogn B.

PRONOMINAL FORMS

1st per. «3N ; 2 ; i, 5, 4; 6, etc. ;
«3K:

II : I, Pogn B; '3K: 14; i.

1st pers. pi. NjnjN ; r: 14.

2d per. f. mJK: 26: 3, 8: 8, 15 (or

plur.? q. V.), nN3K 38: 4.

2d pers. pi. m. and fem. linJK : ig;

13 ;
in3« : Schw F

; finR
: 4 ; 7

;

rnjK: 8: 8; mJX: 8: 8. 17:

3 (?)-

3d pers. (also demonstrative) : Kin

8
: 7, etc., 32 : 4 : in

; 39 : 8 ; as

copula Kin Nin; y; i, 32; 3;
Kinn Schw F; Km: Ellis 3.

3d pers. pi. }l3m : Pogn B'; linjn: 32

:

7> 33 •• 7; n3«: 13: 4- 35:

6 ;
pirn : Schw I, Pogn B

; in

Schw Q.

Demonstrative, masc. pn ; 8 : 16,

10: I, Ellis 5, Hal; pn
: 3: 5,

7 : 16, Stiihe 43 (these forms in

stereotyped phrases, cf. K3n(a)

16: 8); pnn: 3: 6, pKnn 28:

4, pmn: Pogn A; KJn (Syr.)

‘ 31: 1, 2; Kaxn : Schw F;

Kn (?) ; 18; 5.

Demonstrative fem. Knn : i
; 4, 35

:

6, KTKn Lidz 5.

Demonstrative pi. pbn ; 6
: 7, 10:3,

31: 5. 35: 9. 36: 5. Pogn B;

pb'K: Hal 2; nb'K, 'b'K, nbx;

25 : 2, 5.

Indefinite (n)lD: 2: 2, IKD 27; 5,

Pogn B;kio, in Koa, K»a, Kony,

inKDby(see these prepositions).

'TK those who( ?) ; Wohls 2414.

Dpnj'O; 5: 2, Djn'0,2; 3, 12:

10, 29 : 8, ono Ellis 5. •
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Abraxas 57, 99, 151

Abatur 71, 96, 261

Adam 166

Aeon 198

amulets as objects of exorcism 87

angel of death 79

angels

charm words 86

evil 79

= gods 79, 97, 99, 241

invocation of 57 f.

mystical names of 97, 197, 208

Arabisms 24, 85, 102, 105

Arabic magic and demonology 44.

80, 187

archangels, Michael, etc. 96.

ardat lili 76

armament, magical 137

Armasa 99, 123

ascent of the soul 227 f.

assonance, magical 61, 185, f,

Asshur 21

Athbash 60, 184

attestation to magical texts 48

Babelon, E. 18

Babyloniarf ftiagic 42 f., 47, 55 f.,

, 58, 59y 62, 64, 6g, 73, 82, 85,

87, 91, 109 f., 152, 187

Bagdana 171, 198

barbarous words 59

baskania 68, 78

Bel 239

beasts exorcised 44 f.

Berlin Museum 19 f., 21

beth-el 72

Bibliotheque Nationale 18, 19, 21

binding in magic 52, 85

black arts 84

blanket formulas 82, 120

blast spirits 80

Borsippa, 21

bowls and bowl magic

age of 14, 102 f,, 116

Arabic 14, 21, 44

description of 13 f.

forged 14

origin 50, 57 f., 68, lOO, 106 f.,

116

praxis, 40 f., 51, 53, 162

Mandaic 15, 20, 2r, 30, 37 f.

244 f.

as objects of exorcism 88

paleography of 27 f.

provenance of 14, 16, 43

Syriac 15, 16, 21, 32 f., 223 f.

brass in magic 137, 187

British Museum 13, 16, 17, 18, 21

(309 )
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Casanowicz, I. M. 21

cattle in niagic;^49 f., 234, 242, 246,

253 f-

Charles, B. B. 44

charms, etc 86 f.

children in magic, s. women

Christian magic and demonolog)^

67, 90 f., 99, 107, 1 15 (s. New

Testament)

Christian names 50

Chwolson, M. 17, 18, 27

circle in magic 42, 88, 152, 250

Constantinople Museum 13, 15, 21

constellations, zodiacal 135 f.

countermagic 53, 83, 137

cultus 51

curses, magical 84

dastabira (Persian) 228, 52

date of bowls, s. bowls

David 184

Day of Judgment 135, 235

c’emonology in New Testament 78,

91 f.

demons and demonology

= shedin 73

= depotentized gods 70

divorce of 158 f.

= ghosts 75

good 76, 1 51

haunts of, s. haunts

idols 72

insanity caused by 153

king of 74

legions of 80

metamorphosis of 153

murderous 238 f., 240, 261

names of 68, 77, 81, 158, 171,

262

number of 71

threatening of 131

devils {dezvin) 73 f.

Dilbat 217

diseases

as objects of exorcism 89 f., 171,

189, 205, 219, 234, 235

female 94

s. eye, fevers, skin

divorce, magical 158 f,, 172

dreams 82. 206

duplicate texts 42, 145 f., 167 f.^

203 f.

eclectic magic 58, 64, 106 f., 115

Egyptian magic 53 f., 55, 58, 59,

62, 64, 91, 114

eknrrii 72

• Ebshaddai 191

Elija 259 f.

Ellis, T. 16, 18, 23 f.

^
Ellis, W. T. 21

empnsa

enmity exorcised 87

Enoch 124, 134

cpchi 51

cphialtcs 80, 82

epic in magic 62, 65

evil eye 88, 89, 222, 257

evil angels 79

evil spirits 74

excommunication in magic 53

exorcism 51 f., 55, 68 f., 83 f., 89 f.
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(s. amulets, bowls, diseases,

enmity, poverty, sin)

exorcists 46 f., 233

eye diseases 93

facere 51

familiar (spirit) 142

fevers 93, 171, 205

figures, use of in magic 53 f.

fire in hell 131

fire in magic 122, 187, 235

formulas, 6r, 85, 185 f., 199

Fraenkel, S. 20

Gabriel 96 f., 234

gallu 262

garment, magical 123

(jcllo 68, 78, 262

gematria 61, 261

ghosts 43, 72, 75, 82 f., 157, 201,

207, 251

ghul 8t, 157

Gnostic terms 151

Gexi, gods 56 f.

gods depotentized 70

Gottheil, R. 20, 258

graveyard magic 43 f.
,

Greek magic 43 f., 53, 55 f., 58, 59,

61, 62, 64, 69, 82, 85, 87, 91,

107, ITT, 113, 197 ’ 214

Greek names 50
^ Griinbaum, M. 19

Gula (goddess) 129

*gylo 262

h'^ir in magic 153

Halleluia 63, 202

Harran loi, 123, 239

Halevy, J. 17, 18

haunts of demons^76 f.

in deserts 78

in house 76, 143

in shrines 71

heart in magic 216

Hecate 58 f.

hell, T31, 144

herbs, magical 182, 216

Hermes 99, 113, 123 f., 150, 208

Hermon 126

Hillah 16, 17, 21

Hilprecht, H. 41

house magic 42 f., 49 f., 177

hydromancy 40 f.

Hyvernat, H. 19, 21, 41

idols as demons 72

incantations 51, 52, 56, 139

inciibi and siiccitbae 78, 82

insanity caused by devils 153

invocation

of gods, angels, etc. 57, 95 f.,

197

in l)lack magic 84

iron in magic 53. T22

Ishtar 70, 245

istarati 71

Jackson, A. V. \V. 22

Jesus Christ 227

Jewish magic 50, 106 f., 108, 112,

T49

jinn 80, 105, 157

Joshua (Jesus) b. Perahia 226 f.,

46, 159, 161, 225
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kabbalism 65, 114

Khuabir 20

king of demons 74

King, L. W. 21

kiru 250

knots, magical 88

labartu 68

lamia 78, 81

Layard, W. 16

lead in magic 187, 249

legions of demons 80, i79> 244

letters, magical, 59, 163

Leviathan 125

Levy, M. A. 17, 27

Lidzbarski, M. 20

lilith 68, 75 f., no, 117 f., 156 f.,

158, 209 f., 235, 245, 259 f. (s.

witch)

Logos 123 f.

losses exorcised 94

love charms 178 f.

love of God in magic 129

love magic 44, 178 L, 213 f., 238

Louvre 18, 19, 20, 21

Lycklama museum 19, 21

magic

assonance and rhyme in 61,

185 L

clients of 49 f.

epic in 62

figures in 53 f.

fire in 122, 187, 235

Great Name in .131

invocation as form of 84

rites of 52, 85, 216

personality in 48, 66, 112

praxis of 51 f.

propitious days for 55 f.

reciprocal 47

and religion 57, 65, iii

Scripture quotations in 62 f.

sealing in 53, 130, 191-

s. Arabic, Babylonian, Christian,

Egyptian, Greek, Jewish, New
Testament, Persian

fnamit 52, 84

Mandaic religion 39, 71, 96, 239

texts 20, 21, 37 f., 244 f.

Manichean script 34

Markaug, B. 19

marriage charm, 238 f.

Mazzikin 75

Metatron 98, 113, 208

Michael 96 f., 98

Moon 222, 239

Montgomery, J. A. 21

Moses 47, 107, 233

murderous demons, s. demons

museums, s, Berlin, British, Con-
* stantinople, Lycklama, Penn-

sylvania, Washington, Win-

terthur

mustalu 152

Myhrman, D. 20, 145

myrtle 181

mystery rites in magic 52, ^5, 243

mystical words and meanings 59 f.,

176

mythical and apocryphal allusions

64
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names

personal 49 f.

of demons 59, 261

of gods, angels 56 f., 58 f.

as charms 85 f., 11

1

Nannai 240

necklaces as charms 87 f., 186 f.

New Testament magic 75, 78,

91 f., 107

Nippur 13, 16, 21, 103, 113, 129

Nirig = Nergal 171, 239

Noah 166

Noldeke, T. 19, 20, no

Okeanos 200

orthoepy 61, 222

Pahlavi 14, 20., 22

Palestinian dialect 29, 13

1

parakku, pairika, 73

patkara 72

Pennsylvania, University of 13 f.,

20

Persian magic and demonology 55,

70, 1 16

personification in magic 58, 89 f.,

94 f-, 99, III

Peters, J. P. 13

planets as evil spirits 71, 135

Pognon, H. 20, 41

poisoning exorcised 84, 153

poverty ^^xorcised 94

praeparatum 182

I^raxis of bowl magic, s. bowl

magic

punctuation 29, 32

Rabbinic texts 27 f., 117 f-

RandalPMacIver, D. 13

Ranke, H. 2i

Raphael 96 f., 234

rhyme 61, 185 f.

resurrection, charm for 160

reversal of charm 63

Rodwell, J. M. 17, 18, 24

rubric for magical rite 175, 182

Samhiza 198, 271

sappii 88

Satan, Satans 79

satyrs 80, 140

Schwab, M. 18, 24 f.

Scripture quotations 62 f., 109

sea, spell of 125

sealing 53, 64, 130, 191

Sebaoth 149, 151, 164

sedu 73, MO
Sclah 63

Seth if)6

seven in magic 75, 79, 139

Seven spirits 79

Shema 62 f., 209

sibilants in magic 60, 220

si'lat 157

simulacrum in magic 176, 216, 250
sin exorcised 86, in
siptu 51, 109

sixty as sacred number 71

skin diseases 93
skull in magic 21, 256 f.

sleep exposed to magic 143, 153

Solomon 53, 64, 80, 173

sons of light 119
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sorcerers, evil 83, 250

Spirits

evil (rithin) 74 f.

familiar 142

seducing 80

Stiibe, R. 19

Sulzberger, M. 44

Sun 222, 239

syllables, magical 60

Syriac texts 16, 21, 32 f., 223 f.

tabVti 142

Talmud, magic and demonology in

40 f., 43, 46, 49, 61-64, 71

»

77, 85 f., 108, 1 19 f., 139, 143,

173, 189, 214, 219. 257

threatening of detnons 131

three hundred and sixty 71

tin in magic 249

Tonks, O. S. 22

Uimra 51

utukki 54, 68, 73, 75, no

vampire 81, T57

vows, magical 84

Washington National Mseuum 21

water in magic 235

wax in magic 250

Winterthur Museum 19

witches, witchcraft 78, 235, 261 f,

Wohlstein, J. 19, 25

women and children, objects of

charms 49, 77, 238, 240, 249,

259 f-

words, magical 51, 57 (s. incanta-

tions)

Yiivii 56, 60, 150, 210,. 224

cakikii 80

Zeus 200

Zimmern, H. no
zodiacal constellations 135 f.
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ayy^Tiot: 79, 91, 198

aTiXt'kovia 63, 202

hfiTfv 63

avdi^efia 84

(iaai7.tv^ 1 76

(Uit/idv/trmit 74

(hiva 261

ihai^ohn 80

ehhohw 72
, ^ ^

•
ck; to ovofia 21

5

tKKAf/ffia 79

^ tt/KAr/tjKS 3 2 84

£7r(,)(hit 62

t(l>niATr/<; 80, 82

Karathiv
^ dcfiyO'C ^2

KUTiuhafior
^ dcfixio 44’ 53’

/irirf 79

315

GREEK WORDS .

Kt/poi 250

?,6yo(S iepot; 31, 84

0(}K0t 84

ndfu.dpn^ [
,

|2

7r«ra|7>tt 72

TTfidytKi^ TTfm^tg 3 x

aa?.a 63

73

nrpayynXia 24O

(TlOTi/pl(ly (JUiTT^fi 53 . 129

Taxi> 60, 181, 184

WA^?^o/ 86

rrXfr/; 81, 85 f.

^apfUiKo TTofln 84

34,85, III
ipii/aKTipuov 44

XptUu 31





PLATES





Prefatory Note

The concave spherical surface on which the bowl texts are inscribed

precluded their reproduction by photography. At the best only a half of the

text can be obtained satisfactorily by the camera, as the pair of photographs

at the end of the Plates will show. Accordingly the texts had to be copied

by hand.

Soon after the bowls came to the Museum, Professor Jastrow, of the

University, and Professor Gottheil, of Columbia, undert(x:)k their publica-

tion. They secured the services of Mr. Horace Frank, Architect, for auto-

graphing the plates, a considerable sum of money being raised to meet this

expense. Subsequently Drs. Jastrow and Gottheil gave up their plan of

publication, and when Professor Hilprecht, then Curator, put the bowls into

my hands^ I fell heir to Mr. Frank’s labors. I found he had prepared about

75 plates, but of these J have been able to use only 23, covering my Numbers

2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, t6, 17, 24, 28, 31, 36, 37, 38, 40. His other plates were

copies of broken and mutilated bowls which were not worth publishing (see

Introduction, §1). It appears also that not all the good texts were placed

in his hands, or else that he did not complete them all.

There is only one drawback in Mr. Frank’s excellent reproductions,

one which however does not impair their accuracy. Working without much

direction and knowing nothing of the langimge, he often broke a word at

the end of the line and carried it over to the next. I have seen no reason to

repair this technical error in his copies, but have guarded against it in the

work of the later copyists.

There thus remained of the texts which came to be included in this

publication twenty-five which still recjuired autographing. Shrinking from

this tedious mechanical labor, especially after an expert hand had preceded

me, I was very glad to avail myself of the kind cooperation of Professor

( 319 )
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Gordon, Director of the Museum, who offered me the expert services ot iiis

staff. Consequently, under my direction, the remaining copies were

prepared by Mr. William C. Orchard (Nos. i, 5, 7, 10-15, 19, 21-23, 25,

27» 29, 32, 34, 35), and by Miss M. Louise Baker (Nos. 20, 26, 30, 33,

39 )*

'I'he style of Mr. Frank’s copies conditioned those for which I am

responsible. He had abandoned the spiral arrangement of the originals and

made his reproductions in straight lines. This method may be faulted as

not giving the exact form of the original, but this demerit is small as com-

pared with the advantage to the scholar of having the whole text lying

before him at one glance without his being under the necessity of turning

a bulky volume around and around to follow^ the spiral career of the text.

I was therefore quite satisfied to retain this method of reproduction.

It may be remarked that all my decipherment was made entirely from

the originals; only after my own work was finished did I compare Mr.

Frank’s coi>ies. In a few cases I was able to improve his facsimiles, in

several cases his copies, which were made when the texts were fresher and

more legible (they have manifestly faded under exposure to light), have

helped me correct or enlarge my readings. The other copyists also worked

independently, and then we compared our respective results, 'fhe coopera-

tion of others, expert copyists, with the author has thus tended to a full

control of the accuracy of the facsimfles and transliterations.

I have finally to speak in the highest terms of the artistic and pains-

taking labors of these two gentleman and Miss Baker, whose assistance has

afforded me so great relief.



CATALOGUE

TEXT PLATE CATALOGtIE SIZE

NUMBER U cttDtimetrM,

heiflit by di«ni«l«r

I I 8693 6.5 + 17

2 2 2945 7-2 + 17-4

3 3-4 2963 10.3 4- 20.5*

4 4-5 2923 7.5 4- 17-3

DESCRIPTION

Broken and mended, with two

'holes. Written inside and out in

large coarse script, .5 cm. average

height, rude spiral design in center.

Broken and mended. Fair,

large characters. .4 cm. in height.

In center two large figures, one in

reverse position to other; one of

which appears to be making a sign

with his hand (as against the evil

probably the sorcerer, the

other with feet hobbled, the de-

mon.

Broken and mended, with a

segment 6+12 cm. missing. Flat

boss. The rim of the bowl has a

double edge. Fair characters,

.3 crn. high. In the center figure of

a demon, armed with helmet and a

sabre and spear in either hand, and

his feet manacled.

Broken and mended, small seg-

ment missing. Characters .4 cm.

high. In the center figure of the

sorcerer waving a magic bough.

321
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TEXT PUTE CATALOGUE SIZE

NUMBER b cMfbMfrti.

Mfb by dfauMttr

5 6 2952 7+18

6 7 2916 6+15.8

7 8 16007 5.6+15.7

8 8-9 9013 8.5 + 16.6

9 10 9010 6+17.7

JO II 16014 6.9+14.2

II 12 16022 6.3+16.1

OESCUPTION

Slightly broken and mended,

with small fragment missing.

Characters .4 cm. high. In center

rude figure of a demon with four

arms and one leg.

Perfect bowl but for a fracture

which does not touch the text.

Small circle in center. Characters

.3 cm. high, rather crabbed.

Broken and mended, with a

square fragment of text missing.

Fine, clear characters, .2 cm. high.

In center circle with cross.

Broken and mended, with two

small fragments missing. Charac-

ters .2 cm. high. In center obscene

picture of a lilith with hands and

feet bound.

Perfect bowl. Characters much

obliterated, .4 cm. high. Circle in

center. On exterior four short

lines in Hebrew.

Broken 'and mended with seg*

ment missing. Characters .4 cm.

high. In center monstrous figure

with owl-like head and apparently

several breasts, presumably a lilith.

Broken and mended, with three

fragments of the text missing.,

Characters carelessly written, .3 rr

.4 cm. high. In center rude design,

probably of a lilith.
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TUT PLATE CATALOGUE SIZE

NUIIBER i0 CMtiflMCrM.

Ltifht hf diuMitr

12 13 9009 7.2 + 17.7

13 14 8694 7 + 16.2

14 15 16017 6.8+18.7

15 16 16087 7-3 + 17-2

16 17 2920 6.8 + 16.3

17 18 2922 , 7 + 15.7

18# 19 8695 7-2 + 16.

1

DESCRIPnON

Perfect bowl. Characters ,4 cm,

high, coarse but distinctly formed.

In center a demon, with beastlike

face and arms and feet bound.

Endorsement on exterior.

Broken and mended, with small

,

piece missing. Coarse, clumsy

characters, .6 cm. high. In the

center a clumsy figure of a demon

with caterpillar-like arms. Text

continued on the exterior for 6

lines.

Broken and mended, with miss-

ing segment. Characters .4 cm.

high, in a good hand. In center a

lilith with hands and feet manacled.

Broken and mended. Characters

.4 cm. high. In center figure of a

serpent with its tail in its mouth.

Broken and mended. Characters

coarse, .3 cm. high. Rough circle

in center.

Broken and mended, with a seg-

ment missing. Characters coarse,

.4 cm. high. In the center the cir-

cle and cross, formed in a peculiar

way.

Broken and mended, with frag-

ment of about 5 cm. square miss-

ing. Coarse^ characters, .4 cm.

high. In center rude and faded

t design—of a demon?
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TEXT PUTS CATALOGUE SIZE

NUMBER to cMttoMlrtt.

htifLt by diuMtor

19 20 6,6 + 17.6

20 21 16023 7 + 17

21 . 22 16054 6.5 + 17

22 22-23 16006 6.5 + 16

23 22 16090 7 + 17*2

24 23 2926 7 + 16.8

DESCRlPnON

Broken and mended. Characters

crabbed and obscure, closely writ-

ten, .3 cm. high. Circle and cross

in center.

Broken and mended^ fragment

missing. Large, coarse characters,

.6 cm. high. Large figure of a de-^

mon manacled, with a circle in his

breast bisected by two lines. For

the magical words accompanying

sec commentary.

Broken and mended, with two

fragments missing, a small one in

the text. Script large, .8 cm. high,

and rude. In center a rectangular

figure divided into three squares,

in one of those at the end two large

markings like letters.

• Broken and mended, with two

fragments missing. From the

same hand as No. 21 and with the

same design, the markings in the

square suggesting a face.

Broken and mended. From the

same hand as Nos. 21, 22, and with

similar design.

Broken and mended, small frag-

ment missing. Coarse script, .7

cm. high. In the center a figure of

rude concentric circles with radial

lines.*
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TEXT PLATE : CATALOGUE SIZE

NUMBER ia cMrtfa—tm.
LtifLt by iliaMicr

25 24 16009 6.9 + 17.2

26 24 3997 6.9+15.5

27 25 16041 5.6 + 16.6

28 25 2972 6.5 4- 16.5

29 26 16055 6.8+17

30 26 16096 6,5 + 16.8

31 27 9008 6,6+16

32 28 16086 6.9+17

DBSCKirnON

Broken and mended, with four

fragments missing. Coarse script,

.5 cm. high.

Broken and mended. Script

.4 cm. high. In the center a rough

circle bisected by two lines, in each

• segment a magical word.

Broken and mended with two

considerable fragrnents missing.

Script tine and fair, .2 cm. high.

In the center a circle with cross.

Broken and mended, four frag-

ments missing, the text much

blurred or obliterated. A fair

script,.3 cm. high.

Broken and mended, one frag-

ment missing. Bold and well

formed characters .5 cm. high.

l>roken and mended, small frag-

ment missing. Script .3 to .4 cm.

high. In center rude figure of a

lilith with tresses flying and hands

and feet bound.

Perfect. Syriac script, .3 cm.

high. In center a circle divided

into four squares each with a cross

in it.

Broken and mended, one large

and one small fragment missing.

Same script and design as in No.

51 -
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rUTE CATALOGUE
NUMBER

SIZE

n CtMttNCfWt

fcfigttW

33 29 16019 6.2 + 15.5

34 30 9012 7-5 4- 17-5

35 31 16097 6.5 + 16.

1

36 32 2933 6.3 -f- 15-4

37 33 2943 6.5 4- 17

38 34 2941 7+17

39 35 9005 6.8 + 17.2

40 36-38 2972 7,3 + 17.2

DESCUPTlOIf

Broken and mended, with two

considerable fragments missing. In

center cross with circle.

Broken and mended. Design as

in Nos. 31, 32.

Broken and mended, two small

fragments missing. Design as in

No. 33.

Broken and mended, with about

half of the two lines on the margin

missing.

Broken and frequently repaired,

much of the margin missing and a

large part of the text obliterated.

The script the smallest in the

Syriac bowls, .2 to .3 cm. high. In

the center circle and cross, each

segment containing presumably

letters of the Tetragrammaton.

Broken and mended, with sever-

al small holes. Mandaic script

average character about .2 cm.

high. Small circle in center. A
brief phrase written radially near

the margin on the exterior.

Broken and mended, some frag-

ments missing. Script larger and

coarser than in No. 38, .3 cm. high.

Broken and mended, some large

lacunae. Script as in No. 39. The

text covers also most 'of the ex-

terior. Circles in the center.
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